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PREFACE
Among the many elements that comprise the musicologisf s world, three emerge
as the most important; music, its analysis, and composers’ biographical data.
Biographies line the shelves of libraries, but collections of letters are less often found.
Systemized, psychologically crucial matter gleaned from the correspondence o f any
composer is, in fact, rare.
Most o f the letters selected for this study were written by (Josef) Anton Bruckner
(1824-1896) froml885 to! 893. In order to substantiate and clarify the intent of this
project, a number of letters from others have been included. Translations of a few
relevant calling cards are here, along with an occasional telegram and Bruckner’s
Testament.
BACKGROUND
Bom in Ansfelden, Anton Brackner came from the humblest background in the
Upper-Austrian countryside. The elder Anton was the town schoolmaster and organist,
placing him one degree away from the peasantry. Bruckner’s mother sang in the local
church choir and reportedly had a lovely voice. Bruckner’s humble background certainly
affected his later opinion of himself; his religious background would further this selfportrait, as would his psychological and physiological problems.
Brackner was the eldest of four surviving children; he studied music first with his
father, then harmony witii his cousin and godfather, Johann Baptist Weiss. The life of
Weiss ended in tragedy, for he committed suicide due to a scandal. While attending the
priest for the last rites of his father, Brackner fainted. He was just thirteen years of age.
Brackner’s later preoccupation with death may be traced back to his early childhood.
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after seeing several of Ms siblings die in infancy, along with the deaths of Ms father and
godfather.
Due to Ms mother’s intervention, the prior of St. Florian Monastery took Brackner
in as a chorister. Although Ms voice would break after the first year, he was allowed to
stay on, playing the violin and deputizing at the organ. Bruckner’s serious study of music
began in 1837 at the monastery.
Even though Ms gifts were manifest, Brackner was never confident as a musician
in his own right and felt that he couid not give himself up completely to musical pursuits;
thus, at age sixteen, he went to Linz for a year to train as a teacher. After graduation, he
was assigned to be assistant schoolmaster in the small village of Windhaag, where Ms
supervisor, who was very unsympathetic toward Ms composing, delegated Mm even the
duty of mucking out the bam TMs did nothing to further Ms self-esteem, and the whole
situation must have added to Ms depression.
After fifteen months, Michael Ameth, Ms old mentor from St. Florian, came to
Windhaag to inspect the school and had Bruckner transferred as assistant schoolmaster in
the village ofKronstorf, near Steyr. Although even smaller than Windhaag, Kronstorf is
much closer to St Florian and Linz.
In 1845, there was an opening at St. Florian, and Brackner became a teacher
there. He went there at the age of twenty and taught there for ten years. Although secure
in habitation and thankM to be there, he nevertheless showed symptoms of depression,
even stating that he was alone in his little room, feeling melancholic and poor.
Unfortunately, he had no one with whom to speak freely and openly about Ms inner life
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and felt hurt that he was often misuaderstood. Bruckner had come to the reaiization that
the monastery was not the place for Mm to be, although he had once considered the
priesthood.
In 1855, Brackner became organist at Linz Cathedral. He had previously applied
for a position at Olomouc but was sharply scolded by the Stiftspralat, Frederick TheopMi
Mayer (1793-185S), prior of the foundation of St Florian, because he auditioned.
Always affected by what others said or thought of him, Bruckner must have been abashed
by the display of anger directed at him. In addition, Brackner nearly always bowed to
authority, even lesser authority.
When the position of organist at Linz Cathedral became vacant, Bruckner was
afraid to audition; however friends took him there and he won. At this time, he fulfilled
the duties of organist, worked diligently on his organ technique, gave piano lessons in
order to support Ms family, and sang (and later directed) the Liedertafel “Frohsinn ”
That same year, Brackner began to travel to Vienna to study counterpoint privately with
Simon Sechter (1788-1867), who taught theory at the Conservatory; in reviewing
Bruckner’s sixteen completed books of exercises, Sechter would tell Mm it was not good
for him to work so hard. For a taskmaster like Sechter to make such a declaration would
have been very unusual; however, Brackner had spent seven hours a day for nearly seven
years on strict harmony and counterpoint In 1861, he finished these studies with great
praise in the form of a testimonial from Sechter. Due to Ms insecurity, Bruckner
requested a written testamonial. Bruckner had worked diligently and would work just as
hard in his further studies. His persistence was evident later when he made many
changes to his compositions, although often misguided.

?CV1
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As time passed, Bruckner developed some strange aberrations; for example, he
counted windows in buildings and numbered ever>’ measure in Ms symphonies. He was
curious about what topped a building in Bayreuth, whether it was a cross or a lightning
rod; and he asked why the woman was set on fire in a Wagner music drama—ail of
which are proofs of Ms having Asperger’s Syndrome. He was oddly preoccupied with the
death of Maximillian (1S32-1867) in Mexico, wanting to know all of the details and
viewing the casket several times. He also had a penchant for “falling in love” with very
young girls, Ms intentions being of the highest order as he did not believe in sexual
contact outside of the marriage contract. (As Brackner aged, the young ladies were
always the same age.) Of course, these attractions always came to nothing. Having
always been of a depressed nature, in addition to his disappointments in love, his
tremendous workload, and his dashed hopes of success, Bruckner experienced a
breakdown in 1867 and spent four months at the “spa” in Bad Kreuzen in a sanitarium
setting. [Bruckner was truly a victim of Asperger’s Syndrome.
In 1868, Bruckner assumed the responsibilities of professorship at Vienna
Conservatory. Although he should have been overwhelmed with joy that the eminent
Professor Johann Herbeck (1831-1877) would consider him as the direct successor of
Simon Sechter, as always Bruckner was replete with indecision. Faced with having had

' According ro the DSMIV, Diagnostic and Statistical Mammi o f Mental Disorders, 4* ed. (Washington,
D.C.-American Psychiatric Association, 2000), the diagnostic tool used by ail psychiatrists and
psychologists, criteria for the syndrome include qualitative impairment in social interaction and restricted
repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, and activities, including apparently inflexibie
adherence to specific, non-fuQctionai routines or rituals and persistent preoccupatioii with parts of objects.
The disturbance causes cMcafly significant impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of
fimctiooiag; but it does not significantly delay cognitive development. Asperger’s Syndrome does not meet
the criteria for ScMzopIireoia but is a pervasive deveiopmetitai disorder and always iadudes some degree of
autism, although the autism may be a lesser component. Experts in the field agree that Bruckner had
Asperger’s.
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his symphonies dubbed nonsense and unplayable by the Vienna PMlharmonic, having
been rejected as organist for the Imperial Chapel and again as lecturer at the University
of Vienna, and with consideration of the reduction in income that would result from
acceptance, he straggled until summer before accepting the position. Nevertheless,
Herbeck was a great persuader. Perhaps Brackner might never have accepted at all if he
had envisioned the vastly contemptible behavior of many of Ms fellow professors; or
perhaps a more stable person could have ignored the bad behaviors of others. Even so, it
must have hurt him deeply when cMldren in the street ran after him making fun of Ms
oid-fasMoned, provincial clothing and the large handkercMef protruding from a pocket in
Ms short, rather baggy pants. Mercifully, the future was unknown
The situation became even worse when he declared himself a Wagnerite; the
Viennese critics, namely Eduard Hanslick (1825-1904), hounded him nearly to the end of
his life. In 1885, the Vienna Philharmonic decided to perform Bruckner’s Seventh
Symphony due to the success of the premier in Leipzig, but Bruckner entreated them not
to do so because the Viennese criticism would probably impede his reputation in
Germany.
Subsequently, more doubts plagued Bruckner, and he allowed others to change,
cut, and publish Ms works under Ms name. Concurrently, he began to revise his own
works became he was so unsure of himself and often acted according to the thinking of
others. Some of those who tinkered with Ms compositions were greatly annoyed with Ms
wanting to approve every measure that they wanted to change. (Nevertheless,
unauthorized changes were made, printed, and performed; and Brackner sometimes
miscalculated what those whom he trusted were going to do.) He wanted so much for his
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symphonies to be heard, but the time spent is these pursuits probably explains why the
Ninth Symphony is incomplete.
In spite of Ms accomplishments, and in part due to Ms farlures, Brackner never
outgrew Ms insecurity. Having Asperger’s, along with manifestations of other types of
disorders, sucli as depression, would not allow tMs. Without the treatment and
medications wMch would be discovered later, Brackner simply labored on, as an
anomaly to some, a puzzle to others, and a complete Geheimnis to many more; but not to
those who have discovered Ms letters and other prose. Bruckner can be known intimately
through careful scrutiny of Ms correspondence.
Having always been concerned about health,—Ms and that of others—his
conditions actually did become worse; and, in 1891, Ms health began to deteriorate
terminally. He could no longer play the organ, a major blow to a performer who had
made a reputation for Mmseif in Austria, France, and England; and he wrote pitifully
about his problem.
The study of Bruckner’s correspondence does not replace other biographical
material; on the contrary, it is the long-awaited factor that both clarifies and expands it.
Herein lies its true and intrinsic value.

SURVEY OF LITERATURE
In tMs English translation, I have identified Anton Bruckner, people with whom
he worked, his friends and stradents, Ms problems, and places of significance. Common
knowledge came from The New Grove Dictionary o f Music and Musicians and Die
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart; but, because they are not cited anywhere, there are

X IX
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no footnotes concerning them and they are not found in the bibliography. My footnotes
contain few complete bibliographical references since all of the letters came from Max
Auer’s Gesammelte Briefe^ and Franz Graflinger’s Gesammeite Briefe^ and are mostly
identifications of people and places plus my own usually brief commentaries.
Although these two books were just what was needed for this dissertation, they
were incomplete as far as what is extant. Auer’s book contained most of the letters then
known, but Graflinger had only a few “new” ones to add, in fact, fewer letters altogether.
Since my dissertation deals mostly with the letters in these two books, I read the
remaining material for further knowledge, sometimes citing other references that
pertained to letters in the two books mentioned above. The most important of the other
books and articles that I consulted can be found in my bibliography. Such authors as
Elizabeth Maier, Leopold Nowak, Franz Grasberger, Manfred Wagner, and others will be
known to Bruckner scholars, but there will be some surprises.

THE TOPIC
My topic is “Selected Correspondence of Anton Bruckner From the Years 1885 to
1893, in Translation from the Original German.” Such a work has been long in coming
and should take its place beside other collections of letters.
After this presentation other scholars or students will still find it necessary to
collect all of the remaining Brackner correspondence and publish it first in the original
German for accuracy. Then others can translate and arrange all of it in chronological

^Max Auer, ed. Anton BrucJmer: Gesammeite Briefe: Nem Folge (Regensburg: Gustav Bosse Vsrlag,
1924).
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order. The aim shouid always be for accuracy. One of the letters with ’which I worked
had a section missing which I later found imbedded in another letter.^ I was not so
fortunate in most cases.

SOURCE MATERIALS
My source materials have been discussed under the heading “Survey of
Literature.” However, I would like to add a few materials that were particularly
informative and very enjoyable with which to work.
A masterpiece is Ewe Marten’s Anton Bruckner: Ein Handbuch/ which contains
pictures and photographs of nearly every place and everyone who came in contact with
Bruckner. For deeper understanding of Bruckner, his times, and a wonderful study of
the Finale of the Seventh Symphony, I would suggest Jackson and Hawkshaw’s Bruckner
Studies. ® An enjoyable volume to read is Stephen Johnson’s Bruckner Remembered^
Johnson has extracted the personal reminiscences of Bruckner’s contemporaries. Before
each, Johnson sets the scene historically; however, such remembrances are always
questionable.

^Franz Graflinger, ed. Gesammeite Briefe. Munich; R. Piper & Co., 1911 (Regensburg; Gustav Bosse
Verlag, 1924).
* Andrea Harrandt and Otto Schneider, Anton Bruckmr, Briefe: Band 1 (Vienna; Musikwissenschafficher
Verlag, 1998).
^Ewe Harten, Anton Bruckner: Ein Handbnch (Salzburg; Rssidenz Veriag, n.d.),
®Timothy Jackson and Paul Hawkshaw, Bruckner Studies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1997).

’ Stephen Johnson, Bruckner Remembered (Boston; Faber and Faber, 1988).
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A worthwhile book, indeed, is Benjamin KorsA-edt’s Bmcknsr: Symphony No. 8,
although it does not reveal its virtues after a single reading. The analytical details are all
there en masse.

AIE.1HODOLOGY
The first step in my method was to use Ohio Link and then USA Link for needed
books. After I chose the specific Brackner correspondence to be used, I then translated
all of it from the original German and began to search for qualities in Brackner’s make
up that would explain his behaviors and reveal his inner being. This work would then
add to the knowledge of his music and his biography.
There was little editing to do because Brackner wrote well and was able to
express himself in extraordinarily clear language. “Reading between the lines” was not
so easy. Every allusion had to be checked in other sources or stated as the result of a
hard-won conclusion. Of course, obsolete formations and idioms were difficult but not
impossible to find.
Brackner is a difficult and complicated figure. His letters, cards, and testament
show us that he was not merely a country bumpkin but an educated person who thought
logically when his emotional problems were not controlling his thinking patterns.
Though not an easy subject, Bruckner had many qualities that all readers might envy, but
also many that kept him in the shadows of success.

1 M.

Korstvedt, Bruckner: Symphony No. 8 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univeraity Press, 2000).
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Figure 1. Anton Bruckner in 1863.
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Figure 2. Bruckner seated at his beloved Bdsendorfer in 1894.
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Figure 3. Hans Richter (right), Felix Mottl (midddie), and Hermann Levi (left).
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Figure 4. To the Great Master Anton Bruckner in Thankful Admiration and ...
Remembrance.
Siegfried Ochs
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Figure 5. To the great symphonist Anton Bruckner from Ms grate&l interpi
Dr. Karl Muck
Graz, March 16,1886
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Figure 6. Gustav MaMer in 1§84
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Figure 7. The Imperiai Family in 18§8, with P.udoif s only cMM,
Elisabeth.
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CHAPTER I
BRUCKNER’S CORRESPONDENCE AND ITS DvIPLICATIONS
The outstanding quality that illumines Bruckner’s letters is graciousness. Nearly
every one of Ms letters, even those written when he was discouraged or depressed, still
displays the quality wMch appears to be second nature to Mm. In a brief thank-you letter
to Theodor Helm about 1891, Brackner begins: “Highly Honored Doctor!”^ In a letter to
Siegfried Ochs dated June 26, 1891, Bruckner addresses Ochs as “Wonderful
Conductor!”^ On August 2, 1892, and October 3 1 ,1891, Bruckner’s salutations read:
“Most Venerable, Most Noble Friend!”^and “Noble, Beloved Brother in Art and War!”^
The first letter is to Father Oddo Loidol at Kremsmiinster, a young priest whom he
greatly admired; the second to August GOllerich, his friend and biographer. Of course,
these salutations reflect the conceits of the day, but each is flavored with Bruckner’s
special caring and graciousness toward his friends.
Bruckner was always grateful for any kindness shown to him, so his graciousness
flowed over into many thank-you letters. In the letter of June 7,1885, to Felix Mottl,
Bruckner wrote:
... accept my heartfelt thanks with the greatest admiration stemming
from the innermost part of my soul, in loving kindness and friendship
toward you. Never will 1 forget that! [I] request that you, just such a
great artist, remain always, my ol4 young friend and brother! May
your ingenious art be, also forever and ever, always the benefactor of
my works! May God’s will be done! Again, from my entire soul
which thanks you, I remain... ^

' No.
^No.
^No.
* No.
^ No.

127 in this collection by Mary E. Hetzel.
159 in this coflection.
186 in this collection.
164 in this coflection,
29 in this collection.
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Even allowing for writing style, one can see that Bruckner’s kindness and his
caring nature are always present. He wrote to Artlmr Mkisch on New Year’s Day, 1887,
thanMng him for Ms great artistic kindness:
... with the most sincere wish [that] God may preserve your irreplaceable
health, to the renown of German musical art... .1 kiss the hand of your
gracious wife, and 1 also wish [her] everything good! Forever and
forever, I ask that you give a kiss to your dear son in place of my own
[that I shall never have]. To Bernard Vogel, again, my sincerest thanks,
etc. My leave-taking from you in Bayreuth was very difficult for me.
A fond farewell! 1f
On January 4,1887, a letter to Elizabeth Kietz reads: “To your Herr Papa, my
deepest respect. For you, I send M i thanks from the bottom of my heart; and I kiss your
very gracious and benevolent hand...

Bruckner never disregarded or forgot anyone

who did anything for him no matter how small or how large the favor, as evinced by his
letter of June 2,1887, to Theodor Helm: “Thank you sincerely for your kind letter!” he
stated; “I cannot deny that I felt genuine pain at that time!”* Because Bruckner was very
sensitive to the opinions of critics and musicians, he was especially depressed by the fact
that von Btllow disliked Ms work.
To the wife of Baron von Mayfeld, on January 30,1888, Bruckner wrote, “Thank
you [from the bottom ofj my heart for your graciousness, as well as [that] of your
husband, the Government Councillor.”^ Baron Moritz and Baroness Betty von Mayfeld
were friends of Bruckner; he often visited with them at Schwamenstadt, and this letter
m ay

well refer to one of those occasions. Nevertheless, they showed Mm so many

kindnesses that it is impossible to be certain, for the letter also contains a number of
®No.
No.
®No.
^No.

74 in this collection.
75 in this collection.
85 in this coledion.
92 in this collection.
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details about forthcoming peiformances of Ms symphonies.
The letter of January 1,1889, is to Baron Hans von Wolzogen and includes these
sentiments;
From [the] Mlness of my soul, I shout to my noblest patron,
especially today at the [beginning of] the new year: Three Cheers!
May God bless you, Baron, and be a generous benefactor to
you for all the proven good that you do!^®
It is not surprising that Bruckner would write to von Wolzogen with such enthusiasm
because the Baron was a true friend to Bruckner. As a writer on music, as well as a
Bruckner enthusiast and friend, von Wolzogen was in a position to help Bruckner both
critically and financially. However, it is evident from extant sources that they would
have been friends in any event; Bruckner was appreciative and loyal to his friends and
family, even those who were not interested in classical music.
One of the few letters, which is not centered around a thank-you, is dated
December 12, 1890, and was written to Hans Puchstein.
I must beg greatly for [your acceptance of my] apology for
being prevented from [meeting with you] on Wednesday evening,
wMch I had not realized is Christmas Eve. I beg you whole[heartedly] for another evening of your choice [when I can be of
service,] which will make me very happy.”
Puchstein was a music reviewer in Vienna, and Bruckner was extremely pleased
about the meeting. Because Brackner was sometimes absent-minded, he apologized for
his error; however, he may have been doubly embarrassed, for Puchstein was also one of
Ms patrons. Bruckner’s gracious nature would have warranted the apology in any case.

No. 102 in this collection.
No. 122 in this collection.
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TMs is revealed in an undated letter from ca. 1891.
Most kindly permit [me] to send yon two issues of the
Weitblatte—vetj interesting!.. .May I not look forward to seeing my
noble patron again soon? The second performance of the D minor
was splendid, wasn't it? In Graz, the Fourth with jubilation—and
encore.
About the same time, Bruckner left a calling card for August Gdllerich:
Anton Brackner... gives you heartfelt thanks for everything!
Please [accept my] excuse for Saturday! Saturdays are never free;
Monday at the Weingartl, (next to the Theater an der Wein).^^
This message would certainly have been easier to convey than the last. Gdllerich was
Bruckner’s close friend and biographer, by choice, and would have known him as
well as or better than any other person, with the possible exception of Oddo Loidol.
On June 26, 1891, Bruckner wrote the following to Siegfried Ochs:
Above all, [and] once more, in [the] deepest feeling of my
heart, my thanks for the highly brilliant rendering of my Te Deum, as
[well] as for the excellent effort [put forth] toward the thorough
learning [of the work], which resulted in a never-[before] achieved
level.
Also, for my masterM, dearest beloved choir, I ask you [very
much] to give members my sincerest thanks and heartfelt greetings.
Still today I hear the of the Tu Rex Gloriae, etc.
Nevermore will I hear my work performed like that.
Brackner continues by saying that he and his symphonies will continue to be greatly
admired due to the genius of Herr Ochs, as displayed in the performance. Although,
wisMlil thinking can be noted on the part of Brackner, Ochs was a renowned choral
conductor who gave the first Berlin performance of the Te Deum, and who was

No. 128 in this collection.
^^No. 126 in this coileetioQ.
No. 159 in this collection.
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particularly celebrated for Ms perforniances of the Bach Si. Matthew Passion. Hearing
Ms own work done so well must have been extremely electrifying for Bracloier, and he
wanted to impart both Ms appreciation and Ms realization of the elegance of the
performance.
Bruckner again wrote to August Gollerich on October 31,1891:
I thank you and everyone who so troubled themselves to
secure the arrival of the Romantic Symphony [No. 4] with my whole
heart; and I congratulate you in particular, you noble hero of the
battle won!... Once again, thanks and a brother-kiss from your
Bruckner.
On December 5 of the same year, Brackner again wrote to Gdllerich:
Dearest Beloved Herr Colleague!
To see you or simply to be able to be near you is for me
indescribable joy and delight! Accordingly, away with diabolical
influences, at present, and in all time to come. You know my way
of thinking now, and have for such a long time. You also know my
character.
Lies—suspicion—dissension are the weapons of my
enemies! But you have mercy upon me, you, [my] noble friend, so
extensive [a journey] to travel as far as here!!!
I entrust everything to you: [even] more details when you
are here.^^
Gdllerich did agree to visit with Brackner. No doubt they discussed details about the
biography Gdllerich was to write. The depth of Bruckner’s Platonic love for
tMs man is apparent.
The letter of October 18,1892, is to Father Oddo Loidol, a young priest at St.
Florian.
Most Venerable, Most Noble Friend!
On tMs occasion I am sending you the hymn for the holy

No. 164 ia this collection.
No. 169 in this collection.
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mass o f my dsar, young friends, wbom I salute very sincerely....
I permit myself to send along my favorite Tantum Ergo, composed
in 1868... .1 thank Right Reverend Georg for everything, and I [will]
advise the Director of these small matters. [To] Prof. Romanld
everything beautiM. To His Grace, Father Prior, and all of the
venerable gentlemen of the monastery, my respect! and thanks!!...
May these lines find you in further progression toward your
recovery! With most heartfelt greetings,.
Although it is common courtesy to send fiiends get-well wishes, Bruckner’s
concern about his health and that of everyone else was always at the core of Ms thinking.
Nevertheless, his gratitude and tree regard for Father Loidol, whose life was
comparatively short, are certainly the greater impetus of the letter.
On June 1, of the same year, Bruckner had informed Father Loidol that
The heat is intensive! Everyone is fleeing from Vienna. But I
must thank Your Grace most deeply—as much as it pains [me]
(because I [would] with pleasure be in Kremsmunster)—on behalf of
your invitation honoring me so. My feet, particularly the right, are
swollen [so much]... that I am able to walk only ponderously and
cannot play the organ [at all]. Please be informed. Your Grace, of my
deepest respect and thanks; perhaps Your Grace would permit me to
pay [a] visit some time later. Please remember me to the Reverend
Chapter, especially Prof. Romauld. Heartfelt greetings,...
Again to Father Loidol on August 2;
To my sadness, I heard that you, the Right Reverend
Father, are still sick. I want most sincerely to beg God that
He, through His divine goodness, take away this difficult
affliction, and grant you [the] best [of] health! I am in
Steyr, likewise a patient;...
Repeating my most heartfelt wish, I ask again that
you allow me to know how you are.
Your admiring, warmest friend,...
At this time, Brackner was himself quite ill with liver and stomach ailments and

No. 194 in this collectioa.
No. 182 in this collection.
No. 186 in this collection.
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persistently swollen feet. He and Father Loidol had a MendsMp that defied age and time,
so it is not surprising that Bruckner, though sick himself, would write a consoling letter
which included Ms prayer for Father Loidofs recovery. It was not to be so, for Father
Loidol died the next year.
Related to graciousness is the quality of consideration of others, wMcii also
displays Bruckner’s deep feelings for them. Though very humble and usually unable to
speak highly of himself or Ms work, he was indescribably pleased that August Gdllerich
was writing his biography. Even so, on September 20,1885, Bruckner again put another
person ahead of his own wishes; “Dear Friend! I think [that] the biography can wait; you
ought not to undertake expense on its behalf.
On September 20,1885, Bruckner would have been thinking of his schedule at
the Conservatory; and he knew that he would have little time to spend with Gollerich; but
there is still that flavor of wanting to insure the welfare of another, in this case, Gdllerich
(and in particular his finances).
When the mother of Baroness Marie Anna (of Amstetten) died, Bruckner wrote a
letter expressing his sympathy, on December 31, 1885.
I am so deeply and profoundly moved that it is barely
possible for me to arrange words of comfort and condolence. Allow
me to say, Fraulein, only that I ask God that He grant you the
needed strength in this most grievous sorrow....
May the new year assuage your greatest sorrow.
I send my sincere condolences to ail of the ladies of your
noble family.^^

^ No. 37 in this collection.
No. 43 in this collection.
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On April 13,1886, Bruckner expressed his concern about Wilhelm Floderer’s
having to work so hard. At that time. Kapellmeister Floderer was at the theater in Linz.
(In 1887, he became also the choir master of the Liedertafel.) “It pains me that you
have to labor so hard*”^^ Brackner was referring to a concert (of Ms choral works and
one symphonic movement) which was at the time in rehearsal and then given shortly
after Ms letter.
Even to one of his paid copyists, a certain Leopold Hofineyr, Brackner wrote a
business letter, on Febraary 2 ,1890, containing Bruckner’s wish not to take liberties in
regard to possible future requests.
You have written everything wonderfully. Sincere thanks,
and I shall look highly upon your splendid copy as a gift from heaven.
I will later inconvenience you again, if I may. Enclosed [please find]
five Gulden.
It is to be expected that Brackner would write friendly and loving letters to his
brother, Ignaz Bruckner; in addition, on February 3, he demonstrated deep concern:
How very alarmed I am over your misfortune, you can only
imagine. We thank God out of fullest heart that He has saved you
so wonderfully. All the same, be reailly careful about what you eat,
and inspect each bite you intend to eat... .1 congratulate you on your
life’s being saved! [Please find] 10 Florins enclosed. Be careful later
about [eating] smoked meat, and I will be grateful. So be really
carefulf^
It appears that Ignaz Bruckner had stomach problems similar to those of Anton.
Brackner mentions that Ms sister complained of having to pay the doctor so much money
for their brother’s treatment. Bruckner inquires as to whether or not Ignaz knows
anything about tMs situation, for Ms inquiries have so far netted no infomiatioii.
^ No, 57 in this collection.
No. 108 in this collection.
^ No. 109 in this coflection.
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Nevertheless, he sent Ignaz a bit of money anyway. Bruckner always looked to the
financial situation of Ms family members, supporting all of them at one point, as a young
teacher giving music lessons in addition to Ms other duties.
Bmcloier’s letters prove that he did not forget old friends and that he remembered
each with a letter at a special time in that person’s life, displa3dng Ms gratitude as well.
To Arthur Nildsch, in regard to Ms forthcoming wedding, he wrote on M y 7,1885;
You were my first apostle who made known in Germany,...
with the fullest dignity, my Mtherto unknown expression... .For that
reason, be thanked in all eternity not only by me but also by my
true friends. May God repay you for it!!!
Therefore, it is only natural that I take the liveliest interest in
the events [in] your life. The greatest joyfulness now is your
wedding. Take along my deepest-felt, most sincere congratulations!
God bless your marriage! and permit you to enjoy tMs great good
fortune in the best good health until the profoundest old age, arrayed
with the first musical honors!...I offer your gracious, young lady [my]
congratulations and a kiss on the hand.^^
Although tMs rhetoric would be unfasMonable today, it displays clearly the sincere
regard and gratitude that Brackner felt toward the most influential conductor of Ms day.
The next letter was written recently after the death of the brother of Felix Mottl
A well-known conductor of the time, Mottl had been a student of Brackner at the
Conservatory. Dated April 29,1885, the letter is actually a list of performance
instructions for Symphony No. 7; but Brackner did not fail to address the passing of
Fritz, cleverly knitting it into the very fabric of the communication. “I have kept my
funeral music especially for the Schotten-fKirclie]. Dear old departed Fritz wanted to
visit me at Gausel!!”^^

No. 34 in this collection.
No. 22 in this collecton.
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On Ju n e 19,1885, Bruckner wrote to Theodor Helm; “To my eminent patron:
Three Cheers! When shall I have the [good] fortune to say this to you in person? My
cheers must n o t be conveyed to you from a d i s t a n c e . I n the irst paragraph o f the
letter, Bruckner is asking Helm to clarify some words that he wrote in the Deutsche
Zeitmg in a brilliant article concerning the 1885 music festival in Karisruhe. Brackner’s
insecurity is manifesting itself here, for he thinks he has the need to know precisely what
the words imply. He also sends his cheers and desires to convey them in person.
Sometimes Brackner would tell old friends of his compositions and their
successes. He does so in a letter to Oddo Loidol in April, 1892:
must set the 150* Psalm for the MusiJ^est in September... .The Eighth
Symphony will be first performed in the Autumn. Te Deum—pleased
enormously in Hamburg; also in St. Louis in North America.”
Sincere greetings from your old friend,...
I

Writing from Vienna on Febraary 3,1892, to Siegfried Ochs in Berlin, Bruckner
states;
They also liked my Te Deum very much here; however, would not
the Viennese have been astounded to have heard the same work by
you and your beloved choir? I will never again hear it thus! I! Never
but never again. Thank you, [noble friend]. Permit me, also, the
First Symphony in C minor... had great success in the
Philharmonic concert... .My fondest wish is and will remain
eternally this; [that] you, yourself, likewise, should conduct my
symphonies. For me, you are a second artistic father.
This is a great compliment to Ochs, for Bruckner loved his own father who died
early. Bruckner’s childhood memories of his father’s tutelage probably elevated the
elder Brackner to the status of an artist, although he was probably only a church
” No. 31 in this collection.
No. 180 in this collection.
® No. 175 in this coiection.
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musician typical of the time and place. However, emphasis on the word artistic and
the use of the word father raised Ochs to the highest of all positions in Bruckner’s idea
of the world and the people in it.
Bruckner remained a very humble person; and he never wanted to cause his
friends any kind of inconvenience or expense, as he stated in Ms letter of June 1 7 ,18§5,
to Bernhard Deubler at St. Florian:
Thank you very much for the remembrance and honor to my
humble self, and I wish you everything good.
In addition, I rejoice to be able to be at St. Florian, where I can
engage in composition peacefully. Only one thing weighs me down
heavily—having to place the burden of my being there on the
praiseworthy monastery. If only I myself could pay for my board, I
would be much happier and would be more at ease staying there,
because every good has its limits.
On October 13,1885, Bruckner wrote to the Vienna Philharmonic requesting they
not perform his Symphony No. 7. He had been experiencing substantial problems with
the music critics in Vienna, the most influential of all being Eduard Hansiick. Brackner
briefly addressed the circumstances leading to this request:
[Although the] project would very much honor and please
me, I desire that my most submissive request be approved, [that]
the honorable Committee might,yhr this year, pursue another course
concerning the performance of my E major Symphony, on grounds
wMch originate solely in connection with the lamentable local
situation in relation to the influential criticism which could only
inhibit my commencing successes in Germany.
In line with the request for dedication of the Seventh Symphony is a desire for a
performance of the work. There is actually a total of three requests; and they can be

No. 30 in this collection.
No. 39 in this collection.
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found in a letter written to King Ludwig H of Bavaria,, ca. 1886.
... in the highest sense of joy I beg most humbly that Your Majesty be
willing to permit me the honor,...to accept most graciously the most
humble dedication of my Seventh Symphony, and to allow me to
place the deepest heart-felt thanks most respectfully at the feet of
Your Royal Majesty....
Permit me. Your Majesty, to close also with the humblest
request; may it please Your Majesty to allow a perfonnance in
the presence of Your Royal Majesty of my most graciously
received symphony,...
Bruckner was an extremely religious man, and his humble nature may spring in
large part from the teaching that humility is a virtue. This idea was no doubt part of his
everyday experience at home as a young child. In addition, he probably felt that it was
necessary for him to be even more humble due to previous rejections and the unfavorable
climate in Vienna in regard to his work. Furthermore, even at the University he was
treated shamefiilly by the other professors, although his students loved him. En fin, it
really was part of the writing style of the time when making a request, as in the following
excerpt. Nevertheless, writing style played only a miniscule part in actually clouding the
presence of humility in the man.
The letter from December 1, 1885, to the Austrian critic, Theodor Helm, contains
the requested sketch of Bruckner’s life, but it is the first line of the letter that is
significant for this study; “Permit me, your [Esteemed Self] to be allowed to
send you belatedly the enclosed little sketch concerning my humble self.”^^
In 1886, Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph I bestowed upon Brackner the
Franz Joseph Medal making him a knight of the Order of Franz Joseph. It was through

No. 46 ia this coflection.
No. 31 in this coliectioB.
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the intercession of Princess Amalie of Bavaria that this display of recognition came to
Bruckner, and he expresed his feelings of thankMness in a letter to her, dated July 9,
1886.
May Yo'or Royal Highness permit me most graciously to lay
at your feet my most humble, thankfei feelings for the highest
favor which your Royal Highness effected through your highest
influence with His Majesty... concerning my future artistic
endeavors. 34
According to the way Brackner thought, and also according to tradition, it
followed that Bruckner wished to dedicate one of Ms symphonies to Austrian Kaiser
Franz Joseph. On March 30,1890, Bruckner wrote to His Majesty, asking permission to
do so:
The most subserviant undersigned, to whom a few years ago
[very] great fortune became [Ms] lot, in receiving the most
distinguished, highest sanction of all... begs to lay before the same
feet, a very humble request:
Will Your Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty concede to
permit the most reverential dedication. ..to be printed on the title
page of the score.^^
Bruckner never wanted to inconvenience Ms fiiends or anyone in any way; and he
was always grateful for any gesture on Ms behalf, as he conveyed, in addition to Ms
thanks, to Karl Waldeck, on March 27,1891:
In advance, I thank you very much for your trouble. By this time,
I am in St. Florian, and on Sunday will come in good time for the High
Mass.
[Please] do not be angry over the many inconveniences on my
behalf.
Karl Waldeck was a former student and had become Kapellmeister in Linz in

^ No. 64 in this collection.
No. I l l in rhiscollectioB.
No. 143 in this collection.
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1§90. On Easter Sunday Brackner was to play for High Mass at the Cathedral in
Linz, but there were complications in the arrangements. Bruckner felt compelled to
apologize for them and to assure Ms Mend that he felt sorry about them.
On March 7, 1892, Bruckner wrote to Bernhard Deubler, the Choir Director at
St. Florian concerning one of Ms compositions:
I am allowing myself to send you [my] Vexilla Regis. I
composed it following purely heartfelt urgings. May it find
favor. [In addition,] may it go well for Herr Aigner and the Boys’
Choir, and may they study [it] very slowly.
In this letter, Bruckner’s humility is overcome by love for Ms composition.
There is no record of Deubler’s requesting the work, although this may have been the
case because the date of the letter is so close to Holy Week, just before Easter. Even
so, Bruckner wanted his work to be pleasing to those who would read and perform
it and hoped that it would go well with the director.
By trade, Karl Aigner was a bookkeeper for a bank; but he was also a monastery
musician, an assistant to Bruckner, in charge of the boys’ choir. Because the offering
was very special, very close to Bruckner’s heart, he wanted every detail in this
particular music to be addressed; he therefore added the admonition to study the piece
very slowly. However, such an instruction is inconsistent with Ms allowing others to
butcher Ms symphonies or take liberties with tempi. As discussed later and from
general knowledge of Ms procedures, inconsistency was just another feature of his
insecurity.
The “very-slowly” thought may have come partially from his experiences as a

^^No. 176 ir
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choirboy. Sight reading is done only once. No one can concentrate on one topic for
long periods o f time without having some thoughts come into Ms or her mind, as
proven by modem psychological studies. TMs is often doubly true with young boys,
even those who know mental discipline. Brackner was writing about a rehearsal
tempo but inferring a need for much practice so that performing correctly would be
almost automatic, including the necessities of singing the exact words and notes,
remembering artistic interpretation, and following the director. After all, he himself had
been a member of the boys’ choir.
Brackner possessed a great sense of humor. It does not often appear in his
letters, for they were usually written in a serious and formal mode—and often he
displayed his depression rather than his caprice. Nevertheless, every once in a while,
a glimmer comes through; for example, to Felix Mottl on April 17 and for a second time
on June 7, 1885; on April 17, he wrote; “Dear Old Young Friend! This must be Bruckner
you say, and right you are; it is he. Listen: Prof. Riedel from Leipzig has offered to
present my Adagio from the Seventh Sym p h o n y ...A n d on June 7, but a little more
seriously: “I request that you... remain always my old, young friend and brother!”^®
Much later, he wrote to his own brother, Ignaz, on February 3 , 1890: “Talk has it
in Vienna that there is a teacher whose name is Anton Brackner, and Pie] pretends to be
my brother.”^
When August Gollerich arranged an organ recital for Brackner in Weis, he began
his return letter on March 27,1891, thus: “I do not know from where the nice letter of my

No. IS in this collection.
No. 29 in this collection.
No. 109 in tMs collectioa.
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noble patron and defender came. All the same, Weis mill shortly have a joyoiB
Bmckner could be sentimental at times, too; but this quality rarely appeared in his
letters. Having written to Gollerich a few months earlier, on January 1,1891, he also
approached pathos and humor in the same letter.
At present the new D-minor Symphony has grown on my
heart. Hugo Wolf threw Mmself around my neck, crying, following
the concert, which also affected me, and yet a third musician.
Therefore: the weeping trio.^^
The last sentence, or course, constitutes a pun in German: der Wein being the
beverage, and weinen being the verb, to weep. Brackner was intelligent, and even
clever, but his poor self-esteem, along with his depression, suppressed evidence o f the
capacity of his intellect, except for his music.
Not being a solitary person by nature, Bruckner found it increasingly difficult to
live alone in the world. As a young man residing and working at St. Florian, he had felt
alone and lonely in his little room. As time progressed, he began to look for a soul mate,
a wife. He was perhaps the least likely prospect for marriage, but he was not without
desires.
As an extremely religious man,—he kept a list of the Ave and Fater noster
prayers that he said each day—he would never have sought a sexual relationship
outside of marriage. Unfortunately, he often fell in love with young women, one after
another, and, for the most part, his private students and daughters of his neighbors. His
amorous feelings were almost never returned; and when it seemed that one or two would
be, nothing came from these attachments.
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On November 6,1885, Brackner wrote to Ms friend Moritz von Mayfeid about
the ladies who pursued Mm. It was fortunate that he was wise enough to realize that Ms
celebrity-like status was beMnd their seeming admiration.
Concerning my marriage, I still have no bride up to this date;
if only I could find a properly becoming sweetheart! To be sure, I
have many female friends; for in recent times the darlings pursue
me extensively, and they think that they have to treat me in an
idealistic manner. It’s terrible if one is not well! 1 Entirely forsaken!
A handkiss to your gracious lady!
In 1888, there are two letters to a women identified as Fraulein M. She was
further identified as Fraulein Martha, but none of the source materials gave a clue as to
who she really was. No one knows where or how Bruckner met her; nevertheless, it is
obvious from the two letters that he was enchanted with her.
The first message, dated November 5 , 1888, spoke to the fact that Bruckner had
lost the treasured letter he had received from her.
What will you think of me? I felt indescribably joyful over
your dear, sweet letter and put it immediately in my pocket next
to my heart, where it was to stay until Fraulein Martha [can] come
to Linz. Suddenly I can find my jewel no more....
Therefore, [I am using] this address,...^
Eighteen days later, on November 23, he wrote thanking her for her portrait. In
those days, one sent one’s portrait to another for whom one had the Mghest regard. The
conclusion remains that she did at least respect Mm—and a little more, he may have
hoped; but who was she? And did she respond to the second letter? Obviously nothing
of a significantly romantic nature came from tMs encounter. In addition, why did he sign
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the missive, “Your admiring old friend, A. Brackner?
I cannot express my great joy at [receiving] your magnificant
portrait. Thank yon for it, from the bottom of my heart! That, being
portrayed through this well-done likeness, is not a trivial thing; you
are such a highly intelligent, splendidly tumed-out, beautiM young
lady, proclaimed with the most feminine virtues. Whoever know's
you can only admire;
Herein lies one of the mysteries surrounding a man who was, by all accounts,
completely open, honest, and naive. However, who was Martha, the old friend?
By 1885, Bruckner had only two surviving siblings, Rosalie (Hueber) to whom
he often referred as “Sail,” and his brother Ignaz. Bruckner’s deep feelings for members
of his family do not manifest themselves often in his letters, but he loved them and never
forgot them in times of need. This excerpt is from a letter dated March 14, 1889.
[Please] accept my heartfelt sympathy at the deepest, saddest
loss of your only daughter! God give you two-fold strength! For
the departed (our dear niece), however, eternal peace! A week ago
(Wednesday), I attended a high mass at the Schottenkirche for the
deceased Johanna; I am sending the enclosed twenty Gulden to help
with the cost of the funeral. Let us pray regularly for the dear one
who has gone before us!'*’^
Bruckner’s intimate feelings are sometimes hidden in his wishes for the good
health of everyone, but they are always present. He worried about his own health nearly
enough to make himself ill.
In the early 1880s, Bruckner began to be preoccupied with his health and in
general with that of everyone he knew. Since his breakdown in 1867, he had never been
completely well. In 1883, in wishing everything good to a friend, he wrote that above all
else was good health, upon which he expounded for the remainder of the paragraph. The
No. 100 ia this collection.
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same can be seen in one of Ms longer letters from ca. 1884, where he ended with the two
mmds. Mein Magen! (My stomach!).
On February 9,1885, Bruckner wrote to Ms hrother-in-iaw, including Ms sister’s
name in the salutation; however, the letter really was to Johann Napomuk Hueber (the
husband of “Sail”). The message is newsy and mostly about the symphonies, but a few
other details stand out. “Thank you for the letter. Sail, do not send anytMng. Here is ten
Gulden. ...lam well and wish that Sail may also be healthy soon!’^
Brackner was reasonably well and wished to stay so. At times, Rosalie would
send her brother packages—parcels of meat, as is apparent in later correspondence.
Anton had particular problems with his stomach and could not eat smoked meat, which
was the customary method of preserving it; this was the only type that could be sent to
him during this era. Of course, he was concerned about Rosalie’s health, too, and wished
her a speedy recovery.
Bruckner gave only a glimpse of illness in a letter of November 6, 1885, to
Moritz von Mayfeid: “It’s terrible if one is not weli!”^^ In a letter of June 17,1886, to
Elisabeth Kietz, daughter of sculptor Gustav August Kietz, Brackner wrote: “[May] you
remain in good health, Fraulein...

Such a statement could have meant nothing but a

politeness for the beginning of a paragraph, wMch contained other customary refined
phrases, but not from Bmckner. The mention of health was just another small reminder
that it was at the top of Ms wish list, right up there with musical success.
On November 3,1888, Bruckner communicated with Karl Waldeck, one of Ms
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former students and Ms successor at Linz Cathedral, writing:
[May you] receive the sincerest renewal of my deeply felt
congratulations on your name day! Notwithstanding the highly
delightfol fruits of your artistic work—for which I heartily
congratulate [you]—it is your physical well-being, your health,
that I desire with my whole being from the all-bountiful heaven.
God grant you many, many healthy years [to come].^^
Bruckner was bereft when his brother almost died in 1890. His message in the
letter of February 3, is one of joy at the recovery of Ignaz:
How very alarmed I am over your misfortune, you can only
imagine. We thank God out of fullest heart that He has saved you
so wonderfully. All the same, be really careful about what you
eat, and inspect each bite you intend to eat. Frau Kati and I
congratulate you on your life’s being saved! Enclosed is 10
Florins. Be careful later about [eating] smoked meat, and I will
be grateful. So be really carefulP
In June, 1891, Ignaz was ill again. This time Bruckner wrote to his friend,
Bernhard Deubler, on the fourteenth, asking him to find a new doctor for Ignaz.
My brother, as he writes me, has been afflicted with
influenza for a week.
Might I not request the most venerable Herr Professor—
on my account—to arrange [for] a replacement and doctor for
him, because this insidious disease, when it is neglected, often
leaves behind bitter consequences.^^
It was not odd that Bruckner would write to his friend for this favor, for Ignaz
resided in the town of St. Florian and was associated with the Monastery. In addition,
Bruckner was not asking for himself, and he knew Prof. Deubler would be understanding
and kind.
On February 19,1891, Bruckner again requested that no meat be sent to Mm until
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fall; but this time the letter was to Ms brother and openly stated that Brackner was not
well.
Thank you for the delicious meat. Here [is] ten Gulden. [But]
please do not send roe any more because I have [a] stomach disorder;
send me meat again only at harvest 111116.^“^
As ever Bruckner was gracious and did not refiise further gifts of meat altogether, but
only until the new cattle were slaughtered for fresh meat in the autumn.
The stomach disorder, along with a throat disorder, were mentioned in two more
letters dated March 17 and March 27, 1891. To Felix Weingartner on March 17:
Because I have been suffering from throat and stomach
disorders for a long time, I was advised [to] go to the countryside
for a certain time; and, thus, at the present time, I find myself
at St. Florian Monastery in Upper Austria—one and one-half
hours from my birthplace.
The text of this letter reveals that Bruckner had not been feeling well for quite
some time. Even so, at this point he must have received some restorative power merely
from being again at St. Florian Monastery and relatively close to his Ansfelden.
And to August Gdllerich on March 27:
On Easter Sunday, I am playing the organ in Linz for the
Bishop’s Pontifical Mass; then [I] am returning to St. Florian
where I shall stay through Saturday, in order to take a rest,
particularly since I am continually suffering from throat and
stomach problems.
I wish you [a] good holiday, and a good rest!^^
Also cited is a letter from June 1,1892, to Oddo Loidol, at Kremsmiinster, in
which Bruckner stated Ms regrets at not being able to accept the invitation to visit the
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Monasteiy. A ll in all, a sad letter. Bruckner could no longer play the organ due to the
swelling in Ms legs, wMch allowed Mm to walk only ponderously. On August 18, a
letter to Bemliard. Deubler found Bruckner in Steyr.
I am in Steyr with swollen feet and may not do any organ
playing; on the contrary, I require the Carlsbad Cure, In
September, I must [go] to Weimar; they want to perform my
new composition, the 150*^ Psalm.
On September 6, Bmckner was still residing in Steyr, from which location he
wrote to Cyril Hynais; this means that he had not left between August 18 and September
6, due to his poor physical condition. “My feet are better,” he wrote, “but not yet
healthy.”^
For more than one reason, Bmckner was very much aware that he might not be
able to attend a proposed performance of his Fourth Symphony. He explained in a letter,
dated December 27, written to Otto Kitzler who would conduct. “Whether I am actually
able to come to the performance depends on my constantly precarious state of health; and
the performance of one of my [own] works always agitates me. Stay very healthy.
Again Bruckner’s preoccupation with physical health is obvious. In his own
case it was truly justified at this point, for he would never fully recover from his
maladies. In the case of Kitzler, who was in good health, it was Bruckner’s hope that his
friend not miss any good part of life, either on the personal or professional level.
For this study, the last letter relating to health is dated January 4, 1893, and was
written to Father Oddo Loidol. Although much younger than Bmckner, Father Loidol
would die in this same year. This letter demonstrates Bruckner’s grief at the illness.
190 in this coiiection.
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eventually proving fatal, that Father Loidol was experiencing.

. from the bottom of

my heart, I beg God above all for your health! Alas! [if only] I knew how to help.”^
This comniuiiique may have been a telegram; nevertheless, it clarifies Bracfaier’s
feelings, thus demonstrating that in the face of Ms own deteriorating health, he was even
yet very much concerned about the welfare of others—especially one who was a beloved
friend.
Bruckner was a man afflicted with self-doubt and insecurity. Even in times of
great success, he often followed the inane suggestions of others and sometimes missed
wonderful sections of music reviews by dwelling on specific negative details. Being
devastated by the opinions o f others was one characteristic that Eduard Hanslick
discovered and used against Bruckner in the searing criticism which first smoked and
then became incendiary by way of Hanslick’s viciousness. Consequently, after
Hanslick changed his mind negatively in regard to Bruckner’s work, his insecurity
became even worse and finally blossomed into Hiefleur de mal of paranoia.
Insecurity and unsuredness are found in profusion in Bruckner’s correspondence.
Separating them completely out from the matters that caused Bruckner’s depression is
impossible, but there is a magnitude of examples that can be used to explain instances
of both..
On April 17,1885, Bmckner wrote to Felix Mottl concerning a rehearsal of the
Seventh Symphony in Karlsruhe; “First: the orchestra was not too unfavorably disposed
toward me.”^‘ “...Not too unfavorably disposed...” placed Bruckner in a very
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vulnerable position. This is not merely humility; this is depression looking for
confirmation.
Even today it is unfortunate if an orchestra has to play something that its
members do not like; however, this happens frequently, and one rehearsal may not be
adequate in order to make any kind of judgment, if value judgments are ever justified.
At first reading, an orchestra will often follow the conductor through a piece, unless the
music makes no sense at all to them. However, under unusual circumstances, their likes
and dislikes could affect the number of further performances; but schedules usually
remain schedules; and Bruckner could have avoided worrying at ail.
Two paragraphs later he questions Mottl’s enthusiasm and willingness to give his
utmost to performances of the symphony, especially the Adagio movement;
Third: would you be willing to engage your whole artistic
being, as Messrs. Levi and Nikisch, in rehearsing and conducting
this Adagio with the tubas and the ftmeral music to the late
Master, for your old, former teacher to whom you were always so
dear? Provided that you can fill yourself with enthusiasm for it,
you, as highly celebrated conductor, are the right artist [to
perform it].
If, my dear Mottl, you tell me this with your German
word of honor, then three cheers! The matter is then in order,
and I must then send the parts to Leipzig.®^
These two paragraphs illustrate nearly all of Bruckner’s problem areas. He was
really unaware of normal functioning, in behavior and expression. Bruckner’s method
of approaching Mottl was certainly a strange one. Mottl was his former student and
would obviously give the best performance possible. What conductor would risk
damagiTig his own reputation? As a friend, Mottl would naturally do everything in his
® No. 18 in this collection.
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power to heighten the quality of Ms presentation; however, such odd requests are not
imfemiliar to those who have learned about Asperger’s Syndrome. Although the degree
of autism in Bruckner’s case must have been lesser than some, he nevertheless had
trouble fitting into a social stmcture and frequently missed cues and refinements that
Ms era and circumstances demanded. Nevertheless, he made and kept friends, wMch
would not be expected of a person with Asperger’s.
One of Bruckner’s major failings was Ms uncertainty in regard to Ms composing.
Few composers spend as much time as he revising written compositions. Whole
symphonies were reworked and sometimes cut and patched, often with the good
intentions of others—and perhaps at their whims, now and then—in the hope of
performances, but to the detriment of the music, ruining both the form and its ingenious
contrapuntal structure. The only symphony that may have been improved is the TMrd,
and there are three versions of that one about wMch scholars still argue. Even so,
Bruckner wanted to leave perfected symphonies for posterity; but not nearly all of the
revisions can be blamed on those who might be considered his helpers.
In the case of the Mass in E minor, one might ask why revisions were made just
because of the death of Bishop Rudigier, with a new bishop in place; naturally, this is
very likely the wrong question. As was Bruckner’s practice, which became even more
radical as time progressed, he felt that changes were necessary. In a letter to Vicar
Johann Burgstaller, on May 18,1885, Bruckner reported what he had done: “The Mass
dedicated to the late most venerable Bishop, belongs to the Dombau-Verein. I have
undertaken revisions, and might they now be copied into the parts, since a new Bishop
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is reigning?^^
By 1885, Bmckner was famous, for Ms music was being perfomed in other
European countries, as well as in the New World. Good reviews were important to Mm,
of course; but having received no news from a Karlsruhe critic, Bruckner assumed the
worst and hastily wrote to Felix Mottl on June 7, 1885:
Several days ago, I received the most enthusiasstic
and honorable review from Prof. Nohl in Heidelberg,
wherein I saw that [my] success had probably been very good.
In vain, I waited always for a message from Dr. Schonaich,—
from the Karlsruhe Blatter, nevertheless in vain! No doubt
they must have been severe.^
Could there not have been an unaccounted-for delay in the delivery of a message
from Karlsruhe or a delay in printing the review? Bruckner’s insecurity continued
throughout his life. On March 17,1891, he wrote to Karl Waldeck;
In advance, I thank you very much for your trouble. By
this time, I am at St. Florian; and on Sunday will come to the
Cannon [Restaurant] in good time for the High Mass,
Please do not be angry over the many inconveniences on
my behalf.®^
“Please do not be angry” is more than politeness of writing style. Waldeck
was a friend, admirer, and former student. Feeling unworthy describes Bruckner’s
attitude toward himself. It is possible that Bruckner had his humble beginnnings
always at the front of Ms thoughts. Irrational guilt over something small, but perceived
as serious; or one small infringement for wMch he could not forgive himself, although
God could do so, could begin each of Ms downward spirals. Since a person cannot focus
on any one idea for consistently long periods of time, there would have been times of
® No. 27 in this collection.
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relief when Ms mood lightened If he h&d had a bi-polar II personality with an
obsessive/compulsive overlay, then Ms depression, with mood swings and anxiety,
could be veiy easily understood. Nevertheless, the inherited presence of Asperger’s
Syndrome, which is a collection of problems, not all of wMch are present in any victim,
and not to the same degree in any two, was most certainly the culprit.
On August 8, of the same year, Bruckner was residing in Steyr and wrote to Felix
Weingartner in Mannheim:
Genuine heartfelt thanks for taking part in my being
honored. Nevertheless, I still have no diploma and believe the
documents from the ministry and [the] Kaiser will be returned
[to me after much] difficulty. Premature gossip came out in
the Linzer Volksblatt. On this occasion I once more beg your
good will, Herr Hofkapellmeister, in reference [to] the
performances of my symphonies. You have my fullest trust.
I ask please, please.^
In this instance, Bruckner was worrying about his diploma, gossip in the local
newspaper, and quality in the upcoming performances of his symphonies. Everyone
knew, even in Roman times, how slowly bureaucracies work; but he thought that
he would have more of a problem than anyone else. Gossip was around even before
antiquity; and it always frightened Bruckner, but rightly so. Due to the unfavorable
climate in Vienna, his professional reputation had long been assaulted; unfortunately, his
predilection for thinking the worst inevitably caused him undue agony. En fin, he
knew Weingartner’s reputation and Ms work and did not need to beg for fine
performances. One wonders what Weingartner thought of this letter, in general; of
course, Weingartner knew Bruckner’s modus operandi well.
* No. 160 in this collection.
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To August Gsllericli, Bruckner wrote on October 31,1891:
Forges in Munich wrote a year ago: “The Finale of the
Romantic Symphony is by far the weakest movement I would have
liked to pui! the themes together, but it was not possible for me [to
do so] successMly”—^and such chatter. I request [that] you chastize
this unliappy man; tel! Mm that it did not occur to me to make all
of the themes reconcilable. The same teamed man finds tMs only
in the Finale of the Eighth.®’
That Bruckner waited a year to react becomes only one part of the reader’s
bafflement. Bruckner could have taken care of the matter himself or simply been
confident and sophisticated enough to ignore the whole of it. Composers do not
explain their work outside of classrooms, fiiendly gatherings, leamed papers, if at
all. Most do not even try because it is impossible to explain inspiration.
Bruckner’s “not pulling the themes together” was a legitimate procedure if he did
not wish to do it, or if it would have affected the composition adveisely. His making the
statement that it never occurred to him could only serve to open him up to further
criticism. That statement was really a blunder. Traditional forms were altered and
expanded in Romantic Austro-German music but not altogether abandoned in order to
go in new directions until later.
In conclusion, his biographer Gdllerich also knew Bruckner well and
could ignore any absurdity that came from Mm. Gdllerich admired Bruckner’s
work and knew the true goodness wMch was so much a part of Ms character.
Bruckner was far.too much affected by the opinions of others; if negative
evaluations of Ms work were the case, he began to feel depressed, then hopeless, then
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worthless. If positive criticism were his lot, often he was too elated, with flights of
grandeur invading (Bi-Polar Disorder); but sometimes, even in Ms perception of the
goodness of his life and work, there was the Mat of a dark cloud lingering just below the
sun. Having hoped for fame but being held back frequently by Ms own indecision,
insecurirty, and inability to remain objective in the face of success and defeat, he made
bad decisions and worse attempts to undo the results. Of course, musiciai successes and
failures were not the only situations which caused him bouts of depression; he also had to
deal with the other phenomena of daily life. His psychological make-up left him
unprepared for the ups and downs everyone experiences.
On February 9,1885, Bruckner wrote to Dr. Rudolf Prohaska who was a board
member of the Linz Musikveretn.
I was already in the unpleasant situation here in Vienna [as
well as in] Graz, o f having to decline such honors. I am now even
infinitely sorrier to have to say that I must also decline the wishes
of the worthy Musikveretn in Linz for the same honor that was
meant for me.^®
Bruckner felt that he had to decline honorary membership in the Music Societies
in Vienna, Graz, and Linz in order to maintain a low profile. Telling of performances
in Munich, Leipzig, Hamburg, and Holland, and the good criticism regarding those that
had already taken place, Bruckner sought to protect his successes abroad, as well, by
receding into the background in Vienna. His words, “honor that was meant for me,” do
indicate that he had some anger toward the situation.
In an obviously depressed mood, Bruckner wrote to August Gdllerich on June 24,
1885:
68
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Thank you very much for your letter. Unfortunately, I must
inform you of the hurt [which] resulted from the breaking of your
word that you were going to write to Dr. Helm. TMs brings out a
deep hurt in my inner being.,As a consequence. Helm wrote no
report, and Dr. Schonaich and Mottl did not write anything, either.
Indeed, I gave your letter to Dr. Heim, yet he sent it back to me
unopened. Accept once again the assurance of my deepest hmt
that people of importance will receive no report from my
friends. ^
In this letter, Bmckner proposed that he was hurt, and then repeated the thought,
intensifying it with the words, “deepest hurt.” He must have been disappointed in both
his friend and in the outcome of the situation; but in reality, Bmckner was depressed and
anxious, the obverse and reverse sides of the same problem. Unfortunately, he rarely
expressed real anger, usually turning it inward, which undoubtedly contributed to Ms
gastro-intestinal upsets and Ms anxious/depressed moods.
Appproximateiy two weeks later, on July 7, Bruckner again wrote to Gdllerich
on the same subject but in a different tone.
You will find it completely understandable, that it would
mean much to me if only Dr. Helm, by way of addition-if only
belatedly—would at least give to the Deutsche Zeitung the
pronouncement of German artist about me; since Beethoven
ceased to compose [German artists are] measured solely [by]
feeling and Wagner’s creative work He [Dr. Helm] is in
Salzburg,... He seems, regardless of his lovely words, again to
be somewhat difficult to move. You, my most worthy, my
dear biographer, can do it, in particular if you do not let Mm
have any peace. Therefore, ple^e! It is indeed the first general
festival in Gertnany where I am mentione4-.. I repeat my
request that Helm may not be left in peace.
TMs time Bruckner seems to have sent the right message in the right way. He
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icnew that Gollerich could help Mm get the positive criticism that he felt he needed.
Already Bruckner had been mentioned in the critical review of the Fest; but he wished
for the distinction of German Artist. One can hardly realize the turmoil in Bruckner’s
m in d

because this pronouncement had not yet been made. The picture, thougii, was not

as bleak as he was perceiving it; he was in the process of reaching true fame, even though
he was impatient and fearful due to Viema’s climate and the rejections he had felt,
which completely stole Ms confidence. There was a component of reality in his fear, but
Ms anxiety level magnified the possibility of his never being recognized, by at least
tenfold in Ms imagination.
In 1886, on June 16, Bruckner wrote to Ms younger friend and admirer, Wilhelm
Zinne:
About Hanslick and unfortunately about Brahms, I have been told
stories which have been very hurtful to me, concerning wMch I
prefer to keep quiet; but my heart is sorrowful!!!
N.B.; Hanslick is still dictating to two reviewers to
criticize me; they really try everything to alienate me from Hans
Richter who is enthusiastic for me, because everybody knows
Richter’s fear of the press. Many, many thanks for everything;...
Such injustice, causing sadness for Bmckner! Hanslick was, indeed, a formidable
enemy, even though Bruckner had done notMng to provoke his wrath. Being associated
with Wagner and Ms music was enough. Thus, the Wagner-Brackner camp and the
Brahms camp. Vienna and its music critics joined in on disagreements exacerbated by
hatred, jealousy and hangers-on; the music circles behaved like spectators at a
cockfight, with Bruckner caught between the protagonists. Always fragile, Bruckner
now battled emotional, physical, and psychosomatic illnesses.
No. 60 in this (
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Januaiy 9,1887, found him wTiting to Theodor Heim about Ms plight in musical
life;
Herr Doktor, in a MgMy noble manner and with admirable
decorum, you are the only person who raises your noble voice for
me, while all the others—long since sleeping again (except for my
adversaries)—false, weak friends that are already safe and sound in
the camp of my opponents....
Already many times, someone [has] shown me telegraphed
reports from New York wherein is reported that Thomas has
conducted my Seventh Symphony and the public accepted it
enthusiastically.
May I not, once more on tMs occasion, request a little notice?
N.B.: Also in Amsterdam... .Pleading not to be abandoned,...
Bruckner’s feelings of abandonment are apparent here, but he lets them eclipse
Ms realization and enjoyment of considerable success elsewhere. Vienna was not yet
prepared to praise him. Times would change.
Again on April 22,1887, Bruckner wrote to Theodor Helm:
Greetings! As the only representative of my work in
Vienna, P] thank [you] for allowing my Fifth Symphony to
be recommended. At your request, I have consented to the
preliminary performance. The chorus. Urn Mittemacht, is new,
the third with the same title. The Society has returned from
Strassburg [sic] (in the region of Alsace), no doubt by the shortest
route from the Schotteniing.^^
Bruckner still regarded Theodor Helm as Ms only Viennese ally; and ally is
the correct word, considering the musical war zone that was Vienna. In addition, how
badly Bruckner actually felt about himself is shown in regard to the return of the
University’s Singing Society from Strassbourg. Bmckner lived at 7 Hessgasse, only a
short block from where the members of the Society would pass in returning to the
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University. What a wonderM tribute to the composer if the whoie Society would have
turned and walked the short distance to Ms home, singing the composition for Mm as a
fitting tribute of appreciation. However, they did not. Brackner felt that he was not
regarded MgMy enough for tMs to happen; and a ^ in Ms feelings of unwoitMness,
perhaps even worthlessness, fell into place, making him depressed more than ever.
Bruckner never leamed that often people tMnk of a person as he thinks of
himself and how others, then, perceive him. Such an attitude is reflected in the whole
body, and others are quick to notice and stay away from that person, probably because
of some personal fear of becoming like the person and repellent to others. Who would
really want to deal with someone like that or have him as a new friend? Bruckner never
leamed this truth because he did not notice, no one ever told him, and he did not see it
it at home. This concept can apply to professional relationships, too.
The situation looked even worse to Bmckner when he wrote to Helm on June 2 of
the same year.
Thank you sincerely for the kind letter! I cannot deny that
I felt genuine pain and isolation... .Look closely for yourself at
the situation in Vienna—to mention only one—I agree. Von
Billow will work for my ruin as long as he lives.
May I beg your further goodwill!!
However, the end was not at hand. Eventually, von Bulow would speak out for
Brackner; but Bruckner was not to know that until von Biilow’s conversion.
Circa 1888, Brackner sent a letter to Hermann Levi concerning the rejected score
of the Romantic Symphony, he had sent it to Mainz, and had received the news upon
Ms return from Bayreuth. He lists also his problems with publishers, Gutmann and
74
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Rattig, feeling it necessary to compare Ms circumstances with those of Brahms.
in Vieima, there is nothing new. That nothing at ail will be
performed tMs year is preferable to me. Old friends have again
become adversaries, and you know how that is. In brief, the
reactionary, old-established treatment from all factions! Without
Hanslick—^notMng proceeds in Vienna. Indeed, I [might] have
already done a dozen years’ penance [for] my position as lecturer.
Again,

Being treated shoddily by the Viemese music circle and shamefully by his fellow
professors at the University would shake anyone’s confidence, but it was especially
true with Brackner. Because he viewed himself as a person who always loses, he
fulfilled his own prophecy. It never occurred to Bruckner to wait and see; thus, he
perceived every setback, no matter how small, as a major disaster. The road was
extremely rough for him; but he made it even bumpier for himself, then was completely
unable to smooth it out through his own efforts, sometimes plunging into a deep
depression.
Baron Hans von Wolzogen received a letter from Bruckner, dated January 1,
1889. Besides wishing that Wagner were there with him, Brackner related his
impression of Viennese musical life in relation to himself;
The Brahms cult has acMeved here the most unbelievable tMng.
Hans Richter, the very first in line!!! maintained [that] the new
trend would have no justification in the concert at all; and (because
of Hanslick) [he] no longer dares to accept anything of mine for the
prospectus.’®
Brackner was not exaggerating in the tone of tMs letter. In the first place, Hans Richter
was deathly afraid of critics; and, secondly, the followers of Brahms were powerful and
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rathless. Finally, little really did go on amsicaiiy in Vienna during the years when
Hanslick held sway, unless lie approved. However, Brackner had friends and supporters,
was a teacher beloved by Ms students, and was a concert organist, not a composer only.
As usual, though, Bruckner’s tMnking eclipsed the good in Ms life and settled in on the
non-successes of Ms performances, all in all feeling inferior because Brahms was doing
so well.
A letter of October 11,1889, addressed to Wilhelm Floderer, in Linz, sums up
Bruckner’s state of mind. Sadly, he writes; “I am glad when the Austrians sing anything
of mine.”^^
On March 30, 1890, Bruckner wrote to Theodor Helm:
In all haste, I ask you sincerely, for my sake to make no
mention today—since I myself am at fault—^that the :PMlharmonic
has performed nothing of mine. I have taken away from them the
“Audacious Broom” ([the] First Symphony), and the D-minor
Symphony is not yet printed. Also, Richter did not know that
the Sixth Symphony is already written. At both ends, we have
waited on the D-minor Symphony about which Herr Schalk has
been assuring me for three months that it will undoubtedly
come in good time.^®
As nearly always, problems stymied Bmckner, Franz Schalk being one of those
problems, though unwittingly on Ms part. Schalk’s good intentions and Bruckner’s
wishes to have Ms music performed and to please Ms listeners made up a poor equation.
As time progressed, Bruckner’s mental state worsened and his old aberrations,
from 1867, began to recur. Already in 1889, on August 12, he wrote to August
Gollerich:
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I wish to know of what the spires above the dome of the city towers
(where we were) consist. Next to the dome is a.) the stud, then b.) the
weather-vane with ornament; isn’t it? Then - - - c.) a cross??? And a
lightning rod or what else? Is there a cross?
What is on the spire of the Catholic church? p believe] only a
weather-vane without a cross?
Excuse [me] many times, and [I] thank you in advance. Please
make a note of everything; in the autumn I shall
for clarification,...
Since Brackner was asking about Bayreuth, he could not easily check for himself.
Nevertheless, this is a very unusual request for information, seemingly of no real
significance, except to a victim of what looks like an obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Brackner also had a fascination, almost a preoccupation, with death. After his
signature, at the very end of a letter of condolence to his sister Rosalie, he wrote on
March 14,1889: “Yesterday a young officer, [the] son of a very rich citizen, was
stabbed to death at a fencing practice.”*®
What such a statement is doing at the bottom of a letter of condolence regarding
the death of Johanna (his niece), only daughter ofRosalie Hueber, is hard to understand
except in psychological terms. However, by now Bruckner’s problems must have been
making themseives obvious again to his family. Unfortunately for Brackner, this incident
illustrates only one of his strangenesses.
Along the same line, in 1867, Brackner was intrigued by the death of
Maximillian, brother of Franz Joseph I. As Archduke of Austria, Maximiliian was
made Emperor of Mexico; but for political reasons, he was court-marshalled and then
executed by gunfire. Bmckner was interested in ail of the details surrounding the
death and visited the casket several times while Maximillian lay in state.
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Bruckner remained a puzzle in Vienna, with Ms old-fashioned peasant
clothing, which included a large handkerchief protruding from a pants pocket, and Ms
nistic table manners. Children laughed and followed him in the street. One of Ms oddest
preoccupations was the counting of windows in buildings, the type of repetitive behavior
that those suffering from autism display.
Brackner was inconsistent in his behavior wMch was one of his failings,
although he seemed to be powerless to change or even detect the problem. When
necessary, he gave performance instructions to conductors, directors, and performers.
At times, these directions were very clear and to the point. At other times, he granted
ad libitum rights, occasionally even asking for advice. Then there were those times
when his ability to be direct was marred by indecision, too many qualifiers, and
contradictions.
On March 31,1885, the Benno Walther Quartet, with an added violinist, played
Bruckner’s String Quintet A few days beforehand, on March 27, Bruckner wrote to the
Quartet, giving what he considered a performance direction in regard to a portion of the
Scherzo; “In reference to the Quintet, I would like to request that the Scherzo not [be
played] as prescribed; on the contrary, in the second section—nearly up to the
recapitulation of the opening Andante—please take [the tempo] as you ordain. I wish
you much luck.”®* Bruckner had already heard Joseph Hellmesberger’s quartet play the
work and must have liked the tempo, but Ms letter gives no clue as to what was done or
what was to be done.

81
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Bnicfaier wrote to Felix Mottl on April 29 of the same year, askiag that he change
an expression mark in the Adagio of the Seventh Symphony. What is more important,
however, is Bruckner’s insistence on the use of the Wagner tubas; at least here Bmckner
overcame Ms unassuredness. Nontheiess, he gave the conductor too much freedom, for
he was very concerned about what the laymen would think of what they heard. As a
m atter

of fact, everyone was a layman in regard to this symphony until the symphony was

played more than once or the score was studied at least twice.
At X in the Adagio (Funeral Music for tubas and homs), I beg you
most sincerely—three measures before Y—to increase the
crescendo to fflhy the next measure,—about one measure before
Y—in order to allow a decrescendo on the third quarter-note.
Be sure to use the [Wagner] tubas. (In no case are homs to replace
[these] tubas.) Would it not be desirable to introduce the Scherzo
with [the] Trio also? (In particular for the laymen?)*^
Still in March, 1887, Bruckner was fussing over the funeral music in the Seventh
Symphony. J. L. Nicode had written him the most complimentary letter stating that
Nicode was going to conduct the Seventh Symphony in Dresden as his last PMlharaionic
Concert. As he was already pleased with the symphony, he may have been somewhat
surprised when Bruckner wished him good luck. ‘"N.B.; At the end of the second
movement (Adagio) in the tuba passages (the true funeral music), three measures before
Y, four homs playing j f f sound much better than two. Good lucki”®^
On October 2, 1890, Brackner wrote to Felix Weingartner recommending the
Eighth Symphony for performance. Arthur Nikisch had already expressed a desire to
conduct it; but Brackner was so unsure about its performance, and then its acceptance.
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that he begged Wemgartaer to honor the large cuts which Josef Schalk had made in the
Finale.
Please, Herr Kapellmeister, allow me to recommend my
Eighth Symphony; when copie4 it [will] come to your hands.
The finale has large cuts; because of the length of the same,
I beg you to allow [these] cuts.®^
In truth, Bruckner’s symphonies do tend to be long, especially as the numbers
increase; however, making cuts neither improves them nor makes them more desirable.
It only spoils the composer’s intentions.
Now and then, Bruckner was very precise in his directions. A letter of December
30, 1890, to Theodor Helm, contains an example:
The Credo, in the absence of the orchestra, requires at least
two keyboards, four hands; and [then] requires solid Ml-score
playing in order to bring out well the [bass of the] foundation of
the entire work—to bring out the unison sections for the whole
string orchestra in the “er resurrexit, ”—the symphonic basses and
the same with all [of the] unison [lines for] the string orchestra.®^
By 1891, Brackner had still not desisted in cutting parts out of his symphonies,
expressly from the Finale of the Eighth. On January 27, he wrote to Felix Weingartner:
How is it going with the Eighth? Have you already had rehearsals?
How does it sound? Please cut the Finale, as it is indicated,
because it would be too long and [will] matter only [in] later times
for a circle of friends and those in the know. I ask [that] the tempi
be intentionally altered, completely ad libitum (as is necessary
for clarity).
Again I ask: how does the Eighth sound?®^
In a letter of March 17, Bmckner asked Weingartner not to change the full score
of the symphony but also requested that he accept the abridgement in the Finale.
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Please just let me know what your orchestra needs; however, [I]
ask that the M l score not be changed. Also, it is one of my fondest
prayers [that], at the printing, the orchestra parts remain unaltered.
By all means, accept the abridgemeiit in the Finale because
otherwise it would be too long, and [that] would be detrimental.®'^
Detrimental to what? Bruckner composed the symphony. In all probability, he
meant that the critics or listeners in general might not like such a long performance; but
the symphony makes better musical sense if unaltered. In spite of all, Bmckner
desperately wanted at least parts of Ms works to be performed and heard during Ms
lifetime and was willing to make any sacrifice, though he felt in Ms inner being that Ms
works were for posterity. Again he stated that it would matter only in later times and for
the circle of Ms own friends. Understanding tMs melange of fears and desires allows the
excerpt above to make some sense.
Bmckner wrote to Hans Puchstein on January 3,1892, in order to correct an error
concerning Ms two symphomes in C minor; Puchstein was to conduct Symphony No. 1.
After affixing Ms signature to the letter, he amended it with; “The harmoMes
(woodwinds and brass) are mostly indespensable (for keeping the lines separate).”®®
Even here, Brackner qualifies Ms statement with the adverb “mostly.” Such a statement
conveys Ms admonition but Puchstein was not told how much mostly meant
If Bruckner had problems giving performance instructions, he certainly had more
than Ms share of difficulties with publishers. He was always bemoaning the fact that he
could not find a publisher; but often when he did find one, he inevitably had knots and
snarls to unravel. Nevertheless, Hermann Levi also saw that the problems were real.
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How is it at present with Gutmann? I have heard nothing more.
Just between us,... I offered him 1000 Marks as subsidy for the
cost... .and so, I am of the opinion [that] he could folly well give a
royalty to Herr Schalk. If he does not give it, I will certainly find
a publisher in Gennany. [TMs situation] would be resolved only
if he [were to] give [a] definite Yes or No. If you are absolutely
against Gutmann, write [your answer] to me. I have only turned
to Mm since he published the Quintet.®^
The citation above appeared in a letter from Hermann Levi, wMch is dated April
26,1885. About three years later (ca.l888), nothing had changed very much; Bmckner
was continuing to have problems with Albert Gutmann and others. As was his custom,
Brackner recounted his woes to Levi;
Upon my return from Bayreuth, to my sorrow, I received
back from Mainz, the Romantic Symphony in E-flat and, indeed,
without any alleged reason. After that, Herr Seidl asked for [the]
score and was of the opinion [that] he would find a publisher
over there. Now, Herr Gutmann, Mmself, wants—^and is of the
opinion [that] I am obliged to request—1000 Florins from the
Palace for him. In no case can I do that. Rather, he, himself,
should negotiate there without my [having to] proffer the fee;
indeed, I have never received anything,... (N.B.: From Rattig,
50 Florins.)®®
On March 17,1891, Bruckner wrote to Felix Weingartner telling of his desire to
have his Eighth Symphony printed—not even published—just printed for an opening
performance.
If Schott would accept the printing, the goal would be
achieved; and I would have great joy. That he has gone to great
lengths to fojther recognition of me is for me a great consolation,
namely through your ingenuity.®^
Schott did admire Bruckner’s work; on the other hand, getting the publisher to go
forward with the printing at such a crucial time was paramount and not at all an easy
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task.
After a wMie, Bruckner’s general situation did look more promising. Relating Ms
pleasure at the brilliant performance of Ms Te Deum, he wrote to the conductor, Siegfried
Ochs, on June 26,1891; “Never more will I hear my work [performed] like that... .N.B. I
intend to secure the [publisMng] firm of Raabe for myself,”®^
At last, Bruckner felt confident enough to state what he intended to do and then
pursue his goal with no qualms. It goes without saying that the work was again published
, for him. Bruckner’s printing and publishing distresses were over.
Along the way, Bruckner frequently had few opportunities to compose. Time
after time he wrote to friends, and even to the King of Bavaria, that he lacked the proper
number of hours to do so; but how ovegoyed he was when he could slip away to St.
Florian Monastery where he could compose without interruption. Nevertheless, he had
more than enough commitments to fill his schedule and could spend time there only
infrequently.
On May 18, 1885, Brackner wrote to Johann Burgstaller, in Linz;
Although I have only my times of rest for composing,
and not even these for a long time!!! Even so, I have kept my
promise and send you under separate cover the new “Ecce
sacerdos magnus.”®^
No doubt Bruckner was rushed, with all of his duties as professor and organist,
but he always kept his word. Withstanding stress was not his forte, and it made Ms
nervous condition even worse.
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A reference to one of the rare times that he could anticipate a visit to St. Florian
can be found in a letter of June 17,1887, addressed to Bernard Deubler.
Thank you very much for the remembrance and honor to
my humble self, and I wish you everything good.
In addition, I rejoice to be able to be at St. Florian, where I can
engage in composition peacefully. Only one thing weighs me down
heavily— imving to place the burden of my being there on the
praiseworthy Monastery. If only I myself could pay for my board,
I would be more at ease staying there because every good has
its limitP'^
Still thinking first of others, Brackner, nevertheless, was oveijoyed about Ms visit and the
prospect of time to compose.
In 1886, Brackner wrote to King Ludwig H of Bavaria asking for permission to
dedicate the Seventh Symphony to him. After much ritualistic rhetoric, Bruckner
informed the King of his problems with finding time to compose.
I am all the more fortunate that likewise the golden rays
of the royal grace touch me, as I, nearly sixty-one years old, in
addition to all of my many school periods at the Vienna
Conservatory, must also give private instruction in music, so
that not very many residual hours remain left to me for musical
composition. Because at the present time I feel myself honestly
vigorous [enough] to create my best and would like to turn with
pleasure toward dramatic composition, this lack of time fails
heavily on my heart!
The symphony was dedicated to the King. In Ms letter of request, Brackner made
a point of mentioning Wagner’s statement about wanting to have all of Bruckner’s
symphonies performed, no doubt, because the King considered Wagner a friend and was
MgMy influenced by him—so much so that individual walls in ScMoss Neuschwanstein
are covered with paintings depicting scenes from Wagnerian music dramas.
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Brackner was obviously hoping for more than acceptance of the dedication of
Ms symphony, plus a performance of it; but King Ludwig was far too occupied with
bankrupting Ms country by building castles to notice the dire needs of an overworked
professor and composer.
By March 25,1886, Brackner was indeed buried in Ms Eighth Symphony, as he
wrote to Baron Hans von Wolzogen:
A thousand thanks for your kind visit; I was sincerely sorry
that I did not know, and that I was unable to make a return visit, in
particular, however, that I had to miss Your Grace’s distinguished
speech. (Once again. I’m in the same state of affairs.)
Your letter, wMch honored me so and was so Mghly
ingenious, cheered me greatly! Unfortunately, I am now buried in
the Eighth Symphony and have almost no time for composition.^
On February 23, 1887, Bruckner mentioned the lack of opportunity to work on his
Eighth Symphony again, tMs time in a letter to Ms friend Elisabeth Kietz:
Accept herewith my most sincere thanks and my deepest
admiration for your MgMy noble heart! Forgive my negligence,—
it is the Eighth Symphony that lays claim to my attention; and
painfully, so little time for work! wMch makes me feel so often
discouraged.^
Having almost no time to compose not only disspirited him but also added to Ms
depression, thus heightening the other pathology in Ms psyche.
January 30,1888, is the date on a letter to Frau Betty von Mayfeld, the wife of
Moritz von Mayfeld—both of them close friends of Bruckner. It, too, emphasizes that
Brackner is working on the Eighth Symphony with too little time to spend on it: “Thank
you from [the bottom of] my heart for your graciousness as well as [that] of your
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husband, the Government Councillor. The Eighth Symphony is far from finished; I have
many proposed changes and too little time for working [at] them.”®®
Bracioier had just finished the (first) definitive version of the s>'mphony in 1887;
and already early in 188S, he was concerned with making many proposed changes.
Proposed by whom? Unfortunately, changes were made in the course of the next two
years, 1888 and 1889, under the guidance of Josef Schalk, a former student. This
process was later dubbed recomposition. One need not wonder why the Ninth Symphony
was never finished, although the Trio in F, composed as the Scherzo of the symphony,
was already completed in 1889.
On March 26,1892, Bruckner wrote to Theodor Helm: “...have much to do; must
compose music [for] the 150* Psalm.”®® A month later, on April 26, Bruckner wrote to
Oddo Loidol: ‘T must set the 150* Psalm for the Musikfest in September.”^®® Most
likely the Psalm was completed in Steyr, his alternate haven for composition; in fact, he
once expressed that he could work constantly in Steyr. The Psalm was scheduled for
performance before July 27, according to a letter to E. Koch von Langentreu, a friend of
Bruckner and the Director of the music festival. “The Psalm belongs precisely at the
closing of the festival,”^®^ wrote Bruckner.
Although throughout his lifetime Bruckner was plagued with too little time to
compose, he was able to complete ten symphonies, leave fragments of numbered
Symphony No. 10 with other symphonic works, compose a string quintet, and write a
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myriad of large and small vocal works. He w-xote only a few minor organ works for
students. Because he improvised so freely and well at the organ, he never wrote down
what he played.
To Ms detriment, Bruckner was massively affected by the opinions of others.
He considered the criticism of Ms music and Ms person to be the final word on the
subjects. Seeking positive evaluation was ever his goal, while negative criticism nearly
destroyed him. In his mind, bad press and personal attack often eclipsed the goodness
and loyalty of his friends and followers—but most of all, Ms actual successes.
In a letter of February 9, 1885, to the Librarian at the Hague, W. L. van Meurs,
Bruckner told of several successes:
Recently (on January 8), Hellmesberger performed my Quintet in
Vienna... I myself was called back repeatedly after every movement
and indeedhy the entire audience; at the conclusion, fully ten
times. Court Kapellmeister Hellmesberger intends to perform it
again in November. He requested me to write him still another
one, called the work a “revelation,” and called me the “Composer
of the Modem Age.” Vienna can be very proud, etc., etc....
Otherwise, I am despised by the music cliques one and all in
Vienna (with the exception of the Deutsche Zeitung,...) For
this reason, except for the Third Symphony and the Quintet,
nothing has been published.^®
Inside the letter, by Bmckner’s placement of the problems that he saw, one is
made aware that to Mm the more significant part of his experience remained the
negative element. It is almost as though Ms recital of Ms successes consisted merely of a
prelude to the recitation of Ms difficulties. Bruckner was again depressed.
Bruckner was so concerned about the bad critical evaluations, wMch he was
receiving in Vienna, that he actually requested that the Vienna Philharmonic not perform
No. 7 ia this
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Ms Sevemth Symphony during the 1885 and 1886 season. Therefore, he wrote to the
Committee on October 13,1885:
[Although the] project would very much honor and please me,
I desire that my most submissive request be approved, [that] the
honorable committee might for this year, pursue another course
concerning the performance of my E-Major Symphony, on grounds
which originate solely in connection with the lamentable local
situation in relation to the influential criticism wMch could only
inhibit my commencing successes in Germany.
Most composers would probably not have refused a performance by the Vienna
Philharmonic, but there is great truth in Bruckner’s statement. Unfortunately, he
anticipated disaster as a result of the performance, which may have been the result of
his not being quite resilient enough to face possible local defeat; but further foreign
success was paramount in his mind. Bruckner was aware of his enemy, Eduard Hanslick,
reigning critic supreme. One is then left with the question as to whether or not Hanslick
could have thwarted Bruckner’s success in Germany, for the Germans are quite apt to
think for themselves.
Bruckner repeated his fears in a letter of November 6, to Moritz von Mayfeld: “I
protested against the performance of my Seventh Symphony because in Vienna this has
no purpose because of Hanslick and his associates. If the PMIhamioiiic does not heed my
protest, then it can do as it wi!l.”'°'^ As always, Bruckner was looking for approval for his
actions, still being unsure that he had taken the right step.
In a letter of April 2 2 ,1887, Bruckner intimated that he was alone in Vienna,
when it came to representatives, with the exception of Theodore Helm; “Greetings 1 As
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the only representative of my work in Vienna, [I] thank [you] for allowmg my Fifth
Symphony to be recommended. At your request, I have consented to the preliminary

performance.”^®®
Most assuredly, one or more of Ms friends and followers could have
recommended his work. As was the custom with Bruckner, Ms naivete forced Mm to see
all situations in black and wMte; and, so, at that moment he saw Helm as Ms only ally.
Even so, Bruckner had changed his mind over a year and a half in regard to a
performance; but he was incapable of changing Bruckner.
The only other possibility is that Bruckner was playing the fox in order to insure
future gain. However, this picture of him does not explain away his other behaviors, and
is simply not a likely image of him.
On June 2, Bruckner followed up a return letter with another to Theodor Helm.
Thank you sincerely for the kind letter! I cannot deny that I
felt genuine pain and isolation at that time! Looking closely for
yourself at the situation in Vienna—to mention only one—I agree.
Von Bulow will work for my ruin as long as he lives.
Mr. Barry wrote me from London that on May 23, Richter
conducted my Seventh Symphony with masterly skill before a large
audience, and that the work excited Ms highest delight and Ms
deepest admiration. But he does not write how the public itself
received [the work]. Also, to date, no critical review has become
known to
First, admission of Ms loneliness and malaise; then, worry about audience and
critics—with a fearful ideation toward the outcome—before anytMng is known.
Although composers are always anxious about critical reviews, some wait calmly;
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others wait nervously; and then there was Brackner who dreaded failure enough to bring
him close to the point of termina! illness.
On November 11, 1889, Bruckner wrote to Leopold Hofmeyr, of success and
astonisliiiien.t;
Hoftapellmeister Hans Richter is inexpressibly enthusiastic
about my First Symphony. He ran off with the score. He had it
copied and he conducted it in a Philharmonic concert; afterwards
he cried, kept on kissing me, and prophesied immortality for me.
I was astonished.
Brackner did not say whether his astonishment came from the prophesy or the
tears, although kissing and emotionality were within the behavioral repertoire of
Europeans, during the era, persisting in some areas even today. The fact that Richter
loved the symphony and felt that Bruckner would be another immortal artist both pleased
and astounded him, although he craved for recognition. In addition, Hans Richter, an
orchestral conductor of international renown, had not always been so fond of Bruckner’s
music, partly because Richter was deathly afraid of Hanslick; thus, here was another
victory for the composer. Nonetheless, Bruckner’s elation did not last.
Writing to Arthur Nikisch, in Leipzig, on November 23,1888, Bruckner revealed
his own fright in regard to the critics: “Hanslick! i ! Bulow! 1! Joachim!!1 In God’s
name! I work; I do whatever is possible.
Brackner seemed to think that working hard was the complete answer. Even
inspired works axe not always understood and accepted by those who think they know
and those who simply have different taste. Fortunately, in a larger sense, Bruckner was
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right about Ms composing; he did work diligently, juagnificentiy, and at the Mghest level
that his superior gifts would allow. It was Ms non-musical mistakes that marked him as
being less than Ms worth, that reflected on Ms musical output.
It is true that the situation was not favorable in Vienna for Bruckner’s music in
1888, but Ms successes elsewhere should have taken the edge off of the scathing remarks
of the professional critics and a conductor or two. As could be expected of Bruckner, he
saw the immediate situation in Vienna and assumed that it would reflect on his success
elsewhere; and he became distrau^t.
Perhaps the letter to Hans Puchstein, a music reviewer in Vienna, best
demonstrates Bruckner’s concern and emotional entanglement in the face of any
critical review of his work. The time was January 19,1891;
Thousands and thousands [of] thanks for your genial,
wonderful article. How often I’ve read it; in addition, I did [so]
again on Saturday when I read for the first time—with shuddering—
the one by Hanslick. [At first,] I almost became ill; then, I
quickly reached for yours, and I became well again! God be
thanked, and may He bless you.^°®
The contents of the letter cited above are the keystone to understanding exactly
how personally and seriously Bruckner regarded the opinions of ail others in regard to his
music. In his letters there is not very much information regarding the way people saw
him as a person, for it would be mostly painted black due to his emotional problems.
However, we do know that he had a large number of students and other followers who
loved him, which is revealed by inference and passing reference rather than by outright
statement. Other biographical writings make this aspect very clear, however.

109
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About the same year, Brackner wrote again to Hans Pucbstem:
Most kindly permit [me] to send you two issues of the
Weltblatte—very interesting! [I] don’t know w ho?
? (Sic) May
I look forward to seeing my noble patron again soon? The second
performance of the D-mimr was splendid, wasn’t it? In Graz, the
Fourth with jubilation—and encore.
Of course it was splendid; Bracioier did not need to ask Puchstein about it. A tag
question from Bruckner signified the need for verification and reaffirmation. Bruckner
never lost his need for the positive opinions of others, not just critics.
In the following case, he relied on a chorus master and composer to reassure him.
On February 3,1892, after great success in Vienna, Brackner wrote to Siegfried Ochs:
They also liked my Te Deum very much here;... Permit me, also, the
First Symphony in C minor... had great success in the Philharmonic
concert.
At first, the orchestra declared it to be the work of a
madman; after that, to be phenomenal. Hanslick writes
absolutely nothing. ” ^
It was not necessary for Brackner to repeat the statement about a madman. Telling a
friend about his triumph should have been enough. Eduard Hanslick restrained himself
from writing anything; he might have known not to comment negatively on a grand
success.
On March 26, 1892, Bruckner related the opinion of a Berlin newspaper that can
only be described as Ms music’s being damned by faint praise: “The Berlin Borsen
Courier from March 17, writes [that] I have the right to be performed, even if a work
should be slightly or not at all pleasing, and recommended the Fourth as very
interesting, fresh, and elaborate.”” ^ How can one figure out that review?
No. 128 in tMs collection.
No. 110 in this collection.
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Such a review from Berlin, where he had had so much success, came as a nasty
surprise. It is easy to understand that Bruckner was upset by the words in the Courier,
although anyone might w'onder at Ms writing so quickly to Theodor Heim, a friendly
critic in Vienna, for reassurance. The great concern that Brackner had over one
declaration of mediocrity seems rather too much. He appears to have forgotten or
overlooked his successes there; and, for another time, he succumbed to the opinion of a
detractor, even after finally conquering Vienna. But did he even read the whole of the
Berlin article?
Bruckner never overcame his insecurity and dependence on the good will and
approval of musicians and laymen alike. Of course, he did revel in his successes.
Because he was so often depressed and uncertain, each true success must have been for
him much like a flash of the mystical; but it is his music that raises him into the realm
where mystics are found. Even so, he seemed always to have descended rather quickly.
Nevertheless, there are those who think that he was a mystic.
Thinking so little of himself and his work becomes ever more apparent as his
letters are read and cited, even though there were times when his good fortune is
apparent yet did not bring him intrinsic joy. The year of 1885 was really the beginning
of his fame. Oil January 14, he wrote to an unnamed editor:
I am sending a short biography, [with photograph, as per
your request]. On the eighth [of the month], Herr Hellmesberger,
Senior, presented my Quintet for the first time, with success that
I cannot describe. Called at the closing of each movement; at the
end six to ten curtain calls, and the general applause, even the
conservatives applauded vigorously. Hellmesberger called the
Quintet “Revelation,” and intends to repeat it by demand as
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soon as November/'^
That Bruckner was tMlled with Ms success fairly leaps from tMs letter. Surely it
should have given Mm some degree of lasting confidence, although it failed to do so.
To Ms brother-in-law and sister, he wrote on February 9, 1885:
Now Holland is added to the list where, on the fourth of the month,
my Third Symphony was performed with very great success. In
Leipzig, on January 28, the second performance of my Seventh
Symphony was given before the royal couple. The newspapers
are full of admiration just like the Dutch [people]. In March it
[Symphony No. 7] is going to Munich. The performance in
Hamburg is likewise imminent.
On the same day, he wrote to Dr. Rudolf Prohaska in Linz; but he told of Ms
problems first, then of his great success. He was saving the better part until last but
seemed not as enthused as in the other letter to Ms brother-in-law and sister.
Bruckner was certainly busy writing letters on February 9,1885, for he wrote
also to Dr. W. L. van Meurs, the librarian at the Hague. Bruckner told of Ms success in
Leipzig. He added a line referring to extraordinary success and then added:
I received two laurel wreaths (from the Umversity and from—the
orchestra), wMch is very grand... .In March, the same takes place in
Munich, where Kapellmeister Levi raves most extraordinarily
about the work.'
As Brackner had told Dr. van Meurs, the concert did take place in Munich and
was a rousing success. Bruckner reported Ms triumph to Arthus Nikisch, on March 15.
I have just returned from Munich where, on the 10* of the
month, there was an extremely magnificent performance of my
Seventh Symphony. The audience received it very enthusiastically;
the conductor and the orchestra applauded vigorously. Two laurel
wreaths. Next performance in the autumn. The reviews were very
No. 3 in this collection.
No. 5 in this collection.
No. 13 in this collection.
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good. Also especially splendid; Neneste Nachrichten, Suddeutsche
Presse, and suck
At a large reception for musicians, Herr Levi declared,
‘This is the most significant symphonic work since Beethoven’s
death.” He added that the performance of this work is [going to
be] the pride and high point of his artistic career. And the
banquets! The King will also be infomed. The Intendant
likewise sent for me. [My] portrait was painted by Kaulbach
and [I was] photographed twice,
Bruckner was so excited that he also told his friend Hans von Wolzogen of the
events, in a letter dated March 18. in this letter, he added:
Please permit me to tell you something of the happiest week
of my life, [due to] the glorious events in Munich.
The reaction was (as they say) indescribable jubilation... No
one could remember such a scene in the Odeon... .My Symphony
[No. 7] remains in Munich.” ’
On May 12, Bruckner was still thrilled with his success. In a letter to Moritz von
Mayfeld, Bruckner recounted his success for another time:
The success in Munich was the greatest of my life. There
never has been such enthusiasm in Munich, as I was told... .the most
enthusiastic applause of hundreds,...My Quintet and above all the
Te Deum, which Wetzlar wants to print, has evoked the greatest
jubilation.”®
On November 6, Bruckner wrote to Mayfeld informing him that “Two orders
[for the score and parts of the Seventh Symphony] arrived from foreign countries; three
from America.”” ® As Brecbier sought recognition, thus it cams to him.
To a friend, Elizabeth Kietz, he wrote on January 4,1887, that “In Amsterdam
and especially in New York, the Seventh has aroused enthusiasm. Oh! How I would
like that to happen in Dresden, too. In addition, it will be performed in Berlin.” *’®
No.
No.
No.
No.
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A few weeks later, February 23,1887, he wrote to Fraulem Kietz again, telling
her that “it is the Eightli Symphoiiy that lays claim to my attentioa,”^^^ making it
obvious that he was hard at work on the large project.
Meanwhile, on January 9, he informed Theodor Helm of his success in New
York;
Already many times, someone [has] shown me telegraphed
re|'X)Tte from New York wherein is reported that Thomas has
conducted my Seventh Symphony and the public accepted the work
enthusiastically.
Bruckner was always very fond of his friends the Mayfelds. On January 30,
1888, he wrote to Betty von Mayfeld to diank her and her husband for their graciousness.
Being very happy about the success of his symphonies, he included in the letter:
On the 22“'^of the month Crown Princess Stefanie bestowed upon me
[her] utmost csiccmcd congralulalions. During the course of March,
the Fourth Symphony (the Romantic) will be performed in Munich.
In London, Boston, and Prague, the Seventh Symphony [hasj had
enormous [success].
Writing on April 24, to the Stiftsorganist at the Monastery of St. Florian,
Brackner recounted to Gruber: “I was sincerely gladdened by the great success of the
Fourth Symphony in New York, through the recent performance [by the] celebrated
conductor [Anton Seidl].*^"*
August Gollerich received unexpected news from Brackner on January 1, 1891.
Brackner had triumphed even with the staunchest critic in Vienna:
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I am still deeply moved pjy] the acceptance of the audience
at tlie PliiFnannonic concert, which hsailed me [back] twelve times—
and how!!1 That was not all. [You will have to] be astounded:
yesterday Hanslick revered me [with] liis photograph, the
inscription on which reads, “To my esteemed friend.”^^^
Brackner, who had once feared music critic Eduard Hanslick so greatly that he
declined a proposed performance by the Vienna PMlharmonic, had seen his Seventh
Symphony hailed by those present, who accorded him twelve calls-back. Even more
significant in the eyes of Bruckner was that Hanslick had put to paper on the photograph
that he was his esteemed Mend.
It would have been unlike Bruckner to send the picture back with the inscription
crossed out, but there are those who would have done just that. The all-forgiving
Bruckner was so pleased about his acceptance that Hanslick’s attempt to mead the bridge
between them arrived with status equal to his other triumphs. Perhaps Bruckner
possessed a little more sophistication on the inside than he displayed on the outside and
for which he was never given credit. A more likely scenario would involve Ms simple
happiness and true joy, his graciousness, and Ms kindness, as inspired by Ms devotion
to Ms religious beliefs. With these qualities in mind, one can see why he would never
think of retribution.
Perhaps the essentiei, as well as the apex, of Bruckner’s career is contained in the
letter of June 12,1891, written to Theodor Helm:
Having just returned from Berlin, I permit myself to ask you
to put together a few words from the enclosed revisws, and even the
best from your celebrated newspaper. All of the Berlin papers pass
very good judgrnente; nothing iiiifavorable.—That was never the
case. Tapper! and Lehmann, wonderful.
f^o. 130 m this collection.
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The jubilation at the reception after the final choir rehearsal
and at the general rehearsal; inar/eloiis—at the end also, tinmpets
and kettle drums.
However, the jlibilation after the concert defies description;
most of the notables came to me, and [they] congratulated me so
[miicfi that] I had to remain on the podiuin for a long, long time
thanking them.
Next winter, the Te Deum whll be performed again
in Berlin, and one or two of my symphonies; likewise, in Dresden
Stuttgart, etc, Christiania came eight days earlier.
Von Bulow recommended the Te Deum for performance,
brought my photograph to conductor Siegftied Ochs (who led
the orchestra in a masterful performance of the work), and
called the wwk excellent.
On June 14, Bruckner imparted the same information to Bernhard Deubler. Also
mentioned was his Symphony No. 3, which would be performed in London. He wrote
to Anton von Oelzelt the next day, giving him some of the important details of the
success; even then he described his triumph in Berlin in very simple and humble
terms- “Berlin”—most incredibly—is again going to present the Te Deum this winter
and one or two of my symphonies.”^^^ Incredibly?
Yet in August, Bruckner was elated about his achievement. To Felix Weingartner
he wrote on August 8; “In Berlin the days were so beautiful for me—as at no [other]
tune. ^?12S
Bruckner wrote to the Vienna PMlharmonic on December 16 of the same year; he
was indeed pleased with the recent performance of the First Symphony,
May I extend herewith my inexpressible thanks for the splendid
rendering of my First Swisphoiiy, both to Herr Kapellmeister Dr.
Hans Richter and to all of the gentlemen of the PMlhamioiiic. In
everlasting adiniration—^three cheers.
Wo.
Mo.
No.
No,
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On April 26,1892 Brackner wrote to Ms friend. Father Oddo Loidol, who was
serving at the Monastery of Kremsmtlnster in Upper Austria. Bruckner did mention
an upcoming performance of Ms Eighth Symphony, but it was the Te Deum that was
uppermost in Ms mind. ‘Te Dewn—^pleased enormously in Hamburg; also in S t Louis in
North America.”*^® Brackner must have felt superb pleasure when the letter from
Hamburg, wMch had been written ten days earlier, related that everyone present at the
performance had been deeply moved.
To Theodor Heim, Brackner sent a letter of thanks on January 3,1893:
I have just now come back from St. Florian, and I ask most
kindly [that] you accept, herewitli, my fondest New Year’s
Congratulations and my deepest, warmest thanks in the first place
for your highly ingenious review and truly heroic advocacy for my
Eighth. God bless Your Honor for such noble effort. We shall
shout the “profit” over the l a n d . *
Although reviews of the Eighth Symphony were not all favorable. Helm
recognized a work of genius at once and wrote about it in excellent terms. As always,
Bruckner was grateful, but he realized that Helm did not quite understand the work.
By care&l wording, Brackner made Ms point to Helm:
N.B.: Herr Doktori In the Finale [of the Eighth Symphony,
at [double letter] Zz [in the score], all four themes are united
[Please] pardon very much my bringing [tMs matter] to your
attention. Your articles, so wondeiiiilly memorable, I wall
preser^/e for myself for life.^^^
As Bruckner had previously been criticized for not weaving themes from all
movements into the fabric of his Finales, he wanted to make sure that he cited evidence
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of tMs point for all, wMch meant correct infotmation for the critics. Bruckner’s letters
are in many ways like Ms symphonies: one reading, one hearing, is just not enough for
complete understanding. It has been commonly accepted that Bruckner’s letters contain
notMng out of the ordinary. Such an assumption is a gross oversimplification. As the
reader can perceive in this essay, Brackner’s life, letters, and music—all three—^have
wonders and mysteries for those who seek.
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CHAPTER n
THE COSSESPONDENCE

1. Bruckner, Album entry (attributed).^

[ca. 1S85]
Love, it can elevate the earth,[With] its clay existence,-!© heaven.
It teaches us to bear suffering willingly
And i» c e M ly look forward to a better day.^

Incipit: Die Liebe, sie kann erheben—
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 149 (pp. 164-65).

* This autograpji-ljook poem was wiittea for the aiece o f BmcknePs “old” copyist Fraaz Sailer (Sdler)
(1803-1848). He was the coiirt scribe and was oiqjioyed by the Mooastay of S t Florian. S was from
Sailer thst Bruckneir received his BQsendoifer piano, which he treasured for the rest of Ms life; this piano is
now preserved m St. Floriaa Monastery.
^ At the tiine when Frasz (M im ger was compiling Ms reference book, the origmal copy was in possession
of Franz Muler, Kapeflmmter at the Steplsansdom in Vienna.
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2. Otto Kitzler,^ Braim, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Brimn, January 6 ,1885
Dear Old Friend!
My brother in Dresden, who visited me for a few days at Christmas, has informed
me that he heard your Symphony in D there and was witness to the marveious success. I
congratulate you most heartily to that end and sincerely rejoice that you have at last
gained a deserved honor and recognition!
Besides, you have endured long enough! Also, about a performance of a mass (Is
[it] of a more recent date?) in the palace cathedral, I have read splendid things. A great
pleasure has been spoiled for me through the unfortunately necessary postponement of
our Music-Society concert from today to next Sunday, because I [really] wanted to come
to Vienna on the 10*^ to attend the performance of your Te Deum. I have obtained the
score and I am presenting it next fall because the program for this season [is] already
established and the required printed music has already been purchased. A great, majestic
thread is woven through the Te Deum. I congratulate you sincerely for that, as well, and
am already excited about its reception. I will be with you in spirit on Sunday.
Additionally, something yet o f a prosaic nature. Befittingly, I have spent this summer
very pleasantly with my family in Waidhofen. in addition, was in Linz on the first of
August; inquired after you of Zappe,^ who could not tell me where you have been; had
you been in Florian, I should certainly have sought you out Now, farewell; my wife and
I send our compliments.
Your old friend,
Kitzler
Incipit: Mein Bmder in Dresden, welcher mich zu Weihnachten...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 1 from Otto Kitzler (p. 310).

* Otto Kitzier {1834-1915), Kapellmeisfer. WMle fiviiig m linz, Brackner studied orohretratioB,
performance theory, and mefliods of cos^sitio a, althoagh Brcckaer felt tliat compositioii itself could aot
be taught. Kitzler always feMhumble when he was recogaized as one of Bruckaer’s teachers.
^ Karl Zappe (1812-1971), cathedral and town parish ckirch Kapellmeister from 1840 to 1871, thus being
Bracioier’s superior.
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3. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to an Unnamed Editor, Cologne

Vienna, January 14,1885

Honorable Professor:
I am sending a short biography, [with] photograph, as per your
request. On the eighth [of this month], Herr Hellmesberger, Senior^
presented my Quintet for the first time, with success that I cannot
describe. Called at the closing of each movement; at the end six to
ten curtain calls, and the general applause!--even the conservatives
applauded vigorously. Hellmesberger called the Quintet “Revelation,”
and intends to repeat it by demand as soon as November. Thanks very
much for your kindness, and please be willing to bear in mind my most
favorable [attitude toward you] in the future. Once more, wishing [you
a] Happy New Year, thankfully, respectfully, [and] devotedly.
Yours truly,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Direm Wunsche gemass ubersende ich...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 107 (pp. 122-123).

^ Joseph Hellmesberger, Senior (1828-1893), violinist, conductor, founder of Heilmesberger
Quartet. From 1851 to 1859, he was artistic director and coaductor of the CiessilschaS dsr
Musfldreunde concerts, transforming the orchestra into one of professional status and giviag
|hf pregrgmf thiir iigting
fe 1149s b#
tfef ftm g
w b i^ wig regirded zg
the leading Vieanese quartet from their first performance onward. (The Beethoven string
quartets were its particular fortes.) HellmesWger was a witty, congenial maa-about-towa,
and Ms playing pleased even Eduard Hanslick.
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4. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Alfred StressV ienna

[Vienna,] January 15, 1885

Dear Good Friend!
I have not found a publisher. If you write to Prof. Winterberger/ would you ask
him ib o it the feerae in B minor that h§ gave mf at fef ©ewiiidhaiii [in Leipzig],^
Sincere thanks for your kindness, noble friend!
Yours,
Bruckner
[P.S.] Monday’s Extrablatt terrible. Wednesday’s Deutsche Zeitimgf
Incipit: Ich habe keinen Verleger gefunden.
Sources: Auer, Letter 144 (p. 173).
Graflinger, Letter 107 (pp. 122-123).

^ Alfred Stress (1858-1886), an estimabie pianist and a composer of keyboard music. His unfoituaateiy
early death came as a result of Ms insarity. He had been oas of Bruckner’s students.
^ Prof. Alexander Winterberger (1834-1914), music critic for the Leipziger Nachrichten. He was also a

kfybeifiist 9f sw f §e?9?»giiMafnt,
^ On December 29, 18§4, while staying in Leipzig, Brackner played the Gewandhaus organ for a full
complement of friends. He regularly requested a subject upon wMdi to improvise a fiigue; the one in
question was from Prof. Winterberger. Here Bruckner is inquiring about the forgotten theme.
^ The two reviews of which Bruckner speaks concern the first perfbnaance of the Quintet.
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5. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Johann Nefxjmnk Hneber and Rosalie Hueber,^

V§cMi|r»ck

Vienna, February 9,1885

My Dear Brother-in-law and Sali!
Thank you for the letter. Sali, do not send anything.^ Here is ten Gulden.^ lam
well m i wish timt Sill may iliO fef healtfey soon! Tfe§ good woman Ms no Mea of wMt I
have to do! Then the correspondence from at home and abroad!!! Now Holland is added
to the list, where, on the fourth of this month, my Third Symphony was performed
with very great success."* In Leipzig, on January 28,^ the second performance o f my
Seventh Symphony was given before the royal couple. The newspapers are M I of
admiration just like the Dutch [papers]. In March, it [Symphony No. 7] is going to
Munich.^ (The performance in Hamburg is likewise imminent.)^ Unfortunately, I need
a great deal of money. In The Hague (Holland), they really want to see me in person.
Hearty farewell! Greetings to all!
Your brother and brother-in-law,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Danke Euch fur das Geschickte.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 145 (pp. 173-74).

‘ Brackner’s brother-in-law and younger married sister. Bruckner was the eldest of eleven children, most of
whom died either at birth or in infancy. He remained close to his sister Maria Anna, who served as his
housekeeper in Vienna, his sister Rosalie, who was married to Johann Nepomuk Hueber and lived in
Vgcklibrssfe
}«S bretbsr
wbe Hyfd in St, Flariga. Little ig known of Ms gigtfr Jesffa,
^ From time to time, Bruckner would receive gifts of food from Igaaz. Here he may be referring to food.
His stomach gave him probiems, and he may be sa y k | that he has to watch Ms diet.
^ Bruckner always reimbursed family members when he received gifts of food or services from them. The
sum of ten Gulden is a generous one for the time; perhaps the value of twenty doBars today.
Tinder Johann Verhuist (1816-1891).
Mctuafly, January 27, 1885.
®The performance was on March 10, 18S5.
’The performance was on February 19, 1886, under Mius von Bemuth (1830-1902).
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6. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Dr. Rudolf Proh^ka,^ Linz

Vienna, February 9 , 1885

Right Honorable Sir!
I was already in the unpleasant situation here in Vienna, [as well as] in Graz, of
having to decline such honors.^ I am now even infinitely sorrier to have to say that I must
also decline the wishes of the worthy Musikverein in Linz for the same honor that was
meant for me. In the month of March, I must go to Munich for the first performance
[there] of my Seventh Symphony, but I do not know [exactly] when. On January 28, the
second performance in Leipzig took place before the Saxon royal couple. The
newspapers sparkle with admiration. In Hamburg, [a performance] is imminent I have
just received several letters from Holland where, in The Hague, my Third Symphony
(dedicated to Wagner) was performed on the 4* of this month with very great success.
Again, thanking you very much for the intended honor, I am
[Yours] devotedly,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Schon war ich in der unangenehmen Lage..,
Source: Auer, Letter No. 146 (pp. 174-75).

^Dr. Rudolf Prohaska (1839-1909), Lawyer and Board Member of the Music Society {Musih>erein) in Linz.
^ Bmckaer declined honorary membership in the Societies in Vienna, Graz, and Linz in order to keep a low
profile.
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7. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Dr. WiUielinus Ludovicus van Meurs,^ The Hague

Vienna, February 9, 1885

Right Honorable Sir!
Thank you very sincerely for your great kindness. Meister Wagner^ wanted to
perform all o f my symphonies, as he assured me a few months before Ms death. On
December 30 and January 28, my Seventh Symphony was performed in Leipzig (before
the royal couple) in concerts of the Stadttheater under Herr Nikisch^ with the most
extraordinary success. I received two laurel wreaths (from the University and from—the
orchestral), which is very grand. The performance in Hamburg is imminent In March,
the same takes place in Munich, where Kapellmeister Levf raves most extraordinarily
about this work. He writes [with] still more admiration and [also about] the joy [in this
work that] he has finally had. Recently (on January 8), Hellmesberger^ performed my
Quintet in Vienna. This artist has never had a greater success in quartet playing. I
myself was called back repeatedly after every movement and indeed by the entire
audience; at the conclusion, fiilly ten times. Court Kapellmeister Hellmesberger intends
to perform it again in November. He requested me to write him still another one, called
the work a “revelation,” and called me the “Composer of the Modem Age.” Vienna can
be very proud, etc., etc. The Quintet is published by Guttmann in Vienna ([near the]
Opera House). ^ Otherwise, I am despised by the music cliques one and all in Vienna
(with the exceptions of the Deutsche Zeitung, the Fremde Blatt, the Tageblatt, the
Morgenpost, and the music newspapers). You no doubt understand why. For that reason.
‘ W. L. van Meurs was the Librarian at The Hague.
^Richard Wagner (1813-1883). Bruckner always referred to Wagner as The Master. Having dedicated Ms
Third Symphony to Wagner, he wrote the Adagio to his Seventh Symphony as a lasting memorial to
Wagner.
^Arthur Nikisch (1855-1922), most impressive and influential conductor of bis day. He excelled in
Romantic Music. His performances of Beethoven, Schumann, Bruckner, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, and Wagner
became legendary and remain so, even today; and his passionate yet controlled string tone must have
accomplished exactly what Bruckner intended. With his premiere of Bruckner’s Seventh Symphony, he won
the first wide recognition of Bruckner’s work.
* Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor with serious-mindedness toward life, music,
and relations with others. His series of letters to Bruckner reflect the spiritual quality of his character; and
he was able to infese this quality into Brackner’s already spiritual music, making him one of Bmckner’s
great interpreters and champions. la 1S82, he oondiicted the premier performance of Wagner’s Parsifal a
highly unlikely occurrence all things considered.
^ Joseph Hellmesberger (1828-1893), violinist and conductor, professor of violin, and Director of Yseima
Conservatoiy. In 1849, he founded Ms famous string quartet. From 1851 to 1859, he was conductor and
Artistic Director of the Geselischafi der Musikfreunde; and he transformed this amateur orchestra into s
group of professional musicians, leaving an indelliMe mark on its repertoire.
Albert J. Guttmann (d.l914), pubfisher and concert agent in Vienna. Brackner’s Fourth and Seventh
Symphonies and the String Quintet were first published by Guttmaim.
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except for the Third Sympiiony and the Quintet, notMng has been published. Oh, if only
I couldfind a publisher! I am now writing the Eighth Symphony. Herr Brahms'^ treats
me almost insultingly !Finally, I thank you once more from [my] heart and request your contiiiued good
will! Also, I thank all of the praiseworthy societies and the conductors, with the
orchestra. I also thank Herr A. Simon, compatriot and orchestra member, most sincerely.
With deepest respect.
Your most grateM,
A. Brackner
N.B. I have written nothing for organ.
To; Dr. W. L. Van Meurs, Librarian
The Hague, Holland
Incipit: Danke recht herzlich fur Dire...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 147 (pp. 175-76).
Manfred Wagner, Bruckner (pp. 281-82).

Jobaimes Braiiins (1833-1897), composer who became increasingly condescending toward and about
Bruckner. As the Wagner and Brabois camps emerged and became ever more antagonistic toward one
another, Bruckner was caught up in the hostilities; because of Ms adimration for Wagner, as wel as his being
a symphonist, he was paired with Wagner, especiaDy in Vienna.
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8. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Rosa Papier-Paumgartner,^ Yieiuia

February 18,1885

Gracious Lady!
I thank you very sincerely for your great kindness toward my humble self, and in
particular for the wonderful advice concerning the Te Deum. I will never forget your
esteemed card; I will keep it always and follow your excellent advice. You certainly
know. Gracious Lady, that I am among your greatest admirers; and, indeed, my hands
are often chafed [from applauding for you].
As recently as the thirteenth of this month, I was totally enchanted by your
wonderful voice! I hope that the Verein^ has already presented its request in respect to
the Te Deum, g rfq if |t in which I jgm with gU my hf
Your charming hands receive kisses from
Your most admiring of all admirers,
Anton Bruckner
P.S. I kiss your husband a thousand times, and thank him sincerely for everything!
Incipit: Recht herzlich danke ich fur die grosse...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 148 (pp. 176-77).

^Rosa Papier-Paumgartner (1858-1932), a famous Court-Opera singer, married to Hans Paomgartaer
(1844*1896), a writer on music and a friend and supporter of Bruckner. Berhaard Paumgartnsr (1887$
1971), their son, came into contact mtii Bruckner at an early age. He became a hom player, violinist, and
piiaists s se sfe te f;
%misiselesst!
^ The GeseUsehaft derMusiifi-sumk.
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9. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Arthur Nikisch,^ Leipzig

Vieima, Febraar>' 25,1885

Dearest, Most Noble Friend!
Accept my inexpressible thanks, [for] that [which] I am most kindly indebted to
you. May God reward you for the very noble and brilliant deed which you have done
for me.^ If only I knew how I could give you^ a little joy. Just write and tell me how! A
few days ago I received the Leipziger Nachrichten with the wonderful articles by Prof.
Vogel.'^ When you see him, please tell him of my heartfelt thanks! Take care o f your
health! I kiss the hands of your noble fiancee. Likewise, the gracious wife of the
Director. Again, I thank the Director from my heart for his great noble-mindedness and
for the sublime kindness to me! Has the Director already been in Vienna? I was unable
to find out and would like to see him. Herr Levi^ still has the better score o f the Fourth
(Romantic) Symphony. What is [going on] with the Seventh? Have you most kindly had
the parts corrected? Please send [me] the bill. Have you sent the parts to Hamburg? Or
[will it be] later? Or does Herr Levi have them already? lam as ill-informed as a child?
The Third [Symphony] in D minor was performed in The Hague (Holland); [I] received
magnificent letters [about it]. Are publishers in fact not to be found? Everything on
earth has already happened to me, and I am becoming entirely indifferent toward nobie^
mankind. I know nothing from Munich. How are the two movements [which] were
recently received?
Most sincerely thankful, once more, I am, with greatest respect and admiration,
Etemally gratefully yours.
A. Brackner
Incipit: Nimm den unaussprechiichen Dank...
^ Arth u r NiMsch (1855-1922), most impressive and influential conductor of Ms day. (See Bruckner to W. L.
van Meurs, Febmary 9, 1885.
^ T his deed was the performance o f Bruckner’s Seveatii Symphony in Leipzig. In a letter dated March 10,
1884, from Adalbert von Goldschmidt (1848-1906), Chordirektor, then Kapellmeister, at the Neues Theater,
Leipzig, to Josef Schalk (1863-1931, brother of Franz Schalk and a Brackner student and enthusiast),
Goldschmidt refers to “your Bruckner project,” wMch was to make all of the amogements for the premier
perfermance on December 30, 1884. It was a mighty task, headed up by NiJdsch; and Goldschmidt dubs
him “a hero.”
^Bruckner and Nikisch were friends, and he felt comfortable in addressing Nikisch as “Du.”
^ Adolf Bernhard Vogel (1847-1897), music critic for the Leipziger Nachrichten.
^Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to W. L. van Meurs,
February 9, 1885.)
®A little irony on Brackner’s part. He considered Levi to be noble, but not mankind as he experienced it—
and most especially not Viennese philologists.
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Etemaliy gratefully yours,
A. Briiclaier
Incipit: Nimm den unaussprecMichen Dank...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 149 (pp. 177-178).
Intemationai Bruckner Gesellschaft, Catalogue Reference, (p. 19).
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10. Antoa Bruckner, Viema, to Ignaz Bmckner,* Si. Fiorian

Vienna, February 27, 1885

Dear Brother!
Thank you very much for the shipment. Enclosed is five Gulden toward
defraying the cost [of postage]. You will receive the other money later.
I have been asked to make it known that on March 8, Herr Heilmesberger^
will perform my Quintet in Linz. [Please] apprise Professor Teubler^ [sic] and other
music lovers o f my greetings, and inform them [about] this.
On Saturday, March 7 ,1 must travel to Munich, where my new work'^ will be
performed on the 10**. Farewell!
Your brother,
Anton
To; Herr Ignaz Bruckner
In the Noble Monastery of St. Florian
Near Linz
Incipit: Ich danke Dir sehr fur das Ubersendete.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 150 (pp. 178-179).

^ Brackner’s younger brother who lived in the town of St. Fiorian.
^ Joseph Hellmesberger, Senior (1828-1893), founder of the Hellmesberger Quartet. With an added viola,
the Quartet premiered Bruckner’s String Quintet in F.
^ Prof. Bernhard Deubler (1842-1907), prie^ and Choir Director at St. Florian, Professor of Theology,
consultant, and Mead to Bmckner.
Symphony No. 7.
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i 1. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Marie Demar,^ Vienna

Vienna, March 2 , 1885

Inscription on a Photograph Sent to Marie Demar:
For my highly respected, dearest friend
and admirer of the arts, Frauiein
Marie Demar, as a little remembrance.
Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Meiner hochverehrten, liebsten Freundin...
Source: Graflinger, Letter 13(A) (p. 22).

‘ Marie Demar (1865-1946), friend of Bnjckner. Bnickna' greatly admired lier, so much so that their
friendship became quite a serious matter (1885-1886), and it was reciprocal. This is the inscription that he
wrote on a photograph of himself for her.
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12. Hermann Levi/ Munich, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Municli, March 4,1885

Highly Honored Master!
According to your wish, I have scheduled on Sunday, at 10:30, a rehearsal (in the
Odeon Hall). The dress rehearsal will be held on Monday morning, at 10:00. The day
before yesterday I rehearsed the Symphony.^ Naturally, the orchestra balked; [the
musicians] understand absolutely nothing [about it]. Of course, the people here are
incredibly reactionary. But that does not matter. If only they play well: and that diey
will do. It is the same with Wagner. (I believe there are not three Wagnerites in the
orchestra!)—Just be of good spirits and trust me!—I do not yet know where to begin with
the last movement. But, hopefully, that will come yet
I have received a letter from the Vienna Academic W[agner] Association which
caused me great joy.
If you have the opportunity to see one of the gentlemen, please say to him that I
am going to answer the letter after the performance of your symphony.—Baron Ostini^
passed your letter on to me. I will see to it that a few friends of our cause meet on
Monday evening.
Until we meet again soon!
Your entirely devoted,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Ihrem Wunsche gemfiss habe ich auf Sonntag...
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 2 (pp. 314-315).

*Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicos
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Thai is, Bruckner’s Symphony No. 7.
^ Baron Karl von Ostini (1830-1895), Vorsitzender of the Munich Wagner Society. His son Fritz von Ostini
(1861-1927), who was a journalist and critic, met Bruckner in Bayreuth.
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13. AatoJi Bmckner, Vienna, to Artlnir Nikiscli,^ Leipzig

Vienna, March 15, 1885

Dearest Friend! Noble Benefactor!
I have just returned from Munich where, on the 10th of the month, there was an
extremely magnificent performance of my Seventh Symphony.^ The audience received it
very enthusiastically, the conductor and the orchestra also applauded vigorously. Two
laurel wreaths. Next performance in the autumn. The reviews very good. Also
especially splendid: Neueste Nachrichten, Suddeutsche Presse, and such.
At a large reception for musicians, Herr Levi^ declared, “This is the most
significant symphonic work since Beethoven’s death.” He added that the performance
of this work is [going to be] the pride and high point of his artistic career. And the
banquets! The king will also be informed. The Intendant'* likewise sent for me. [My
portrait was painted by Kaiibgch^ apd [I was] photographed twice,
Upon your request, Herr Levi will send you the Fourth Symphony.
Please give my compliments to my benefactors, especially to the Director^ and
Herr Vogel,^ and handkisses for the ladies. I kiss you a thousand times, as the source of
all good for me! And thank you, thank you in all eternity! Herewith I send only the
review from the Neueste Nachrichten', when you have read it, I ask you most graciously
to pass it on to Herr Vogel with my most sincere request about publication—if at all
feasible. Perhaps this will make a good impression on the publishers!® After the
performance of Die Waikure, Herr Levi had the funeral music from the Adagio of my
[Seventh] Symphony played for me three times by the tubas and horns. You will get a
chuckle out of this.
How are you? So, write back to me. I kiss the hand of your dear fiancee.
' Arthur NiMsoh {1855-1922), most impressive and influential conductor of his day. (See Bruckner to
Wilhelmus Ludovicus ’/an Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ This performance took place at an evening festivity of what lay Americans would call a composers’

epnvfati®.; it

fee e fVfat wWcfe |8 of f e s i gitfefr# is Mwicn wwM fxpfCt. tq itlfnd,

" Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Wilhelmus Ludovicus van
Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
%aron Kaii von Perfall (1824-1907), German administrator and composer. He championed Wagner’s
music and was instrumental in saving Bayreuth, under Ludwig It. He advanced to General Intendant of the
National Theater and made many improvements both in the theater itself and in the quality of its
productions. In the 1850s he directed the Munich Liedertafei, and here he summons Bruckner in order to
arrange for Mm to sit for Ms portraii.
^ Hermann Kauibach (1846-1909), German painter of the 1885 portrait ofBruckner.
®Bireetor Max Stasgsmsm. (1S43-19G3), origffially a sisggr; ultiHistciy he fegsame direetor af the Leipzig
Neue Theater in 1882. The post became vacant only through Ms death.
’ Adolf Eembard Yogsi (1847-1897),mugk critic, for the Leipsiger Nachrichten.
* Bruckner was always searching for publishers for his compositions. His Eighth Symphony was published
in this same year (1885).
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Filled with gratitude and respect and admiration for you, most noble
benefactor, I am and remain
Your most thankfiil
A. Bruckner
N.B. To Herr von Vogel my respect and thanks for Ms kindness in the press.
Incipit: Soeben komme ich retour von Miaichen,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 151 (pp. 179-180).
Manfred Wagner, Bruckner (p. 283).
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14. Anton Bruckner, Yiema, to Baron Hans ¥on Wolzogen,^ Ba>Teuth

Vienna, March 18,1885

Right Honorable Baron!
Please permit me to tell you something of the happiest week of my life, [due to]
the glorious events in Munich.^ The performance took place on the 10* of this month. I
was at the last two rehearsals. In the begiimiiig, the orchestra was hostile, but, then,
enthusiastic for me. The performance was ideal and excellent beyond all measure.
The reaction was (as they say) indescribable jubilation and enthusiasm; even the
conductor and the orchestra applauded most vigorously. No one could remember such a
scene in the Odeon. At the reception for the musicians, Herr Levi^ toasted me. “To the
most important symphonic work since Beethoven’s death!” And he continued; “The
performance o f this splendid work” (as he called it) “is the crown ofhis'^ artistic
activity!” (as far as concert life is concerned, of course). Two magnificent laurel
wreaths! What a disparity on the part of Herr Richter^ who is said two weeks ago to have
declared me a crazy person withoutform; and then, as these witnesses maintain, he
declared the Brahms Third Symphony (which is said to have failed again on Sunday) to
be the new Eroica (naturally, Hanslick^ liked it). My symphony [No. 7] remains in
Munich. Herr Levi is not allowing them to ruin me in Vienna. He wants to take care of
the publication. He and the Intendant* want to refer the matter to the King^ and the
' Baron Hans Paul von Wolzogen (1848-1938), Gennan writer on music, as well as a librettist. He was a
great Wagner and Bruckner enthusiast and a true friend to Bruckner. Von Wolzogen edited much Wagner
Uterature, including three volumes of letters. He later revised E. T. A. Hofi&nan’s Undine.
^ Bruckner’s Seventh Symphony had just been a great success in Munich.
^Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Wilhelmus Ludovicus van
Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
If Bruckner is quoting Levi word for word, then “his” should really read “my.” Evidence found in a letter
to Arthur Nikisch and dated March 15, 1885, would confirm this conclusion.
’ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acclaim. He was one o f the first
great intemationai conductors and one of the first to appreciate Bruckner’s work. He conducted first
performances of Symphonies No. 1 (Vienna Version), No. 3 (1889 Version), No. 4, and No. 8. The
comment above reflects Bruckner’s emotional insecurity, not Richter’s intrinsic feelings toward Ms music.
®Johannes Brahms (1833-1897), German Romantic composer.
’ Dr. Eduard Hanslick (1825-1904), Viennese music critic, scholar, and civil servant; sometimes referred to
as a philologist. At first, he was enthusiastic for Bruckner, but later hostile and cruelly critical of Mm and Ms
works. In Wagner’s Die Meistersinger, the character Seckmesser is named Veii Hamlick in a draft of the
music drama. It did little good to chaage the name because everyone recognized the restrictive attitude as
portrayed in Beckmssser. Hanslick, of course, was in the Brahms camp; and he caused self-critical Bruckner
much grief.
* Baron Karl voti PerfaB (1824-1907), German administrator and composer. (See Bruckner to Arthur
NiMsch, March 15, 1885.)
®King Ludwig II of Bavaria (1845-1886), reigned from 1864 until his mysterious death in 1886. He was
very much affected by Wagner’s music dramas, so much so that he built ScMoss Neuschwanstein with these
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symphony is to be performed again in November. On the 11* [of the month], my friends
from Yifimi m 4 1 atteiidf4 i perfomiiaef of Di§ W sikm^^ la M iaiek Mignifioiat^ m
I had not heard this wondrous work in its entirety since 1876. And after the audience had
lefi, Herr Levi, upon my request, had the Trauergemng from the second movement o f
the Seventh Symphony perfornied three times by the tubas and horns in remembrance o f
the late, highly beloved, immortal Meisier Wagner, whereupon imiimierable tears flowed,
I cannot describe the event in the darkened Hoftheater. Reqtsiescat in pace!!! The
reviews are ail glorious; many say “marvelous.” The finest was in the Neueste
Nachrichten (through Herr Forges,^ ^ as I hear) and the SOddeutsche Presse. Thank God I
now have Munich; in it I have enough success to last me the rest of my life. I permit
myself to send you only one review; it is from the Neueste Nachrichten.
In veneration, I kiss the gracious hand of the Baroness. Sight Honorable Baron, I
beg for your further favor and affection. I have your article to thank for the performance
in Holland (The Hague) as well as innumerable others! Endless thanks!
With deepest respect, I remain
Your most thankfui servant,
Anton Bruckner
[P. S.] In Holland, they want all of my symphonies.
Incipit: Gestatten mir Hochderselbe Ilmen...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 152 (pp. 180-182).
Graflinger, Letter No. 135 (p. 144), Fragment

works in minri Tils castle, though never completsiy finished, abounds k rich oarvkgs and y/ail paintings of
scenes from the music dramas. A good example is the bedroom where the wall paistiags (by A. Spisss) and
also the carvings depict scenes from Tristan, the King’s favorite music drama.
“ Die Walhirs gf Mgimr4 Wagner (IS13-1883), Bractofr alwiys ssfifd Win T^e Mmter
«ifye4
soulfully at Ms death. Having dedicated Ms Symphony No. 3 to Wagner early on, he wrote the Adagio to Ms
Symphony No. 7 as a lasting memorial to W ^ e r .
Heinrich Forges (1837-1900), conductor, writer on music, and music critic for the Mmidh Neueste
Nachrichten.
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15. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to the Bemo Walther Quartet,^ Munich

Vienna, March 27, 1885

Right Honorable Sir!
Sincere thanks for your kindness. In reference to the Quintet,^ I would like to
reqiest tbit fee
[bf pliyed] m prescribed; on the
ia the sf Qoad
section—nearly up to the recapitulation of the opening Andante—please take [the tempo]
as you ordain. I wish you much luck. Hellmesberger did it in the fullest measure. To
Herr Court Kapellmeister Levi,'^ my deepest respect! 1 shall write to him immediately.
With best wishes to your colleagues, 1 remain
Most devotedly yours,
A. Bmckner
N.B.: In spirit, 1 am still totally in Munich; my artistic home is there. 1 can be
completely happy there. Three cheers!
Incipit: Innigsten Dank ftr Dire Liebenswiirdigkeit.
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 114 (pp. 127-128).

' The Walther Quartet was made up of Concertmaster Beimo Walther (1847-1901), Michael Steiger (active:
1872«1912), Anton Thoms (1858«1888), and Fnmz Beisnat (1844*1913). With Johann Wihan (1855*1920),
they played Bruckner’s String Quintet at the home o f critic Konrad Fiedler, an enthusiastic supporter o f

PFBsteisTs w

Thf pwblis gfifsF!?®!®# w§i ©g Mircfe 3 L ii? thf Q rtS Cegefrl ifefi of tb#

Museum.
^ Bruckner’s String Quintet.
^ From the late sixteenth century to the present, the Scherzo has been a standard symphonic and quartet—
in this case: quintet—movement which originally replaced the minuet. It is normally in rapid V* time and is
in rounded binary form, usually with a contrasting trio and then repetition o f the first section. Although
m any scherzi are light and playful in character, they can be sinister or macabre. This scherzo has the tempo
marking o f Andante: moderately slow, between adagio and allegro. The trio o f a scherzo usually provides
relief for the listener, and usually by tempo, timbre, or other means. To mark the A-section o f a multischerzo Andante, followed by a Langsamer (very slow) Trio seems less that effective. Therefore, knowing
that the Beimo Walther Quartet was artistically experienced, he entrusted the tempo o f the Trio to their
discretion. In this case, a wise decision on his part.
Hermaim Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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16, Hermann Levi,' Municli, to Anton Bruckner, Viema

Munich, April 3, 1885

Dear and Honored Friend!
Sincere thanks for your kind letter. If I can arrange it, I should [like] to spend a
few days with you in the country. At the beginning of May, I am going to Florence
(where Fiedler^ and I are going to meet. There, the Quartet Society will leam your
q iiltft feerqttgWy,) Thfn [©g] tq my friend Lfnbicb m Romf:
at fee bfgimmg ©f
June, [to] Switzerland. I am very worn out and long for tranquility!-The performance of
the Quintet here was quite good On the previous day, Fiedler invited people to his
home; there I analyzed the work carefully with them (before [which] five rehearsals had
already [taken place!]) I believe [that] the tempi were correct. (The first movement;
molto moderato!) The acceptance on the part of the audience was very enthusiastic. I
have not read the Suddeutsche Presse (Ostini^ was absent,) but Forges^ wrote very
beautifully and warmheartedly in the Neuesten} I am going to tell him to send you the
article.—The matter with the King® can be recorded only in two weeks. I made a long
report to fee Director’s office which passed it [on] to fee Office of fee Royal Secretary;
and it appears that no one over there hurries [in order to expedite matters]. There is no
question that the King [will] accept the dedication, but it must also provide something for
you. Before my departure, this matter will be secured in good order.
W ulliie/ in Cologne has aiMbuiiced a [peffdimaiice of] the Seventh Symphony
for next winter. In addition, Muller* in Franldto has appealed to me for it. Gutmann^
had better hurry a bit so the score and parts will be ready before the beginning o f the
winter season.
At the beginning of May, could you perhaps meet me in Florence? This would be
magnificent!
I did not arrange for the parts to be sent back to you again. In the meantime,
however, hang on to them.—
‘ Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished Gennan conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Dr. Conrad Fiedler (1841-1895), critic in Munich, where Bruckner met Mm k March, 1885.
^ Bst® .Karl V® OstiiM (1830-1895)j PrfsidfBt e f fef M«.mch Wagnfr SoGifly,
^ Heinrich Forges (1837-1900), conductor, writer oa music, and music critic.
*Neueste Nachrichten and MUnchmr Ameiger, the newspapers in Munich.
^ King Ludwig II of Bavaria (1845-1886).
’ Franz Wulker (1832-1902). In 1878, Bruckner wrote to Wilhelm Tappert that Willner (sic) in Dresden
had written to Mm asking itim for a score to peruse. From 1877, Wullner was Kosigficher Ho&apeilmeister
there.
” Karl Molier (181S-1S94), conductor. From 1S60 to 1S92, he conducted the Clcilisnvereii! in Frankfiirt.
On December 4, 1885, he presented Bruckner’s Third Symphony.
®Albert I. GutiBaM (d. 1914), pubiisfier ana sGcegrt agent in Vigaria. (See Braskrigr tc Dr. WilhgliHtis
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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Remain well-[disposed toward] myself, and [accept best] regards, in admiration
and reverence to you.
Yows,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Herzlichen Dank fur Ihren lieben Brief!
Source: Auer, Hermam Levi Letter No. 3 (pp. 315-316).
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17. Anton Bruckner, Viema, to Eva Wagner/ Bayreutla

[Vienna], April 10,1885

Dear Gracious Frauiein!
Having just arrived in Viema from my home in Upper Austria/1 mast ask for
gracious indulgence. Already in September of last year/ I sent the desired letter from
your dear, late Fapsi^ to Managing Director Gross in Bayreuth, that is, a copy. I have also
enclosed other distinctions received orally throughout the years from the immortal
emperor of music. Now I permit myself to send a copy of my precious relic to Frauiein
Ava. I must have been distracted to the utmost that I cannot recall your entire
instructions at all. Please pardon [me]! I immediately wrote to O. Bach.^
FrM ein Eva will probably have learned of the enthusiasm for my Seventh
Symphony in Munich through Baron von Wolzogen'*. Following Die Waikure, the
fhneral music from the second movement of my Seventh Symphony was performed, with
the four new tubas, the contrabass tuba, and the horns, [played] three times in the
darkness o f the Court Theater. I wrote [it] to the memory of my unattainable ideal
directly in that very sad time of mourning, carried out, and indeed to the memory of the
Beloved, Immortal Master o f all M asters^
How deeply moved we all were!
I am very disturbed over the unsettled status of your health and wish from my
entire soul imminent and continual recovery! Thank you very much for your very
esteemed letter; it is for me a precious gem. Three cheers to your gracious Mama.®
‘ Eva Wagner (1867-1942), younger daughter of Richard Wagner and Ms second wife Cosima von Biilow
nee T.isTt In 1908 she married the author and cultural philosopher Houston Stewart Chamberlain, a union
wMch produced the “femous” Wagner grandsons who made so many changes at Bayreuth—especially in
staging and lighting.
^ Bruckner would have spent the Easter feastdays at St. Florian Monastery.
^Bruckner is referring to the Church Year, around wMch organists arrange their lives.
^ Richard Wagner died on February 13, 1883, in Venice.
^ Dr. Otto Bach (1833-1893), composer, who had been a student of Simon Sechter. He was Kapellmeister
and Artistic Director for the Dom-Musikverem and the Mozarteum in Salzburg for the years 1868 through
1880.
®Baron Hans von Wolzogen (1848-1938), German writer on music as well as a librettist; a good friend to
Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
’ Richard Wagner (1813-1883), German Romantic composer of operas and music dramas. (See Bruckner to
Wilhelmus Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
®Cosima Wagner (1837-1930), daughter of Franz Liszt (1811-1S86). She was Srst married to Hans von
Bulow (1830-1894), then divorced and remarried to Richard Wagner (1813-1883) in 1870. He wrote Mein
Leben for King Ludwig H of Bavaria (1845-1886), but dedicated it to Cosima. The fourth part was written
with her in mind, as she does not appear in the earlier sections. Detractors once thought that this fourth
section may have bees written by Cosima herself—^to her own benefit; however, ia the third volume Wagner
refers constantly to Ms work on the fourth, thus confimiicg its authenticity. Also, it is written in Ms
mformal, poetic style and with Ms inherent frankness.
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Cheers to the youag ladies.® Cheers to Herr Siegfiied!^ Cheers to yoe, Frauiein Eva!
My noble patroness!
[With thanks and respect,]
[Anton Bruckner]
Incipit: Eben erst aus meiner Heimat, Oberdsterreich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 177 (pp. 203-204).

®Her haif-sisters Daniek (1S60-1940) and Blandine voc Biilow (1863-1941), and her sister, Isolde Wagner
(1865-1919).
10
Her brother, Siegfried Wagner (1869-1930). He both composed and conducted.
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18. Aston Bmckner, Vienna, to Felix

Karlsrahe

Vienna, April 17,1885

Dear Old, Young Friend!
This must be Bruckner you say, and right you are, it is he! Listen: Prof. Riedei^
from Leipzig .hgi ©gfroi te present my Adagio from the Seventh Symphony to tbf
Allgemeines dentsches M ustiest in Karlsruhe on May 30* if I would give my consent
Liszt^ and Dr. Staadthartner^ advise me to do it. However, you are now the csatral figure
in this matter.
First: is the orchestra not too unfavorably disposed toward me?
Second: do you have the new tubas like those found in the [Ring o f the]
Niebelungen, or, if not, can you obtain them?
Third: would you be willing to engage your whole artistic being, as Messrs. Levi^
and Nikisch,^ in rehearsing and conducting this Adagio with the tubas and the funeral
music to the late Ivfeter.'^ for your old. former teacher to whom you were always so dear?
Provided you can fill yourself with enthusiasm for it, you, as a highly celebrated
conductor, are the right artist [to perform it].
If, my dear Mott!, you tei! me this with your German word of honor, then three
cheers! The matter is then iii dfdef, aiid I must then seiid the parts to Leipzig.
N.B.: The four tubas are very important, moreover; also, C[ontra-]B[ass] tuba. I
believe we both can be joyful.
In your hands rests my decision. Be most sincerely greeted and kissed by
^Felix Mottl (1856-1911), Austrian conductor, editor, and composer; a theory student ofBruckner at the
Conseratory in yienaa. By 1881, he was Hofkapdlmeister in Karlsruhe, whsrs he set the hipest opera
standards in the Germany of Ms day and also championed Bruckner’s compositions. He conducted in

SiyFfatfe fer thf first tiisf ®
^ Prof. Carl Riedel (1827-1888), German choras master and composer. He studied al Leipzig Conservatory.
In 1S54, be founded the choral society wMch became known as the Biedel’scher Verein. He put special
emphask on Protestant works such as those of Bacfa and Schutz, as well as newer Germac composers and
Bruckner. Riedel was president QfiheAUgemeinerDeMtscherMusih>erein from 1868 until his death.
^ Franz Tkzt (181 i-l§g6), extremely innovative and dramatic Hungarian composer, pianist, teacher, and
conductor. His compositional methods anticipated twentieth-century ideas, and he evolved the method of
traasforaatioa of thcffics. As the greatest plaso virtuoso of Ms titue, he frsiiiiarizgd his audieacgs with the
works of others through Ms trasscriptions. A true Romantic, he was forever tom between spirituality and
sensatiaE.
Dr. Josef Standthartner (1818-1892), head physician and Director of Vienna’s General Hospital, and &
staunch supporter of both Brackner and Wagner.
^ Hermann Levi (1843-1900), distinguished Gennan conductor.
^ Arthur Nilrisr.h (1855-1922), most impressive and influeatial conductor of Ms day.
’ Richard Wagner (18I3-1883), composer of operas and music dramas.
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Your most admiring
A. Brackner
My sincerest sympathy! I am very soiry about the nobie man!® May he rest
peace&lly!
Incipit: Das muss der Brackner sein...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 153 (pp. 182-183).
Graflinger, Letter No. 76 (pp. 84-86).

■Brackner is referring to the death of Mottl’s father Peter on March 18, 1885.
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19. Anton Bnicknen Vienna, to Rudolf Weinwurm/ Vienna

Vienna, April 17,1885

Dearest Friend!
Today I am seizing the opportunity to render to you my sincerest belated
congratulations on the present feast of your name day^ and all the feasts in your honor
recently, even though [my good wishes] are late. May you have more and more noble
and glorious years to continue among the highly praised and beloved, inteliigent
academic youth;^ for whom I also live, and may you shortly harvest true and worthy fruit
® tfef p iit of Mgh iftiioritifs/ May God mate it so}
Accept also my most heart-felt thanks for the good you have always done for me,
and particularly in the recent past. Heaven blesses you! In most cordial, sincere respect.
Your old friend,
A. Brackner
Incipit: HeutezumFesteDeinesNamens ergreifeich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 154 (pp. 183-184).

*Rudolf Weinwuna (1835-1911), Viennese choir director and composer. In the Auer collection, the first
Bmckner letter to Rudolf WsiiRvuna is dated Novsmbsr 30, 1856. Bruskaer and Wsinwurm bscgme very
good friends, and Wsiawurm was to be an important contact for Bruckner ia Vienna.
fe Attitns- i cMW 9F idsit selfbritfi thf ffiit er n»nf day gf thf fiiat gSer wligii ffee person is nst»f4
ratha than Ms or her actual birthday, although the two are often the same. The feast of St. Rudolf is
traditionally celebrated on April 17. (Weinwurm’s fiftieth birthday was on April 3, 1885.) The celebration
was held at the Harmonie Saal.
^ As a choir director, Weiawuim worked with both boys and men; the compliment is meant as much for the
imtructor as for the youth, for Weinwurm was a gifted choir master. The old plea; ”'Give me your good
students, and I’ll give you a good choir,” rsmains trae even today.
^ Braekner wishes Ms friend woriciiy apprgeiatiua but isipiigs the iieeessity of pleasiug God and askirig for
His help.
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20. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Feiix Motl!,‘ Karisrahe

Vienna, April 22, 1885

Dear Highly Esteemed Friend!
pjpon] becoming aware of the public report, I was [both] grief"[strickea] and
horrified [Please] accept my most sincere sympathy! It is very painful to all o f us!
[Please be kind enough] to apprise your respected “Frau Mama” also and all the dear
members of your noble family Oust] how difficult for me is the loss of my dear friend,^
and [that] I am taking part in the same deep sorrow. I will tell you more when we meet.
I am truly afflicted [because] I am unable to appear at the fimeral, since I have seven
classes to give at the Conservatory; please kindly pardon me for this reason. I will
certainly perform my obsequies for this noble fiiend in the Church! Requiescat inpacel!
[With] sincerest respect.
Your fiiend who grieves with you,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Yoll Trauer und Entsetzen vemahm ich...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 155 (p. 184). (Incomplete)
Graflinger, Letter No. 77 (p. 86).

‘ Felix Mottl (1856-1911), coaductor; student ofBruckner at the Conservatory. (See Bnickaer to FsMx
Mottl, April 17, 1885.)
^ This dear friend is Felix Mottl’s brother Fritz.
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21. Hermann Levi,^ Munich, to Antoa Brackner, Vienna

Munich, April 26,1885

Honorable Friend!
After repeated consultations with the Court Secretary [to] the King—^Herr
Hauptmann Gresser^— am sharing with you that His Majesty^ will most certainly accept
the dedication of your “Seventh” [Symphony]. In good time—I hope in the next few
days—an official announcement on the part of the Cabinet or the Director—will come to
you, to which I request that you immediately reply (directly to the King).—In this “thankyou” letter, you must ask whether His Majesty desires to have your symphony or the
Adagio alone be played in special presentation [for] Himself.—For neither the Director
nor his Cabinet Secretary can propose this to the King. (To explain this to you in more
detail would take too much time. Also, with respect to dramas and operas performed [as]
a special presentation, no one is permitted to make suggestions; that requires an order
directly from the King.) In your letter of thanks, fill your mouth with [the phrases] “most
humble” [and] “most gracious”; He, the King, thinks highly of formalities such as these.
How is it at present with Gutmann?^ I have heard nothing more. Just between us, (no
one else needs to know this!)—I offered him 1000 Marks as subsidy for the cost.
(Fiedler,^ a [certain] Earl Oriolla, and I are the members of this Universal AntonBruckner Society!)—and so, I am of the opinion [that] he could fully well give a royalty
to Herr Schalk. If he does not give it, I will certainly find a publisher in Germany. [This
situation] would be resolved only if he gave [a] definite Yes or No. If you are absolutely
against Gutmann, write [your answer] to me. I have only turned to him since he
published the Quintet.—
I will set out on the first or second of May. Unfortunately, I cannot come to
Vienna; Dr. Bolle has invited me to be present for the Bruckner-Evening; I have a fellowtraveler with whom I have promised for a long time to go to Italy. Until May 6, a letter
will find me directly throng the address:
Sculptor Hildebrand,
Piazza S. Francesco dt Paoia Nr. 4
*Hemiann Levi (1839-2 900), distinguislied Genaan conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wiihdsius Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^Hauptmann [Captain] Gresser was Court Secretary to King Ludwig II of Bavaria.
^ King Ludwig II of Bavaria (1845-1886). (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
^ Albert J. Gutmann (d. 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^Dr. Conrad Fiedler (1841-1895), art critic and author in Munich, where Bruckner met him in March, 1885.
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(fuori Posta Romana)
Florence
From the 6* to the 16^, at
Herr von Lenbach
Palazzo Borghese
Rome
(Today, tomorrow, and Wednesday we are doing [only] Parsifal for the King [in Italy!]).
Sincere greetings from
Your faithftil
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Nach wiederholter Rucksprache...
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 4 (pp. 316-318).
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22. Anton Brackner, Viema, to Feiix Motti,^ Karlsrulie

Vienna, April 29,1885

Dear Friend!
Herewith, I am sending you the orchestra parts.^ You [will be] receiving the &I1
score from Hermann Levi.^ At X in the Adagio {Fmerai Music for tubas and homs), I
beg you most sincerely—three measures before Y—to increase the crescendo to
by
the next measure,—about one measure before Y—in order to allow a decrescendo on the
third quarter-note/ Be sure to use the [Wagner] tubas. (In no case are homs to replace
[these] tubas.) Would it not be desirable to introduce the Scherzo with Trio also? (In
particular for the laymen?)
I have kept my funeral music especially for the Schotten-[Kirchej. ^ Dear old
departed Fritz^ wanted to visit me at Gause^!!!
Now, again, I appeal most sincerely to your undivided artistic strength on behalf
of my seventh child. Keep in touch. Take care!
Your old fiiend,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Hier sende ich Dir die Orchesterstimmen.
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 156 (pp. 184-185).
Graflinger, Letter No. 78 (pp. 86-87).

^ Felix Mottl (1856-1911), conductor; student ofBruckner at the conservatory. (See Bruckner to Felix
Mottl, April 17, 1885.)
^ The orchestra parts are for Symphony No. 7.
^Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bmckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9,1885.)
* If Bruckner’s original score were to read like the 1954 MWV publication, Bruckner would have had
to issue these mstractions because only Homs i and 2 are told to diminish after the first count of the
measure; and these instructions are not clear enough to effect the sound that he wants, “dim.” is
printed under the second half of the third count, and the accent marks &rther muddy the instractions.
At any rate, Brackner does not mean the third quarter note; he must mean the third count of the
measure.
^ Literally, the Scottish diurch (ia Vienna). Beaedictme priests and monks ffom Scotiaad and IreJaud
estabfished churches and centers of learning on the Continent c.9*-i2* centuries. Bruckna is referring to
his private memoriai for the brother of Feik Mottl, mentioned earlier.
^ Bmckner is referring to the deceased Fritz Mottl, the brother of Feik.
^ This is the name of a restaurant, sot a town or area.
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23. AatoE Bruckner, Vienna, to Marie Demar, ^ Vienna

Loco Wieden
Waaggasse 9
Vienna, May 11,1885

Kindest, Most Noble Friend; Frauiein Marie!
Most sincere thanks for your wonderful picture. The trasting, beautiftil eyes!
How often they comfort me. Till the end of my life [this] relic will be precious and
valuable to me. And what joy upon viewing it so frequently, etc. Also, I beg for your
sincere friendship. Dearest Frauiein!
May your friendship never be taken away from me. You are assured eternally of
mine.
Just now I [extended my] thanks to the King of Bavaria^ for accepting the
dedication.^ Levi’s'^work. Once more, sincere thanks and fondest kiss on your gracious,
lovely hands.

Your extremely admiring friend,
A. Bruckner
Loco Wieden
Waaggasse 9
Vienna
Incipit: Herzlichsten Dank fur Ihr herrliches Bild...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 157 (p. 185).
Graflinger, Letter No. 13B (pp. 22-24).

*Marie Demar (1865-1946), fiiend ofBruckner. Bruckner greatly admired her, so much so tiat their
frieadship became quite a serious matter (1885-1886), and it was reciprocal. Here, he writes to her
expressing this admiration, as he views the photograph that she has recently sent to him. From ail accounts,
he feit that he iad found his soul mate. Nev«theiess, she declined his proposal of marriage, left his heart
and ego in disrepair, and ultimately married someone else (Wilhelm Blasdiek) in 1890.
^ King Ludwig H of Bavaria (1845-1886), ruled from 1864 until Ms death—under questionable
circumstances. He was a great admirer of Wagner and built ScMoss Neusdwamtein with Wagner’s music
dramas in mind. The bedroom, for example, is resplendent with wall paintings (by A Spiess) depicting
scenes from the King’s fevorite music drama Tristan.
^ Tne dedication for Syniphony No. 7.
^ Hermaim Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Wilhelmus Ludovicus van
Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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24. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Johannes Peregrin Hupfauf,^ Salzburg

Vienna, May 11,1885

Dear Sir!
I thank you very much for your kindness, and request patience since the Te Deum
is just now being printed, as I hear, by Wetzlar [sic\^ Post festim,^ it can be very easily
obtained. I would have the greatest joy, if I once would hear my work resounding in the
magnificent Cathedral of Salzburg!
With respect.
Your most devoted
A. Bruckner
I cannot read your name, unfoitunately.'^
Incipit: Ich danke sehr fiir Ihre Freundlichkeit,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 158 (p. 186).
Graflinger, Letter No. 90 (p. 100-101).

‘ Johannes Peregrin Hupfauf (1856-1889), music scholar, teacher, composer, and choir director at SaJzburg
Cathedral from 1882 to IS89.
^ Kmil Wetzler, Viennese pubfisher and music dealer. His sstablishmeat was located on the Kamtnerring.
^ Post festum is a Latin term meaning after the feast or fest. (Here it means after the feast of the Ascension
of Our Lord into Heaven which the Church year places forty days after Easter.)
^ Hupfauf must have written to Bruckner inquiring about obtaining copies of the Te Deum. Bruckner
responded in idnd, even though he was unable to decipher the signature on the letter.
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25. Afiton Bruckner, Vienna, to Eduard Rappoldi,^ Dresden

[Vienna, May 11,1885]

HigMy-Respected Sir!
Thank you very much for your kindness to me. The Quintet for Strings is
published by Gutmann”^in Vienna. The D minor Symphony, No. 3, dedicated to
Wagner, [isjin Vienna [to be pulished] by Rattig.^ The Seventh Symphony, dedicated to
the King o f Bavaria, is now being published and printed by Gutmaim (Court Opera). The
Te Deum is being published and printed by Wetzler'^ in Vienna. A men’s chorus
“Germanenzug” is in Austria, in Ried in the Innkreise [region] above the Enns, published
by Kranzl.^ Nothing else is published P) request your affection and remain
Yours faithfully,
A. Brackner
P.S. [I’ll] be very thankful for your intercession [with] the royal chapel.
Incipit: Ich danke dir fur Ihre Gute...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 159 (p. 186).
Von Lepel, Zehn Briefe (p. 9).
^ Eduard Rappoldi (1831-1903), from 1887, Concertmaster of the Dresden Court Orchestra and professor at
Dresden Conservatory, He, like Bruckner, was a student of Simon Sechter (1788-1867, renowned Austrian
theorist; also composer, conductor, and organist). His wife Laura Rappoidi-Kahrer (1853-1925), who had
been a theory student ofBruckner at Vienna Conservatory, was a famous pianist. In 1890, she, too, became
a professor at Dresden Conservatory.
^Albert J. Gutmann (d. 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna. (See Bruckner to Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Theodor Rattig (1841-1912), Viennese music publisher who issued the 1887 (first) version of Bruckner’s
Third Symphony (1877). Because Bruckner would revise this symphony (at least) twice, this version is not
that which we commooiy heaf today; however, Bmckner was glad to see Ms works in print. This version, as
a comparative tool, is extremely important to us because the Third Symphony is the only one which
Brackner actually improved upon through revision, in his endless search for “perfectioii,” approval, and
performance of his symphonies.
Rmii Wetzier,Viennese publisher and music dealer.
^ Joseph Leopold KraazI, (1825-1907), printer and publisher in the town of Ried, located in the Innkreis
region of Upper Austria. In the summer of 1864, the Kremzl Veriag produced the Germmemug, wMch was
Bnickaer’s first work to appear in print. This was very encouraging to Bmckner. At the time, he was still
organist ia Linz, “stadying” (orchestration and form) with Otto Kitzler (1834-1915, KapeBmeister). As they
poured over the score of Tmnhmser in 1863, their time would not be wasted. Bruckner would leam to
escape the tyrany of Sechter’s rules of counterpoint and apply Ms newly-found freedom in cojnposing Ms
two remaining student works: the Overture in G Minor and the Symphony in F Minor. Ultimatdy (ia 1869),
Brackner would conduct the first performance of the closing section of Die Meistersinger, two months in
advance o f the actual premier—and with Wagner’s permission!
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26. Anton Bruckner, Viemm, to Moritz von MayfeM,' Linz

Vienna, May 12,1885

Right Honorable Sir:
Sincere sympathy at the bitter loss" to yoiir entire, highly respected and honored
family.
Requiescat in pace!
The success in Munich was the greatest of my life. There never had been such
enthusiasm in Munich, as I was told.^ Excellent reviews. Neueste Nachrichten,
Suddeutsche Press in particular; with the most spirited approval, Herr Levi‘Stoasted the
most significant symphonic work since 1827, with the most enthusiastic applause of
hundreds, and called the performance of the marvelous work, as he called it, the crown of
his artistic activity. Levi reported to the King,^ who accepted the dedication. My Quintet
and above all the new Te Deum, which Wetzlar [sicf wants to print, has evoked the
greatest jubilation.
A kiss on the hand to your gracious wife!
With deepest respect, I remain
Devotedly yours,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Herzliches Beileid zu dem herben Veriuste...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 161 (pp. 187-188).

' Moritz von Mayfeld (1817-1904), government official, composer, pianist, painter, and writer. He and Ms
wife Betty von Mayfeid (1831-1908) lived in Linz from 1859 to 1873; and they both were very fond of
Brackner, considering Mm a dose fiiead and a gifted composer.
^ TMs may aEude to the death of Moritz von Mayfeid’s mother.
^ Bruckner is refeiring to the peifonnaiice of Ms Seventh Symphony in Munich on March 10, 1885.
* Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Brackner to Wilhelmiis Ludovicus van
Meurs, February 9, 18S5.)
^ King Ladwig II of Bavaria (1845-1886), reigned from 1864 u sti Ms mysterious death. (See Bmckner to
Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
®B.mil Wetzier, Viennese publisher and music dealer.
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27. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Johann Baptist Burgstaller,^ Linz

Vienna, May 18,1§§5

Reverend Vicar!
Although I have only my times of rest for composing, and not even these for a
long time!!! Even so I have kept my promise and send you under separate cover the new
“E’cce sacerdos magnm.^’’
The Te Deum, as I hear, will be published. The Mass,^ dedicated to the late most
venerable bishop, belongs to the Dombau-Verein? I have undertaken revisions, and
m i^ t they now be copied into ftie partis iince a new Mihop is reigning?'^ The Mass is
vocal music, with woodwinds and brass-ensemble accompaniment without strings. In
1869,1 rehearsed the Mass and conducted [it] on the most magnificent days of my
lifetime at the consecration in the votive chapel. The Bishop and the Governor toasted
me at the Bishop's table.'
With sincerest respect, I remain
Most devotedly,
A. Bruckner
It was not required of me to write out the Sicut erat, but I have made note of it in
the chorale.
Incipit: Obwohl mir nur meine Erholungsstunden..
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 160 (p. 187).
Graflinger, Letter No. 11 (pp. 19-20).

^Johaan Baptist Burgstaller (1840-1925), Cathedral Curate; choir director at New Cathedral in Linz from
18,69 to 1909.
^ This would be the Mass in E minor. It was dedicated to Bishop Franz Josef Rudigier (1811-1884), who
had egpfsiglk likfd te sit and i l t ® m
m4 impFOviged, H f had levfd Br»sknfr’s tswsie
and had been an enthusiastic fiiend and supporter o f Brackner.

^The words ""Dambm Verein” literally mean the cathedral building association. The manuscript belonged
to the Cathedral and was probably housed in the Library there.
The new Bishop was Ernest Maria Muller (1822-1888), consecrated Bishop of Linz on Apiil 26,1885.
' It was not only Bishop Rudigier who had recognized the quality of Brackner's music, but also the
Governor. He and the new bishop both toasted Brackner as he sat at the Bishop’s table as a guest of honor
at the banquet which fofiowed the eeremsnies of soasecratiag this new bishop.
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28. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Friedricii Eckstein,^ Vienna

Vienna, May 20, 1885

I authorize, herewith, my dear friend. Director Friedrich Eckstein, to undertake
the necessary steps, [in Ms] opinion, with regard to the publication of my Te Deum.
A. Brackner
Incipit: Ich ermdchtige Memit...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 19 (p. 28).

*Friedrich Eckstein (1861-1939), pubScist, philosopher, author, industriafist, and amateur musician—
Viennese dilettante. He wrote two books of reminiscences of Brackner, one on his theoretical values and
teaching methods (Erimerungsn an Anton Bruckmr); the other, an autobiograpMcai account {Alte
umennbare Tage), is a portrait of Bruckner as man and artist. Eckstein had been a student of Bmckner at
the Conservatory aad privately, from 1880 to 1884. He largely financed the pubEcation of the Te Deum.
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29. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Felix Motti,^ Karisruiie

Vienna, June 7,1885

Dearest Friend! Excellent Court Kapellmeister!
Several days ago, I received the most enthusiastic and honorable review from
Prof. Nohl in Heidelberg,^ wherein I saw that [my] success had probably been very good.
In vain, I waited always for a message from Dr. Schdnaich,^—from the Karlsruhe
Blatter, —nevertheless in vain! No doubt they must have been very severe!—Otherwise,
I have heard nothing further, than through Gdllerich,'* who is in my estimation too great
an enthusiast in this way. (Just a few days ago, I also read some few [lines] in the
Frankfurter and Elsass Lotkringer Zeitnng.) Otherwise nothing! To me Herr Nohl is
authoritative [and] frankly enthusiastic about what he would do, if he had not heard an
excellent performance! Thus, accept my heartfelt thanks with the greatest admiration
stemming from the innermost part: of my soul, in loving kindness and friendship toward
you. Never will I forget that! [I] request that you, just such a great artist, remain always
my old, young friend and brother! May your ingenious art be, also forever and ever,
always the benefactor of my works! May God’s will be done! Again, from my entire
soul which thanks you, I remain
Your admiring, most obligated, dutiful friend,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Vor einigen Tagen bekam ich begeistertes...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 162 (pp. 188-189).

^ Felix Motti (1856-1911), conductor; student of Brackner at the Conseratoiy. (See Bruckner to Felix
Mottl, April 17, 1885.)
^Prof. Karl Friedrich Ludwig Nohl (1831-1885), German editor and writer on music. Following his father's
wishes, he studied law at the Universities of Bonn, Heidelberg, and Berlin. In 1865, King Ludwig H
appointed him as honoraiy professor at the University in Munich. He returned to Heidelberg in 1872, where
he taught Music Histoiy and Aesthetics at the University there until his death (1885).
^ Dr. Gustav Schonaich (1840-1906), Viennese musician, music critic, and Bruckner enthusiast; stepson of
Dr, Joseph Staadthsrtner (1818-1892). The "latter was a fiiend of W ^ e r and also a Bruckner enthusiast.
August GdDericfa (1859-1923), pianist, conductor, teacher, music editor, Bmdmer’s official biographer,
and a great devotee of Bruckner’s music. He became Director of the the Linzer Musikverein in 1896. His
father August, Senior, (1819-1883), was Munidple Secretary in Weis, Imperial Deputy, and member of the
Board of Directors of the Upper AustriaE-Salzfaurger Singing Society. He had been a pupil of Fraaz Liszt
(1811-1886) and acted as his last secretary.
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30. AntoE Brackner, Vienna, to Prof. Bernhard Deubler/ St. Florian"

Vienna, June 17, i§85

Dear Highly Regarded Professor!
Thank ;/ou very much for the remembrance and honor to my humble self, and I
wish you everything good.
In addition, I rejoice to be able to be at St. Florian, where I can engage in
composition peacefully. Only one thing weighs me down heavily—having to place the
burden of my being there on the praiseworthy Monastery. If only I myself could pay for
my board, I would be much happier and would be more at ease staying there, because
every good has its limits!
I wish you everything good during your vacation!
Devotedly,
Anton Brackner
P. S. I beg you most graciously to remember me to Herr Oddo^ and Ignaz.'^
Incipit: Danke recht sehr fur die Erinnerung...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 163 (p. 189).

" Prof. Bernhard Deubler (1842-1907), Choir Director and Professor of Theology at St. Florian. (See
Bruckner to Ignaz Bruckner, February 27, 1885.)
^ St. Florian’s Monastery is located outside of Linz, near the small town of Enas, but in its own viMage of St.
Flgriifi, FlQiiitiBf wm s Symga tsibuaf wha was foriurfds tlifn mgtyred
Ms Christsiii faith, in thf
fourth century.
^ Father Oddo Loido!, Raffael Loidol {1858-1893), priest, composer, and friend of Bruckner. During 1S79
and 1880, he audited Bruckner’s lectures at the University of Vienna. In August, 1880, he entered the
Novitiate at Stit Kremsmiinster, taking the name Oddo. He studied at St. Florian’s Monastery for four
years and was ordained on July 19, 1885, in Eremsmanster. He became a fiiend and advocate of Bruckner
at Vienna University and remained so for the rest of Ms life.

Iruckaer’s bratksr. (Ees Braskasr to Jouaisi Mepomak Hiigfeer md Rasslis Mueber, Fgijmary 9, l§o5.)
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31. ABton Bruckner, Viema, to Theodor Heim,^ Vienna

Vienna, June 19,1885

Right Honorable Doctor!
Pardon most graciously my most sincere request about some words, from your
gifted [hand], taken from the Deutsche Zeitung [and] referring to Karlsruhe. Post
festum, ^ I am again asking for Gollerich’s letter.
To my eminent patron; Three Cheers! When shall I have the [good] fortune to say
this to you in person? My cheers must not be conveyed [to you] from a distance.
Prof. Nohl,^ with whom I am acquainted, writes to me [in a] truly touching
[TOimerl, He will loon come [to see me] and will say even more [then].
furnished the article in the newspaper.
Herr Vogel^ from Munich read Gdllerich’s^ letter and wrote in kindness and
enthusiasm (derived from that already from Munich), to the best friend of his king^—the
Riding Master—[at whose table] the King [is] frequently entertained. Because o f Court
Hofkapellmeister Rheinberger’s* behavior toward me, Vogel even left the Hofkapelle. I
thank you in advance for the prebend, as for everything already received, from the
[depths of my] soul.
Yours most indebtedly,
A. Brackner

Incipit: Entschuldigen gnadigst meine irmigste Bitte...
Theodor Otto Heim (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music: critic for the Vienna Neues Fremdenbiatt and
later the Deutsche Zsitung (lS84sl901). He rscsVed the titis of Professor in 1901. Hsim was one of
Bruckner’s first admirers and wrote a biographical sketch and sketches of his symphonies. Naturally, he
found Wraifflf in confljcl with s»cb eanifrativf. iJifi-W igifriia critici as Edward HansMsk (1825-1904),
There is nothlEg caustic in the writings of Helm, and he was always ready to acknowledge talented young
composers. His commentaries provide a tras picture of the Viennese musical scene during Ms lifetime.
^ Postfestum is a Latin term which means alter the feast or celebration. In this case, Bmckner is referring to
the 1885 music festival in Karlsruhe.
^ Ludwig NoH (1S31-1855), music editor and writer.
'^Albert J. Girtmaim (d. 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna. ( See Brackner to Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, Febmary 9, iiSS.)
^ Adolf Bernhard Vogel (1847-1897), music critic for the Leipziger Nachrichten.
^ August Gullerich (1159-1923), piaaist, SBadustor, teaeher, musie euitor, Brackser’s offieial biGgrapher.
(See Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7, 1885.)
’ King Ludwig H of Bavaria (1845-1886), reigned from 1864 until his mysterious death. (See Bruckner to
Baron Haas ¥oa Woizogeii, March 18, 1885.)
®Joseph Gabriel Rheinberger (1839-1901), composer, organist, and conductor; Hofkapellmeister in
Munich from 1877 to 1894. He composed in the Classical Tradition and understood neither Wagner nor
Bruckner.
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Incipit: Entschuldigen gnadigst meine innigste Bitte...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 164 (p. 190).
Graflinger, Letter No. 26 (pp. 34-36).
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32. Aaton Brackner, Vienna, to Baron Hans von Wolzogen,^ Bayrentli

Vienna, June 20, 1885

Dear Baron!
Pardon me if I permit myself to send you the wonderful letter of Prof. NoM^ to
my himbie lelfi it hm itirffd Ip a sensatipii eveiywlierei A genume complatlop ggainst
Hanslick and his associates’ persecution! In Germany there are many nobler men! I ask
most graciously for this letter^ to be published in the newspapers. Your ceiebratsd
newspaper'* has introduced me in Holland. Thanks from my whole soul to my highly
noble patron; you are the aristocrat in the true sense o f the word, gifted with higher
genius.
I kiss the hand of your gracious wife! With deepest respect and most heartfelt
thanks, I am
Most devotedly [yours].
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Entschuldigen hochderselbe,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 165 (p. 191).

^ BaxoaHans von Wolzogen {1848-1938),German writer on music, as well as Ebrettist; fiiend to Bmciaier.
(See Brackaer to Haas voa Woizogsa, March 18, 1885.)
^ Prof. Karl Friedrich NoM (1831-1885), Germaa editor and writer on music. (See Bruckner to Felix Mottl,
Junf 7, 1885.)
^ The letter from Prof. NoM.
The Bc^euther Blatter.
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33. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to August Gollerich,^ Weimar

Vieima, June 24, 1885

Honored Friend!
Thank you very much for your letter. Unfortunately, I must inform you of the
hurt [which] resulted from the breaking of your word that you were going to w ite to Dr.
Helm.^ This brings out a deep hurt in my inner being. As a consequence, Helm wrote no
report, and Dr. Schdnaich^ and Mottl"^ did not write anything, either. Indeed, I gave your
letter to Dr. Helm, yet he sent it back to me unopened. Accept once again the assurance
of my deepest hurt that people of importance will receive no report from my friends.
Yours,
Brackner
August Gdilerich
At the Moment: in Weimar
Incipit: Danke sehr fur Hire Briefe.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 166 (p. 191).

* August Golieridi (1859-1923), pianist, conductor, teacher, miisic editor, Bruckner’s official biographer,
and a great devotee of Bruckaa’a music. (See Bruckner to Felix M ottl June 7,18§5.)
^ Theodor Heim (1S43-1920), Viennese critic and professor; one of Bmckner’s first admirers. (See
Bruckner to Theodor Heim, June 19, 1885.)
^ Dr. Gustav Schonaich (1840-1906), Yiennese musician, music critic, and Bmckner enthusiast. (See
Bmckner to Fefix Mottl, June 7, 1885.)
Felix Mottl (1856-1911), conductor; student of Brackner at the Conservatory. (See Brackner to Felix
Mottl, April 17,1885.)
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34. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to August Gdilerich,^ Weimar

Vienna, July 7 , 1S85

N. B.: If you can do so, I request you to send the Master^ my most sincere respect.
My Dear, Good Friend!
You will find it completely understandable, that it would mean much to me if
only Dr. Helm,^ by way of addition,—if only belatedly—would at least give to the
Deutsche Zeitung the pronouncement of German artist about me; since Beethoven
ceased to compose [German artists are] measured solely [by] Beethoven’s feeling and
Wagner’s creative work He [Dr. Helm] is in Salzburg, Nonnthal, Hahn-Wirtshaus. He
seems, regardless of his lovely words, again to be somewhat difficult to move. You, my
most worthy, my dear biographer, can do it, in particular if you do not let him have any
peace. Therefore, please! It is indeed the first general festival in Germany where I am
mentioned.^ Give my sincere greetings to van der Sandt,^ the great pianist; give my
compliments to the court organist [and] the court Kapellmeister. Through your kindness,
I learned that Herr Stradaf is actually still alive. I congratulate him! While I shake your
hand in hearty spirit, and longingly hope for a conversation in person, I repeat my request
that Helm may not be left in peace.
Yours,
Bmckner
Gutmann'^ told me that von Billow® recommended the Seventh Symphony for
Berlin, At the end of this week, I am going to Steyr. Motti was filled with enthusiasm

^Aagiist Gollerich (1859-1923), Brackner’s official biographer. (See Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7,
18S5.)
^ Bruckner was referring to Hans von Bulow.
^ Theodor Helm (1843-1920), music critic and professor; one of Bruckner’s first admirers. (See Bruckner
to August Gollerich, June 24, 1885.)
^ This was the
Allgemeines Fest in Gennany and was held on May 30, 1885, in Karlsruhe.
^ Max van de Sandt (1863-1934), pianist, student ofLiszt, composer,
^’August Stradal (1860-1930), pianist. At Visnna University, he studied theory with Bruckner, who made a
profound impression on Mm. In Weimar, he studied piano with Liszt aad made piano reductions of al! of the
Bmckner symphonies.
’ Albert J. Gatmaaa (d, 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna. (See Brackner to Wiiheimas
Ladovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
* Haas von Bdiow (1830-1894), pianist, coaduGtor, and cosiposer. He had been a law studeat. Biuckaer
met Mm in 1865; on Jims 21, 1868, von Billow conducted the first complete performance of Die
Meistersinger von Numherg. His association with Wagner would later prove disastrous to Ms persona! life.
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when he [visited with] me . My handkiss to [the] Frauleins Stahr.^ Fritsch’s
Wochenblatt, No. 21, [is] wonderfiil about me.’°
KB. For Dr. Helm:
Where is there a single living person, who has created something similar [to the
Adagio of my Seventh], or who we believe could have created it, and how far must we
reach back to the past to find anything simiiarl Honor to whom honor is due!—^but this
Adagio is a unique example among the creations of the post-Beethoven decades.
Reported among other things:
“May the glory, however, be withheld from the Viennese, to pay homage to their
excellent fellow-citizens, even though Krihwinkel and PfafFenbeerfiirt have finally been
moved to cast [a] vote for Anton Brackner.” (Comment below.)
“As soon as our time allows it, we will look for a French or Hungarian countess
who might be inclined to make Brackner her protege.””
I ask you to write this down quite clearly to Dr. Helm, and I also request its
inclusion in the Deutsche Zeitung.
Incipit: Sie werdenes gairzbegreiflichfinden,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 167 (pp. 192-94).

altiiough he aevsr bscame bitter. He actualiy w o te a consoling message to Cosima, addressing her as
“Soeur, ”
® Anna, and Helene Stahr were sisters who studied with Liszt in Weimar.
The Musikaiisches Wochenblatt was edited by Ernst Wilhelm Fritsch (1S40-1902), a Gemmo music
publisher.
Bruckner is quoting Franz Liszt. (See Bruckner to Felix Mottl, April 17, 1885).
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35. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to AjUiur Nikiscli/ Leipzig

Vienna, M y 7 , 1S85

Sublime Great Benefactor and Friend!
You were my first apostle who made known in Germany, in highly briliiant art
[and] with the fullest energy and dignity, my hitherto unheard expression. In eternity,
you will be praised because your eminent, great genius has shone forth to illumine the
misunderstood and deserted! For that reason, be thanked in all eternity not only by me
but also by my true friends. May God repay you for it! I
Therefore, it is only natural that I take the liveliest interest in the events [in] your
life. The greatest joyfulness now is your wedding. Take along my deepest-felt, most
sincere congratulations! God bless your marriage! and permit you to enjoy this great
good fortune in the best good health until the profoundest old age, arrayed with the first
musical honors! [Although] unacquainted [with her],^ I offer your gracious, young lady
[my] congratulations and a kiss on the hand. I am soon going to the town of Steyr in
Upper Austria where I shall work industriously. Where and when, I wonder, will you
encounter my letter? Fare thee well!
With gratitude.
Your Brackner
Incipit: Du warst mein erster Apostel...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 168 (p. 194).

' Arthur NiMsch (1855-1922), most impressive and influential conductor of his day. (See Bmckner to
W iM naiiS Ludovicus ven Meurs, Fdsraaiy 9, 1885.)

^ Amelie Heussner (1862-1938), opera soubrette (in Leipzig and Kassel), who was afBanced to Nikisdi.
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36, Baron Hans von Wolzogen,^ Bayreuth, to Anton Bmckner, Vienna

Bayreuth, July 12,1885

Highly Honored Professor!
[Having been] absent from Bayreuth for a long time, I have not yet managed to
thank you for your last kind letter. I already knew the beautiful words ofNoM;^ I simply
do not yet know under which mode I would be able to cite them in our papers; but I
intend to take advantage of the next offered opportunity. About the performance in
Karlsruhe, [I] heard (or rather) one read again peculiarly divergent so-called “opinions”
in our Tagespressel I am becoming more and more desirous to hear your work with
orchestra. When Levi^ played the first and second movements on the piano for me in
Munich, I would have liked to say [what] Nohl [had already said].—In Berlin, I recently
became acquainted with a superior body o f tone, in the Elberstadf^ Philharmonic
Orchestra. Popular concerts at fifty Pfennigs [per] entrance [fee] act as a mediator
between the general public and knowledge of the newer music, in a completely artistic
way. But why must it always be the music of Saint-Saens^ or Auber?^ Why not the
German symphonic composer in addition? To be sure, for such a symphony in its
entirety, the untrained patience of this audience would not in the end suffice; but the
Adagio of the Seventh would be bound to have precisely the most beautiful and most
impressive appeal there. ([It could be performed, say, for] February 13*, a memorial
day.) All the same, [our] “special” Berlin is certainly lost to [the] great and [the] good.
Just look around you at the “popular”!
Has the symphony [in transcription] for piano arrived yet at Gutmann’s?^ As soon
as I come to know this, I will take possession o f it—for I require personal interaction
with these sounds.
Sincere and deeply respectful regards from
Baron Hans Paul von Wolzogen
^ Hans von Wolzogen (1848-1938), German writer on music, librettist, and Bruckner enthusiast; a true
fiiend to Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
" Ludwig NoM (1831-1885), writer on the subject of music and editor. He began his studies of music
history and asthetics at the University of Heidelberg in 1872. (See Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7, 1885.)
^ Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
* Elberfeld, now part of Wuppertal.
^(Charles) Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1921), Frsncli composer, pianist, organist, and writer. He was
considered by many to be the greatest composer of Ms time.
^Daaiei-Fran^ois-Esprit Auber (1782-1871), French composer. He was best known for Ms operas
comiques and was consides^ to be the foremost representative o f the gears in nineteentli-seatijiy France.
’ A lbrt J. Gutmaim (d. 1914), publisher and concert ageat ia Vienna. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, Febmary 9, 1885.)
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Incipit: Langere Zeit von Bayreuth abwesend,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 1from Baron Hans von Wolzogen (pp. 379-380).
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37. Anton Brackner, Viema, to August Gdilerich,^ Vieima

Vienna,'September 20,1"S83

My Dear B'iogi-aplier!
■'■Have you read the "Berliner TagUatt 'of August '10?' 'I’liereupoii, Bote and Bock of
Berlin offer [to be] my publisher. Dear Friend! I think [that] the biography^ can wait;
you ought not to undertake expense on" its behalf.'"' In addition. Conservatory [classes]
begin already on Tuesday. Do as you see fit. Sincerest greetings.
"Yours,
Brackner
Incipit: Haben Sie das Berliner Tagblatt...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 169, (p. 195).
Von Lepei, Letter No. 1, (p. 6).

^ August Gdilerich (1S59-1923), Bruckner’s official biographer. (See Bmckner to Felix Mottl, June 7,
1885.)
^ Gdllerieh had offered to assume expenses on behalf of Bruckner’s biography.
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38. Aaton Brackner, Vienna, to Father Oddo Loidol,^ Kremsmtiister

Vienna, September 25 , 1885

Dear'Worthy, hloble Friend!
Herewith 1 send you the Christusfactm est; accept it as a memento of August 2,
1885.
Please give my respects to the Director, Father Georg, with the request that the
Mass in F be copied as soon as possible. In the Berliner Tagblatt of August 10 is a
colossal article about me by Dr. Paul Marsop^ in which I am proclaimed the No. I living
symphony composer. Two days later, Bote und Bock,, the No. 1publisher in Berlin,
approached me and offered to publish works of mine. Thank you very much for your
[birthday] congratulations. May you accept congratulations for all in the future. I am, of
course, too overexerted to be able to go into [every] particular.
In the most sincere friendship and reverence,
A. Brackner
October 4: 1 feel 1 should be in Linz (Mass in H minor. No. 2).
Incipit: ffiemit sende ich Xfrnen...
Source: Auer, No. 170 (pp. 195-196).

*Father Oddo Loidoi (1858-1893), priest, composer, and fiiend of Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Bernhard
Deubler, June 17, 1885.)
^ Dr. Paul Marsop (1826-1925), German music editor and critic firom Munich. He championed Bmckner’s
music aad oraised Mm in Ms columns.
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39. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to the Vienna Fliiliiaiinoiiic

Vieima, October 13,1885

Honorable Committee!
[Although the] project would veiy much honor and please me, 1 desire that my
most submissive request be approved, [that] the honorable Committee might,ybr this
year, pursue another course concerning the performance of my B-major Symphony, on
grounds which originate solely in connection with the lamentable local situation in
relation to the influential criticism which could only inhibit my commencing successes
in Germany.
W ith all respect,

Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Ms wolle mir das ergebenste Ansuchen...
Sources: Auer, Letter 171 (p. 196).
Graflinger, Letter No. 124 (p. 137).
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40. Anton Bruckner, Vieima, to Adalbert Schreyer/ Linz

Vienna, October 28, 1885

Dear Esteemed Director!
From afar 1 cry out to you once more with my sincerest thanks and deepest
admiration for the artistic-heroic deed, the very successful performance of my E-minor
Mass. My joy over it will be inextinguishable. 1 request that these, my thanks and
congratulations, most graciously be extended to the Board of the honorable Society as
well as to all of the ladies and gentlemen who have been so gracious and enthusiastic
about art and who made the performance possible through their perseverence. Because
of this performance, Linz shall always have a special place in my heart. The endeavor of
the honorable Society was truly blessed. This is no longer the old Linz. Once more,
congratulations to all of the artists.
Your most indebted,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Aus der Feme rufe ich Ihnen nochmals...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 172 (pp. 196-197).
Graflinger, Letter No. 100 (pp. 115-116).
Goflerich, HI-l (pp. 591-192).

’ Adalbert Schreyer (1850-1925), Kapellmeister in Olmutz, Baden, and Wiener-Neustadt. From 1883 to
1896, he was Director of the Linzer Mvsikverein and Choir Master of ihs Mmnergesemg yerein

“Sangerbund. ”
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41. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Moritz von Mayfeld,^ Linz

Vienna, Novemijer 6,1885

Dear Herr Councillor!
1 protested against the performance of my Seventh Symphony because in Vienna
this has no purpose because of Hanslick^ and Ms associates. If the Philharmonic does not
heed my protest, then it can do as it will. In no case [can anything be done] before
January because the parts have not been printed yet. Actually, the full score, etc. (piano
arrangement) will take an even longer time to get into print, so 1 hear. Two orders
arrived from foreign countries; three from America.^
Concerning my marriage, 1still have no bride up to this date\ if only 1 could find
a properly becoming sweetheart! To be sure I have many female friends; for in recent
times the darlings pursue me quite extensively, and they think that they have to treat me
in an idealistic manner. It’s terrible if one is not well! Entirely forsaken! A handkiss to
your gracious lady!
Respectfully yours,
A, Bruckner
Incipit: Ichprotestirtegegendie Auffuhnmg...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 173 (pp. 197-198).

^ Moritz von Mayfdd (1817-1904), Goverament oScial, composer, pianist. He and fais wife were dose
friends of Bruckner. (See Bmckner to Moritz von Mayfeld, May 12, 1885.)
^ Eduard Hanslck (1825-1904), critic, scholar, “pMIoiogist.” He was uimecessariiy unkind to Bmckner.
(SeeBrocknertoBaronHaasvon Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
^ Here, Brackner differentiates between European and American reque^s. His earliest performance in
America was ia Ciflcmnati.
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42. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Theodor Helm, ^Vienna

Vienna, December i, 1885

Highly Bstsemed Sir!
Permit me, your [esteemed] self, to be allowed to send you belatedly the enclosed
little sketch concerning my humble self.
With deepest respect
Most devotedly yours,
A. Brackner
Sketch:
Bom in 1824 in Ansfeiden in Upper Austria.
Choirboy at St. Florian Monastery from 1837 to 1840.
Teacher from 1841 to 1855; incidentally, monastery organist at St. Florian [for] the last
five years [there], as well.
Cathedral organist in Linz, 1855 to 1868.
Court Organist since 1868, and also professor at the Conservatory.
1 completed my studies in strict [counterpoint] with Professor Simon Sechter in Vienna
from 1855 to 1861, where I always stayed for longer periods.
Then until 1863, [1 studied] composition in Linz with Otto Kitzler from Dresden.
in 1869,1 concertized on the organ in Nancy and Paris; [in] 1871, in London: 6 times in
[Royal] Albert Hall; 5 times in the Crystal Palace; with the greatest success.
Compositions: three grand masses, Te Deum, String Quintet, seven symphonies,
choruses, etc., etc., etc.
N.B. Since 1875,1 have been Lecturer at the University.
A. Brackner
Incipit: Gestatten mir Hochseiber...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 174 (pp. 198-199)

^Theodor Helm (1S43-1920), Austrian writer on music, critic, and professor. (See Bmcicner to Theodor
Heim, June 19,1885.)
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43. Aflton Bruckner, Vienna, to Baroness Marie Anna Lederer,^ Amstetteii

Viema, December 31,1885

Highly Honored Baroness Marie Anna!
1 am so deeply and profoundly moved that it is barely possible for me to arrange
words of comfort and condolence. Allow me to say, Fraulein, only that I ask God that He
grant you the needed strength in this most grievous sorrow.
Yesterday, like the day before, a holy mass was read at the Schotten[kirche] in her
highly blessed memory!
Those were my obsequies.
May the new year assuage your greatest sorrow.
I send my sincere condolences to all of the ladies of your noble family.
Sorrowfully, 1 kiss your hand.
Your mourning friend,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Selbst aufs Tiefste ergriffenistes...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 58 (pp. 66-67).

^ Baroaess Marie Anna Lederer, wife of Baron Ledersr of Amstettea. This letter concerns the death of her
mother Marie von Czemy, bom Baroness Zobei, who died on December 27, 1885, in Linz. Baroness
Lederer appeared to be pleasantly surprised that Bruckner had written Ms letter to her already on December
31. Marie von Czemy died in Linz, a place that Brucioier knew and loved; he would have known Baroness
Lederer as a young girl and probably still pictured her thus; and, so, he addresses her as “Fraulein” ia the
letter of condolence. It was act unlike him to be attracted to young girls in his quest for a wife, although he
always knew his place and was circumspect. Later, in 1892, Bruckner became saamored of the St. Morian
(town) jailor’s pretty daughter (Anna) of sixteen. At their first meeting, he introduced himself and spoke
affectionately to her. It became Hs practice always to desire to tell her about Ms Ninth Symphony which
was ia progress, his brother Ignaz or Karl Aigner always being with Mm. Her parents did not stop Bmckoer
from seeing her because he was highly respected in St. Florian, aad Ms pscaliar behaviors were so surprise
to. the townspeople. When she went to Amstettea as a chambermaid, Bmckner insisted on visiting her there.
On Wednesday, October -5, 1892, he was received in the Baron’s drawmg room where he met Anna and
stayed until time to leave for the next train to Vienna; and the young girl was permitted to accompany Mm to
the train. Though given Ms address, the assurance that Ms Frau Kathi would meet her, and an iavitatory
letter, Anna never wrote back.
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44. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Carl Ferdinand PoM, ‘ Vieima

Vieima, Decemfcer 31,1885

Honorable Sir!
I wish, you a Happy New Year from my heart! May these few [items of] data
be sufficient! I ask for your customary goodwill and remain with respect.
Yours truly,
A. Bruckner
N.B.: The Seventh Symphony is to be performed in March. I have composed three grand
masses. No. 1 in D, dated 1864. Performed under my direction in the same year at the
end of November in Linz Cathedral for St. Cecilia’s Day;^ and again on December 6 of
the same year in the Linz Redoutensaal in a concert spirituel also conducted by me.
Then in Linz Cathedral on January 6,1868, once again under my direction. In February,
1867, Herbeck" conducted the same mass for the first time in the Court Chapel [Vienna].
I conducted the repeat performances in the Court Chapel. The second mass, in E minor,
is in part an eight-part vocal mass with wind accompaniment. Composed, I believe, in
1866. Dedicated to Bishop Rudigier;'^ performed under my direction at the consecration
of the Votive Chapel in the new Cathedral in Linz, September 29,1869. Performed the
second time by the Musikverein in Linz under Schreier’s^ direction on October 4,1885—
The third mass, in F (minor), also composed in Linz in 1868. Performed for the first time
in June, 1872 (the 16*, I believe), in the Augustiner Church [Vienna] under my own
direction, with large choir and large orchestra, as has not happened again since then.
^Carl Ferdinand Pohl (1819-18S4), German music scholar (music historian), organist, composer, and
teacher. From 1863 to 1866 he lived in London, where he did research for the British Museum. The
resulting book is entitled Mozart and Haydn in London and is still of use today because of its accuracy and
attention to detail. From 1866 on, he was Archivist for the Gesellschqft ^rM imkfreunde in Vienna. His
biography of Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) remains valuable to all serious biographers of Haydn.
^November 22 is the feast of St. Cecilia, patroness of music.
^Johann von Herbeck (1831-1877), composer, conductor of the Hofoper in Vienna, Hqfkapeilmeister, and
one o f the most prominent personages in the musical life of Vienna during Bruckners time there. His first
music post was as choirmaster at the Piaristenkirche in Vienna, beginmng in 1852. Successively, he was
cfaoimiaster of the Mdnmrgesmgverem, then teacher at the conservatory and director o f the choral society
o f the Gesellschqft der Musihfretmde. He conducted concerts for the Gesellschaft der Musihft-eunde for
two different periods and finally became a member of Emperor Franz Joseph’s Hofkapelle, where he
became Kapellmeister in 1866. He directed the Vienna Court Opera from 1870 to 1875, but declined to
become conductor of the Dresden Opera in 1877. He recognized Bruckner’s talent and was responsible for
his appointment as professor of counterpoint at the Vieiina Conservatory.
B i^op Franz Josef Sudigisr (1811-1884), The Mass in E minor is dedicated to Mm, for he had been a true
supporter of Bruckner’s music. (See Bruckner to Johann Baptist Burgstailer, May 18, 1885.)
^ Adalbert Scfareyer (1850-1925), Kapellmeister in tfiree dties in succession; Choir Master of the
Mdnnergesang Verein “Sdngerbtmd ” (See Brackner to Adalbert Schreyer, Octoer 28, 1885.)
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(Government Councillor Hanslick" wrote splendidly about it and advocated a grand
concert performance.) [It] is dedicated to the late Court Councillor Imhof.' On
December 8, 1872, the first time in the Court Chapel; often performed there since. I
directed ail of the performances. In addition to these masses, I wrote a cantata for the
laying of the cornerstone of Linz Cathedral in 1862. Furthermore, graduals, offertories
(vocal), etc. Before my studies, together with smaller interludes, Tantum Ergo, and so
forth, P] wrote a Mass in B-flat for the investitiire of the Monastery Prelate Maier® at St.
Florian in 1854. In 1849, a Requiem in D minor for my late patron Seiler (monastery
official); in the same year, performed at St. Florian in September and on Founders Day in
Kremsmiinster (December 11,1849).
Incipit: Wunsche von Herzen gates neues Jahrl .
Source: Auer, Letter No. 175 (pp. 199-200).

®Eduard Hanslick (lS25-i904), critic scholar, “philologist.” Unnecessarily uiddnd to Bruckner in his critical
evaluations of Bruckner’s work. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March IS, 1B85.)
’ Aaton Imhof von Geissliaghof (1816-1872), Privy Councillor aad Chancellery Director in the Supreme
Court Council.
®Friedrich Theophii Mayer (1793-1858), Provost at St. Florian’s Monastery from 1854.
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45. Wilhelm Zinne/ Hamburg, to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Hamburg, [c.l886]

p4o Salutation]
Prof. von Bemuth^ asked me to pass on the foil score of the 7*
Symphony to Eduard Marxsen,^ Brahms’s teacher, since he was anxious to
become familiar with it. The conversation with Marxsen was related almost
exclusively to the new symphony. The old gentleman, still with a lively,
sparkling mind, will go on for half an hour without tiring, to praise again and
again the beauty of the Brackner symphony. He had gone to the concert with
few expectations but declared the symphony to be not only the greatest of
recent times, but one of the most outstanding in existence. He held that
judgment on the basis of his knowledge o f the foil score. Everyone who has
healthy ears must express that opinion. He was very annoyed with the reception
of the work on the 19* of February (there was isolated hissing, for example,
after the C-minor Adagio!),'^ and went home with the opinion of having been the
sole enthusiast, and then on the following days in the newspapers, however, to
learn something else. His student Brahms was scarcely mentioned in the
entire conversation. To a member of the Board of the Philharmonic, who
said to Marxsen, “Well, with that symphony we are once again exposed to
ridicule,” Marxsen replied: “To judge thus is a proof of your ignorance;
you could simply say, ‘This was not my taste!’”
In respectful high admiration!
W. Zinne
Incipit: Ich war, durch Kapellmeister Prof. v. Bemuth...
Source: Auer, Wilhelm Zinne Letter No. 1 (pp. 384-385).

^Wilhelm Zinne (1858-1934), critic for the Hamburg Press and (school) teacher. (See Bruckner to Wilhelm
Zinne, June 16, 1886.)
^ Julius von Bemuth (1830-1902), German conductor. He directed the Philharmonic Concerts and the
Singakademie in Hamburg from 1867 to 1894.
^Eduard Marssen (1806-1887), German pianist, composer, and teacher of Brahms. It was Marxsen who
discovered Brahms’ ability to compose, as he was studying piano. Marxsen composed a fantasy on the word
K-A-F-F-E-E, which appeared the same year as Schumann’s “Abegg Variations.” (See Brackner to
Wilhelm Zinne, June 16, 1886.)
^ Symphony No. 7 in E Major.
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46, Anton Bruckner, Vieima, to King Ludwig H of Bavaria^

[1886]

Your Royal Majesty!
Most deeply touched and in the highest sense of joy, I beg most humbly that Your
Majesty be most graciously willing to permit me the honor, which is made most supreme
through your favor, to accept most graciously the most humble dedication of my Seventh
Symphony, and to allow me to place the deepest heart-felt thanks most respectfully at the
feet of Your Royal Majesty.
I cam ot even begin to describe to Your Majesty how extremely happy the
supreme graciousness of Your Majesty has made me!
It was Master Richard Wagner who always honored me extremely and wanted to
have all of my symphonies performed.
Your Royal Majesty, the truly royal patron of the immortal Master, you were
always to me the ideal of a German monarch! The exalted, marvelous image o f Your
Majesty was always at my side! And I now sink down [upon my knees] in the most
respectful and most humble reverence before Your Royal Majesty and thank the Eternal
One, that He in His eternal wisdom has bestowed on the world a heavenly defender and
protector o f German Art in the most supreme majesty of the King, whose majesty, like
the sun, has transmitted the rays of highest graciousness and royal benevolence to all artloving nations of the earth, for which all future generations will continue to sing hymns
of glory and thanks to Your Royal Majesty.
I am all the more fortunate that likewise the golden rays of the royal grace touch
me, as I, nearly sixty-one years old, in addition to all of the many school periods at the
Vienna Conservatory, must also give private instruction in music, so that not very many
residual hours remain left to me for musical composition. Because at the present time I
myself honestly feel vigorous to create my best and would like to turn with pleasure
toward dramatic composition, this lack of time falls heavily upon my heart!
Permit me. Your Majesty, to close also with the humblest request; may it please
Your Majesty to allow a performance in the presence for Your Royal Majesty of my most
graciously received symphony;^ the funeral music in its Adagio resounds in memory of
the Master’s passing.

May God bless! protect! and shelter Your Royal Majesty!
‘ King Ludwig H of Bavaria (1845-1886), reigned from 1864. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von
Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
^ Symphony No. 7 in E Major.
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May God bless! protect! and shelter Your Royal Majesty!
In deepest abiding reverence to Yonr Royal Majesty,
Most humbly yours,
Anton Bmckner
Incipit: Aufs tiefste ergriffen...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 176 (pp. 200-201).
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47. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Wilhelm Zinne,’ Hamburg

[c.Febraary, 1886]

Highly Esteemed Friend!
Sincerest thanks for your great kindness. Great genius expresses itself in it. Not
many on this earth have the gift to understand something quickly and correctly if not ail
that appears bears the hallmark of the ideal. I always thought that friend Sucher^ would
perform the Seventh Symphony, which he wanted to do already last year. Levi^ in
Munich and NiMsch^ in Leipzig performed this work to perfection while I myself was
present All it takes is a missed rhythm and... [sic]. In Leipzig, at the conclusion, [the
audience] applauded for a quarter of an hour. I need not mention Munich.^ Once more,
sincere thanks; I beg your continuing goodwill and remain respectfully
Yours sincerely,
A. Bruckner, Prof.
Incipit: Herzlichsten Dank fur Hire grosse Liebenswurdigkeit.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 179 (p. 204).

^Wilheim Zinne (1858-1934), critic for the Hamburg Press and (school) teacher. Although very humble
about his own musical endowments, he was a devoted champion of Bruckner—a great friend.
^Joseph Sucher (1843-1908), student of Simon Sechter, composer, and conductor of the Wiener
Akademische Gssangvereia. In 1878, he assumed coaductorsMp o f the Hamburg Opera, then became
Hofkapellmeister in Berlin in 1882.
^ Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. {See Bmckner to W. L. van Meurs,
Febmaiy 9, 1885.)
^ Arth u r Nikisch (1855-1922), most impressive and iafluential conductor of Ms day. (See Bruckner to Dr.
Wilhelmus Ludovicus van Meurs, Febmary 9, 1885.)
^ Brackner did not need to elaborate oa the performance in Munich, because Levi’s reputation and the
success of the symphony were already well-known in musical circles.
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48. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to the Liedertafei Frohsinn; Linz

Linz, February 2, 1886

To the Liedertafei Frohsinn!
Thank you very much for the Society’s letter which honors me in the extreme, as
well as for the gratifying undertaking. I have inquired with regard to the loan of the
parts.
The Te Deum and the Third Symphony in D minor, [are published by] Gutmann^
(Opera House). The publishers now have the performing rights and no one is permitted
to lend out parts or even allowed to copy anything. All that I would be allowed to do
would be, for example, to send the first and third (The Hunt) movements of the Fourth
(Romantic) Symphony, which is not yet in print, for this purpose. (There could be the
problem, however, that, for example, Munich might ask for this Symphony in which case
I would have to send another for the Linz performance.)
Three cheers to my dear old honorable society!
From your honorary member,
Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Danke sich fur das mich hochst ehrende Schreiben...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 178 (p. 203).

^ A male singing society founded in 1845 and based in Linz. During his years in Linz, BracJoier sang second
tssof -witii the society and thsa bscams k§ choral dirsctor. Many of Ms motets and secuisr pieces v/ere
written for tMs association.
2 Albert J, Gwtroinn (d, I914)s gwbli|her 9 ^ eonsflt .SgfPt is Vifnna, (Sf# Bruebsfr to Wilfedmws
Ladovicus van Meurs, Fsbraary 9, 1885.)
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49. Wilhelm Zinne,^ Hamburg, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Hamburg, Raboisen 16
February 20, 1886

Highly Revered Professor, Unrivalled [and] Unique Master!
Yesterday your Seventh Symphony filled me with the same enthusiasm but not
more—that I had felt with Beethoven’s Ninth. I have never stood face-to-face with a
rna-n of genius with higher admiration than yesterday evening. This inspiration remains
with me as well, and the abundance of the lasting impression is proof to me that I have
found this in your work, which up to now I simply longed for vaguely as the ideal of
symphonic works. The full scores, which I intend to study, I have placed about by page
in order to come to know your incomparable work as quickly as possible. I am not the
only one who expects to profit from the comprehensive values of the same that
substantiate the number of those who instantly, after hearing the work, made their
appearances near the conductor to get at the full score. In the circles of musicians there
is without exception agreement about the value of the “Seventh.” That an audience, such
as that in Hamburg, faced with such a soaring flow of ideas, was itself insensitive and
rejecting, could be anticipated because this extremely idiotic crowd has in front of its
eyes daily and is familiar with the darling of the gilded aristocratic species^ with its
magnified blase attitude. You yourself, venerable master, will worry less than the
number of your friends and most understanding admirers that yesterday your work
captured for you.
The reviews of two local daily newspapers—Hamburg Correspondent (Gittard)
and Hamburg Nachrichten (A F. Riecins)—that you possibly have by this time, I send
forward to you, since it may just as well be that someone from another camp did not
forward them to you. Moreover, the review of another well-read paper, I will not send
because the particular report obviously lacks in appropriate energy and approaches your
work with great lack of understanding of the symphonic genius.—The continual making
of an example of Brahms^ in both of the others (—whose four symphonies I would gladly
give up in favor of your “Seventh” alone) you must attribute to the facts that a significant
degree of local patriotism passes judgment in the balance; and for this reason objective
judgment sometimes suffers through “such tinted glasses.”

^Wilhelm Zinae (1858-1934), critic from Hamburg Press and (school) teacher. (See Bruckner to Wilhelm
Ziims, [c.February, 1886]).
^Johannes Brahms, who was bom in Hamburg and, although often passed over for official positions there,
maintained a friendly relation with his home town. ( See Bruckner to Dr. Wilheimus Ladovicus van Meurs,
February 9, 1885.)
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I am now clearly in the position to wTite a report for the new Viennese
Mmikahsche Rundschau about yesterday’s symphony.—^It is urgent yet overwhelming,
to me,—-and the fact that I, like you, was “village organist and school teacher’ could
enhance my sympathy, if indeed an enhancement is even possible to express my
boundless admiration and reverence. I ask that you kindly agree to this request.
W. Zinne
Incipit: Gestem hat mich Hire siebente Symphonie...
Source: Auer, Wilhelm Zime Letter No. 2 (pp. 385-386).
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50. Karl Miick,^ Graz, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

24 Spor Lane
Graz, March 16,1886

Dear Estimable Master!
Once more, to begin with, my most sincere thanks for the unforgetably beautiful
hours that I was permitted to experience [while] involved with your Seventh Symphony.
Be convinced that I will grasp every opportunity to renew the same for myself! Too
quickly passed the time of your stay here; almost always surroiinded by tedious or
burdensome company, I was begrudged [even the time] to tell you properly how very
much your work moves my heart, and how I concern myself [with] living up to your high
intentions as much as possible. May I succeed in proving all this to you at least through
the performance!
Enclosed I am sending you the “report” of our chief Beckmesser’s^ Savenau.^
LAs of] yet, &e otbfrs hgve nothing to present as ioon as feey elabofite on it, I will send
their [“findings”] to you.
You are receiving, according to your wish, herewith: a portrait of me. If you
would like to prepare for me a thoroughly great delight, then send me a likeness of
yourself; but may you not forget to give me a proper dedication in a few lines from your
[own] hand.
Have you already read Hausegger’s*' review in the Deutsche Zeitungl
How did you return to Vienna, and how was the trip this way in general? Excuse
the aphoristic [nature] of this letter. I am in the greatest hurry. Greet Eckstein^ [for] me
(whose address, I request); and make me happy [tbrpugb] the news.

* Kar! Muck (1859-1940), Geman conductor. He studied classical philology in Heidelberg and Leipzig, but
isads liis musical debut is the Leipzig Gs'a'sndhaus "sith Scharwsaka’s Piaio Concerto is B*flat isinor.
From then on he devoted himself to conducting opera, without ever completing any real course in
§gind«cting.
asiig?w««ats ip
P w , IPd f e ? , Ilf w§g gggeiptfd
in
Prague, in i§86. The basis of his reputation mvolved liis renderings of Wagner works. He was principal
Kapellmeister of the Berlin Opera and conducted in Gorlitz (Silesia), London, Bayreuth, Boston, and
Hamburg. He was known as the foremost conductor of the works ofWagner and conducted Parsifal at
Bayreuth for thirty seasons. His interest lay in Classical and Romantic music, but he did like Schonberg’s
Five Orchestrai Pieces and Strminsky'sPtikmella.
^ Muck is referring to the critic Eduard Hanslick.
^ Karl ivlaria Saveaau (1§37-1916), sruiiest at Pragiie Corissrvatory. He besatse a cusiposer arid siitic in
Graz. Muck is referring to Savenau as a Beckmesser, which in turn alludes to Hansiick.
Friediish von Hausegger {1837-1E99), music Ihesarist sad critic. Bnicknsr met him os the cccasioi! of the
performance of Ms Seventh Symphony in Graz.
^ Frederick Eckstein was a student, friend, and intermediary for Bruckner.. He vacationed with Bruckner
and later met the Schalk brothers, Ferdinand Lowe, and Car! Almeroth through Bruckner.
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Gratefiilly yours.
Dr. Karl Muck
Incipit: Zunaciist nochmals memen herzUchen Dank...
Source: Auer, Karl Muck Letter No. I (pp. 331-332).
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51. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Professor Bemliard Denbier,^ St Florian

Vienna, March 19,1886

Reverend Sir!
I am taJdng the liberty of sending forward the enclosed ticket. Since this is a
season ticket, I beg you to send it on yourself—post festum^—to Wetzlar’s [sic\ Music
Shop/ [on the] Kamtnerring, so that its owner can fetch it there himself.
Should the gracious prelate’s ticket also be such, then I beg the prelate most
kindly likewise to return this ticket on Monday. [Your] attendance gives me great joy
and I wish you pleasant entertainment.
Your most devoted,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Beiliegend erlaube ich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 180 (pp. 204-205).

‘ Prof. Bernhard Deubler (1842-1907), priest and Choir Director at St. Florian, Professor of Theology,
consultant, and friend to Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Ignaz Bruckner, February 27, 1885.)
^T

After the feast; here, probably, after the peiforniance.

^ The establishment of Emil Wetzler, Viennese publisher and music dealer.
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52. E. Schweitzer,' Altona, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Schuiterblatt 149
Altom, March 20,1886

Most Honored Professor!
I cannot refrain from answering your letter,—[which] I appreciated so much,—
with a few lines to you. First [of ail], I have to give you the most cordial greetings from
Prof. Bemuttf and Director Marxsen.'’ Both are still entirely filled [with] the powerful
imnpreiiion wMoh JQW lAiFveiois symphony has made ipon them, fe confrast, how
Bruch’s'^Odysseus failed; how superficial, in part even trite; and very frequently, how
boring it appears in the face of your work! Here in Hamburg, there has taken place a
great change to your favor, through the fact that collective criticism moved
enthusiastically to your side, and that essentially due to, as I may well say, me fact that
Marxsen gave his support for you in such [an] energetic way. The Brahms^ camp did not
expect that. These fellows are Brahms “hangers-on” in name only. In reality Brahms
serves simply as a cover—only in order to project their poisonous arrows from here
toward the newly-appearing nobility and stature.® In reality, they would like to proceed
in the same way with Brahms and bad iikewise disparaged him not long ago. precisely as
they have already done [concerning] your great works. Marxsen has often told me how
one day when Schumaiui’^ had presented to the young Brahms this testimonial of “Neue
Bahnen,”* usually so flattering to himself, the father of Brahms came sadly to Marxsen
because all of the musicians said to Min that because SchuMafln had wfitteii dumb stuff;
about his Johannes! that his whole career was destroyed!

^E. Schweitzer (c. 1856-1890), musician from Hamburg.
^ Julius von Bsrauth (1830*1902), German conductor. From 1867 to 1894, hs directed the Philharmonic
Concerts and the Singakademie in Hamburg.
^ Eduird
(!S06-1E87). e fm a n coropogfr. pismsl,
tfae.fa#r: musiq iBStmctor of feh en fs
Brahms (1833-1897). Brahms acknowledged him by dedicating the B-fiat Piano Concerto to him, but was
not so kind to him in private. As Brahms’s teacher, Marxsen had discovered his gift for composition, had
his library available to him, had introduced him to the music of Bach and Beethoven, and was
ultimately responsible for his meeting Schumann (1810-1856). In 1875, Marxsen was appointed Royal
Music Director of Hamburg.
^ Max (Karl August) Brach (1838-1920), German composer and teacher. He is best remembered for Ms
Sgottish Faatasy (li§0) and his Adagio oa Hebrgw Melodies {Kol nidrsi, 1881).
^ Johannes Brahms (1833-1897), Romantic composer. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wiihelmus Ladovicus van
Meurs, February 9 ,1SS5.)
®E.g., Bruckner’s work.
Robert Scbamann (1810-1856), German composer; a central figure of musical Romanticism.
®Schumann called Mm “The new Beethoven.”
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In your letter, honored Professor, yon mention [the name] Sncher.®—^Now in
confidence; it is fo rte ite that be did not bring tbis lymphony here firet; It [tben] woild
have been impossible [to get it played] here [a^in] for a long time. First of all, &e City
Theater Orchestra is the moit ovenf/orksd [in] the world because it has to play at least 29
[or] 30 times in the Hamburg or the Altona or the Theatiner Theater monthly—and, in
the summer months, must play every evening from 7:00 to 12:00 in the zooiogical
gardens for the benefit of Director Tottini’s account Since then, the necessary time is
lacking; and, also, the Kapellmeister lacks the necessary vigor—[bothj are necessary—
for thoroiigMy learning a masterwork such as yours; that should be quite obvious.
And one must allow Herr von Bemuth that; he has learned the symphony
thoroughly. And it yielded [itself] very pleasantly to [the] musical ear. If he is criticized
in the Hamburg Nachrichten , then this has been—between you and me—only for this
reason: he does not want a darling of Dr. H., the Editor-in-Chief of the above paper, to be
allowed to sing [at] the Philharmonic Concerts! Here, frankly, everyone knows this
secret!
In conclusion, [please] forgive my inexplicable mistake [in regard to] your first
name.
In deepest respect and [highest] esteem.
Yours most devotedly,
E. Schweitzer
Incipit: Ich kann doch nicht umhin, Ihnen,...
Source: Auer, E. Schweitzer Letter No. 1 (pp. 360-362).

®Josef Sucher (1843-1908), Austrian coaductor and composer; student of Simon Sechtsr, then conductor of
the Wiener Akadeinischs Gesaagt'sreia. From 1876 to 1878 he ’A'ss in Leipzig, where he conducted the first
complete Ring Cycle performed there; he then moved to Hamburg where he conducted the first local
peifemjiHCf of Tristan m 1 S 8 2 , From l i S S t o i i S J s hf w|g cMff eondttctor fer thf Berlin Court Q d o t
and was responsibie for many fine perfomances of Wagaer operas and music dramas. Also, he discovered
the soprano Rosa Hasselbeck, whom he married.
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53.

Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to the PMlharmonic Society, Vienna

Vienna, March 25,1886

Highly Laudable PhiUiamonic Society!
Herewith I take the liberty to express my sincerest thanks and my deepest
admiration to Ms noble excellency, Herr Court Kapellmeister Dr. Hans Richter^ [for Ms]
ideal and most brilliant direction, and to all of the gentlemen of the PMlharmonic for
their distinguished, accomplished artistic achievement at the performance of my Seventh
Symphony.
Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Ich erlaube mir hiermit...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 182 (p. 206).
Graflinger, Letter No. 126 (p. 139).

' In 1875, Hans Richter (1843-1916) was appointed to the Vienna Hofoper, in addition, he took over the
Philharmonic OTCSrts untii 1898. From 1880 to 1890, he was the conductor of the Geseihchaft der
M usii^eumk. During the years between 1879 and 1897, he conducted a yearly festival of concerts in
Albert Hall in London; these were first known as Orchestral Festival Concerts, but later as the Richter
Concerts. From 1885 to 1909, he was music director of the Birmingham Music Festival. (See Bruckner to
Baron Hans von Woizogea, March 18, 1885.)
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54. Anton Bruckner, Viema, to Baron Hans ¥0 n Wolzogen,* Bayrentli

Vienna, March 2 5 ,1886

Noble Baron 1 Most Honorable Patron!
A thousand thanks for your kind visit; I was sincerely sorry that I did not know,
and that I was unable to make a return visit, in particular, however, that I had to miss
Your Grace’s distinguished speech. (Once again Fm in the same state of affairs.)
Your letter, which honored me so and was so h i ^ y ingenious, cheered me
greatly! Sincerest thanks! The poem is magnificent! Unfortunately, I am now buried in
die Eighth Symphony^ and have almost no time for composition. On the fourteenth of
this month, I was in Graz for the performance of my Seventh Symphony.^ The
performance, under the genial Dr. Muck‘dof Wurzburg, was first-rate (fourteen
rehearsals); the reception marvelous beyond description. After the Finale, they received
me with great honors.
On the twenty-first of this month, the same symphony, performed in Vienna by
the Philharmonic under Richter’s’ direction, was completely excellent: the success,
indescribable jubilation, already after the first movement five or six impassioned curtain
calls. At the conclusion, endless enthusiasm and curtain calls; a laurel-wreath from the
Wagnerverein and a festive banquet. My wreath was placed around the neck o f the
portrait o f the noble, immortal, unparallelled Master.^
Indeed, very clever. I made my speech relevant to that event and began weeping
bitterly, as I did in the morning, when through my German student Dr. Behn, living in
Vienna, I received from Dresden the bust o f my dearly beloved Master and Ideal, which I
kissed tearfully.
However, thej^ve hostile newspapers will, according to Hansiick’s^ wishes, make
sure that these successes are destroyed for the public far away.

' Hans von Wolzogen (1848-1938), German writer on music, librettist, Bruckner enthusiast and friend.
(See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
^ Revision of the Eighth Symphony.
^ Symphony No. 7 in E major.
Carl Muck (1859-1940), German conductor. He studied classical philology in Heidelberg and Leipzig,
coming to the podium without any real course in conducting. He conducted in the great halls o f the world:
Berlin, Bayreuth, Covent Garden, Boston. With Ms consistently accurate ear and relentless attention to
recreating the score exactlly, he built Ms reputation as a Wagner conductor over thirty years at Bayreuth.
Muck was unchallenged as an interpreter of Bruckner symphonies. (See Kari Muck to Bruckner, March 16,
1-8S6.)

^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Huagarian conductor of international acclaim. (See Brackner to Baron
Hass von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
®Probably a bust ofWagner.
^ Eduard Hanslick (1825-1904), critic, scholar, “philologist”; he was urmecessarily mikiad in his criticism of
Bruckner’s music. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
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With thanks and deepest respect, p remain]
Highly indebted,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Tausendmai Dank fiir Hochdesseiben gutigen Besuch;...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 181 (pp. 205-206).
Graflinger, Letter No. 133 (pp. 142-143).
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55. Speech to the Liedertafei “Frohsinn,

Linz

April 1 5 , 1886

My pDear] Ladies and Gentlemen!
It is difficult for me to reply to such an excellent speech. It is trae that I have
experienced difficult years; it is true that, even in Vienna, in our capital, the indigenous
usually have to stand back; it is furthermore true that jealousy, and all that one does not
want, were in collaboration there, thereby making life veiy difficult for me. Fortunately,
there are only three such elements that really stood in my way. That was also the reason
why nothing was performed for so long, and I was left in the dark for so long. It was in
the year 1882 at the first performance of Parsifal that our dearly beloved, unforgettable
Master Wagner^ took me by the hand and said, “You can rely on me; I shall perform your
works. I, myself.” Now, after the Good Master has passed on, it appears as if, in the
kindness of his heart, he has ordered guardians for me. My first guardian was Herr
NiMsctf in Leipzig, the second one the conductor Levi^ in Munich. These [guardians]
have uied e v f^ eib rt to de eyeiytMng possiMf tg bring my work to perfom ince, i id
the success was really extraordinary, as is not usually the case. Well, this has really
gtrengthened me. Up to this point, I had [had] two guardians. Then the third; Herr Haas
R ichte/ in Vienna entered the picture, then a Kapellmeister in Karlsruhe. But everything
was more distant for me than today. Today is a great day. My fervently-loved
Fatherland, Upper Austria, has taken care of me today; and it has done so in spite of the
great humiliations which I have suffered from three Viennese newspapers, and has
performed my Te Deum in such an excellent manner that I shall never forget. For that,
that this could happen and that ail of the highly revered ladies and gentlemen, and
particularly Herr Kapellmeister Floderer,^ who is so very busy, undertook the huge effort
to do this, allow me to thank all of these ladies and gentlemen in the most fervent way.
Would you have the kindness to keep me in mind in the future as well. Do not let

' Liedertafei “Frohsinn, ” m all-male singing society founded in 1845 and based in Linz. (See Brackner to
Liedsrtafd “Frohsim, ” February 2, 1886.) This speech was gives in regard to the Bruckner concert by the
Frohsinn, ” as related in Brackner’s letter of thanks dated April 20, 1886. The concert actually took place
ga April 15, 1886,

^Richard Wagaer (1813-1883), Romantic German composer of operas and music dramas. (See Bruckner to
Wilheimus Ladovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^Arthur Nikisch (1855-1922), most impressive and influential conductor of Ms day. (See Bruckner to
Wilheimus Ladovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
* Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Brackner to Wilheimus Ladovicus van
Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
' Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conduaor of ktematiosal acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
®Wiiheifli Floderer (li43-1917), Kapeameister and socipssra.
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yourselves be discouraged by meanness; there are good critiques coming from abroad and
also from Yienna. Therefore, I beg you not to be discouraged Three cheers for all my
dear friends and patrons [and to] my home!
Incipit: Meine Herrschafteni Es M lt mir schwer...
Source: Auer, No. 185 (pp. 208-209).
Grhflinger, Letter No. 139 (pp. 146-148).
GoIIerich, III-l (pp. 600-602).
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56. Anton Bruckner, Viema, to August GoIIerich,^ Weis

Vienna, April 12,1886

Dear Friend!
I will arrive with the fast train, which departs Vienna on Wednesday, 10 o’clock
in the evening. I hope you will come. Have much to tell
Yours,
Bruckner
Incipit: Ich komme mit dem Eilzuge...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 186 (p. 210).

^ August Gtjllerich (1859-1923), Bruckner’s official biographer. (See Bruckner to Felix Motti, June 7,
1885.)
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57. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Wilhelm Floderer,^ Linz

Vienna, April 13,1886

Dear Sir!
It pains me that you have to work so hard! Naturally, I agree with everything.
Tomorrow evening (Wednesday) toward 10.00,1 will once more depart on the express
train from Vienna (to my...) [sic]} May I ask to have a room reserved for me at the
'"Kanone”^ It may be that one of the young German men, who came to Vienna to study
with me, will come along.
May I be permitted to ask that the praiseworthy Liedertafei, which once more has
written so kindly, be given notification [of my arrival]?!
With ail respect
Yours,
A. Bruckner
[P.S.] (Later I will probably go to London with Richter.)'^ Where will the rehearsal be?
(I shall probably be able to find out when I get to the “Kanone.”)
Incipit: Es tut mir recht weh,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 183 (p. 207).
Graflinger, Letter No. 20 (pp. 28-30).

^Wilhelm Floderer (1843-1917), Kapellmeister and composer. From 1871-1875, he was at the theater in
Linz. la 1877, he became choir master of the Liedertafei “Frohsim. ’’ He coaductsd a concert of
Bruckner’s works including the “Gemmenzug, ” “Urn Mittemacht, ” the Te Dsinn, and the Adagio from
the Third Symphony, ia April, 1886, (See Bruckner’s Speech to the Liedertafei “F rohsim f ca. April,
1886.)
^ Incomplete thought
' “Zar goMsmn Km om ” was a guest house on the Landstrasse in Linz.
^ Possibly a reference to performance material going to London with Hans Hichter. (See Brackner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
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58. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to the Liedertafei “Frohsinn,

Linz

Vienna, April 2 0 , 1 886

Honorable Liedertafei ‘Frohsinn’
I have experienced a day great in honors, magnificent in concept, and idea! in
purpose! My Fatherland, dearly beloved but smaller,^ was brought nearer to me because
of this celebration^ that honored me to the highest extent in the province’s capital! Until
now, ail of my previous celebrations were held in foreign lands; this time it took place in
my dearly beloved homeland—at home—in the family!— Never have I felt the way I do
now! And this happened to me because o f the excellent, dear Society whose honorary
member I have the honor of being! Deeply moved and from the bottom of my heart, I
therefore thank the praiseworthy Liedertafei once more for this high honor; thanks to the
President of the Board, Police Chief Milbeck;^ Kapellmeister Floderer;^ the excellent
ladies: Frau Marie Kerschbaum,® Frau Schmidt-Allizar;^ the opera singers: Messrs.
Scheidtweiler^ and Ganzemuller^; Mr. Kerschbaum;'° all of the choir members and
participants of this concert! All have achieved excellent artistic performances. I beg
friendship and love from all of my dearly beloved Austrians! To the Liedertafei
“Frohsinn” and all of Upper Austria: Three Cheers!
Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Bin Tag, gross an Ehren, grossartig in seiner Anlage...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 184 (pp. 207-208).
Graflinger, Letter No. 22 (p. 31).
GoIIerich, III-l (pp. 603-604).
’ An all-male singing society founded in 1845 and based in Linz. (See Brackner to Liedertafei "Frohsim,"
February 2, 1886.)
^ Bruckner was bora in Ansfdden and always considered Upper Austria to be his Fatherland.
^ The Liedertafei “Frohsim" had organized its own Bruckner Concert which was presented on April 15,
1886 .

Johann Milbeck (1838-1906), civil servant for the municipality. From 1862 on, he was a member of the
“Frohsinn." In 1890 he became a dty-cousdl member.
^Wilhelm Floderer (1843-1917), Kapellmeister and composer. (See Bruckner to Wilhelm Floderer, April
13, 1886.)
* Marie Kerschbaum (1844-1888), daughter o f Bruckner’s copyist, Franz Schimatschek. For thirty years,
she was a soprano soloist for the “Frohsim,” at performances in St. Florian, and with the cathedral choir.
Anna Schmidt-AIlizax, soprano at the Linz Theater. Her husband was Kari Kerschbaum. (See Footnote 8
below.)
®Matthias Scheidtweilsr, bass singer at the Linz Theater.
®Karl Ganzemiiller (1840-1896), bass singer at the Linz Theater.
Karl Kerschbaum (1834-1905), civil servant, accountant for the municipality ofLkz, and secretary of the
Liedertafei “Frohsim." He was the husband of the opera singer Marie Kerschbaum, mentioned above.
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59. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to the Association of German Railroad Marmgement

St Florian, April 24,1886

On the trip from Vienna to Munich on the... departure from Vienna, April 5, at
9:50 in the evening, arrival in Weis about 2:00, April 6,—about 2:30, in Car No.
Second Class Compartment, [Letter],^ I lost the following object: (accurate description)
black wool winter travelling hat. A young lieutenant, ([I] believe from the nobility), who
often travels to Vienna on the same express train, could (in a hurry, and just roused from
sleep,) have carried this cap with his own luggage unwittingly; and [I] request a thorough
inquiry and forwarding to (accurate address and place of residence).
Anton Bruckner, Professor
Hessgasse 7
Wien I
[Signed] Anton Bruckner
N.B.: I gave my card and address to the conductor.
Incipit: Auf der Reise von Wien nach Munchen...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 187 (p. 210).

^ OmissioHS of pertiseat details suggest that this may in fact be merely a draft of a letter to the Railroad
Management.
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60. Anton Bruckner, Viema, to Wilhelm Zinne,^ Hamburg

Viemm, June 16,1886

Dear Honorable Professor,
Please excuse my answer that comes so late. Thank you so kindly for your dear,
highly honorable letter; it shall remain an invaluable document for me! At the same
time, I am sending Your Honor three photographs, that I just now received; one for
yourself. Professor; one for Prof. Marxsen^ if he, to whom I offer the deepest admiration
and sincerest respect, will accept it; and one for Director Bemuth^ should he wish to
accept the lame.. A b « t
and wifp|t«iately §!sp abait
I have been
told stories which have been very hurtful to me, concerning which I prefer to keep quiet;
bat my heart is sorrowfol!!!
N.B.: Hanslick is still dictating to two reviewers to criticize me; they really try
everything to alienate me from Hans Richter,® who is enthusiastic for me, because
everybody knows [about] Richter’s fear of the press. Many, many thanks for everything;
and to all [of] my greatest patrons [and well-wishers], once again, I recount my deepest
reverence! I ask Your Honor for future good will toward me!
Devotedly,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Entschuldigen gutigst mein so spates Antworten.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 188 (p. 211).
' Wilhelm /itme (1858-1934), critic for the Hamburg Press and (school) teacher—and a close friend of
Bruckner. (See Wilhelm Zinne to Bruckner, Feboiary 20, 1SS6.)
^ Eduard Marxsen (1806-1887), German composer, pianist, and teacher; music instructor to Johannes
Brahms (1833-1897), Brghms acknowigged Um by dfdicating thf
P ig io Qqacerm to Wm.
w§g
not so kind to Mm in private. ’As Braiims’ teacher, Marxsen had discovered his gift for composition, had
maria Ms library available to him, had mtroduced him to the music of Bach and Beethoven, and was
ultimately responsible for Ms meeting Schumann (1810-1856). In 1875, Maixsen was appointed Royal
Music Director of Hamburg.
' JuEus von Bemuth (1830-1962), German conductor of the Hamburg PMlharmonic and the Singakademie
concerts from 1867 to 1894.
^ Eduard MaBsiiek (1825-1904), Vieimesg Gritic arid sshoiar; a “puilulegist.” (Ses Bmckugr to BarGu Haas
von Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
’ J0 has3i3ss BrsMas (1833-1897), Romaatis Genssa cosipcser. (Sss Bruckner to Dr. Wiihehaus Ludo^cug
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
®Haas Richter (1843-1916), Anstro-Hunsariaii conductor of intematiooal acclaim. (See Bnickner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1S85.)
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61. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Fraulein Elisabeth Kietz,’ Bayreutli

Vienna, June 17,1886

Honorable Fraulein! Most Nobie Friend!
Never yet has a Fraulein so dearly and honorably taken action for me as you
[have]! A thousand thanks for it! Never will I forget this. How often I think, with
longing, of your noble essence, which fills me [with] deep admiration. And your sincere
letter! The Privy Councillor did not show me any kindness, as Levi^ [would have
done]— etc., etc.; he has written nothing to me, and my request in relation to the king is
not being implemented as he promised.—And to make matters worse: King Ludwig!!!!!
[May] you remain in good health, Fraulein; and, once again, [please] accept my
most sincere thanks and the most sincere handkiss! My respects to Herr Papa. ^ In
heartfelt respect and admiration, [I remain]
Yours,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Noch nie hat ein Fraulein so lieb und edel...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 146 (p. 162-163).

■Elisabeth Kietz, daughter of the sculptor Gustav August Kietz (1824-1908). She was beauti&l but young
ssoagli to bs his daughter; and he was verj' much taken with her. Howsvsr, he was too religious to pursue
her inappropriately. She had been kind to Mm, and he is simply admiring her on paper and saying his thank-

yw.
^ Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor with serious-mindedness toward life, music,
and relations with others.
^ “Herr Papa” was a recognized German sculptor, who made several images ofWagner, ultimately
becoming Ms friend. It was Kietz’s wife Marie who recorded Ms reminiscences of W ^ner and published
than Kietz was a witness to the conversation of Bruckner and Wagner concerning the famous blue paper
containing the signatures of both men, and he remembered Bruckner’s anxiety the following laoming. TMs
was a l recorded in a letter to Marie. (Brackner had forgotten wMch symptiony dedication Wagner had
accepted, the one to the Second or the one to the TMrd Symphony. The returned note cleared up the matter
and refreshed gmsfcaer’s iHgmory that it had been the Third.)
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62. From E. Schweitzer/ Altoim, to Antoe Bnickner, Vienna

Allee 247
Altoaa, June 26, 1886

Most Honored Professor!
[Please] forgive me when I take the liberty of directing a request to you. Namely,
it is my intention to make a journey through southern Germany during the holidays and to
stop in Vienna. Might I ask you for information [as to] when the Opera is on holiday?
Naturally, it would be very nice for me to be there when the Opera is not on holiday; I
would arrange my trip accordingly, since I have seen nothing greater than our Hamburg
music [which] is good only in newspaper advertisements. In addition, I would be greatly
honored and sincerely happy if I might make [your] personal acquaintance. Honored
Master, and [if] I might find you present in Vienna
With [my] thanks, [please] excuse my forwardness [in] asking for [the]
information, [for] I am acquainted with no one else there.
With the most excellent esteem and respect, p remain].
Yours most devotedly,
E. Schweitzer
Incipit: Verzeihen Sie, wenn ich mir die Freiheit nehme,...
Source: Auer, E. Schweitzer Letter No. 2 (pp. 362-263.)

' E-. Schweitze- (c. 1856-1890), musician from Hamburg, (See E. Schweitzer to Bruckner, March 20, 1886.)
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63. Hermann Levi,' Munich, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Munich, M y 6,1886

Dear Friend!
Princess Amalie of Bavaria^ just wrote to me that the Kaiser^ has granted an
Order to you and a bonus, and that he also wants to bestow upon you a subsidy from time
to time, if you need such toward the publication of your works.
You can imagine how delighted I am about this. The Princess has conducted
herself splendidly in the whole matter, and I am asking you to thank her! (Address; H. R.
H. Princess Amalie, Duchess of Bavaria, Munich, the Royal Palace). You probably recall
that I introduced you to the Princess at a rehearsal?!
For today, only these few lines. I have so much work, I hardly know where to
begin.—But the performances will be good—that is the main issue.—If you come here, I
will pass on verbatim the Kaiser’s letter to the Princess.
Always well-disposed and devoted, [I remain].
Yours truly,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Prinzessin Amalie von Bayern schreibt mir...
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 5 (p. 318).

^ Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished Gemma conductor. (See Bruckner to WilkeliBus Ludovicus vaa
Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ PriBzsssin Amalie Maria von Sachsen-Coburg was married to Herzog (Duke) Maximillian Emanuei, the
brother of Kaiseria Elizabeth of Austria.
^ Kaiser Franz Joseph I (1S30-1916), ruled Austria from 1848 to 1916.
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64. Antoa Brackner, Vienna, to Duchess Amalie von Bayem^

Vienna, M y 9,1886

Your Royal ffighness!
Most Sublime Princess!
May Your Royal Highness permit me most graciously to lay at your feet my most
humble, thankful feelings for the highest favor which your Royal Highness effected
through your highest influence with His Majesty, Our Most Gracious Master and
Emperor,^ concerning my fiiture artistic endeavors.^
May God, whom I most humbly ask, reward such high-mindedness [of the]
noblest [kind] I This is my most fervent wish for your name day today.
In deepest reverence,
Anton Brackner
Incipit:: Gestatten KSnigliche Hoheit allergnadigst...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 189 (pp. 211-212).

^ Prineess- Amalie (1865-1912), daughter of Duke Carl Theodor of Bavaria, a brother of Empress ESzabetb.
She later mairied the Duke of Urach.
^ Kaiser Fraez Joseph I (1830-1916). He reigned from 1848 until Ms death. He was a ruier from the “old
school” of medieval belief aad, therefore, looked upon the mountaim and vaSeys, and his people as well, as
Ms own personal possessions.

' TMs letter was written as the result of the Fraaz Joseph Medal’s (The Order of Franz Joseph) bestowal
upon Bmckner in 1§86. It appears to be coupled with a birtMay greeting for Princess Amalie.
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65. Rudolf Weinwurm,^ Viema, to Anton Brackner, Viema

Vienna, July 9,1886

Dear Friend!
please] receive herewith my most sincere congratulations on the honor to you
from the Kaiser,^ which I came to know about just now [and which] has today been
imparted to you. [You are] our most sipiificant national Master, having deserved [such
honor] for a long time.
May recognition of your artistic merit make you joyful; and may it be a harbinger
of the recognitiion of your artistic merit and artistic importance even in [the] highest
circles.
Heartfelt greetings and congratulations from
Your old Weinwurm
Incipit: Empfange hiemit meine herzlichsten Gluckwunsche...
Source: Auer, Rudolf Weinwurm Letter No. 4 (p. 377).

^Rudolf WeiawimB (1855-1911), choir conductor and composer in Vienna. Brackner and he were old
frisads; many times he proved to be a significantly vaiuabls contact for Bruckner.
^ Bruckner received the honor of induction into the Order of Fraaz Joseph I (Fram-Josef Ordem), which
b fito w fd

t|?f M U e rb p a and § y f|riy stipend o f 300

T hf w f e S f t9

was held on September 23, 1886, wMch Bruckner considered the most beautifiii day of his life.
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66. Wilhelm Zinne,’ Hamburg, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

16 Raboisen, Apt. 1
Hamburg, M y 12,1886

Right Honorable Professor [and] Master!
[Your] photographs reached me—and [were] in my hand—a week after Pentecost
as I returned from a trip; from that day on, I had a busy two weeks Mfilling [my]
military-reserve [duties]. Thus, I was last week in the position of carrying out the ■
honorable assignment regarding the other photographs. The circumstance of my gaining
possession of your portrait having been through you, yourself, has filled me with pride,
which seems confirmed, considering the high regard you have shown to my humble self
[by placing one on a level] with the others. I am equally gratified by the assurance [that]
your very esteemed letter has given me, that my [letter] imparted joy to you. Truly, [I]
know that my gratitude and devotion to you will be still greater, to which the marked
satisfaction and your goodness, especially through [the] sending of the portrait, would
contribute. Allow me. Professor, to voice my sincerest thanks reverently to you hereby,
for the honor and delight.
You call me “Professor.” That, I am not. On the contrary, I am a public-school
teacher, not even a music specialist. My secondary occupation is music. I am, as a
“dilletant,” so presumptuous as to allow that Schopenhauer’s^ words about dilletantism
can be applied to me. I even go so far as to call “composition” my special orientation.
My [most recently] composed work isa C minor symphony in five movements.—I also
believe. Professor, that you think I am an old man. From this misperception,— if it
exists,—I thought then of releasing you by presenting my photograph to you; Revered
Master, if you were to accept my portrait, you would make me happy [all over] again.
With my thanks, I enter those of both Herr von Bemuth^ and Frau Maixsen.'’’ I
was at the home of Marxsen^ on Thursday. From him, I heard all sorts of news about
your honorable person and artistic circumstances. TMs lofty interest of the old man [in]

*Wtlhelm Zinne (1858-1934), critic for the Hamburg Press and (school) teacher. (See Brackner to Wilhelm
Zinne, June 16, 1886.)
^ Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860), German philosopher and chief expounder on pessimism.; wrote Die
Beiden Grundprobieme der Ethik (1841).
^Julius von Bemuth (1830-1902), German conductor of the Hamburg Philharmonic and the Singakademie
concerts from 1867 to 1894. (See Bruckner to Wilhelm Zinne, June 16, 1886.)
^ Wife of Eduard Marxsen.
^’Eduard Marxsen (1806-1887), German composer, pianist, and teacher: music instructor to Johannes
Brahms (1833-1897). (See Bruckner to Wilheim Zinne, June 16, 1886.) As this letter was being written,
Marxsen would have been approxjmately eighty years old.
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your esteemed person and your works, the individual successes of which are weil-kaown
to Mm, has me nearly shamefaced, in consideration of the fact, namely, that so much was
entirely unknown to me—it could, therefore, appear as though my interest were
surpassed. Marxsen expressed excitedly the wish to make your personal acquaintance—
if possible—^this winter: “He will find here a great many who receive Mm sincerely.” He
[Marxsen] possesses only one photograph, from Ms fifties; but if he feels inclined to sit
[for a photograph] tMs summer, he will certainly send you his picture. The fact that you
[are] tie greatest contrapuntist of the era, an estimation in line with his own judgment,
M ed Mm with pride and satisfaction.—
I wish to add that he said to me that soon after the performance of your
symphony® a member of the Committee of the Philharmonic Society claimed in his
presence to have been responsible for the local success of your symphony. Marxsen
drastically discharged the ignoramus in question and extolled to the astonished audience
the greatest work of our time.—Herr von Bemuth imparted to me that it is his intention
to- open a performance of a concert of Beethoven’s Ninth with the Te Deum. He was
inspired by “the devoutly religious, passionate current that flows through the work and
resembles a flame [that causes] everything to march similtaneously.” Finally, I add
here that Kapellmeister A. F. Riccius, “Music Reviewer for the Hamburg
Nachrichten”—during the winter I also sent you a review of his,—an eager, devoted
admirer of your Seventh, died in Karlsbad last week.
[Once] again, sincerest thanks for your great kindness, and in addition, a request
to m aintain toward me your affectionate goodwill.
Most devotedly yours,
W. Zinne
Incipit: Die Photographien gelangten acht Tage...
Source: Auer, Wilhelm Zinne Letter No. 4 (pp. 389-391).

' Probably the slightly revised version of Symphony No. 4 in E-flat Major, the “Romantic.”
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67. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Adoif Obenatiler,^ Linz

Vienna, M y 13, 1886

Right Honorable Sir!
Whole-hearted thajiks for this, my distinguished partaking in the investiture in the
Order of Franz Joseph,^ on behalf of the Musikverem. May this magnificent association
flower and bring forth the most magnificent fruit forever and ever.
Devotedly,
A. Bmckner
Incipitr. Danke von ganzen Herzen fur die fur mich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 190 (p. 212).

*Adolf Oberaiiiier (1831-1898), Civil Servant Id tiie local governmeat. In 1879, he becamg a member of
the Board of Directors of the Linz Masikverein.
^ Kaiser Franz Joseph I (1830-1916). He reigned from 1848 until Ms death.
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68. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to V/illielm Zinne,^ Hamburg

Vienna, M y 22,1886

Right Honorable Sir!
Heartfelt thanks for the joyous surprise!" Congratulations for the beautiftil,
genuine image which you possess, combining youth and the ideal desire to create in an
artistic way! May all of your achievements remain forever free of PMlistinic influence!
To Director Marxsen/ my respect and most heartfelt thanks for everything—everything!
Likewise, to Director Berauth,'* my most sincere thanks and compliments. Particularly,
being on my way to travel to Bayreuth, I thank [you] once more for your kindness.
[WMi] sincerest respect, [I remain]
Most devotedly yours,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Herlichsten Dank fur die freudige Uberraschung!
Source: Auer, Letter No. 191 (pp. 212-213).

’ Wilhfilm Zinae (1858-1934), critic for the Hamburg Press and (schooi) teacher; true friend and admirer of
Bruckner. (See WiUielm Ziime to Bruckner, February 20, 1886.)
^ With the letter dated June 16, 1886, Bruckner sent Ziime three photographs; one for Zinne, one for Prof.
Marxsen, and one for Director Bemuth. In the letter dated July 12, 1886, Bruckner discovers, among other
things that /inne is a young man. In this letter, Bruckner is thanking Zinne for the picture that Zinne has
sent to him in return.
^ Eduard Marxsen (1806-1887), German composer, pianist, and teacher: music instructor to Johannes
Brahms (1833-1897). (See Brackaer to Wilhelm Zinne, June 16, 1886.)
* Julius von Bemuth (1830-1902), German conductor of the Hamburg PMlharmomc and Singakademie
concerts from 1867 to 1894.
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69. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Moritz von Mayfeld,^ Linz

Vienna, M y 23, 1886

Honorable Sir!
Thank you veiy muck His Majesty had the graciousness to let me know that my
most gracious Emperor and Lord will pay for my travels as an artist, even if it should
amount to thousands. Richter^ has just taken ill at the first rehearsal of the Seventh
Symphony;—therefore, it has not been performed. God willing, I will perform it
myself—in England. I will go to Bayreuth early in the morning. I kiss the hand of your
gracious [wife].
With sincerest respect, [I remain]
Devotedly [yours],
A. Bruckner
N.B. Next year, the Seventh Symphony [will be performed] in Paris and London.
Incipit: Danke sehr. S. Majestdt geruhten mir...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 182 (p. 213).
Graflinger, Letter No. 73 (p. 82, fragment).
Grasberger, 150 (p. 110, variant)

^Moritz von Mayfeld (1817-1904), government official, composer, pianist, painter, and writer. (See
Bruckner to Moritz von Mayfeld, May 12, 1885.)
^ Haas Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international fame. (See Bruckner to Baroo
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
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70. Aatoii Bruckner, Viemaa, to Karl Waldeck,^ Liaz

Viema, November 2, 1886

Dearest Friend!
All that one cares to designate beautiful and good in tMs life, I wish to you for
your name day that is so precious to me. [May you] remain healthy and continue to work
honorably toward to the glorification of God and to the credit of art.
Heilmesberger^ has listened to candidates for positions in Salzburg and Linz. He
liked the organist in Linz very much. You are to be congratulated! Once again my most
sincere [best wishes!] Farewell and stay healthy!
Yours,
Bruckner
Incipit: All das Schdne und Gute, was man hienieden...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 193 (p. 214).

^ Ksfi Waldeck (1841-1905), Bruckner’s student and friend, who suceeded him as organist in Linz k 1868,
in which post he remained until 1900. From 1890 until 1905, he was Kapsllmsister for the Stadtpfarrkirdie
and for Linz Cathedral.
^ Joseph Helimesberger (1828-1893), violinist and conductor, professor of vioEn, and Director of Yierma
Conservatory. (See Bruckner to Dr. Willieinius Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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71. Eduard Maixsen,^ Altoaa, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Altona, December 13, 1886

Honorable Sir;
Absolutely splendid thanks for the quick reply to my questions, which will
make me so sincerely happy on Beethoven’s birthday^: we will be able to organize the
foundation. Please give the Board of Directors of the Institute of Arts a joyous greeting.
I am obliged to send you great thanks for the careful efforts to take my intention
to the performance. Be assured [that] it will give me great pleasure on any occasion to
return the favor.
With affection,
Edu. Marxsen
Incipit: Gar schbnen Dank fiir die schnelle Beantworttung...
Source: Auer, Eduard Marxsen Letter No. 1(p. 340).

^ Eduard Marxsea (1SQ6-1887), Gsrman composer, pianist, and teacher: music instractor to Johannes
Brahms. (See Wiihelm Zinae to Bruckner, July 12, 1886.)
^ Beethoven was bom on December 16, 1770 and baptized on December 17, 1770.
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72, AiitOB Bruckner, Vienna, to Leopold Hofmeyer,^ Steyr

Vienna, December 17,1886

Noble Secretary! True and Dear^ Heart!'
Many thanks for your kindness. Permit me to enclose ten Gulden (Austrian
Currency=OsterreicMsche Waning). I still owe you a great sum. If only I could have you
in Vienna from time to time!
Prosperous Holiday! Happy New Year!
I greet you thankfully and sincerely!
Yours,

Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Viel Dank fur Hire Gute! Erlaube mir...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 194 (p. 214).

^ Leopold HofiEeyer (1855-1900), Church olEcia!—an Advocate of the Bishop—^performing duties in the
town of Steyr; also an organist, coprist, and friend to Bmckner.
^ la German, tmer literally means dear, costly, expensive, precious; but in the fi^rative sense, it means dear,
beloved, cherished,
^ Bmckner and Hofineyer were close friends. The second part of the salutation reads “Trenes, Teieres
Herz!” in the original German.
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73. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Bernhard Denbler,^ St. Fiorian

Vienna, December 22, 1886

Esteemed Professor!
Since I am free from duties this year, I can have the pleasure of spending
Christmas in St. Fiorian once again. Therefore, I should like to travel at 8:00 (actually
7:45), on the express train as far as Enns [on] Friday, December 24, where 1 will arrive at
12:30 in the afternoon. May I ask to have a one-horse buggy reserved for me through my
brother and billed to me.
With respect, in haste, [I remain]
Most devotedly,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Da ich heuer dienstfrei bin...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 195 (p. 215).

^ Prof. Bernhard Deubler (1842-1907), priest and Choir Director at St. Fiorian, Professor of Theology,
coiissiltant, and fiiesd to Brackser. (Sss Bruckner to Igaaz Bruckner, Fsfemsr}’ 27, 1885.)
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74. Anton Bruckiier, Vienna, to Arthur Nikisch,^ Leipzig

Vienna, New Year’s Day, 1887

Most Noble Friend!
At the opening of the year, permit me once more to render my most fervent
thanks for youT great, most highly artistic kindness toward me. Accept my most fervent
thanks! together with the most sincere wish [that] God may preserve your irreplaceable
health, to the renown of German musical art. Give my best also to [the] gracious Theater
Director,* and to his gracious wife, my renewed thanks and my New Year’s greeting. I
implore you to spare your health! Be so good [as] to let Kapellmeister Mahler^ have my
card.
I kiss the hand of your gracious wife, and I also wish [her] everything good!
Forever and ever, I ask that you give a kiss to your dear son in place of my own, [that I
shall never have]. To Bernhard Vogel,'^ again, my sincerest thanks, etc.
My leave-taking from you in Bayreuth was very difficult for me. A fond farewell!
With heartfelt kisses and thanks.
Yours,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Zur Jahreswende gestatte mir nochmal...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 196 (pp. 215-216).

' Arthur NiMsct (1855-1922), most impressive and influential conductor of Ms day. (See Bruckner to Dr.
Wilheimus Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ The Theater Director is mentioned several times la letters by Bruckner but he does not appear in the
literature. Apparently, Bruckner thought Mghly of him and his wife and considered them close friends.
^ Gustav Mahler (1860-1911), Austrian composer, operatic and symphonic conductor, chorus master, and
teacher; momimenta! interpreter of Mozart and Wagner. He was one of the last great composers in the
Austro-Germaa tradition, leaving to posterity nine symphonies and an unfkiished tenth. In 1875, Mahler
was accepted at Yieana Conservatory, where Bruckner was teacMng. Although MaMer did not study
formaiiy with Brackaer, he and Bruckner became friends. A story has it that they would meet on Friday
evenings to socialize; the beer was Bmckaer’s responsibiity, and Mahier was to ftsrnish the bread. Often
they had only beer, for Mahler was a student of poor means.
Adolf Bernhard Vogei (1847-1897), music critic for the Leipziger Nachrichten.
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75. Anton Bnickner, Vienna, to Fraulein Elisabeth Kietz,‘ Bayrentli

Vienna, January 4,1887

Highly Respected Friuleini
Allow me, Honorable Patroness, to offer you and your highly renowned Papa^ my
lineere best wifees fgr
New Yeir, thai^ing bofe of yoi, in t®TL for yoijr great
kindness.
In addition, I will never forget your happy presence in Vienna; and, I truly confess
that I felt your departure! In Amsterdam, and especially in New York, the Seventh has
aroused enthusiasm. Oh! How I would like to see that happen in Dresden, too! In
addition, it will also be performed in Berlin.
To your Herr Papa, my deepest respect. For you, I send full thanks from the
bottom of my heart; and I kiss your very gracious and benevolent hand, remaining with
most sincere respect.
Your highly esteeming and devoted friend,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Gestatten mir hochedle Gdnnerin ebenfalls...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 147 (p. 163).

' Elisabeth Kietz, daughter of the sculptor Gustav August Kietz (1824-1908).
^ “Herr Paps” refers to ths sculptor Gustav Adolph Kietz (1824a 1908) ivho met Brackaer is 1873 in
Bayreuth where Kietz had modeled a bust of Cosima Wagner; but Elizabeth did not meet him until the
w teaw of 1SSS, in V eaas,
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76. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Theodor Helm," Vienna

Vienna, January 9, 1887

My Dear Benefactor!
Permit me to be allowed to lay my sincerest thanks in admiration at your feet!
Particularly at present, once more [at] the year’s turning, I press most sincerely to thank
[you] and to beg the best for yourself from On High.
Herr Doktor, in a highly noble manner and with admirable decorum, you are the
only person who raises your noble voice for me, while all the others—long since sleeping
again (except for my adversaries)—false, weak friends that are already safe and sound in
the camp of my opponents. De gustibm/ etc.
Alresdy m®y times, |om§one [hgs] sfeowii me telfS'aphed reports from New
York wherein is reported that Thomas^ has conducted my Seventh Symphony and the
public has accepted the work enthusiastically.
May I not, once more on this occasion, request a little notice?
KB. Also in Amsterdam.
Another cordial request:
May I not hope this year, my highly noble patron,—the only one— [for a] joyful
[visit with you] on some evening, so that I would be able to open my thankful heart “in
&e form of a joyous profit”!1!? Pleading not to be abandoned, I am, with greatest
respect.
Most sincerely yours,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Gestatten mir Hochderselbe...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 197 (pp. 216-217)

“ Theodor Otto Heim (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music and critic. (See Bruckner to Theodor Helm,
June 19, 1885.)
^From De gusiibus non est disputmdtm, Latin. There is no disputing taste.
^ Thgadorf Themii (|S3S-190S)5 Amfricin
he™ is
hf eame f t f e UlMtfd SM fl in
1§45. Before he was eight years old he played the violin before the King of Hanover who offered Mm a
place in Ms royal household, but Thomas declined. After settling in New York City, he never studied
fhrmaliy again. In 1859, he began conducting and flourished in Manhattan, BrooH3m, PMladeipMa, and
Cincinnati. His sopMsticated programs rivaled those performed in Paris, London, Vienna, and Berlin. The
Thomas CoHectioa of the Newberry Library ia CMcago has fifly volumes of his programs plus Ms notebooks
and letters.
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77. Hans von Billow/ Hamburg, to Wilhelm Zinne,^ Hamburg

Hamburg, February 13,1887

Honorable Herr!
You overrate my capacity and so-called necessity [and] underestimate the
meaning of the responsibilities taken over by me if you believe [that] I have time to read
so long [a] letter like the honorable [one of] yours, much less to answer it entirely. For
myself, I need concentration and—ultraposse nemo tenetar/
[Aljthough at present your estimation of the musical examples of unmusical
imbecility of the block-headed Bruckner absolutely perplexes me;"* nevertheless, I intend
to give you, by way of exception, an hour to present your wish. [On] Thursday, February
16,1 will be available for you from 9:00 to 10:00.
Respectfully and most devotedly,
H. Billow
Incipit: Sie ilberschhtzen meine Leistungsfhhigkeit...
Source: Auer, Letter from Hans von Billow to Wilhelm Ziime (p. 394).

^Hans von Biilow (1830-1894), pianist, conductor, and composer. (See Brackaer to August GdJlerick, July
7, 1885.)
^ Wilheim Zinne (1858-1934), critic for the Hamburg Press and (school) teacher. (See Brackaer to Wilhelm
Zinne, June 16, 1886.)
^ T.atin After an old scholastic proverb. In general, “What cannot be done does not have to be done.”
* This reply was written before von Billow’s “conversion” in regard to Bruckner’s music; however, Zinne’s
correspondence had a tendency to be quite lengthy, just as von BOlow'’s disposition had a tendency to be
somewhat brusque.
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78. Baron Ham von Wolzogen,' Bayreuth, to Anton Braclmer, Vienna

Bayreutli, Febnraiy 13,1S87

Highly Honored Professor!
Today, on the aimiversaiy of the death of Wagner, which lives on efMgently in
your “Adagio,”^ I wish to say something comforting to you, for I fear that my beloved
hometown [of] Berlin has shown itself to you in poor light—and that made [the situation]
doubly painful for me, as a Berliner. One holds the Berliners to be people without
deference, replete [with] criticism and frenzied progress. But the opposite is the case.
To the contrary, they maintain a touching deference toward the old, having very little
censure [of their] own and displaying themselves as extremely ductile toward genuine
progress. [Berliners] are the most good-natured simpletons [in] the world, [but] they
always have the bad luck of behaving in such a way that the foreigner cannot recognize
that [fact]. If, however, the stranger becomes familiar [or] the “new” becomes old, then
they cling to it with the same touching deference, with imperturbable Nordic loyalty.
This future awaits you as well and already today is perceived [by] the best among those
serious musicians, who were annoyed by their fellow-citizens on the evening o f your
symphony. This has been made known to me from true, personal pronouncements which
have more value than [those of] every critic and the ruling majority. A distinguished
writer wrote to me [that] they have placed a feast before asses. That says it all. Another
well-known man of letters, with beautiful musical talent, expressed himself thus: “I have,
up to this dsAs—faute de mieia^—considered Brahms an entirely respectable symphonist:
deadly! How shrunken the little Doctor seems when [his music] comes to stand beside
this giant, as in this concert.”
Filled with the highest esteem, I remain
Yours devotedly,
Hans P. Freiherr von Wolzogen
Incipit: AmheutigenTodestage derinSirem “Adagio”...
Source: Auer, Baron Hans von Wolzogen Letter No.2 (p. 381).

*Barcm Hans Paul von Woizogea (1848-1938), writer on music, as well as a librettist. (See BrackEer to
Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March. 18, 1885.)
^ The second movement from Symphony No. S.
^ Fcmte de mieux, French. For lack of something better.
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79. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Baron Hans von Wolzogen,^ Bayreuth

Vienna, February 2 3 ,1S87

Right Honorable Baron!
Most sincere thanks and deepest admiration of late for your so-astonishing highmindedness. How fortunate is the Baroness—whose hand I kiss in sincerest reverence—
that this noble lady has, with you, an atmosphere [around her that] one does not find
anymore!
Von Biilow^ speaks shockingly about me; indeed, also [in the same way] about
Bfrlio?/ L iszt/ and itill wofif about [fee] M i i t a
Mmiflfi [wMch ii] moit lid!
He declared that only Master Brahms,^ had, in his opinion, the [only] genuine music!!!,
etc. In conjunction with Hanslick,'^ he will give me a difficult time!! Hans Richter^
handles him (Hanslick) altogether desirably, and in Vienna everything is again as [it was]
before.
With deepest respect, begging for [your] affection, I am
^Baron Hans Paul von Wolzogen (1848-1938), German writer on music, as well as a librettist. (See
Bruckner to Baron Hans I'on Wolzogen, Afercli 18,1885.)
^Hans von Biilow (1830-1894), pianist, conductor, and composer. (See Bruckner to August Gdllerich, July
7, 1885,)

^Hector Berlioz (1803-1869), French composer; leading French musician in an age when the French were
excelling in the field of literature. Berlioz was the quintessential Romantic and struggled for acceptance of
bis newldeas, e.g. his orchestration, his idea of melody, his Idee Fixe. In 1826, he entered the Conservatory
in Paris where he studied composition; on his fourth attempt, he won the Prix de Rome. Rules o f the Prix
necessitated his remaining in Rome the entire time that the Prix was in force. However, Beriioz had been
gmittPin by an English actress and devised a method of viewing his beloved without being recognized. He
would go to F.figland and disguise himself as a maid. Me even had a eostume made, which may not have
hidden his identity due to the fact that he was a tail man; even so, when someone misappropriated his maid’s
outfit, he was most perturfel. The world can he thankfiil that he was a much better, iimovativs Romantic
composer than he was a romantic of the other variety.
Franz Liszt (1811-1885), composer, pianist, teacher, conductor, and Wagner’s father-in-law. (See
Bruckner to Felix Motti, April 17, 1885.)
’ Richard Wagner (1813-1883), Romantic composer of operas and music dramas, who stole von Bulow’s
wife, Cosima. Bruckner always referred to him as “the Master.” (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilheimus
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
®Johannes Brahms (1833-1897), Romantic composer of symphonies and various other works. (See
Bmckner to Dr. Wilheimus Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
’ Dr. Iduard Hsrislisk (1S25-1904), Vieasese firusis eritie, ssteiar, arid sivil se m s t. (See gruekser to
Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)

®The Musikverem, the GessEschqft der M usi^eum h, the (Yiennsse) Society ofFrieads of Music. An
honorary association made up principally of accomplished composers, writers on music, and critics; the
Society recognized (musical) artists, and those who loved music and supported musical performance.
®Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acclaim. ( See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
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Most devotedly,
A. Bruckner
N.B. The Deutsche Tageblar/^ from Berlin said “magnificent” on February 2 ( second
fditioB),
Incipit: Herzlichsten Dank m d tiefste Bewunderung...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 198 (p. 217).

10

A major Berlin newspaper of the time.
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80. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Fraideiii Elisabeth Kietz,^ Bayreuth

Vienna, February 23,1887

Highly Respected Fraulein!
Accept herewith my most sincere thanks and my deepest admiration for your
highly noble heart! Forgive my negligence!—it is the Eighth Symphony that lays claim
to my attention; and—painfully, so little time for work! which makes me feel so often
discouraged Also, von Wolzogen^ has written to me and informed me [of] the incredible
favor [for] my work [coming] out of Berlin. Today I must write many letters; this is the
first.
Regards to your Herr Papa!^ My compliments to your brother; and, to you,
Frlilem. many handldssesl The Deutsche Tageblgtt, from Februpy 2 (Bfriin), has
written magnificently.
In highest respect.
Yours,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Nehmen Sie hin meinen herzlichsten Dank...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 148 (p. 164).

^ Elizabeth Kietz, a friend of Bmcioier. (See Bruckner to Elizabeth Kietz, June 17, 1S86.)
' Hsss YOKWolzogen (lS4Ssl93S), Gsrtnas 'ATitsr on music, librettist, Brackaer enthusiast, aad friend.
(See Baron Hans von Wokogen, March 18, !885.)
^ Guitiv Augmt K ftz (1S24-1908), rfcognwfd GfrTOgn scuigter w h ? roadf |fY fr§ l images of Wagnfr,
(See Bnickner to EMzabeth Kietz, June 17, 1886.)
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81. Jean Louis Mcode,^ Dresden, to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Dresden, March, 1887

Highly Honored Sir and Master!
You may count me among the most delighted disciples of your wonderful
creation ([the] E major Symphony).^ It is for me a great joy to be able to advise
[you] that on Tuesday, March 15,1 am going to bring this work to performance
for the first time (here) in my last ‘Thilharmonic Concert.” May your great spirit
be present. In high respect.
Your entirely devoted,
J. L. Nicode
Incipit: Sie diirfen mich zu Ihren begeisterten Anhanger...
Source: Auer, J. L. Nicode Letter No. 1 (p. 235).

^Jeaa Louis Nicode (1853-1919), Gennan pianist, conductor, and composer who may have been of French
lineage. He studied piano ia Berlin with Theodor KuUak (1818-1882) and taught and performed in Berlin,
where he established the Nicode Concerts. In 1878, he became a professor at the Royal Conservatory in
Dresden, resigning Ms post in 1885 to become Director of the PMharmonic Concerts. Later, he also
conducted the Dresden Choral Society. As a pianist, Ws playing was both warm and artistically insightful.
IBs most important composition Das Afeer, a symphonic ode, makes some use of Leitmotif; is in six
movements scored for large orchestra aad choras; and takes a whole evening to perform.
^ Symphony No. 7.
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82. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Jean Louis Nicode,^ Dresden

Vienna, March, 1887

Right Honorable Sir:
With the most heartfelt joy, I have received your letter, which honors me so.
With all my heart, I would like to be with you on Tuesday, and already I thank [you] in
advance from my entire soul for all [of] the trouble and kindness!
N.B.: At the end of the second movement (Adagio) in the tuba passages (the true
funeral music), three measures before Y, four horns playing jf f sound much better than
two.^ Good luck! I ask for kindness!
Very indebtedly,
A. Brackner
I greet the celebrated orchestra most sincerely!
Incipit: M t herzlichster Freude habe ich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 199 (p. 218).

^ Jean Louis Nicode (1853-1919), German pianist, conductor, and composer. (See Jean Louis Nicode to
Bruckner, March, 1S87.)
^ Bruckner is giving performance instractions for a portion of the Adagio movement of Ms Seventh
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83. Jean Louis Nicode,^ Kdtzsechenbroda bei Dresden, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

[K&tzschenbroda bei Dresden], March 11, 18S7

Highly Esteemed Sir and Master!
Several days ago I read a report about the Vienna performance o f your newest (Cminor) symphony,^ and I direct the polite inquiry to you: would you entrust to me as
quickly as possible the printed material (score and parts) of this work toward the
objective of performance? [Please] be good enough to communicate with me [in] detail
if and when I may expect your sending of the score.
Address: Nicode, Kdtzschenbroda bei Dresden
In the confidence that you are quite well, I am
Your most faithfully devoted admirer,
J. L. Nicode
Incipit: Vor einigen Tagen las ich einen Bericht...
Source: Auer, J. L. Nicode Letter No.2 (p. 335).

*Jean Louis Nicode (1853-1919), German pianist, conductor, and composer (possibly ofFrencIi descent).
(His fathftt had besa a pupil of Bach in Leipzig.) He was one of the most respected organists of Ms time,
b o S as an improvisor and as an organ builder. He was a pianist of great warmth and a conductor of great
insight. (See J. L. Nicode to Brackaer, March, 1887).
^ Symphony No. 8 in C minor.
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84. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Theodor

Vienna

Vienna, April 22,1887

Right Honorable Doctor!
Greetings! As the only representative of my work in Vienna, p] thank fjoii] for
allowing my Fifth Symphony to be recommended. At your request, I have consented to
the preliminary performance. The chorus, Um Mitternacht is new, the third with the
same title.^ The Society has returned from Strassburg (in the region of Alsace), no
doubt by the shortest route from the Schottenring? I am allowing myself to send you the
newspaper. In thankM respect [and] with a thousand cheers, please [permit] me to
send you this wine, [that] most graciously will not be disdained! There is that alreadymentioned [circumstance in regard to my] sending it [to you, but] by no other means can
I present the spring draught with my toast to the honorable doctor.
With great thanks and respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Bitte schdnstens, lassenHochselber,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 200 (pp. 218-219).
Graflinger, Letter No. 28 (p. 37).

* Theodor Heim (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music and critic. (See Brackner to Theodore Helm, June
19, 1885.)
^ A vocal composition for male chorus a capella, composed on February 11, 1886, for a concert at the
Sdngerhaus in Strassbourg. It is Bruckner’s third musical setting of the same poem by S.obert Prutz.
^ Brackaer lived at 1 Hessgasse, Apt. 7, a street near the University. As it connects with the Scfaottenring
and is so close to the University, Brackner would have been oveqoyed by the tribute i/the members of the
Society had taken the time to stop aad greet him—^aad perhaps siag his coispositioH.
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85. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Theodor Heim,* Vienna

Vienna, June 2,1887

Dear Friend,
Thank you sincerely for the kind letter! I cannot deny that I felt genuine pain and
isolation at that time! Look closely for yourself at the situation in Vienna—to mention
only one—I agree. Von Btiiow^ will work for my ruin as long as he lives.
Mr. Bany^ wrote me from London that on May 23, Richte/ conducted my
Seventh Symphony with masterly skill, before a large audience, and that the work excited
his highest delight and his deepest admiration. But he does not write how the public
itself received [the work]. Also, to date, no critical re\iew has become known to me.
May I beg for your further goodwill!
With deepest respect,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Danke herzlichst fur das liebenswurdige Schreiben!
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 201 (p. 219).
Graflinger, Letter No. 29 (p. 38).

* Theodor Heim (IS43-1920), Austrian writer on music aad newspaper critic. (Sss Brackner to Theodor
Helm, June 19, 1885.)
^ Hans von Buiow (1830-1894), Gennan conductor and pianist. (See Bmckner to Augu.st Gollerich, July 7,
1885.)
^ “Mr. Barry” does not appear in the literature.
* Hans Richter (1843-19i6), Austro-Hungaiiaa conductor of international fame. (See Bruckner to Baron
Haas von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
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86. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Nikolaus Manskopf,^ Frankfort

Vienna, M y 2 3 ,1E87

Much Honored Sir!
You will discover that the Seventh—and from October or November, also the
Fourth Symphony, as well as my Quintet—have been published by Gutmam,^' Opera
House in Vienna.
The Third Symphony and Te Dewn are being done by Rattig Bellaria^ in Vienna.
The remaining symphonies are not yet at print.
Devotedly yours,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Der nachstehende Brief stammt aus dem musikhistorischen Museum...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 69 (p. 79).

^ Friedrich Mcolas Mgnskopf (1S69-1928), wine dealer frosi Fraskfert and famous colector of memorabilia
of musicians and actors. In 1892, he Imd accumulated about 15,000 items; but after two years, Manskopf
had expanded his cxjilection to some 30,000 units. At bis death, his heirs gave the magnificent collection to
the city of Frank&rt; and since 1947, it has besn m inseparable part of the Music and Theater Department at
the Stadt- und UniversitatsMMmtkek
^ Albert J. GutiaaiMi (d.l914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna.
^ lattig Bellaria is the name of a music-publishing house m Vienna; Thsodor llttig (1841-1912) was its first
proprietor.
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87. Hermann Levi,^ Mimich, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Septembers, 1887

Honorable Friend!
Sincere thanks for letting us give the first performance of [your] E i^ th
Symphony! Please send the full score right away. I would like to have the parts copied
here, but the performance cannot take place before the end of November or beginning of
December! It makes me very happy [that] you have arrived at a better relationship with
Richter.^—When you come this way to a rehearsal, stay with me! I will not do it
otherwise. And take a thoroughly long vacation!!
In friendship and honor.
Yours sincerely [and] devotedly,
Hermann Levi
I was away from here [for] two days, [which explains] the delay in my answer!
Incipit: Herzlichen Dank, dass Sie Dire Achte uns...
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 6 (p. 319).

^ Hermaim Levi (1S39-1900), distinguislied GermaB conductor. (See Brackaer to Dr. Wilhsinius Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
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88. Henaann Levi,' Munich, to Josef Schalk,^ Vienna

Munich, September 30,1887

Honorable Herr Schalk!
I don’t know what else to do [but to] call upon your advice, your assistance;
briefly said, I am unable to [fathom the depths of] the Eighth Symphony and do not have
the courage to perform it.
I am confident [that] orchestra and audience would display the greatest resistance.
Then, that would be all the same to me, provided that I, myself, as would have happened
[with] the Seventh, when I, at that time, might have been able to say to the orchestra,
“You will learn to like it after the fifth rehearsal.” But I am terribly disappointed! [For
days] on end I have studied, but I am unable to come to terms with the work. Far be it for
me to want to pronounce judgment—it is very possible that I deceive myself—that I am
too dull or too old—but I find the instrumentation impossible; and what has me
especially terrified is the great similarity with the Seventh, the forms being nearly
according to [the same] pattem. The coda of the first movement is grandiose, but I have
no idea how to carry it out.
And even the last movement—that is to me a closed book.
Now, what to do! I am horrified, when I think how this message will have an
effect on our fiiend! I cannot write to him. Should I propose to him [that] he may like to
hear the work at a rehearsal here? I have befriended a good musician [and have] in my
emergency given [him] the score;—but he, too, is of the opinion [that] a performance is
impossible. Please write to me immediately about how I should act in relation to
Bruckner. If, thereby, it would come to pass that he looks upon me as a fool, or even
worse as unfaithful, then I intend quietly to accept that.
But I fear something worse, [truly] fear that his disappointment would be entirely
devastating to him.

Hmaaan Levi (1839-1900), distisgaished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhsimas Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^Jo.sef Schalk (1857-1901), pianist, conductor, profe.ssor at Vienna Conserevatory; brother of Franz Schalk
(1863-1931). He was a student and friend of Bruckner and a great admirer of Ms music. Josef Schalk and
Franz Zottmann wanted to surprise Bruckner with a performance of the origkal reduction for two pianos of
Bruckner’s Fifth Symphony. However, they were surprised themselves when he was very belligerent about
rehearsals and nearly impossible to please. Schalk was patient but finally had to put his foot down. The
performance was on April 20, 1887. Afterward, at the celebration in Gauze’s restaurant, Bmckner treated
ail to the finest wine. At this point, one can detect a radical mood shift, which more details of these
iaddeats prove. Schalk was responsible for the copying of Bmckner scores and also making piano
reductions. Here, Levi seems dumbfounded by the Eighth Symphony and has asked advice from Bruckner’s
close fiiend Josef Schalk, who knows his music and his disposition well.
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Are you acquainted in detail with the symphony? And, in addition, would you
then be able [to assist] me with [it]? [Please] help me; I am completely at a loss!
With friendly greetings.
Your wholly submissive
Hermaim Levi
Incipit: Ich weiss mir nicht anders zu helfen,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 1, from Hermann Levi to Josef Schalk (pp. 395-396).
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89. Hermaim Levi,’ Manicii, to Josef ScMk,^ Vienna

Munich, October 14,1887

Highly Honored Sir!
Thank you veiy much for your kind words, which have been very reassuring [to]
me. After receiving your [letter], I wrote to Bruckner. As of today, however, [I] have
received no answer. Has he spoken with you, possibly shown you my letter? How has he
received it? Please go to him and then apprise me how you found him!
I have placed the Romantic [Symphony, No. 4 in E-flat major,] on our program
for December 14.
Should I still retain the Eighth or send it back to Brackner?
With the most obliging greetings.
Yours very devotedly,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Haben Sie vielen Dank fur Ihre freundlichen Zeilen...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 2, from Hermann Levi to Josef Schalk Letter (p. 396).

Heraiann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilheimus Ludovicus
van Msurs, Fdsraary 9, ISS5.)
^ Josef Schalk (1857-1900), pianist, student of Brackner, elder brother of Franz Schaik (1863-1931). The
brothsri v/qre fflong the &gt to ehimaieo Bruckafr’s
fsp fd liy the lyiiagligiMfg, U irfortenrtfly,
they were willing to present the symphonies in much less than autheatic versions, prepared by themselves
aad evea others—all in the name of gsttiog his music published and performed. Cuts and other changes
were their trademark. Ironicaily, they considered Brackner to be the Master of Ms craft. Josefs influence
can be found in the first edition of Symphony No. 8, pubfished is 1892. (See Hennann Levi to Josef Schalk,
September 30, 1S87.)
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90. E, Schweitzer,^ Altona,^ to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Allee 247
Altona, November 19, 1887

Honored Heir Professor!
It is impossible for me to omit telling you of the death of my fatherly friend.
Royal Music Director Eduard Marxsen,^
Gently and peacefiiUy, he expired yesterday evening due to his year-long, very
painful illnesses (asthma, kidney disease, and heart degeneration). Without thinking of
death, he collapsed suddenly from a stroke, [and passed from this life] peacefully. Peace
be with him.
Yours most devotedly,
E. Schweitzer
Incipit: Nichtunterlassenkanniches,...
Source: Auer, E. Schweitzer Letter No. 3 (p. 363).

^E. Schweitzer (c. 1856-1890), musician from Hamburg.
^Former city; new part ofHaaiburg.
^ Eduard Marxsen (1806-1887), German pianist, teacher, and composer. He studied in Vienna, later moving
to Hamb«rg whfff b# w ii i imjcb i»sfat-rt-fr tftcfafr, U 1875. MliTsseg wm givfa thf prwfd titlf of
Royal Music Director. As a composer, he wrote symphonies, overtures, and other compositions, including a
work for piano solo entitied Fcmtasie “alia moda ” iiber den Kc^ee, the theme of wmch is C-O-F-F-E-E; it
appeared in 1831, the same year as Robert SchumanD’s {lMO-1%56) Abbeg VariatiGm. Marxsen was
adinired and venerated by Bruckaer.
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91. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Hermanii Levi,^ Munich

[c. 18§8]

[No salutation]
Upon my return from Bayreuth, to my sorrow, I received back from Mainz the
Romantic Symphony in E-flat" and, indeed, without any alleged, reason/ After that, Herr
Seidf asked for [the] score and was of the opinion [that] he would find a publisher over
there/ Now, Herr Gutmann,^ himself, wants—and is of the opinion [that] I am obliged
to request— 1000 Florins from the palace for him. In no case can I do that. Rather, he,
himself, should negotiate there without my [having to] proffer the fee; indeed, p] have
never yet received anything: (while Brahms^ received so much). {KB.: From Rattig,^ 50
Florins.) Again, in Vienna, there is nothing new. That nothing at ail will be performed
this year is preferable to me. Old friends have again become adversaries, and you know
how that is. In brief, the reactionary, old-established treatment from all factions!
Without Hanslick^—nothing proceeds in Vienna. Indeed, I [might] have already done a
dozen years’ penance [for] my position as lecturer.
[A. Bruckner]
Incipit: Bei meiner Riickkehr aus Bayreuth erhielt ich...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 205 (pp. 221-222).
Graflinger, Letter No. 59 (pp. 67-68).

' Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Symphony No. 4._
^Bruckner was always searching for publishers for his works.
Anton Seidl (1850-1898), conductor.
* In September, 1885, Anton Seidl (1850-1898) went to New York as the new conductor at the
Metropolitan Opera. It is possible that this letter is somewhat earlier than previously thought and that this
reference is to a proposed publication in the United States.
* Albert J. Gutmann (d. 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna. (See Bruckner to Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
’ Johannes Brahms (1833-1897), composer who became increasingly hostile toward Bruckner. (See
Bruckaer to Wilhelmus Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
®Theodor Rattig, Viennese publisher. He was proprietor o f the Bossenddrfer publishing house of
Biissjager and Rattig, which published the Third Symphony, both the orchestral score and 'iJis four-hand
piano arrangement by Rudolf Krzyzanowski and the seveatesn-yeffi--old Gustav MaMer.
Eduard Hansiick (1825-1904), Vsenaess critic and scholar; a “philologist.” (See Bruckner to Baron Hans
von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
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92, Anton Bruckaer, Viema, to Frau Betty von Mayfsld,^ Schwannenstadt

Vienna, January 30, 1888

Gracious Lady!
Thank you from [the bottom of] my heart for your graciousness, as well as [that]
of your husband, the Government Councillor.^ The Eighth Symphony is far from
finished; I have many proposed changes and too little time for working [at them].^ On
the 22“^ of the month. Crown Princess Stefanie bestowed upon me [her] utmost esteemed
congratulations. During the course of March, the Fourth Symphony (the Romantic) will
be performed in Munich. In London, Boston, and Prague, the Seventh Symphony [has]
had enormous [success}.
With [a] handkiss and [with great] respect.
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Danke vom Herzen sowohl...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 202 (p. 220).

^ Betty voa Mayfeid (1831-1908), maiden name; von Jenny. She studied composition and also received
tuition in piano performance from Bruckner (during his Linz Period), for she was a talented pianist.
^ Moritz von Mayfeid, the hu.sband of Betty, held an important government post. (See Bruckner to Moritz
von Mayfeid, May 12,1885.)
^Bruckner often made changes in his compositions and even released different versions for publication.
Composers often make changes, but not for reasons of personal insecurities or out of desperation because
their works are not being performed; at times, however, Bruckner simply followed the advice o f conducters,
other rtiHsiftians and mends. (An example would be the influence of Franz Scfaaik [1863-193!].) Bruckner
is often critidzrf for his indecisiveness, although psychologists now understand that he was a victiin of
Asperger’s Syndrome, a neurological disorder characterized by a collection of autistic-like symptoms. No
one person diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome evinces all of the symptoms, so the Syndrome is often
c.haJlmging to ^sess. What appear as socialization problems, emotional insecurity, and perseveration, occur
because the person with Asperger’s sees the world as organized in a very different way than others do.
Looking to the infest and early deaths of a number of his siblings, Ms father’s early demise, the suicide of
Ms cousin and teacher, Ms mother’s well-meaning but extremely stem ways, etc., one can see that, in
addition, Bruckner experienced a preponderance of negative models upon wMch to base his concept of life.
These circumstances m&y have been responsible for his depression; fijrthennore, as an adult, he often feit
persecuted. It is unusual but fortunate for Mm that he was able to maintain genuine relationships and that he
had Hue Mends who loved Mm and.Ms work intriasically; (Schoiars usually do agree that his Third ■
Symphony was actually improved by Ms fest revision; however, there still remain three complete versions of
that one.)
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93. Anton Bruckner, Yieima, to the Court Opera Orchestra, Viema

Vienna, January 30, 1888

Highly Laudable I[mperial] R[royal] Orchestra!
please] allow me to extend [my] M l admiration of the unrivaled, most highly
artistic performances on the 22“*^of the month; [in addition,] may I extend my heartfelt
tfianks to Kapellmeister Dr. Hans Richter^ as well as to all of the musicians [of] the
Court Orchestra.
Three cheers!
Anton Brackner
Incipit: Yell Bewundenmg...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 203 (p. 220).
Graflinger, Letter No. 127 (p. 139).

* Hansliciiter(lS43-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of ktematioiiai acclaim. (See Bruckoer to Baron
Hans von Woizogsn, March 18, 1885.)
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94. HejmaBn Levi/ [Munich], to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

[Munich], February 14, 1888

Honorable Friend!
I have scheduled your “Romantic” Symphony^ for March 14! Hopefully, you
[will] have the time and [the] inclination to come over here. Although at no earlier time
did you accept my invitation to stay in my home, herewith I still repeat it again most
sincerely!—
Please take cars that I have the complete material in hand [by the] end of the
month! Already a year ago I sent Herr Gutmann^ 1000 Marks; at that time, he wrote me
[that] the printer demanded an advance (!!). You [will] want to communicate this most
agreeably with my best greetings! And thank also Heir Almerroth'^ for the forwarding of
the critical reviews and his friendly letter.
In admiration and heartfelt loyalty.
Yours,
Hermann Levi
Fiedler^ sends his warm greetings. At present, the young ladies from Wahnfried^
are [at his home] for a visit.
Incipit: Ich habe fur den 14. Marz die “Romantische” angefetzt!
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 7 (pp. 319-320).

*Hmaauii Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Symphony No. 4.
^Mhsrt J. Gutmann (d. 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
A mutual fiiend.
’ Konrad Fiedler (1841-1895), author living in Munich where Bruckner met him in March, 1885. (See
Bruckner to Beano Walter, March 27, 1885.)
®Wahnfhed was Wagner’s home in Bayreuth. Levi is referring to Wagner’s daughters. His younger
daughter Eva corresponded with Bruckner. She married Houston Stewart Chamberlain; their sons, Siegfried
and Wolfram, made many changes in the staging for Wagner music dramas at Bayreuth.
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95, Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Josef Gruber,^ St. Florian

Vienna, April 24, 1888

PDear] Sir!
Upon my return to Vienna, I immediately made these four Tanttm Ergos^
workable,‘having [gathered] them together, although [each] is [a] separate [piece of
music]. My respects to Professor Deubler^; I ask Mm to have the full scores copied for
St. Florian by Herr Aigner.'*' Then I ask you, yourself, kindly to remit [them] to the
printer. Please [see to it] that the four Tantum Ergos remain together,
I was sincerely gladdened by the great success of the Fourth Symphony^ in New
York, through the recent performance [by the] celebrated conductor.^ May I repeat my
request in that I commend myself to your wife and [to] you affectionately.
Yours,
Brackner
Incipit: Diese 4 Tantum ergo, ...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 204 (p. 221).
Graflinger, Letter No. 149 (pp. 164-165).

' Josef Gruber (1S55-1933), successor of Josef Seiberi (1836-1877), who was the successor of Brackner as
Stiftsorganist at the Monastery of St. Florian.
^From the
[846,
^ Prof. Bernhard Deubler (1842-1907), Choir Director at St. Florian. (See Bruckner to Ignaz Bruckner,
February 27, 1885.)
^ Karl Aigner (1863-1935), bookkeeper for a bank, Stiftsrmsiher, and copyist.
^ Symphony in E-flat Major, the “Romantic.”
^ Under the baton of Anton Seidl (1850-1898), Austro-Hungarian conductor who was greatly influenced by
Haas Richter (1843-1916). Ricker weirt to Bayreuth in 1872, where he assisted Wagner in the preparatioa
of me Ring Cycle for performance in 1876. He became one of the. great Wagner conductors of-Ms day,
paving the way for Wagner’s recognition in New York. Even Wagner praised him.
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96. Anton Bruckner, Viema, to Hofkapellineister Pins RicMer,' Vienna

Vienna, July 9, 1888

Right Honorable Court Kapellmeister!
What kind of champion is this Herr Bibi?^ I have taken over Ms services for the
15* and 21**, and now he wants to know nothing more.
Would you please kindly write to Mm that I am going to be there on the 15* at
8:45. Thank you so much! For the followmg week, may I please request, [for] myself, as
always, somewhere to stay.
With respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Was 1st doch der H. Bibl...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 150 (pp. 165-166).

Note [in] the hand[writing] of Pius Richter:^
July 29
August 4
August 19
August 25

All Sunday Services:
f*
Benediction:
I
High Mass and Benediction: I
Benediction:
I

‘ Pius Richtsr (1818-1893), organist, composer, and Kapsilmeister. In 1867, he succeeded Siraor Sschter
(1788-1867) as Cathedral Organist. SecMer had been Bruckner’s counterpoint teacher.
^Brackner is referring to Rudolf Bibi (1832-1902), organist (and son o f an organist), archivist, choral
director, and composer. Like Bruckner, he studied with Simon SecMer, In 1850, he became organist at the
Church of St. Peter in Vienna, then advanced to organist at Stefansdoia in 1859. la 1863, he took over as
Hoforganist; in 1897, Ho&apellineister.
’ This note has been preserved and is ia possession of the City Library of Vienna.
^ Here, ‘T ’ is the abbreviation for “Ich,” in this case meaning that this is a list of services fer which Richter
would himself play during the month when Bruckner would be deputizmg for him on the 15* and 2 V.
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97. Anton Bruckner, Yieima, to Karl Waideck,' Linz

Vienna, November 3, 1888

Dear Friend!
[May you] receive the sincerest renewal of my deeply felt congratulations on your
name day! Notwithstanding the highly delightM Suits of your artistic work—for which
I heartily congratulate [you]—it is your physical well-being, your health, that I desire
with my whole being from the all-bountiM heaven. God grant you many, many healthy
years [to come]!
Your old friend,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Empfange die herrlichtste Emeuenmg...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 206 (p. 222).

^ Karl Waidsck (lMl-1905), organist; stadeat of Bruckaer. He became Bmckaer’s saccessor at Liaz
Cathedral upoaBruckner’s reconunendatiori and was Kapellmeister at the Linzer Dom« and Stadtpfarrkirche
trom 1§90 to 1905. Waidsck had become acquaintsd with Bruckner while he was working as an as.sistant
teacher in T.inz, and they became friends. Waldeck blamed overwork for Bruckner’s obsessional behavior,
which was probably true in part.
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98. Bruckner, Vienna, to Fraulein Marflia'

1 Hessgasse, Apt. 7
Vienna, November 5,1888

Highly Respected Fraulein!
What will you think of me? I felt indescribably joy&i over your dear, sweet letter
and put it immediately in my pocket next to my heart, where it was to stay until Fraulein
Martha [can] come to Linz. Suddenly, I can find my jewel no more. Perchance, my
[housekeeper] Kathi is at fault.—[ButJ we seek in vain.
Therefore, [I am using] this address, which I picked [out just] now.
I thank Fraulein Martha very sincerely for this distinction, and request her
beautiful photograph rij^t [away]. Unfortunately, I cannot see you now (I mean, in
reality). For that reason, I want to look upon your picture often and with pleasure.
I have dreadfully much to do and am a little desperate for this reason Stay in
genuinely good health. [As for myself,] I am not completely [well] and will visit Prof.
Schrdtte? in the [very] near future, because of my larynx.
To the gracious wife of the State Councillor, a handkiss; to the Councillor, my
respects!
my honored friend.
With a kiss on the hand and affectionate compliments.
Yours, with highest esteem,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Was werden Sie von mir denken?
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 67 (pp. 77-78).

^
otherwse uaidejitifisd lady that. Bmckasr. had met; obsiously, lie w.2 s eachaate-d Mth her. She did send
him her portrait, but aotliiEg more is heard from or about her.
^ Prof. Hermann von Schrotter was Brackner’s physician.
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99. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Arthur Nikisch,^ Leipzig

Vienna, November 23,1888

Dearest Most Noble and Genial Friend, Patron, and Kapellmeister!
[Here is] a most sincere request of you [that] you will be truly unwiUing to reject
In case you truly are to perform my Seventh Symphony in Berlin, I plead [with] you:
please let me know several weeks beforehand, so that the Wagner Verein in Berlin,
through the one in Vienna, can be advised [of] it. I pray this of you.
Hansiick!! Bulow!! Joachim!!!“* In God’s name! I work; I do whatever is
possible. To your dear lady, my handkiss!. Farewell!
Your indebted friend,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Eine innigste Bitte...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 207 (pp. 222-223).

^ Arthur NiMscb (1855-1922), most impressive and infliieBtial conductor of Ms day. (See Bruckner to
Wilheimus Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.).
^ Eduard Hansiick (1S25-1904), critic, scholar, “philologist”; he was unnecessarily unkind to Bruckner in his
criticism.
^ Hans voa Biilow (1830-1894), German conductor and pianist. At first he disliked Bruckner’s music but
was later “converted” and championed Bruckner, (See Brackner to August Gollericfa, M y 7, 1885.)
^ Josef Joachim (1831-1907), violinist; founder of the Joachim Quartet in 1869, which played fi-equeatly in

Viema.
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100. Anton Bruckaer, Vienna, to Fraulein Martha^

Vienna, November 23, 1888

Highly Respected Fraulein!
I cannot express my great joy at [receiving] your magnificent portrait. Thank you
for it, from the bottom of my heart! That, being portrayed through this very well-done
likeness, is not a trivial thing; you are such a highly intelligent, splendidly tumed-out,
beautiful young lady, proclaimed with the most noble feminine virtues. Whoever knows
you [better] can only admire you; and, please, God, that you remain so! Once more,
thank you very much. (I do not have your address.) I kiss the hand of the assistant
Councillor’s gracious wife, as well as yours, my honorable fiiend. To Herr Councillor,
my respects! With the most sincere respect, I remain
Your admiring old fiiend,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Wie gross meine Freude...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 68 (pp. 78-79).

At tMs writing, Frauisin Martha has stiil not besa identified.
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101. Franz Schalk,^ Reichenberg, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Reichenberg, December 18, 1888

Most Sincerely Honored Master!
In remembrance of all the beautiful hours in which I enjoyed the [good] fortune
and blessing o f your instruction and intimate conversation, I ask that you accept me into
the circle of those who enthusiastically and from their hearts are permitted to express
their best wishes to you, dear Master, in these days. For me, it is probably the most
painful deprivation no longer to be able to participate in your work personally.
Therefore, I have to envision how a new work is growing robustly [so] that it shall fill
living and future generations with awe; and I hope that it shall be granted us to hear [your
works] perhaps in the coming springtime.
Until then, of course, I have to be contented with wishing you a splendid,
prosperous year in which the Muse and Spirits remain with you for the completion of the
Ninth Symphony, for the sake of us ail. On New Year’s Eve, I will think of you, my dear
Master, in most thankful affection; and on behalf of the prosperity of the Ninth, I will not
fail to drink a toast.
In deep reverence and gratitude.
Francisce
Incipit: In Erinnerung an all’ die schonen Stunden...
Source: Auer, Franz Schalk Letter No. 1 (p. 356).

*5rgaz Schalk (1863-.1931.X Aastiiaa conductor, student, then friend of Bruckner. In 1900, he became the
first conductor of the Vienna Court Opera under MaMer’s directorship, iater becoming Director himseif, and
going on to conduct at the Metropolitan Opera and at Covent Garden. He and his older brother Josef
(1857-1900) were among the first to recognize Bruckner’s genius and to champion Ms music. In trying to
have Bruckner’s music performed, they presented his works in imauthentic versions, prepared by themselves
and others. Franz Schalk’s influence can be seen in the first edition o f the “recomposed” version of
Symphony No. 3, from 1890. He collaborated with Ferdinand Lowe for the first revised edition of
Symphony No.4, also from 1890; and was solely responsible for the spurious first edition of Symphony
No.5, from 1896.
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102. Aiiton Bruckner, Vienna, to Baron Earn y o u Wolzogen,'^ Bayrettth

Vienna, Januaiy 1, 1889

Dear Honorable Herr Baron!
From [the] fullness of [my] soul, I shout to my noblest patron, especially today at
the [beginning of] the new year; three cheers!
May God bless you, Baron, and be a generous benefactor to you for all the proven
good [that you do]! lam again healthy and have been working steadily since June on my
Third Symphony in D minor, [the] Wagner Symphony,^ which I have thoroughly revised.
Oh, if only the immortal blessed one could be here.^ What indescribable bliss for me!
The Brahms'^ cult has achieved here the most imbeiieveable thing. Hans Richter/ the
very first in line!!I maintained [that] the new way would have no justification in the
concert at ail; and (because of Hansiick/ [he] no longer dares to accept anything of mine
for the prospectus.
To the gracious Baroness, I send a handkiss. With deepest respect and gratitude,
[I remain]
Indebtedly yours,
Anton Bruckner
Incipit: AusvollsterSeelerufeich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 208 (p. 223).

' Baron Hass voa Wolzogen (1848-1938), German writer on music and librettist; Bruckner friend and
enthusiast. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
^ This is the one symphony which was improved by Bruckner’s revision. He strengthened the work and
actually made it better than before; this is not true of the others which were revised to suit conductors,
friends, and his own insecurity.
^Richard Wagner (1813-1883).
* Johannes Brahms (1833-1897), Romantic composer. (See Brackner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus van
Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Haas von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
* Eduard Hansiick (1825-1904), scholar, “philologist,” and critic who wrote scathing articles about
Brackner’s music. (See Brackner to Baron Haas von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885).
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103. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Members of the Co'Uit Opera Orchestra, Vienna

Vienna, March 1,1889

[Esteemed] Members of the Court Opera Orchestral
[Please] allow the undersigned to offer herewith this most heartfelt thanks to the
conductor. Dr. Hans Richter,^' and all of the members of the I[mperiai] R[oyai] Court
Opera Orchestra, for the brilliant conducting and excellent performance of his Seventh
Symphony.^
Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Der Gefertige erlaubt...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 209 (p. 224).

' HanR.mig.hter (1843*1916), Austro-HuiigariaB conductor of iHteraatioual acclaim. (See Bruckaer to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 1§, 1885.)
^ Symphony in E major.
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104. Anton Brackner, Viema, to Rosalie Hneber,^ Vocklabrack

Vienna, March 14, 1889

Dear Sister!
please] accept my heartfelt sympathy at the deepest, saddest loss of your only
daughter! God give you two-fold strength! For the departed (our dear niece), however,
eternal peace! A week ago (Wednesday), I attended a high mass which was said at the
Scohottenkirche^ for the deceased Johanna; I am sending the enclosed twenty Gulden to
help [with] the cost of the funeral. Let us pray regularly for the dear one who has gone
before us!
Your brother,
Anton
Yesterday a young officer, [the] son of a very rich citizen, was stabbed to death at
fencing practice!''
Incipit: Nehmt mein herzlichstes Beileid...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 210 (p. 224).

' Rosalie Husber was Brackner’s sister. (See B raekae to Johaim Nepomuk Husber and Rosalie Huebsr,
February 9, 1885.)
^ Around the thirteenth century, missionaries irom Scotland and Ireland came to found a monastery through
which to spread the word of Christianity. Thus the name; Schotten.
^ TMs is not a usual statement that would appear in a letter of condoience. Was Bruckner trying to console
by poiiitmg out the sorrow of others? Was he saying that the good die young? Was he thinking of Ms own
death? Today we would have a label for Ms emotional problems and counselling to cure his mother’s
damage to .Ms self-esteem. He .never learned to cope as an adult; Ms-attempts are those of a young chiid.^ In
addition, he had Asperberger’s Syndrome.
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105. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to August Gollerich,^ Bayreuth

Viema, August 12, 1889

Dear Noble Friend and Patron!
Excuse me: yet another request! I wish to know of what the spires above the
dome of the two city towers (where we were) consist.^"' Next to the dome is: a.) the stu4
then b.) the weather-vane with ornament; isn't it? Then — c.) a cross??? And a
lightning rod or what else? Is there a cross?
What is on the spire of the Catholic church? [I believe] only a weather-vane
without a cross?
Excuse [me] many times, and P] thank you in advance. Please make a note of
everything', in [the] autumn I shall ask for clarification, at which time I will have much to
tell my dearest of all friends and patrons. With a thousand kisses.
Yours,
Bruckner
Incipit: Verzeihen Sie: noch eine Bitte!
Source: Auer, Letter No. 211 (p. 225).

Bruckner’s official biographer. (See Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7, 1885.)
^During Ms Linz period (in 1867), Bruckner experienced a serious nerve disorder, perhaps exacerbated by
overwork. (His di.sorder was really an on-going one which is now recognized as Asperger’s Syndrome and
always includes some degree of autism.) One aspect of this “nerve disorder” bore some resemblance to
number mania: for example, wisMng to put elements in Ms own type of order; it has been said that at times
he would even count the number of windows in a building. la Ms decline, the symptomatology recurred. Ia
this case, Bruckner is asking about the architectural details of the (Protestant) Stadtkirche with its two
coijaected towers os the west end of the edifice, and then about the Catholic Caurdi. Such details are
probably not those about which most people would be interested.
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106. Anton Brucloier, Vienna, to Wilhelm Floderer/ Linz

Vienna, October 11, 1889
Dear Friend!
Whether the text,^ in re^ rd to the content and the textual emphasis, is suited to
the old music, I must leave to you as composer. You are, therefore, the responsible one.
For the rest, I am glad whenever the Aiistrians sing anything of mine. A handkiss to your
gracious lady, greetings and a kiss to you.
Yours,
Anton Bruckner

Incipit: Ob sich der Text...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 212 (p. 225).

^ Wilhelm FlGdgFST ■{i-843-1917), SapeM-iaeister aad -csBiposer liVag aiid worMag ia -Liaz. {See Bmcfcnert«
Wflheim Fioderer, April 13, 1886.)
^ Wilhelm Fioderer was choirmaster of the Simgerbund in Linz. Kari Kerschbaum had replaced the text of
one of Bruckner’s vocal compositions with a completely different set of lyrics. TMs change did not bother
Bruckner in the least; here he answers a letter ffom Fioderer in regard to the words and sends Mm a copy of
the music with the second set of words.
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107. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Leopold Hofineyr, Steyr'

Vienna, November 11,18S9

True Friend!
In view of your name day, which for me is so joyful, I wish you every good
fortune and blessing! May God fulfill your own wishes! Kiss your little Polderl for me.
To your wife my heartfelt greetings! How is the Micherl?^ I am sending to you, right
away, his companion, the Trio; and meanwhile, until I get your bill, I am sending you the
amount of ten Florins.
Hofkapellmeister Hans Richter^ is inexpressibly enthusiastic about my First
Symphony.'^ He ran off with my score. He had it copied, and he conducted it in a
Philharmonic concert; afterwards he cried, kept on kissing me, andprophesied
immortality [for] me. I was astonished!
I greet Herr Dorfer^ and beg him to fulfill the promise he extended regarding Herr
Ritterstein;*' I have yet to receive my photograph.
[Congratulating you again,}
Anton Brackner

Incipit: In Sicht Hires fur mich...
Sottrces: Auer, Letter No. 213 (p. 226).
Graflinger, Letter No. 41 (pp. 49-50).

*Leopold Hofeseyr (alternate spelling; Hofinsyer) appears in only two other letters in this collection, those
dated February 2, and July 4, 1890. He was obviously a copyist and someone whom Bruckner liked very
much.
^ Der deutsche “Mickert” was Bruckner’s pet name for his Scherzo to the Eighth Symphony, the fair copy
of which Hofineyr was reading at that time.
^ Hans Richter (1S43-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of iatemational acciaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
^ Symphony in C minor.
' Herr Dorfer appears in only one other letter (to Leopold Hofineyr), dated M y 4, 1890.
* As Adjutaat to ISs Kiagly IBglmess of the Duchy of Maximillian Emanuel. In English, he was the
equivalent of an Earl.
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108, Anton Brackner, Viema, to Leopold Hofineyr," Steyr

Vienna, Febm aiy2,1890

Dear Friend!
You have written everything wonderfully. Sincere thaiaks, and I shall look highly
upon your-splendid copy as a gift from heaven. I will later inconvenience you again, if I
m ay Enclosed [please find] five Gulden.
To your gracious lady, my deepest respect!
[To] Polderl—my Mss!
Yours sincerely,
Anton Brackner
Incipit: Sie haben alles herrlich geschrieben.
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 226 (p. 234).
Graflinger, Letter No. 39 (pp. 48-49).

^Leopold
appears iafrsqaeatly in Brackner’s letters and not in the other literature. He was a fiiead
of Bruckner and seems to have been one of Bruckner’s copyists.
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109. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Ignaz Bmckner,^ St. Florian

Viema, February 3, 1890

Dear Brother!
How very alarmed I am over your misfortune, you can only imagine. We thank
God out of fullest heart that He has saved you so wonderfully. All the same, be really
careM about what you eat and inspect each bite you intend to eat Frau Kati^ and I
congratulate you on your life’s being saved! pPlease find] 10 Florins enclosed. Be
careful later about [eating] smoked meat, and I will be gratefi.ii. So be really careful!
Saii^ complained that she had to give the doctor 45 Florins. Do you know anything of
that? I received no answer. Farewell!
Your Brother,
Anton
Talk has it in Vienna that there is a teacher whose name is Anton Bruckner; and
[he] pretends to be my brother. Thank you very much!
Incipit: Wie sehr ich uber Dein Ungiuck...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 215 (p. 227-228).

‘ Ignaz Bruckner (1833-1913), youager brother of Aatos. He was a gardener in St. Florian.
^ Frau Kati was Bruckner’s housekeeper during the latter years of Ms life. She was motherly and rather
direct with him at times.
3

Safi is Bruckner’s younger sister Rosalie. (See Bruckner to Jobaisn Nepomuk Hiieber and Rosafie Hueber,
February 9, 1885.)
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110. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Theodor Helm,^ Vienna

Vienna, March 30, 1890

Honorable Herr Doctor!
In all liaste, I ask you sincerely, for my sake, to make no mention today—since I
myself am at fault—that the Philharmonic has performed nothing of mine. I have taken
away from them the “Audacious Broom” ([the] First Symphony^ and the D-minor
Symphony^ is not yet printed. Also, Richter"^ did not know that the Sixth Symphony^ is
already .witten.. At both ends, we have waited on the D-minor Symphony ahoul which
Herr Schalk® has been assuring me for three months that it will undoubtedly come in
good time.
With thanks and respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: In aller Eile bitte ich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 216 (p. 228).

^ Theodor Helm (1S43-1920), Austrian writer on music and music critic. (See Bruckner to Theodor Heim,
June 19, 1885.)
^ Symphony in C minor.
^ The Third Symphony, recomposed with Franz Schalk (1863-1931), in 1888 and 1889.
Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of intenmtioaal acclaim. (See Brackner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
^ Symphony ia A major.
* Franz Schalk (1863-1931), conductor; younger brother of Josef Scfaaik (1857-1900). Both had been
students of Bmckner at Vienna Conservatory and remained his lifelong iieads and enthusiasts. They were
extrenieiy interested in attending to Ms works’ being performed; however, their ideas for cuts and
rearrangements often spoiled the expanded forms Bmckner employed.
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111. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Kaiser Franz Joseph I,' Vienna

Vienna, March, 1890

Your Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty!
The most subservient undersigned, to whom a few years ago [very] great fortune
became [Ms] lot,^ in receiving the most distinguished, highest sanction of ail— following
completion of Ms Eighth Symphony^—and inspired by courage [and] in deepest
veneration to the highest throne of all, begs to lay before the same Mgh feet, a very
humble regiie^st.:.
Will Your Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty concede to permit the most
reverential dedication—and in the case of the Mghest honor of all most gracious favors—
to be allowed to be printed on the title page of the score.
Anton Bmckner
Incipit: Der alleruntertanigst Gefertigte,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 218 (p. 229).

* Kaiser Franz Joseph I (iS65-i912), reigned from
1886.)

{See Bruckaer to Asaalis von Bayem, July 9,

^ In 1887, Emperor Franz .Joseph I had bestowed upon Brackner honorary membership in the Order of
Franz Joseph.
^ Symphony in C minor.
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112. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Franz Bayer,^ Steyr

Vienna, June 21,1890

Most Worthy Friend!
Monastery Organist Herr Gruber^ wrote me of late the following: Choir Director
Herr Bayer in Steyr will by the earliest post (on [a] matter of importance) make a joyous
annoimcement to you. Also, a priest writes me from St. Florian’s Monastery touching on
this. I ask most courteously for clarification, for I cannot understand what it is supposed
to mean. At S t Florian’s, I am very embarrassed. In the future, please do not say
anything about me. Has your daughter, the vocalist, married the master baker yet? Many
compliments to your gracious lady.
■Yours,
Brackner
On July 31, in IschI, I have to play the organ for the holy wedding. Thus the
request [is] “from on high.”
Incipit: H. Stiftsorganist Gruber schrieb mir...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 219 (p. 230).
GOllerichIV-3 (p. 67).
Orel (p. 78, fragment).

*Franz Bayer, friend of Bruckner and choir dirsctor at the “new” cimrcfa, buiit in the 1600’s, in Steyr. Since
Brackner did much symphonic composing there, it is only natural that he would befriend the musicians of the
town, a town which is now resplendent with memoriais to him.
^ Josef Gruber (1855-1933), organist and composer who became a music teacher in Linz.
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113. Anton Brucioier, Yieima, to Leopold Hofineyr,' Steyr

Vienna, M y 4,1890

My Dear Friend!
Monastery Organist Graber" wrote to me from St. Florian, on May 2, that Choir
Director Bayer^ will make a joyous annouiicement to you—on a matter of importance—
as, soon as, possible,
Gruber must also have told of it in the monasteiy, since I also received a letter
from a priest [there].
A few weeks ago, I took the liberty of writing to H err
in regard to this, and [I]
asked for clarification; all the same, Herr ..... has given me no answer. How often Lstiliremember that expression which you quoted for me in regard to the sincerity o f the
named
!
Was perhaps his fiancee Fraulein Baiieitner with you—apart? Be most graciously
solicitous with respect to learning all of this for me. Ask Herr ..... what he meant; to you
he will, of course, give clarification; and let me know in detail the exact status o f the
situation. [I] will certainly be appreciative. Ask Herr Dorfer,"^ I beg of you, about
everything [with] Ritterstein.^ How often was he there? What did they talk about?
Where is he now? I have heard a few things I cannot believe, I look forward very much
to the most precise information. Spare no effort and inquire of several people in the
know. Even the Pastor didn’t write today. I believe there may be connections here.
To your wife my heartiest compliments! Herr Dorfer, himself, is bound to write.
Greetings to him. A thousand greetings to my dear secretary.
Yours,
Anton Brackner
Incipit: Stiftsorganist Gruber schrieb mir aus St. Florian...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 220 (pp. 230-231).
Graflinger, Letter No. 42 (pp. 51-52).
Gdllerich, IV-3 (pp. 67-68, fragment).
M. Wagner (p. 293).

^Leopold Hofineyr appears only infi'equestly is the letters and not in the other literature. He was a friend
and confidant of Bruckner and probably one of Ms copyists. Bruckner spent much time composing in Steyr.
^ Josef Gruber (1855-1933), organist and composer who became a music teacher in Linz.
^ Franz Bayer, ffiend of Bmckner and choir director at the “new” church, built in the 1600’s, in Steyr.
Herr Doifer is not identified in the Sterature.
^ Ritterstein was an Adjutant to His Kingly Highness of the Duchy of Maximilliaii Emanud.
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114. Anton Bruckner, Yiema, to Pius Richter,^ Vienna

Viemia, July 22,1890

Right Honorable Court Kapellmeister!
Thank you for your kindness! It is my week, after all; thus, [I] have to play
for [the] benediction mass and benediction. Since, as an “exile,” I have no right over the
high mass, then you are my “dictator.”
I f / must play for it, then I await your command.
With respect,
A. Bmckner
Incipit: Danke fur Ihre Gute!
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 221 (pp. 231-232).
Graflinger, Letter No. 151 (p. 166).
Nowak (p. 80).

■PksSichtsr {1S18-1893) organist, composer; Kapellmeister. In 1867, he succeeded Simon Seeker
(1788-1867) who had been Bruckner’s counterpoint teacher.
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115. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Prof. Bemhaxd Deabler,^ St. Florian

Steyr, August 18,1890

Honorable Prof. Deublerl
[Please] permit me to send you my most heartfelt congratulations for your noble
name day. May God keep you always completely in good health and may He bestow His
blessings on you abundantly.
I just arrived in Steyr and will work constantly. (His Reverence the Bishop has
not invited me, for the second time; believe me that this horrible affair—for my part—is
really becoming a burden.)
I thank you very much, Herr Professor, for the invitation; because you are not yet
at home, I could not make use of it.
About Mr. Habert,^ and still another, I have heard [of] some very offensive
[business], so that gladly I will not be together [with him].
Once more, I wish you everything good, as also the same for your parents. I am,
with deepest respect.
Most indebtedly yours.
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Gestatten mir Hochselber,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 222 (p. 232).

’ Prof. Beubard Deabler (1842-1907), priest sad Choir Director at St. Florian, Professor of Theology,
consultant, and friend to Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Ignaz Bruckner, February 27, 1885.)
^Mr. Habert does not appear in the literature.
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116. Hermann Levi,^ Munich., to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Munich, September 20, 1890

Honored Friend!
By this time, you must view me as a swindler, who always carries the
whole world in his mouth, but permits no deeds to follow. And, of course,
it is not like that! Over all, I simply find doors where I knock [to be] locked! In
Vienna, people had given me the best hope; repeatedly, our Princess Amalie^
has spoken for you, but nothing happens. I don’t know what they are playing
there. Likewise, my efforts to find a publisher for your Eighth Symphony^ have
been unsuccessful. No doubt I could have again, like before, provided a little
subsidy to the cost of production; but I think that we [will] wait with it a few
months yet until the Symphony is performed. Unfortunately, I no longer conduct
the concerts here. On the other hand, Weingartner'^ would like to perform the
Eighth in Mannheim, preferably during November or December. He is a
thoroughly reliable man and [has proven] loyal to me. Therefore, whenever he
takes charge o f [a] matter like this, he will carry through to the end; [he] holds
numerous rehearsals and [will] be [loyal] to you in service. Also, I would come
to the performance in Mannheim. If my proposal is acceptable to you, then
relinquish [the] parts [for] copying. The outlay [of money] for it and for the
full score will be taken care of—and write Weingartner a word! I have already
played the Adagio for him, and he was very charmed. To the performance, I am
going to invite Strecker (Schott) in Mainz, or perhaps Meckel, the publisher in
Mannheim will take over publication. In short,-! heartily advise you to accept my
recommendation.
Please tell Herr LOwe^ that I have recommended him as musical assistant® for
the next music festivals.—
‘ Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilheimus
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
' “Princess”Amafie Maria of Bavaria (1865-1912), oldest daughter of (Eye Doctor) Duke
Karl Theodor of Bavaria. She is often referred to as the Duchess of Bavaria because of her
mother’s early demise. It was she who made the arrangements for Bruckner’s receiving of the
Franz Joseph Medal, thus bestowing upon him membership in the Order of Franz Joseph (Knighthood).
^ Symphony in C minor. Symphonies No. land 2 are also in C minor.
* Felix Weingartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author who was encouraged by
Hansiick (1825-1904) and mentored by Liszt 1811-1886). (.See Bruckner to Felix Weingartner, October 2,
1890.)
^Ferdinand Lowe (1865-1925), orchestral conductor and choral director, active mostly in Vienna and
Munich, but appearing regularly in Budapest and Berlin; a former Conservatory student o f Bruckner and a
fiiend and admirer.
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Your trae devote,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Sie mllssen mich nachgerade fur...
Source: Auer, Hennann Levi Letter No. 8 (pp. 320-321).

®As early as 1885—aod probably earlier—^there were summer and early fall music festivals in Austria aad in
Germany; and they may have been coordinated. There was even an important one that went under the title
of Geraian Music Fest, but that was held in Visaaa. Srackner loved Berlin and Muaich,—and Levi as well
as his work—so it is not surprising that Levi would be writing to Mm about having his symphony published
and about rec-Qismsading Ferdinand Lows (1865-1925) as director of the next festivals. Braokaer was to
hear Ms Te Devm in BerhH, the rehearsal to be held oa May 31, 1891. (There are letters in April aad May
that coofimi this.) Furthermore, Bmckner states in 1891, that the Germas Musik Fest, held in September,
wants to perform his 15Qth Psalm.
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117. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Felix Weingartner,^ Manniieini

Vienna, October 2, 1890

HigMy Esteemed Herr Kapellmeister!
Please, Herr Kapellmeister, allow me to recommend my Eighth Symphony;^ when
once copied, it [will] come to your hands. (I have already refused Herr Richter./ The
future of the child [remains] suspended on the first performance. (Herr Nikisch'^ wants to
conduct it.)
Once more, pleading &om my whole heart for your kindness, I am
A. Bmckner
The finale has the large cuts/ because of the length o f the same, I beg you to
allow [these] cuts.
Incipit: Gestatten Sie mir die Bitte H. Hofkapellmeister...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 223 (p. 233).
Graflinger, Letter No. 115 (pp. 128-29).

^ (Paul) Felix Wmgffltser (1S63-1942), Austriaa cosductor, compose, aad author who waseacouraged by
Hansiick and mentored by Liszt, beginning Ms conducting career in 1884, After short periods with various
opera companies in Germany, he became Court Kapeilmeister for the Berlin Opera, finally succeeding
Mahler gt the Vienna Court Opera in 1908. Eventually he would return briefly to the Vienna Staatsoper
(fomerly the Court Opera) in 1935. He developed an international reputation and was in great demand as
guest conductor in several European cities. This letter finds him in Mannheim just before he went to Berlin.
^ Symphony in C minor. Symphonies 1 and 2 are also in C aiinor.
^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international fame. (See Bnickner to Baron
Haas von Woizogen, March IS, 1885.)
^ Aithur MMscii (1855-19'22), most impressive and influential conductor of his day. (See Bruckner to
Wilheimus Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Bruckner is referring to the version “recomposed” with the “help”of Josef Schalk.
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118, Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Felix Weingartner,^ Mannheim

Vienna, October 11,1890

HigMy Esteemed Herr Hoflcapelimeister!
Just now, I have sent the M i score [of my Eighth Symphony^] to Herr von Levi in
Munich;^ [he] is having the parts copied.
Thank you very much, and [I] beg for your kindness.
With respect,
A. Bmckner
Incipit: So eben [sic] habe ich die Partitur...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 224 (p. 233).
Graflinger, Letter No. 116 (p. 129).

^ Fsik Wmgart-ser-(1863-1942), Austrian «)Bdisc4ar, -csisposer, and author. {Ses Bruckner to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1S90.)
^ Symphony in C minor. Symphonies No. 1 and 2 are also in C minor,

^ Hermann Lgvi (1839-1900), distiaguished German conductor; he was the son of a rabbi. (See Bruckner to
Wilheimus Ludoviais van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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119. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Leopold Hofineyrp Steyr

Vienna, Movember 12,1890

Dear Friend!
For your beloved name day, [I send] my most sincere congratulations and my
thflnk.s for your proven kindness toward me. In anticipation, I remit 7 Florins (Austrian
currency) and request [that] in due course [the remainder be] held on account.
My most sincere compliments [to your] gracious wife. To little Polderl, a kiss!
Many greetings to you! (I have already received the linen two weeks ago.) How is the ill
young lady (the future sister-in-law of my secretary, No. 2)?
Greetings to all.
Your old friend,
Anton Bmckner
Incipit: Zu Ihrem lieben Namensfeste...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 225 (p. 234).
Graflinger, Letter No. 40 (p. 49).

^Leopold Hoiseyr appears oaly iafrequeatly io the tetters and not in the otlier literature. He was a friend
and confidant of Bruckner and probably one of Ms copyists. Brackner spent much time composing in Steyr.
(See Bmckner to Leopold Hofmeyr, .Tuiy 4, 1890.) Hofitieyr probably performed some secretariai tasks for
Brackner, also.
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120. Franz Fischer/ Munich, to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Munich, December 11,1890

Dear Herr Brackner!
Your Fourth Symphony (Romantic)" was a sensational success at yesterday’s
Music-Academy performance.—I congratulate you on it from the bottom of my heart!
The orchestra played very artistically. About my humble self, I may not speak; [but] I
know only this; that I did everything within my power to perform as beautifully and well
as possible. Unfortunately, the printed material from your publisher was so inaccurate
that I had to make coixections during rehearsal—[the] result of which was that actually
the rehearsals became distressing.—All the same, fortitude prevented us from sinking;
[we] had a tremendous success that made me happy to the bottom of my heart.
With sincere greetings from my cherished colleague Levi,^ whose affliction
prevented his attending the performance; he greets you cheerfully and sincerely.
Yours truly,
Franz Fischer
Royal Court Hofkapellmeister
Incipit: Hire 4. Sinfonie (romantische) hat...
Source: Auer, Franz Fischer Letter No. 10 (p. 323).

^Franz Fisefae-r, also called Fritz, was the Royal Court Kapellmeister in Munich.
^ Symphony in E-flat Major.
^Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bmckner to Dr. Wilheimus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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121. Hermann Levi, Munich^ to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Mimicli, December 11,1890

Honored Friend!
The “Romantic”^was performed yesterday, and I—was not there. Already for
three weeks I have been suffering from a headcold; for two weeks, I have been [confined
to my] room—however, at present I am better, and I hope [to be able] to go out by
week’s end. Also, I have not been able to hear the Quintet!^ I enjoined Fiedler^ to come
and report to me following the concert; today Fiedler was here again. According to both
conversations, the sympyony was a great success. Most [of ail], the first movement, after
which Fischer^ had to bow three times. The orchestra was said to have played beautifully
and [in a] lively [manner]. Unfortunately, the first rehearsal had to be interrupted
because of the thoroughly inaccurate parts, which had to be checked first by a copyist;
thus, one less rehearsal—but one should not have been aware [of] that at the
performance, since at that time, the musicians all played with pleasure and fire. (I prefer
to be silent about the conduct of Gutmann.® It is unheard of that the parts [should] not
yet be printed, and that those written are not even correct! He dispatched only the simple
string-quartet parts to me [by themselves]—after dealing with him for a year and [a] day!
And if, at the present time, another city wants to perform the symphony once more, again
there are no parts?!!)
I have had no news from Mannheim. The parts have been finished there because
the local copyist—we have only one dependable [one]—was kept thoroughly occupied
[by] theater work. How willing I would be—as you suggested to me—to give a concert
of my own, but I must either take charge of everything again or I may conduct no more.
The real reasons why I am handing over the concerts are very numerous; but, above ail, I
am hesitant to take up again a position in which I have twice before become ill, and
indeed midway in a musical work! Such strenuous stage activity as mine, combined with
concert activity, is for the duration impossible; I have done it for fifteen years, and have
done serious damage to my nerves thereby!—Also, Princess Amalie"^ was not at the
^Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished Gotish conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. W ilhskius Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Symphony No. 4 in E-flat major (1874), 1878-80.
^Quintet in F, for two violins, two violas, and cello, 1879, (1884).
* Dr. Conrad Fiedler (1841-1895), art critic and author in Munich, where Bruckner met him in March 1885.
^Franz Fischer, also caled Fritz, was the Royal Court Kapellmeister in Munich.
®Albert J. Gutmann (d. 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna, who first published Bruckner’s Fourth
and Seventh Symphonies and the String Quartet.
’ Princess Amalie of Bavaria (1865-1912), daughter of Duke Carl Theodor, brother of the Empress. She
later became Duchess of Urack (See Hsmaann Levi to Bmckner, September 20, 1890.
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concert. (She is with her cousin Hohenzoiiem in Potsdam.) Fischer will write to you.
The Fiedlers send [their] greetings.
In reverence and friendship, your most devoted
Hennann Levi
Incipit: Die “romantische” wurde gestemaufgefuim...
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 9 (pp. 321-322).
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122. Anton Bnickner, Vienna, to Hans Pnchstein,^ Vienna

Vienna, December 12, 1890

HigMy Honored Sir!
I must beg greatly for [your acceptance of my] apology for being prevented from
[meeting with you] on Wednesday evening, which I had not realized is Christmas Eve. I
beg you whole[heartedly] for another evening of your choice [when] I can be o f service,
wWch will make me very happy. Dr. Helm^ (I heard) reproached Richter;" I very much
beg you not to do that. We are familiar with the situation. Spoken details [when I see
you]. With the greatest thanks in advance and wisMng [a] Happy New Year to [all of]
you, I remain yours,
[With] the highest admiration,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Ich muss sehr um Entschuldigung bitten,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 227 (p. 285).
Allgemeine Mmikzeitmg, No. 66,1939 (pp. 450-451).

^ HaasPacMaB, music reviewer in Vienna.
^ Theodor Heim {1843-1920), professor; one of Bruckner’s first admirers. (See Brackner to Theodor Heim,
.lane 19, 1885.)
^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of intemationai acciaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Woizogen, March 18, 1885.)
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123. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to the Philharmonic Society, Vienna

Vienna, December 22,1890

To the Highly Praiseworthy Philharmonic Society!
Allow me most graciously to be permitted herewith to express my most heartfelt
thainfa and my deepest admiration for the highly poetic performance and highly artistic
rendering of my Third Symphony,’ and, of course, to the I[mperiai] R[oyai] Court
Kapellmeister Dr. Hans Richter,^ for the masterly conducting, and to all of the
distinguished artists, who have supported this effort with affectionate enthusiasm.
Cheers to the esteemed gentlemen of the Philharmonic!
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Gestatten mir gutigst, dass ich...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 214 (p. 227).
Graflinger, Letter No. 129 (p. 140).

^ Sympboay is D ininor. Brucknsr is refeuiag to the premier of the second printed revision of the Third
Symphony, which took place on December 21,1890.
^ Hans Richter {1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of intemationai acclaim. (See Bmckner tc Baron
Hans von Woizogen, March 18, 1885.)
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124. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Theodor

Vieima

Vienna, December 30,1890

Honorable Herr Doctor!
[May I wish] you and your entire, highly respected family everything good in the
coming year. My proforaidest thanks and greatest admiration (for your splendid,
ingenious article); please do not look down but allow a few tears to fall, from a practical
citizen of Klostemeuburg —as an outward sign—on the New Year’s Feast.
The Credo, in the absence of the orchestra, requires at least two keyboards, four
hands; and [then] requires solid Ml-score playing in order to bring out well the [bass as
the] foundation of the entire work—to bring out the unison sections for the whole string
orchestra in the “et resvrrexit, ”—the symphonic basses and the same with all [of the]
unison [lines for] the string orchestra.
With deepest respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Alles Gute Hinen und der sammtlichen Hochgeehrten Familie...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 217 (pp. 228-229).

^ Theodor Helm (1843-1920), critic and professor; one of Bruckner’s first admirers. (Ses Brackner to
Theodor Helm, June 19, 1885.)
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125. Gustav MaMer, Hamburg, to Anton Brackner, Vieima

[c. 1891]

My Dear, Honored Professor!
I know [that] already for a long time you have been angiy with me—but believe
me, you do me wrong. I have drifted about only a little on the waves of life and now am
still on the high sea! But I think of you in old respect and friendship, and it is one of my
life’s goals to help your magnificent art and masterly skill triumph. I hope soon to be
able to demonstrate [that].
Yourfaithfully devoted Mahler
Incipit: Ich weiss, Sie sind schon seit langem bbse...
Source: Auer, Gustav Mahler Letter No. 1 (p. 329).
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126. Anton Bnickner, Vieima, to August Gdllericli,^ Vieima

Calling Card

[c, 1891]

Anton Bruckner
Imperial and Royal Court Organist
Lecturer at the Imperial and Royal University
Professor at the Conservatory
Knight of the Franz Joseph Order
gives you heartfelt thanks for everything! Please [accept my] excuse for Saturday!.
Saturdays are never free; perhaps Monday at the Weingartl (next to the Theater an der
Wien).
Incipit: Anton Bruckner... dankt vom ganzen Herzen...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 242 (p. 245).

' August Goilerich (1859-1923), Bruckner’s official biographer. (See Brackner to Felix Motxi, June 7,
1885.)
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127. Anton Brackner, Vieima, to Theodor Heim,' Vienna

[c.1891]

HigMy Honored Doctor!
Thanks from [the bottom of my] heart to my only great literary^ patron! A
thousand cheers!
Bmckner
Incipit: Danke von ganzen Herzen...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 233 (p. 240).

^ Thsedor Helm (iE43-1920), aiusic critic and professor; one of Bmckaer’s first admirsrs. (See Brucknsr
to Theodor Helm, June 19, 1885.)
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128. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Hans Pnchstein,^ Vieima

[c. 1891]

Honorable Patron!
Most kindly permit [me] to send you two issues of the Weltblatte—very
interesting! [I] don’t know who?
? May I not look forward to seeing my noble
patron again soon? The second perforaiance of the D minor was splendid, wasn’t it?
In Graz, the Fourth with jubilation—and encore.
Yours,
Brackner

Incipit: Gestatten gutigst, dass ich...
Source: Auer, Letter 231 (pp. 238-239).

P-iisM-ejB, siesc re-viewsr ia Vieaia.
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129. Anton Brackner, Vieima, to Theodor Helm/ Vieima

1891’

Calling Card

Telegram from Salzburg: D minor Symphony, yesterday; marvelously sensational
success.
A toast! With May wine! To [my] noble patron.
Incipit: Telegram aus Salzburg...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 233 (p. 240).

’ Theodor Heim (1843-1920), music critic and professor, one of Bruckner’s first admirsrs. (See Bmckner
to Theodor Helm, June 19, 1885.)
^ Exact date iilegiWe.
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130. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to August Goliericii/ Weis

Vienna, January 1, 1891

Most HigMy Honored, Most Noble, Great Composer, Wannest Friend and Patron!
I greet and kiss you a thousand times! And wish you everything good—simply; as
much as anyone can wish! Cheers for the New Year!
I am still deeply moved [by] the acceptance of the audience at the Philharmonic
concert,^ which hailed me [back] twelve times—and how!!! That was not all. [You will
have to] be astounded: yesterday Hansiick revered me [with] his photograph, the
inscription on wMch reads “to my esteemed fiiend.” And Munich—Paul Heyse;^ of
course, you know that already. Herr Puchstein'^ is a wonderful friend to me!
I look forward to that moment when I will be able to see you [again], God bless
my noble, patron and most h i ^ y ho.np,re4frieMi
At present, the new D-minor Symphony^ has grown on my heart. Hugo Wolf^
threw himself around my neck, crying, following the concert, which also affected me,
and yet a third musician with us.
Therefore: the weeping^ trio. I ask you to greet sincerely Herr Leopold Seiberl*
and every[one else] who would ask after me.
With touching respect.
Yours,
A. Brackner
^ August GollKich (1859-1923), Bruckner’s official bio^apher. (See Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7,
1885.)
^Bmckner is writing in reference to the original performance o f the third version of the Third Symphony on
December 21, 1890.
^Paul von Heyse (1830-1914, ennobled in 1910), novelist, poet, and playwright; author of Gemmmelte
Navelkn in Versen (1864). He was awarded the Nobel prize for literature in 1910.
* Hans Pucfastein (variant spelling: Buchstein), Music reviewer in Vienna.
^New version, that is, of Symphony No. 3; to date, there are three versions.
®Hugo (Filipp Jacob) Wolf (1860-1903), Austrian composer (especially of Lieder), critic, and friend to
Bruckner. The expressive intensity of the vocabuiaiy in Ms songs has never been surpassed.- Woif-was very
sensitive to the necessary qualities required to wed poetiy artistically to music. He embodied these
characteristics ia each Lied and was abie to coadesse the draaiatic intensity of opera into the song form.
A pun in German. Der Wein, the beverage; weimn, to wesp.
* Leopold Seibe'i, member of a musical family living sa the area. Bmckner probably means Karl Seiberl S.
They knew each other as choristers at St. Florian and remained life-long friends, although Seiberl preferred
to stay with Mozart’s music as Bruckner moved on to that of Wagner. As a composer, Bmckner often
received encouragement from Seiberl, especiahy during the early years.
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I wish a speedy recovery to your dear old uncle who is deeply ill. To your sister,
a handkiss.
Incipit: Ich grusse und kusse Sie tausendnaai!
Source: Auer, Letter No. 228 (pp. 235-236).
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131. Gustav Schonaich,^ Vieima, to Anton Bmcimer, Vieima

I. [Bezirk], Kartnerstrasse No. 31
Vienna, January 15, 1891

Dear Friend Bruckner!
Kapellmeister Carl Franck, a very capable musician and First Conductor at the
City Theater in Numberg,—and who for several years participated in the preparation for
the Bayreuth Festival, and just recently did a praiseworthy performance of the Parisian
revision of Tannhduser—would like to bring your D-minor Symphony' to Ntimberg as
soon as possible. He has tumed to me to convey to you, the question of your being able
to deliver over to him the material in the manner of a loan. I ask you, therefore, to reply
to this question for me with a short note. On this occasion, I cannot refrain, however,
from saying to you that your work at the last performance made a really unforgetable,
deeply moving impression on me. That is precisely the difference between the materially
wealthy and the spiritually wealthy. The former is only for yourself—the latter for the
whole world. If the former distributed their wealth among the living, no one would have
anything; if the latter distributed theirs, everyone would be rich. Hopefully, your
treasures will now become more accessible to the world year after year!
Thus, heartfelt greetings and sincere admiration from
Your devoted friend,
Schbnaich
Incipit. Kapellmeister Carl Franck, ein sehr tuchtiger Musiker...
Source: Auer, Gustav Schonaich Letter No, 1 (pp. 357-358).

^Dr. Gustav Schonaich (1840-1906), Vimiese naisicisn,, imisic critic, asd-Bruskner enthusiast. (See
Bmckner to Felix Mottl, June 7, 1885.)

^ Symphony No. 3.
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132. Anton Brackner, Vieima, to Hans Puchstein,^ Vieima

Januar>' 19, 1891

HigMy Honored Patron and Very Noble Friend!
Thousands and thousands [of] thanks for your genial, wondeiiul article. How
often fv e read it; in addition, I did [so] again on Saturday when I read for the first
time—with shuddering—^the one by Hansiick.^ [At first,] I almost became ill; then, I
quickly reached for yours, and I became well again! God be thanked, and may He bless
you. Herr Gdlleiich writes to me from Weis, and I have raved to him about what a
wonderful person you are. Now, when and where may I hope to see my highly noble
benefactor? I am already rejoicing greatly. It’s to be hoped; really soon, is it not?
With sincerest respect and deepest thanks, [I remain]
Yours,
Bnickner
Incipit: Tausend und tausend Dank...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 229 (p.236-237).
Allgemeing Musikzeituna, No. 66, 1939 (pp. 450-451).
Graflinger, NWT 01-29-35 (p. 12).
Goilerich, IV-3 (p. 103-104, fragment).
II Giomale d ’Italia, 02-03-39 (p. 3).
Intemationai Bmckner Geselischaft, No. 36 (p. 9).

*Hans Pachstein, music reviewer in Vienna.
^ Eduard Hansiick (1825-1904), Viennese music critic, scholar, civil servant, and “philologist.” (See
Brackner to Baron Hans von Woizogen, Marcii IS, 18S5.)
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1-33. Anton Brucknerj Vienna^ to Felix Weingarlnerj^ Mannheim

Vieima, January 27, 1891

HigMy Esteemed Herr Kapellmeister!
Sunday was the seeond peiformanee of the D-minor Symphonvj No. 3.“
Conducting: Hans Richter/ ideal; performance: PMlharmonic, perfect; in addition, the
most cultivated audience, with enthusiasm and jubilation of the greatest proportion
imaginable. Could you not, Herr Court Kapellmeister, have this inserted into the
newspaper? It would be very good! How is it going with the Eighth?'^ Have you already
had rehearsals? How does it sound? Please cut the Finale, as it is indicated, because it
would be too long and [will] matter only [in] later times and certainly for a circle of
friends and those in the know. I ask [that] the tempi be intentionally altered, completely
ad libitum (as is necessary for clarity). What, I ask, is the fee for the copies? Thank you
very much!
Herr Kapellmeister, for all that do you have a favorable critic? Will Herr Schott^
come from Mainz? There is hope because of the publishing company. The symphony is
dedicated to the Emperor^ and I would readily like to request that the good Emperor not
be permitted to pay for the cost of publishing, at least not this symphony. Hans Richter
has already pestered me about this symphony.
Again I ask: how does the Eighth sound?
In the first movement the trumpet and hom passage is out of the rhythm of the
theme: the Death AnnomcementJ which occurs sporadically ever stronger, ultimately
veiy strong, to the cadence: Resignation.
Scherzo: hypothetically called the “Deutscher Michel, ” [the German Everyman];*
in the second section, the poor fellow wants to sleep; and, dreaming, he does not find his
little song; finally, complaining, he returns [to wakefulness].
Finale: at that time, our Emperor received the visit of the Czar in Oimutz.
Therefore, escapades: ride of the Cosacks; brass: military music; trumpets; fanfare, as the
majesties meet each other. Eventually, all themes: (comic) as in the second act of
*Felix Weingartner (1863-1916), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Bruckner to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
^ The version “recomposed” with Franz Schalk,
^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Himgarian conductor of international acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Woizogen, March 18,1885.)
^ Symphony in C minor. Symphonies No. 1 and 2 are also in C minor.
^Franz Philipp Schott (1811-1864), member of well-known publislsing family. Firm: B. Schott’s Sohne,

Mainz.
* Franz Joseph I (1830-1916), Emperor of Austria.
The symphony is In memoriam to Wagner.
* This movement was nicknamed “the German Fellow” by detractors.
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.majesties meet each other. Eventually, all themes: (comic) as in the second act of
Tannhduser, the King’s Approach, just as the Deutscher Michel by this time returns from
Ms journey; everytMng is resplendent.
The Death March is also heard in the Finale; and, then, brass transfiruration.
I am, unfortunately, not well. Pain in [my] stomach; absolutely must [go] to the
doctor again.
Please do not be angry, and write...
[From] your admiiiiig
Brackner
Incipit: Soraitag war die 2. Auffuhrung...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 230 (pp. 237-238).
Graflinger, Letter No. 117 (pp. 129-131).
Ameln and Schnoor, (p. 238).
Grasberger 150 (p. 103, fragment)
M. Wagner (p. 295).
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134. Hemaann Levi,^ Munich, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Munich, February 7,1891

Honored Master!
I probably do not need to describe for you my great joy about the success of your
D-minor Symphony,^ and that now success finally comes [to you] in Vieima. You know
that I take in the most serious interest everytMng with wMch you axe concerned! I have
not heard from Weingartner^ for a long time. (I immediately presented to him your
instructions at that time.) I hear that he was in Maiden'* for five weeks recovering from
his shattered health but that at the present time he is better again. Whatever the coppng
costs come to is our matter to resolve here. I have written to Weingartner that at this
stage he [must] finally schedule the date of the performance. Hopefully, I will be able to
attend it. My health is improving, but I must still be careful. That you, too, are ill
worries me very much. I sincerely wish you good improvement!
Should Weingartner have sent you the bill,—in the face of my injunction—I
request that you send it to me.
With respect and true loyalty.
Yours,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Meine grosse Freude uber den Erfolg...
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 11 (pp. 323-324),

- Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished Gemian conductor. (Ses Bruckner to Dr. Wiltelmus Ludovicus
van Meats, February 9, 1885.)
^ Symphony No. 3.
^Felix Weingartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Bruckner to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
A city in Southeastern Norway near the Swedish border.
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135. Hans von Woizogen,^ Bayreuth, to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Bayreutk, February 11,1891

HigMy Esteemed Professor!
In a new edition of my “Recollections of Richard Wagner/’^ of which [an]
additional revision seems assured, I tell the following story:
Now and then, he sighed, “I would be so happy if
something great and genuine would come across in our music!”
Therefore, he greeted with sincere joy the thoroughly honest
and genuine symphonic music of another Viennese,
his
steadily gracious and touchingly childlike follower; Anton
Bruckner! The original performance of a trumpet [line] struck
him immediately as a genuinely symphonic “idea” o f the sort,
that, this trumpet became to him a leitmotiv for the composer’s
person: the jovial manner of his good-natured social intercourse
with good and sincere people. “Bruckner, the Trumpet!” The
name was sufficient for cheerfully suggesting [the] relationship
he had with his admirer. He accepted the dedication of the
D-minor Symphony (No. 3) with pleasure and said to the artist
at that time,^—to his never-forgotten happiness—“Your work
gives me great joy!”
This is the only story, which I venture to relate in my publication, that I did not
actually witness with my own eyes and ears; for that reason, I would nevertheless like to
be as correct as possible; and therefore ask you, if I have narrated it accurately.
Naturally, one must indeed omit many a charming “trimming,” whenever one
interpolates such [an] individual sketch of an entire description. Therefore, as I gave it
here, following my memory with regard to your information, it best fits the situation,
where before, the impossibility that the music of B-“Brahms” would have touched
Wagner was discussed. I believe, “the Trumpet” will resound well there.
For the success of the Symphonies in Vienna and Munich, I send you, on this
occasion, my best wishes. Someone wrote to me: “At Bruckner’s Symphony (in Munich)
we had our shining joy\ The work was a decided success—thanks to the ‘pedants’ who,
from the old custom, abandoned the hall in droves before the symphony. We were with
*Hans (Paul) von Woizogen (1848-1938), German writer on music, as well as a librettist. (See Bruckner to
Baron Hans (Paul) von Woizogen, March IS, 1885.)
^ Hans (Paul) von Woizogen, Erinmrmgen an Richard Wagner (Vienna, 1883; enlarged 1891; Eng. trans.
1894). '
^ The first Viennese “B.” was Beethoven.
^ Of course, von Woizogen is referring to Richard Wagner (1813-1883).
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others like ourselves and [allowed] our enthusiasm free rein. In addition, Rheinberger®
remained and nodded Ms head approvingly. Anything is possible!” Indeed, Hanslick® is
said to have formed a sour attitude of late:
A certain “Leporelio” sings [about Mm]: “He nods with Ms head
and appears to understand us!”
Sincere greetings.
Yours very devotedly,
H. von Wolzogen
Incipit: In einer Neuausgabe meiner “Erinnerungen...
Source: Auer, Baron Hans von Wolzogen Letter No. 3 (pp. 382-383).

^ Joseph Gabriel Rheiaberger (1839-1901), composer, organist, and conductor; from 1877 to 1894
Hoflcapellmeister in Munich. His own compositions were more in the Classical tradition, but he also stood
with Wagner and later Bruckner,
®Eduard Hansick (1825-1904), Viennese music critic, civil servant, and “pMlologist.’’ He wrote cruel
reviews of Bruckner’s music. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
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136. Theodore Helm,^ Vienna, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Vienna, February 17,1891

Revered Master!
Sincere congratulations on [your] latest splendid success [in] Prague. [I] have
already sent the relevant press notice from the Deutsche Zeitmg.
In the meantime, the sunshine of your renown expands constantly over new areas.
Think [of it, and what is more,] even in the small North-Bohemian town of Wamsdorf®
(which was, o f course, the region entrusted, already in 1830, [to give] the first complete
performance o f Beethoven’s Missa Soiemnis)\ Hence, even there, on the SachsenBohemian border, one conceives of performing your D minor Symphony.^ Perhaps in
this case, Most Highly Honored Master, you [might] be interested in seeing in the
enclosed letter from Wamsdorf that I have contributed slightly to your great name’s
honor.
Incidentally, have you possibly heard of my article about the performance of your
Romantic Symphony'^ in Graz [on] the first of February? My article in regard to [that
concert] appeared in the Grazer-Tagesposi from the third of February (morning paper).
What do you [have] to say [about] Dr. Robert Hirschfeld’s^ technical analysis of
your D m inor Sympyony in the last edition of Emil von Hartmann’s “iVewe Wiener
Mmikzeitung’l Are you in agreement with it? In any event, the article reveals much
expert knowledge and good will. In addition, since the unforgettable Philharmonic
performance o f December 21, Schdnaich^ is again [an] enthusiastic Brucknerite...

^Theodor Helm (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music and critic. (See Bruckner to Theodor Helm, June
19, 1885.)
^The original village ofWamsdorf was established prior to the year 1233 and is now part of the Czech
Rspubiic. The first written mention of it comes from 1357.
^ Symphony No. 3 in D minor.
* Symphoay No. 4 is E-flst Major.
^ Robert ifeschfeld (1857-1914), one of the younger music critics who defended the music
of Wagner and a member of the Wiener Wagaer-Freuade. Whenever Wagner’s music was
played Bruckner and Ms young foBowers would be there to cheer it on. Brackaer was caught
up ia the Wagner-Brahins dispute, which made things only that much more difficult for
Bruckner.
®Dr. Gustav Sciionaich (1840-1906), Viennese musician, music critic, and Bruckner enthusiast. (See
Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7, 1885.)
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Tims, the number of your sure supporters increases, notwithstanding Hanslick/
Heuberger® Mandyeczewski/ Billow,'^ and [their associates], about which no one is
happier than
Your highly respectfM and proven supporter.
Dr. Theodore Heim
Incipit: Gratuliere von Herzen zu dem neuen...
Source: Auer, Theodor Helm Letter No. 1 (pp. 297-298).

’ Eduard Haaslick (1825-1904), German music critic, aestbetidaii, musicoiogist, and civii servant, who was
scathingly critical of Bruckner’s music ia later times because of Bruckner’s association with the music of
Wagner.
®Richard Heuberger (1850-1914), composer, writer, and conductor in Vienna. He directed several
Viennese choral scxsieties al various times; he wrote for the Wiener TageMatt and the Neue Freie Presse,
becoming Haaslick’s assistant ia 1895.
^ Eusebius Mandyeczewski (1857-1929), writer on music and friend of Brahms. He was with
Felk von Kraus (1870-1937) when as urgent message came from the Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde, and von Kraus agreed to sing at sight in a public rehearsal of Bruckner’s Mass in
F minor The year was 1894, and Bruckner’s speciafist told von Kraus that this was probably the
last opportunity that Bruckner would have to hear his own work.
Hans von Bulow (1830-1894), pianist, conductor, and composer. (See Bruckner to August Gollerich,
M y 7, 1885.)
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137. Antoa Bnickner, Vienna, to Theodor Heim,' Vienna

Vienna, Febraaij 18, 1891

Honorable Herr Doctor!
Sincere thanks for each and every [kindness]; already, these are so numerous as to
be impossible to count. The letter next.
Noble people live in Wamsdorf.^
In secret, Richter^ told me that he will perform the D minor Symphony‘Sin the
third or fourth London concert. Genuine secrets today. Herr Doctor! The second secret;
the “Beserl,”^that I have been restoring since March, 1890, is at last ready. This is the
not [previousiyj-perfomed First Symphony (C minor). Secret No. 3: the Ninth
Symphony® is begun.
At present, the secrets are ended.
Baron Wolzogen^ implored me to tell them of the situation at the reception
ceremony, through the Master’s voice, since he wants to publish a book and include that
information.
In spring, I wiU toast to it with May wine from [a] distance!
[With] replete thanks and respect, I am
Sincerely,
A. Bruckner
To the ladies—a handMss.

* Theodor Heim (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music and critic. (See Bruckner to Theodore Helm, June
19, 1885.)
^ Wamsdorf (Varmsdorf), town in Ceverosfcy Province, Czech E.epuMic, on today’s map; actualiy in
Northern Bohemia on the German Border. It is a railroad junction and textile-maEufacturing center. Known
to exist as far hac-k as the fourtesnth century, surrounding areas recognized it as a village in 1868; the union
of six settlements in 1849 had made it the largest village ia Bohemia.
^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungaiiao conductor of intemationai acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
^ Strniphony No. 3 in D minor.
’ Bruckner called his First Symphony “Der Gassenimbe,” the street urchin.
^ Symphony No. 9, also in D minor, remains unfinished, partly due to Bmckner’s demise and partly due to
Hs predilection to revise Ms other symphonies.
’ Hans von Wolzogen (1848-1938), German writer on music as well as a iibrettist. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hafis voii WokOgefi, March 18, 1883.)
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Incipit: Danke herzlich fiir Alles und jedes;...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 232 (p. 239),
Graflinger, Letter No. 30 (pp. 38-39).
Orel, (p- 206, fragment).
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138. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Theodor

Vienna

Febraary 19,1891

Calling Card

The D minor Symphony was received with enthusiasm on Sunday, the fourteenth,
in the second Philharmonic Concert in Prague. (Thus said Director Neumann.^) Many
Thanks.
Incipit: Die D mollSinfonie...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 233 (p. 240).

*Tfeeodor Heim (1S43-1920), music critic and professor; one of Bnjckaer’s first admirers. (See Bruckner
to Theodor Heim, June 19, 1885.)
^ Angelo Neuumn, director of the opera house in Bremen in 1883. 1891 found him in Prague as director of
the PMlharmonic Concerts, where he must have heard the symphony and read the critical reviews.
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139. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Igmz Bruckner,^ St. Florian

Vienna, Feb. 19,1891

Dear Brother!
Thank you for the delicious meat. Here [is] ten Gulden. [But] please do not send
me any more because I have [a] stomach disorder; send me meat again only at harvest
time.
Frau Kathi^ greets you.
Your brother,
Anton
Incipit: Danke Dir fur das herrliche Fleisch.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 234 (p. 240).

’ Tgnay Bnickner (1833-1913), Bmckner’s youngsr brother: Ms only male siMing to live past childhood.
^ Kathariia Kacheimaier (1846-1911), variaat speiliags of last name are Kachelmayer and Kachelmayr.
Bruckner’s housekeeper. She assumed this position upon the death of Bruckner’s sister Maria Aima, “Nasi”
(1836-1870). Frau Kathi was motherly but a bit tyranical, in addition. From 1876 on, she received seven
Gulden per month as paymait for her services.
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140. Anton Bruckner, Viema, to Felix Weingaitaer/ Maimheim

St. Florian, near Linz
March 17, 1891

Highly Honored Heir Kapellmeister!
Because I have been suffering from throat and stomach disorders for a long time,
it was advised [that I] go to the countryside for a certain time; and, thus, at the present
time, I find myself at St. Florian Monastery in Upper Austria—one and one-half hours^
from my birthplace [of] Ansfelden (1824). I did my serious studies with Prof. Sechtei^ in
Vienna from 1865 to 1861; then composing [until] 1863,
Please just let me know what your orchestra needs; however, [I] ask that the M l
score not be changed. Also, [it] is one of my fondest prayers [that], at the printing, the
orchestra parts remain unaltered.^
If Schott^ would accept the printing, the goal would be achieved; and I would
have great joy. That he has gone to great lengths to further recognition o f me and my
work is for me a great consolation, namely through your ingenuity.
By all means, accept the abridgement in the Finale because otherwise it would be
too long, and [that] would be detrimental.
With sincerest request for perseverence and patience—(for my Seventh
Symphony,® there were 15 rehearsals in Mannheim) I am filled [with] admiration.
Most grateMly,
Anton Bruckner
Hans Richte/ will conduct the Third (D minor) Symphony in London, (He
would have liked to conduct the Eighth.
*Felix Weingartner (1863-1942), Austrian condutor, composer, and author. (See Bruckner to Felix
Weicgartner, October 2, 1890.
^ Brackaer mens walking time: the time that it takes to walk from Ansfelden to St. Florian.
^ Simon Seoliter (1788-1867), renowned Austrian theorist, composer, conductor, and organist. His most
outstanding theory student was Bruckner; Schubert had one lesson from Sechter before the former died.
Others who studied with Mm were Vieuxtemps, Nottebohm, PoM, Vesque von Puttlingen, Thalberg,
Umiauf, and the post Griilparzer. It was said of Sediter that he never let a day go by without composing a
fugue; in all, he w'rots over 8000 pieces.
Symphony No. S in C minor.
^ Musikvsriag B. Schott’s Sohns, publishing house is Mainz, estabtished by Bernhard Schott in 1770.
®Symphony ia E Major.
’ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of intemationai acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
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Incipit: Da icli seit langem Hals...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 235 (p. 241).
Graftinger, Letter No. 118 (pp. 131-132).
Gollerich, IV-3 (pp. 139-140, fragment).
Wagner, M., (p. 295).
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141. Felix WeingartnerJ" Mannheim, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Mannheiiii, March 20,1891

Very Honored Herr Bruckner!
Yesterday I held the first rehearsal of your Eighth Symphony^ with the orchestra.
First, the strings alone; then [with the] winds. The impact [of the] sound will be
powerful.
At all events, with your iostrumentation, you had in mind the strong Viennese
string section. As for us, the large wind section stifles the moderate string section; and I
beg of you to be permitted to take out the woodwind and hom doublings in a few spots.
Rest assured that I will make these [deletions] expertly, in the most artistic manner—
necessary only [in the case of] a weaker string section—and perhaps imperceptible even
to you.
I would be very thankful if you would be good enough to pass on to me a few
biographical notes about yourself; I want them for an introduction published in the local
newspapers.
Since the St. Matthew Passion is on Good Friday the 27* I had to postpone the
seventh Academy Concert until April 2 (Thursday), which, as I have already written to
you, [will] have absolutely no affect on [your] visit, because these Academy Concerts are
completely sold out from [the] beginning of the season on.
Will I have the pleasure of seeing you here?
Please write a few lines to your sincere admirer,
Felix Weingartner
Incipit: Gestem Melt ich die ersten Proben mit Orchester...
Source: Auer, Felix Weingartner Letter No. 1 (pp. 368-369).

^Felix Weiagartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Bruckner to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
^ Symphony in C minor. Symphonies No. 1 and 2 are also in C minor.
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142. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to August Golleiicli,^ Weis

St. Florian, March 27,1891

Highly Honored Herr Director!
I do not know from where the nice letter of my noble patron and defender came.
All the same, Weis will shortly have a Joyous time.^
On Easter Sunday, I am playing the organ in Linz for the Bishop’s Pontifical
Mass; then [I] am returning to St. Florian where I will stay through Saturday, in order to
take a rest, particularly since I am continually suffering from throat and stomach
[problems].
[I] wish you [a] good holiday and [a] good rest!
Yours,
Brackner
Many heartfelt thanks.
April 2, in Maimheim, the Eighth Symphony;^ H. Richter,'^ in London, the Third
Symphony.
Incipit: Woher das liebe Schreiben...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 236 (p. 242).

‘ August Golisiici (1859-1923), Bnicknsr’s official biograplier. (Ses Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7,
1885.)
^ Since Bruckner was so humble, this may have been an attempt at humor.
^ Symphony in C minor; Symphonies No. 1 and 2 are also in C minor.
^ Haas Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungariaa conductor of international fame. (See Bruckner to Baron
Haas voa Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
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143. Aiitoii Bmckner, St. Florian, to Karl Waideck,^ Linz

St. Florian, March 27,1891

Dear Friend!
In advance, I thank you very much for your trouble. By this time, I am at St.
Florian; and [on] Sunday will come to the Cannon' in good time for the High Mass.^
Can you perhaps let the most reverent Bishop know through the valet; that, I beg
of you.
I believe [that I] should introduce myself right after the high mass.
[Please] do not be angry over the many inconveniences on my behalf.
Until I joyfully see you again, [I remain]
Yours,
Brackner
Incipit: Voriaufig danke ich Dir sehr...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 237 (p. 242).
Graftinger, Letter No. 113 (p. 127).

Kai! Waldeck (1841-1905), student of Bmckner; from 1868 to 1900, organist who followed Bruckner at
the tinzer Dora- und Stadtpfairkirche. From 1890, he was Kapelimeister there.
^ The “Kanone” was the name of a restaurant or inn which Brackner and Ms friends frequented.
^ On Easter Sunday, Brackaer was to play at Mgh mass in Linz.
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144, Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Count Fttrstenberg,' Ems

St. Florian, March 31,1891

Noble Count Fflrstenberg!
I am inexpressibly sony that Your Lordship troubled himself to no purpose on my
account, [by] coming to St. Florian [Monastery] at that time, because I was in Linz.^
Dr. Boiler^ told me that your Lordship has received five hundred Gulden for me
for safe keeping. Would not Your Lordship graciously permit me to come to Enns, and
to ask kindly for [the] surrender of this 500 Viennese Florins to me, since I still need
money now. Saturday; I am returning to Vienna.
Requesting your gracious answer, I [remain], with deepest respect
Yours most submissively,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Unaussprechlich Leid that es mir...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 238 (p. 243).

^ Landgraf Viazenz Egon zu Furstenberg (1847-1896), Royal and Imperiai Cliainberlain in charge of public
finance and administration for the district of the Black Forest and the Swabian Uplands. As a member of the
Consoiti'am, the Landgraf wanted Brackaer to be assigned a fixed salary for Ms work as organist at St.
Florian Monastery. If enacted, Bruckner would no longer have had to give private lessons.
^ Brackner had become organist at the “Old” Cathedral ia Linz, where his image and acknowledgement can
still be seen, cut in has relief, on the right outside wall of the edifice.
^ Viktor Boiler (1853-1904), judge at the Austrian Court of Appeals; iirom 1884 to 1893, he was chairmaa
of the Wiener Akademisdier Richard Wagner Verein.
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145. ABton Bruckner, Viema, to Count Furstenberg,^ Enns

St. Florian, April 1, 1891

Noble Herr Landgraf!
Obeying Your gracious order, I am thus free to visit Your Lordship a week from
Thursday^ at four o’clock in the afternoon.
With deepest respect, [I remain]
Indebtedly,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Hirer Gnadigen Eriaubniss...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 239 (p. 243).

* Landgraf Viazenz Egon zu Furstenberg (1S47-1§9.6), Royal and Imperial Cliamberiain in cJiarge of public
finance and administration for the district beri»eea the Black Forest and the Swabiaa Uplands. He knew
Bmckner very well. (See Bmckner to Landgraf Yinzenz Egon zu Fiirstenberg, March 31,1891.)
^ This is correct dating because April 2, 1891, was a Tlnirsday.
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146. Felix Weingartaer," Mannieim, to Anton Bmckner, Vienna

Mannheim, A*pril 9,1891

Honorable Herr Bruckner!
You are not going to believe what sincere regret I feel that I can no longer
perform your symphony. The summons to Berlin came so unexpectedly, and the change
of my situation so abruptly, that I was not able to conduct even one more of the
subscription concerts, but had to leave them to my successor. In the theater, I will now
be made use of, so that I have to conduct every other day; and for me, too little time
remains [for] preparation for the concerts. A work such as yours can be performed well
only through the most amply numerous rehearsals. No more would I have been able to
rehearse it. On top of that comes the fact that in the military band, from which we
received our supplemental musicians, new players have been engaged for the tubas; [and
they] are not proficient on the instruments. I had already held three special rehearsals
with the four tubists for your symphony without being able to obtain a reasonable
sound. In my despair, I had informed you already, via telegraph, in Vienna; but you had
already left, which was proven by your letter from St. Florian, which arrived the next day.
My consolation is this: that your work, by our little string section (we have only eight first
violins), would not have made enough [of] the desired impact, and [that] this would be
achieved elsewhere in a better performance.
Accept the assurance of my greatest esteem for your genius, dear Herr Brackner,
and that I will as soon as possible do a performance of one of your works in Berlin.
Don’t be angry with me. It was not I but outside circumstances that have prevented a
performance of your symphony.
Accept the assurances of my great admiration.
Devotedly,
Weingartner
Inciipit: Sis glauben nicht, welch aufrichtiges Bedauem...
Source: Auer, Felix Weingartner Letter No. 2 (pp. 369-370).

^Felix Weingartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Bruckner to Felk
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
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147. Aflton Brackner, Vienna, to Count Furstenberg/ Ems

Vienna, April 15,1891

Noble Heir Landgraf!
Your kindness, for which I already am so much indebted, made me very happy of
late with 500 Viennese Florins, which Attorney Kogerer delivered to me. I thank Your
Lordship from the bottom of my heart and beg for further kindness.
At present—rehearsals: May 31of Ye Deum [in] Berlin at the Musikfest.
With expression [of] deepest respect and most heartfelt thanks, I remain
Most gratefully yours,
Anton Brackner
Incipit: Ihxe Huld, der ich schon so viel verdanke,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 241 (p. 244).
Muckenschnabei, Bruckner Symposion 1978 (p. 60).

^ Laciigraf Vinzesz Egos zu Furstsaberg (1S47-1896), Royai aad Imperial Chamberlain ia charge of public
finance and administratioa for the district between the Black Forest and the Swabian Uplands. He knew
Bruckner very well. (See Bruckner to Landgraf Viazenz Egon zu Fiirsteaberg, M archSl, 1891.)
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148. Hermam Levi,^ Munich, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Municli, April 19,1891

Honored Friend!
That your Eighth Symphony" was not performed in Mannheim was to me a huge
disappointment. Weingartner^ repeatedly assured me that it would be played on March
26, and I had already appropriated vacation for that day. It seems that Weingartner,
through being called to Berlin, became a bit confused [particularly since] he lacked the
needed peace and concentration,—^which is, indeed, perfectly imderstandabis. That falls
in line, of course, with your usual—misfortune!! This I ask you; whatever concerns the
copying costs, [should] it [not be] left to me? Already earlier, I asked Weingartner to
send the invoice to me; he answered me, however, under the date of February 8: “I am
not permitted to let either you or Bruckner pay for the copying costs because a local
association has voluntarily made available to me 300 Marks specifically for this concert.”
Now I will send the money directly to Mannheim. Weingartner writes to me [saying that]
Richter'* will perform the Eighth in London.—Is that so?
The parts of your Fourth Symphony^ will be delivered to Gutmarm® tomorrow.—
The Ochs^ Choir is supposed to be very good, the director [is] an intelligent and gifted
young man.
lam in the midst of rehearsal for Peter Cornelius’s^ opera “El Cid,” which [gives]
me great joy but also makes me much work. The performance is [scheduled for] next

' Herniarai Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Bmckner to Dr. Wdhsimus Ludovicos
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^ Symphony in C-minor. Symphonies 1 and 2 are also in C-minor.
^ Felix Weingartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Brackner to Felk
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
^Symphony in E-flat Major.
®Albert J. Gutmaxm (d.l914), publisher and concert agent in Vienna. Bruckner’s Fourth and Seventh
Symphonies were first published by Gutmann.
’ Siegfried Ochs (1858-1929), German chorus master and composer, although he did not ieam to play the
piano iintii he was a university student. In 1920, he assumed the position of director of the oratorio
department at the Berlin Hochschuie. (See Bruckner to Siegfried Ochs, June 26, 1891.)
®(Carl August) Peter Cornelius (1824-1874), German composer of operas, lieder, songs, and choral works.
He also taught theory and harmony, as well as metrics and poetics, at Munich’s Royal School of Music; his
writings on music appeared in the weM-known newspapers of the day. Although Cornelius belonged to the
Wagner drcie,—and indeed Wagner had helped him along—he was never a blind partisan; he remained trae
to Mmseif. Some of Ms works have survived; for example, the operas The Barber o f Baghdad and El Cid
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Tuesday—[only] the second in 25 years! [On] the public at large, the work will descend
heavily; but [on a] selected few, a deep impression will surely [be] made.
Greeting you [with] honor and friendship, [I remaiii,]
Yours devotedly,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Dass Hire 8te Sinfonie in Mannheim...
Source: Auer, Hennanii Levi Letter No. 12 (pp.324-325).
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149. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Karoline Weilnbock,^ NeufeMen

Vienna, April 21, 1891

HigMy Esteemed Fraulein!
Finally, I come to settle my prolonged debt. Why so late—once by word of
mouth. How often I contemplate the beautiful picture o f “my dear replacement. ” How
often I think of the wonderful hours which you sacrificed all day for me!
Thanks again for them!
Most cordial greetings to your brother and sister; likewise to your aunt and those
who know me and know about me.
To be able to see you again [would mean] happiness; in the meantime, your friend
kisses your little hand, very [sincerely].
Yours,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Endlich komme ich, meine lange Schuld abzutragen.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 240 (p. 244).

^y arpljnfi Wcilrfjock, daughter of Josefine Lang, (1844-1930), the recognized poetess, and Joseph
Weiinbock (1836-1889), a merchant. Bruckner had once proposed to Josefine Lang, but she married Herr
Weiinbock in 1870. The physical likeness of Fraiilein Weilnbdck to that of her mother caused Brackner to
refer to her as “my dear replacsment.”
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150. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to August Goilerich,^ Ntmberg

Viema, May 11,1891

Most Intimate Friend!
Thank you^ very much for your splendid picture! The lovely women of'Numberg
will be crazy! Can you obtain a very brief poem written by Archduchess Valerie"? If
possible, I would set it to music for your Ladies’ Chorus. I hope to see you in Berlin. It
goes without saying that you are my appointed biographer. In all love and enthusiasm,
ig you for everything, [I remain]
Yours,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Danke Dir sehr fur Dein herrliches Bild.
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 242 (p. 245).
Gdllerich, I (p. 33) (fragment).

^ August Gollericli (1S59-I923), pianist, coaductor, teacher, and music editor. (See Brackaer to Felix
Mottl, June 7, 1885.)
^ It was just this year that Brackaer began to address Gollerich as “du.” In a letter to Mm, dated January 1,
1891, Bruckner still says “Sie,” although the letter begins, “I greet you and Mss you a thousand timesl” A
March letter gives no clue because no “you” pronoun is present.
" Marie Valerie (1868-1924), Archduchess of Austria; daughter of Emperor Franz Josef (1830-1916) and
Elisabeth of Bavaria (1837-1898). Marie Valerie, most often referred to simply as Valerie, married
Francisco Salvator, Archduke of Tuscany.
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151. Siegfrie-d Ochs,^ Berlin, to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Potsdamer Strasse, No. 122a
Berlin W., May 21, 1891

Highly Honored Professor!
Through the Chairman of our Association, Dr. Stemfeld,^ I received the welcome
news that you will honor [us] with your presence on the occasion of the performance of
your Te Deum, at the forthcoming music festival, and in particular at our conceit. Now,
on this occasion, I will not neglect to ask you to arrange to arrive here early, if possible,
to attend the last choral rehearsal preceding the general rehearsal on Thursday the 28**^ of
May; and your desires, relating in particular to the execution of the tempi and dynamic
nuances, can be communicated on this occasion. Of course, time for evaluation is so
limited in the general rehearsal that, if you still want changes, we would be very much in
a tight spot.
I would be obliged to thank you profusely if you would apprise me [of] the exact
time of your arrival—by retum post, or possibly by telegram. I hope that our
performance will give you joy; at all events, my choir and I have spared no effort to
produce the work to the best of our abilities.
I remain
Yours very devotedly,
Siegfried Ochs
Incipit: Durch den Vorsitzenden unseres Vereins,...
Source: Auer, Siegfried Ochs Letter No. 1 (pp. 340-341),

^Siegfried Ochs (1859-1929), German chorus master and composer. While studjdng chemistry at
Heidelberg, he learned to play the piano. In 1877, he moved to Berlin to study at the Hochschuie fur Mmik
where he studied with Joachim and others. After he was dismissed, he studied privately. In 1882, he
founded a choral society wMch was absorbed by ths HochschMk, where he became director of the oratorio
department. He gave the first Berlin performances of the Te Deum.
^ Dr. Richard Stenrfeld was President of the Philharmonic Chorus of Berfin. He worked with Siegfried
Ochs.
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152. Antoa Brucloier, Vienna, to Ricliard Stemfeid,' Berlin

Vienna, May 21,1891

Right Honorable Sir!
My thanks for the good news. Friday the 29*, I am going to be in Berlin with a
friend Please, where will the rehearsal be and at what time? Also, forgive this
inconvenience. Sincere compliments to the conductor,
With respect,
A. Bruckner
I Hessgasse 7
Incipit: Meinen Dank fur die giitige Mittheilimg.
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 244 (p. 246).
Graflinger, Letter No. 103 (p. 119).

*Dr. Richard Sterafeld was President of the PMiharmonic Chorus of Berlin, He worked with conductor
Siegfried Ochs.
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153. Anton Brackner, Viema, to Theodor

Vienna

Vienna, June 12,1891

Right Honorable Herr Doctor!
Having just returned from Berlin, I permit myself to ask you to put together a few
words from the enclosed reviews, and even the best from your celebrated newspaper. All
of the Berlin papers pass very good judgements; nothing unfavorable.—That was never
the case. Tappert^ and Lehmann,^ wonderful.
The jubilation at the reception after the final choir rehearsal and at the general
rehearsal: marvelous—at the end also, trumpets and timpani.
However, the jubilation after the concert defies description; most of the notables
came to me, and [they] congratulated me so [much that] I had to remain on the podium
for a long, long time thanking them.
Next winter, the Te Deum will be performed again in Berlin, and one or two [of
my] symphonies; likewise, in Dresden, Stuttgart, etc. Christiania^ came eight days
earlier.
Von Billow^ recommended the Te Deum for performance, brought my photograph
to conductor Siegfried Ochs® (who led the orchestra in a masterful performance of the
work), and called the work excellent.
The laurel wreath has just arrived. A giant!
Thanks you very much for your benevolence. My thanks in advance!
Very respectfully, I request that the newspapers be returned post festum. ^

^Theodor Heim (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music and critic for the Vienna Hems Fremdenblatt and
later the Deutsche leiiung. (See Bruckner to Theodor Helm, June 19, 1885.)
^ Wilhelm Tappert (1830-1907), music editor for the Allgemeine deutsche Musikzeitmg, music theorist, and
author living in Berlin. As a fellow Wagnerite, Brackner was delighted to meet him in Bayreuth and
considered Ms critical writings to be of signficant value.
^ T.fihtnann Undoubtedly another music critic but not identifiable in any of the sources consulted. He is
mentioned ia only one other letter.
Ciiristiania is the old name for the city of Oslo, Norway.
^ Hans voa Bijiow (1830-1894), German conductor and pianist. It was common knowledge that formerly
von Bulow had felt hostile toward Bruckasr and Ms music.
®Siegfried Odis (1858-1929), German choras master and composer, although he did not ieam to play the
piano
he was a university student. Having moved to Beriin in 1877, he founded his own choral society
in 1882, wMch became known as the Philharmonic Choir during the 1887-S8 season and eventually grew to
over 400 membsrs. Ia 1920, it dissolved for financial reasons; but its members were largely absorbed by the
choir of the Hochschuie where Ochs had assumed the position of director of the oratorio depaftment. Voa
Billow admired the w'ork of Ochs and sometiiiies conducted the choir Mmseif.
Postfestum, Latin. M e r the feast or festival. Bmckner may be referring to the music festival in Germany;
or he may simply mean “as soon as possible”; or both.
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Most grateMly yours,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Eben von Berlin zurflckgekehrt erlaube ich...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 245 (pp. 246-247).
Graflinger, Letter No. 31 (pp. 39-40).
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154. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Prof. Bernhard Denbler,^ St. Florian.

Vienna, June 14,1891

Most Venerable Herr Professor!
Sincerest thanks for your utmost kind-[hearted] letter, through which I perceive
myself very honored. Berlin—most incredibly—is again going to present the Te Dewn
this winter (even the Imperial Couple is supposed to appear) and one or two o f my
symphonies; von Bulow has recommended the Te Deum.
Thus, also in Dresden, Stuttgart, Christiania," and other places. In London, the D
minor Symphony will now be performed.
My brother, as he writes to me, has been afflicted with influenza for a week.
Might I not request the most venerable Herr Professor—on my account—to
arrange [for] a replacement and doctor for him, because this imidious disease, when it is
neglected, often leaves behind bitter consequences.
Again, very much pleading, with thanks in advance and deep respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Innigsten Dank fur Ihr ausserst liebvolles Schreiben,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 246 (p. 247).
Graflinger, Letter No. 14 (p. 25).

' Prof. Bernhard Deubler (1842-1907), priest and Choir Director at St. Fiorian, Professor of Theology,
consultaat, and fiiesd to Brackner. (See Bruckner to Ignaz Bruckner, Fsbruaiv 27, 1885.)
^ The old name for Oslo, Norway.
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155. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Theodor Hslm,^ Vieima

Vienna, June 15,1891

Right Honorable Herr Doktor!
Your noble High-mindedness has caused me the greatest pleasure, please]
receive my heartfelt thanks for that reason.
Herr Doktor! Be and remain, as I perceive, my greatest patron. Therefore, once
more: three cheers to the close of spring.
(It will follow.^)
A. Brackner
Jncipit: Hir hoher Edelmuth hat mir...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 248 (pp. 248-249).
Graflinger, Letter No. 32 (pp. 40-42).

' Theodor Helm (1S43-1920), Austrian writer on music, critic, and professor; one of Bruckner’s first
admirers. ( See Bruckner to Theodor Helm, June 19, 1885.)
^ A package of Bruckner’s favorite wine (Klostemeuburger Convent) arrived shortly. Professor Helm bad
to accept the the gift because Bruckner’s feelings would have been hurt if Heim had not. There was,
however, the matter of a fee which had to be paid by the recipient.
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156. Siegfried Ochs,* Berlin, to Antoa Bruckner, Vieima

Berlin, Jmie 15,1891

Highly Honored Professor!
Here in Berlin, the firm of Raabe and Plothow,^ which has a very good reputation
as a publisher, would be willing to publish your Eighth Symphony—together with editing
the piano reduction—for a subsidy of 1200 Florins. If the relevant arrangement is
acceptable, please write to the firm [at] Pottsdam Strasse 7a, Berlin W., by return mail
with regard to the matter. I will gladly be ready to watch over and take care of
everything in your [best] interest.
Perhaps I may expect your scores, promised by Herr von Oberleithner,'’ [to come]
to me soon; it is very important to me to receive the same as fast as possible.
Also, the pictures that you so graciously promised us will be longingly anticipated
from the presumed owner. Frau Emilie Herzog, Fraulein Cacilie Kloppenburg, [and]
Herr Joseph Mddlinger'^ have requested the same with a few words of dedication; and, in
the end, even I am sufficiently unassuming to join this long line myself. We really want
to have a token [of] remembrance [from] the splendid time [for] which we are indebted
to your work and to your being here. The following personages have requested me to
deliver to you their most respectful greetings: Herr Otto Lessmann, Herr Dr. Stemfeld,
Herr 0. Eichberg, Herr Hermann Wolff, my wife, Frau Herzog, and Herr Dr. Reinmaim.^
[I] join these with the best compliments to you.
Yours most devotedly and respectfully,
Siegfried Ochs
Incipit: Die Firma Raabe raid Plothow dahier,...
Source: Auer, Siegfried Ochs Letter No. 2 (pp. 341-342).

^ Siegfried Ochs (1858-1929), German chorus master and composer. (See Brackner to Theodor Helm, June
12, 1891.)
^ An old, firmly sstabfished, and very reputable publishing house in Berlin. Ochs had gathered information
regarding possible publication of Bruckner’s Symphony No. 8 in C minor. Here, he was offering to oversee
the project. Josef Schaik was also a primary mover in seeing to its publication.
^ Max von Oberleithner (1868-1935), conductor and composer who studied at the University of Vienna.
Felix Mottl advised him to become a private student of Bruckner. In gratitude, he was instnimental in
having Bruckner’s Mass in D minor published. (See Bruckner to Siegfiied Ochs, February 3, 1891.)
These three people had experienced Bruckner’s music and supported it; each wanted Ms picture with a
dedication and autograph.
^ These people were friends, associates, and “fans” of Brackner.
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157. Aaton Bruckner, Vienna, to Anton von Oelzelt,^ Vienna

Vienna, June 15, 1891

Right Honorable Herr von Oelzeit, Patron and Knight!
About a week after your noble name day, I beg to request your deepest pardon, [in
addition] to laying most fervent thanks—filled with congratulations—at your feet! May
God, Himself, repay all of the innumerable good things that Your Honor has [so] kindly
done [for] me since 1877, through truly speedy fulfillment of all of your desires! I pray
regularly about this; may God grant my [requests]!
I have just returned from Berlin where my Te Deum was performed with
indescribable success; Berliners—all, it seems—are very much disposed [toward] my
[music]. In the winter, the performance will be repeated and, in addition, more than one
of my symphonies. The same, also, in Dresden, Stuttgart, etc.
With the expression of deepest thanks and respect, I kiss the hand of your
gracious wife—and, if you permit me, your own, as well.
Your admiring servant,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Infra octavam Ihres hohen Namensfestes...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 247 (p. 148).

' Antoa Oelzslt Bitter voa Newn {iS54-!925}, pMosopfasr and Bruckner’s landlord, wlio charged Mm a
very modest rental fee from 1877 to 1895 for Ms lodgings at Hessgasse 7. He had become ^quainted with
Bracicner through Brackner’s university lectures.
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158. Hermann Levi,* Municla, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Munich, June 16,1891

Honored Friend!
Forgive me for not canying out your wish immediately! I am not sure where to
begin. If the University or a friend of yours called upon me in such a way, it would be
another thing- but [for me] to write an assessment [of| your work, and your significance,
for yourself: that seems hardly possible. Should it be done in letter form—or in the style
of a “testimonial”—(the first is more likely...)? Could you not call forth a friend of
yours to appeal to me? Or could you request someone [in your] circle at the University
to write to me? The answer to your wish would then follow, as I do not need to assure
you! I hope that you will not interpret this as ungracious or that I am not fulfilling your
wish...! The day after tomorrow [Friday], I am traveling to Bayreuth in the momingl
Just write to me there (without a more specific address). I will then answer you
immediately!—Many thanks for your news from Berlin! Next year the Congress of
Musicians will meet here. And, naturally, I am going to conduct [your] Seventh or
Eighth at that time!
With friendly greetings, [I remain]
Faithfully [and] devotedly yours,
Hermann Levi
Incipit: Verzeihen Sie, dass ich, Ihren Wunsch...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 249 (pp. 249-250).

‘ Hermann Levi (1339-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Brackner to Dr. Wilheimus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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159. Anton Bruckaer, Viema, to Siegfried Ochs,^ Berlin

Vienna, June 26, 1891

WonderM Conductor!
Above all, [and] once more, in [the] deepest feeling of my heart, my thanfe-s for
the highly brilliant rendering of my Te Dewn, as [well] as for the excellent effort [put
forth] toward the thorough learning [of the work], which resulted in a never[-before]
achieved level.
Also, for my masterful, dearest beloved choir, I ask you [very] much to give
members my sincerest thanks and heartfelt greetings. Still today I hear the of the “Tu
Rex gloriae, ” etc.
Nevermore will I hear my work [performed] like that.
Right Honorable Sir, I will remain, through your genius, elevated high—very high
overhead and [will] see symphonies conducted in a manner, [at] which the world will be
admiringly astounded. You have, of course, the ideal Meister Hans von Bulow^ at your
side. Since 1865,1 have never again heard the woodwinds in the Prelude to Tristan so
wonderfully [done]!
I should perhaps fear that it will be considered presumptuous o f me when I openly
request you to convey my fullest admiration and deepest respect!?
N.B. I intend to secure the [publishing] firm of Raabe for myself.
To Herr Otto Lehmann, Dr. Stemfeld (our very dear praeses), Herr Dr. Reimarm,
Otto Eichberg, Hermann Wolff, Herr Herzog, etc., deepest compliments. To your
gracious wife, the gracious Frau Wolff, and to the Fraulein, as to all of the ladies in the
circle, my handkiss.^ To the little prince, a kiss.
Has Herr von Lestmann'^ written yet? Also, Fritsch’s Musik-Zeitung^ in Leipzig is
supposed to have written very well I am indebted to you, for [there] was no unfavorable
review in Berlin. [May] unending thanks, replete with admiration, be brought to Herr
Direktor [once] again. Tnree cheers!
* Siegfried Ochs (1858-1929), German chorus master and composer. Having learned to play the piano while
studying chemistry at Heidelberg, he SMhered his music studies at the Hochscfaule in Berlin, studying
privately after his dismissal. He founded a choral society which began with eleven members and grew to be
over 400. It was absorbed by the Hochschule where Ochs had become director of the oratorio department.
He gave the first performance of Bruckner’s Te Deum and works by Hugo Wolf (1 §60-1903). Of Ms own
opera, choral works, and many songs, nothing survives; but there is a humorous set of piano variations on
kommt ein Vogerl geflogen " Noted for Ms care in rehearsal, musiciaasMp, and sense of style, he
conducted the first ScMtz work ever recorded (1928).
^ Hans von Bulow (1830-1894), German conductor aad composer. (See Brackner to August Gfillerich,
M y 7, 1885.)
^ Dr. (Richard) Stemhold was President of the PMhaimonic Chorus of Berlin; (Otto) Lshmann was a critic.
Herr von Lestinasn is Hermami Wolff voa Lestmans,
^ The Musikalisches WochenMatt was edited by Ernst Wiiheim Fritsch (1840-1920), a German Music
Pubfisher. He is also mentioned in a letter to August Goflerich, dated M y 7, 1885.
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A. Bruckner
Incipit: Vor Allem in tiefster Riliinaig...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 249 (pp. 249-250).
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160. Anton Brackner, Steyr, to Felix Weingartoer,^ Mannlieim

Town of Steyr
August 8,1891

Right Honorabie Herr Hofkapdlmeister!
Genuine heartfelt thanks for taking part in my being honored. Nevertheless, I still
have no diploma and believe that the documents from the Ministry and [the] Kaiser will
be returned [to me only after much] difficulty. Premature gossip came out in the Linzer
Volksblatt. On this occasion I once more beg your goodwill, Herr Hofkapellmeister, in
reference [to] the performances of my symphonies. You have my fullest trust I ask
please, please!
To Herr Siegfried Ochs,^ I ask most sincerely to be commended.
In Berlin the days were so beautiful for me—as at no [other] time.
N.B.: Herr Levi^ wants to conduct the Seventh or Eighth at the 1892 Musikfest.
With deepest respect,
Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Ich danke recht von Herzen fur die Theilname...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 250 (p. 250).

' Felix Weiagartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Bruckner to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
^ Siegfiied Ochs (1858-1929), German chorus master and composer. (See Brackner to Theodor Helm, June
19, 1885.)
^Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Brackner to Wilheimus Ludovicus van
Meurs, February 9,1895.)
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161. Antoa Brackner, St. Florian, to Pins Richter,^ St. Fioiian

St. Florian, August 3 0 ,1891

Right Honorable Court Kapellineister!
A thousand thanks for your great goodness; aad [I] will be sure to be at the
worship service on September 19, and the same for September 26 and 27—[when] with
immense joy I offer myself for your use.^ To you, I wish the most pleasant vacation! I
have been in residence at St. Florian since August 27. Tomoixow (August 31), [I] am
going to Vdckiabruck for a few days, then return to St. Florian; and on September 9, back
to Steyr. On September 18,1 will arrive in Vienna.
With deepest respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Danke tausendmal fur Ihre... Gute,...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 152 (p. 167).

’ Pius Richtsr (181S-1893), organist, composer, KapeUmsister. In 1867, hs succeeded Simon Seciiter
(178S-1S67) as Cathedral Organist. Sechter had been Bruckner’s counterpoint teacher. (See Bruckner to
Pius Richter, July 22, 1890.)
^ Bruckner is referring to his playing for religious services at St. Florian.
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162. Anton Bruckner,^ Vienna, to Pius Richter,^ Vienna

[c. September, 1891]

Calling Card

Anton Bruckner
K. K. Hoforganist
Lecturer at the K. K. University
Professor at the Conservatory
Knight of the Franz-Joseph Order
Written on the obverse: If you wish a piece [of music] from me today Saturday [for]
Benediction, then I ask for [your] instructions.
On the reverse side: Dear Hofkapellmeister! I have just arrived and will comply [with
your wishes concerning] my service at 8:45. With deepest respect
A. Br.
Incipit: Anton Bruckner, K. K. Hoforganist
Source: Auer, “Letter” No. 153 (p. 167).

^Bruckner had been vacationing at St. Florian Monastery.
^Pius Richter (1818-1893) organist, composer, Kapellmeister, In 1867, he succeeded Simon Sechter (18781867) as Cathedral Organist in Vienna. Sechter had been Bruckner’s counterpoint teacher from 1788 to
1867. (See Bruckner to Pius Richter, July 22, 1890.)
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163. From M im a ReiscM*. Altheini, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Altheim, September 16,1891

Dear R i^ t Honorable Herr Professor!
I very much regret not being able to accept your flattering proposal, and may you
allot this to my youth alone. Likewise, I ask you to hold no hope [for the] future.
Yours respectfully, [and] most of all.
Devotedly,
Minna ReiscM
Incipit: Es tut mir sehr leid, den mir
Source: Gollerich, Biography, Part IH (pp. 614-615).

^Miima B^siscM was ths beaiitifijl, yamg daughter of a merchant k Altheim. Bnjckaer met
her in 1891 while she was working as a maid in the home of Ida Buhz in Berlin. Brackner fel
in love with her, although he was many years her senior. (Fim Buhz objected on religious
grounds, the girl’s parents on maturity grounds.) Brackner eves visited her at the home where she
was employed; bat in 1S93, their friendship ceased. However, in 1896, she did go to visit
him St the Belvedere.
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164. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to August Gollericii,^ Numberg

yienna, October 31, 1§91

Nobie, Beloved Brother in Art and War!
I thank you and everyone who so troubled themselves to secure the arrival of the
Romantic Symphony^ with my whole heart; and I congratulate you in particular, you
noble hero of the battle won!
Forges^ in Munich wrote a year ago: “The Finale of the Romantic Symphony is
by far the weakest movement. I would have liked to pull the themes together, but it was
not possible for me [to do so] successfully”—and such chatter. I request [that] you
chastise this unhappy man; tell him how the Finale was conceived and that it did not
occur to me to make all of the themes reconcilable. The same learned man finds this
only in the Finale of the Eighth. Once again, thanks and a brother-kiss from your
Bruckner
Incipit: Dir und Allen, die sich so bemilht haben,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 251 (p. 251).

■August Gollerich (1S59-1923), pianist, conductor, teacher, music editor; Bruckner’s official biographer.
(See Brackner to Felix Mottl, June 7, 1885.)
^ Sjfmphony No. 4 in E-fiat Major.
^ Heinrich Forges (1837-1900), conductor, writer on music, and music critic for the Munich Neueste

Nachrickten.
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165. AntOH Brockaer, Vieima, to the

Linz

November 20,1891

HighlyLaiidableLiedertqfel “Frohsinn”\
From my whole heart, I am thanking my renowned, home-town‘ [singing] society
for [iti] kind participation in my agadfmic honon^ Hfffe cheersi to my beloved Brothers
in Song.
Dr. Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Ich danke meinem beriihmtem heimatiichen Vereine...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 253 (p. 252).

* T.m:?: was indeed s kind of “homsstown” for Braokaer for as extsisdsd period. Bishop Radigisr wouid sit
in the Old Cathedral and iisten to Brackner’s organ improvisation, and bis “beloved” Liedertqfel rehearsed
sans thfrti irasim fr v m soniiiifjnerstfd k bas-rtiiff os
o ittr rigiit will (in f y i d « s todty) of thi
Old Cathedral.
^ Bruckner’s last years saw the publication of most of Ms symphonies and an increasing number of
performances of Ms works. In addition, he received grants, awards, and honors, among them an honorary
doctorate from the University of Vienna. At the reception. Dr. Adolf Exner concluded Ms address with this
tribute: “I, rector magnificm,.. .bow humbly befere the former assistant teacher of Windhag.”
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166. Anton Bruckner, Vieima, to the Conceit Committee of the Vieima PMlharmonic
Society

November 25, 1891

Highly Laudible Concert Committss of the PMlharmonic Society!
[I am] deeply touched and honored by the kind interest in my academic honor
from the University,' on the part of such a highly artistic student society.^ Permit me,
herewith, to express my most sincere and warmest thanks to the laudable Committee of
the Philharmonic as well as to all the members of the Court Opera Orchestra.
With the expression of fullest admiration.
Anton Brackner
Incipit: Tief gerOhrt und geehrt...
Source: Graflinger, Letter No. 130 (pp. 140-141).

^Bruckner had received an honorary doctoral degree from the University of Vienna, on November 7, 1891,
^Fellow faculty members at Vienna Conservatory were often rude and cruel to Brackaer. Some ignored
him altogether; but generally the students loved him and Ms music.
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167. Hermann Levi/ [Vienna,] to Anton Brackner, Vieima

[c. December, 1891]

Honored Friendl
Unfortunately, I cannot see [you at this point],—In the evening I am at the
Theater, and tomorrow I travel—^but you will be hearing from me soon!
First Symphony wonderfull! It must be published and performed—but please,
please—change little, if anything—it is entirely good as it is. The instrumentation, too!
Please, please, do not retouch much!
Lowe^ performed [it] magnificently—
In haste, these few lines. Please continue to think well of me.
In sincere friendship and respectfully yours,
Levi
Incipit: Leider kann ich Sie nicht mehr sehen...
Source: Auer, Hermann Levi Letter No. 16 (p.328).

*Hermans Levi (1839-1900), distmguished German conductor. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilheimus Ludovicus
van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
^Ferdinand L6we (1865-1925), orchestral conductor and choral director active mostly in Vienna and
Munich, but appearing regularly in Budapest and Berlin.
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168. Anton Bruckner, Vienim, to Otto Kitzler,’ Brann

[c. December, 1891]

Calling Card

Prof. Anton Brackner
Honorary Doctor of Philosophy
of the Imperial Royal University of Vienna
Knight of the Franz-Joseph Order
Imperial Royal Court Organist
thanks his highly honored teacher for [his]^ sincere congratulations."
Dr. A. Bruckner
Incipit: Prof. Anton Bruckner... dankt seinem hochedien Meister...
Source: Auer, “Letter” No. 257 (p. 254).

* Otto Kitzler (1834-1915), Kapellmeister. While living in Linz, Brackner studied orchestration,
performance theory, and methods of composition with Kitzler, although Brackner felt that composition itself
could not be taught. Kitzler always felt very humble when he was recognized as one of Bruckner’s teachers.
^Kitzler would not have missed the occasion for very much in the world, but it seems that it was necessary.
Otherwise, the “thank you” would have been a little longer.
^Bruckner’s appointment as Doctor hon. causa.
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169. Anton Bruckner, Vieima, to August Gollericli,' Nwnberg

December 5 , 1891

Dearest Beloved Heir Colleague!
To see you or simply to be able to be near you is for me indescribable joy and
delight! Accordingly, away with diabolicai influences, at present and in all time to come.
You know my way of thinking now, and have for such a long time. You also know my
character.
Lies—suspicion—dissention are the weapons of my enemies! But you have
mercy upon me, you, [my] noble [friend], so extensive [a jouniey] to travel as far as
here!!!
If you come, however, naturally I will be overjoyed. (I have been [living] in
Vienna for twenty-three years.)
I entrust everything to you: [even] more [details] when you are here. My First
Symphony^ [will be performed] on the 13th of the month; on the 20th, [the] Te Deum.
[A] brotherly kiss.
Yours,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Dich zu sehen oder auch nur inDeiner Nahe...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 255 (pp. 252-253).
Gollerich, I (p. 35).

"August Gollerich (1859-1923), Bruckner’s official Biographer. (See Bruckner to Felix Mottl, June 7,
1885.)
^ Symphony in C minor.
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170. Baion Hans von Wolzogen,^ Bayreuth, to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Bayreuth, December 9,1891

Highly Honored Professor!
I cannot allow myself to pass over the day of your Testimonial Banquet without
saluting you on my part, as well, and congratulating you for the recognition you have
received from the University of Vienna.^ I sincerely regret not being able to be in Vienna
on these days, to attend the performances of your works, particularly the Te Detm. I
want the enclosed book to act on my behalf; it is a compilation of various lectures given
in Vienna, wherein I also then interwove notes—through your kindness—about your
connection to Wagner. You will find this passage on pages 28 through 29, and I have
certainly put to the test [my] rule [of never] including Wagner’s sayings that I, myself,
have not [been present] to hear.^ I believe, however, that in such a memorial booklet,
leaving out your name [would be] sinful.
With deepest respect, I remain
Yours very devotedly,
Baron H[ans] P. v[on] Wolzogen
Incipit: Den Tag IhresEhrenkommerses...
Source: Auer, Baron Hans von Wolzogen Letter No. 4 (pp. 383-384),

^Hans von Wolzogen (1848-1938), German writer on music and a librettist; Brackaer enthusiast and friend.
(See Bruckner to Baron Hans voa Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
^Brackner had recently received an honorary doctoral degree from the University. It is not surprising to
find von Wolzogen in Sayraith, for he also loved the miisic of Wagner.
^ Brackner reported that Wagner had promised to perform all of Ms symphonies. Unfortimately, Wagner
died before tMs couid come to fruition.
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171. Anton Bracicner, Vienna, to the Vienna PMlliaiiiioiiic

Vieima, December 16,1891

Highly Honored Philharaionic Society!
May I extend herewith my inexpressible thanks for the splendid rendering of my
First Symphony,^ both to Herr Hofkapellmeister Dr. Hans Richter^ and to all of the
gentlemen of the Philharmonic. In everlasting admiration—three cheers!
Dr. A. Brackner
Incipit: Fur die wimderbare Wiedergabe...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 256 (p. 253).
Graflinger, Letter No. 131 (p. 141).

* Symphony in C minor.
* Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acclaim. (See Bmckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1S85.)
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172. Anton Brackner, Vieima, to August Gollericli,^ Nftmberg

[c. Januaiy, 1892
Calling Card

Dr, Anton Bruckner

A Cheer to Frau and Herr Gollerich for the New Year!
A. Braclaier
(Signature)
Right now, I am going to Berlin.
Incipit: Hoch Frau und Herm Gollerich...
Source: Auer, “Letter” No. 258 (p. 254).

* August Gollericli (1859-1923), pianist, teacher, conductor, and writer on music; Bruckner’s official
biographer.
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173. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Hans Puchstein,^ Vienna

Vieima, Janiaary 3,1 §92

Right Honorable Siii
Hen Speidf is supposed to have written [that] the recently performed symphony
was that one which already in 1873 and 1876 came to performance. No, that was the
Second (C-minor) Symphony; this, however, although also in C minor, is the First,
composed in 1865 and newly restored throughout a full year in 1888/89; it was never
performed. This is the one about which Hans Richter^ was so enthused, as Dr. Helm'^
wrote—tales are circulating; of course, more when we can talk. Also, I am prepared to
give everyone exact information about the form. With [only] one hearing, [complete]
understanding [of the work] is an impossibility; however, the impression was still very
good. My very sincerest congratulations and heartfelt thanks for all [of the] kindnesses
received in [regard to] the New Year. I beg for further aflfection.
A Bruckner
The Harmonie (woodwinds and brass) are mostly indispensable (for keeping the
lines separate).
Incipit: Herr Speidl soil geschrieben haben,...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 259 (p. 254-255).

' Haas Puchstein, music reviewer in Vienna.
^Ludwig Speidei (1830-1906), Viennese author and music critic who did not always champion Baickaer’s
works; however, he dubbed the performancs of the String Quintet an event for musicai Vienna.
^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acdaim. (See Bmckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
* Theodor Helm (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music who became a critic. (See Brudcner to Theodor
Helm, June 19, 1885.)
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174. Siegfried Ochs,^ Berlin, to Anton Bmckner, Vienna

Berlin, January 20, 1892

Venerable Sir and Master!
Yesterday I received your Mass in D / and I cannot refrain from expressing
[my] g-eatf it enthisiiim to y « for this m a ^ ific m t w o r t Qnef mores it is [as]
grand as [if] chiseled from rock! Our choir will be delighted! Not only about the
superb composition, bat also because the memory of your presence in Berlin,
most venerable Professor, is among the most beautiful that the Association
possesses. Should a performance of the Mass somewhere else be forthcoming, I
would be exceedingly grateful for timely news o f it; I will travel there, wherever
it [may] be. And then, our turn will come, as soon as I can make it at all possible.
At present, we have in mind Liszt’s Prometheus, the Ninth Symphony,^ and probably
the Te Dewn as assignments for this winter. We will do the Te Deum in the Opera
House if it fits Weingartner’s'* frame of mind. Then, however, the Mass should be
among the first numbers for study.
With the most devoted greetings to the Chief Director,^ too, I am
Yours truly,
Siegfried Ochs
Incipit: Gestem erhieit ich Hire Messe inZ)...
Source: Auer, Siegfried Ochs Letter No. 3 (pp. 342-343).

^ Siegfiied Ochs (1858-1929), Genrna chorus master and composer. (See Bruckner to Theodor Helm, June
12, 1891.)
^ Most likely Mass No. 2 in E minor.
^ Efftheyen,

^ Felix Weingartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Brackaer to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
^Max von Oberleithner (1868-1935), private student of Bruckner at the time when this letter was written.
Oberleithner was a conductor and composer; although he wrote symphonies and Lieder, he devoted himself
niGstiy to composing operas. Ever grateaii to his former teacher, he was instrumental in the publication of
Bruckner’s M ^s in D minor and the Schalk piano reduction of the Eighth Symphony.
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175. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to Siegfiied Ochs,^ Berlin

I Hessgasse 7
Visma, Februaiy 3, 1892

Right Honorable Herr Director!
Your letter honoring me so MgMy has given me vastly indescribable joy. Hardly
a day goes by that I do not proclaiin your renown, but as such a nobly artistic and
admirably dignified character. And are you perhaps willing to hear anything conducted
by Herr Gericke^l They also liked the Te Deum very much here; however, would not the
Viennese have been astounded to have heard the same work done by you and your
beloved choir? I will never again hear it thus!!1Never but never again. Thank you,
[noble friend]. Permit me, also, the First Symphony in C minor (I have had three
[performances of it]) had great success in the Philharmonic concert. It is one of my most
difficult and best, Hans Richter^ revelled in it secretly (owing to Hanslick'^).
At first, the orchestra declared it to be the work of a madman; after that, to be
phenomenal. Hanslick writes absolutely nothing. (This symphony is difficult to
understand after [only] one hearing, but makes [a] significant impression.) My fondest
wish is and will remain eternally this; [that] you yourself, likewise, should conduct my
symphonies. For me, you are a second artistic father! Genius and character in one
person; there are no more wishes! There are more experienced conductors, [who]
promise me the blue of heaven; yet the poor Bruckner has none of it!!! Also, [it] appears
[that] Weingartner,^ himself, will try it out again, not withstanding his nice letters! Here,
someone says that Baron Btdow^ will not conduct in Berlin ever again; also, then, [good
and noble friend], take the symphony into your domain!!! Then—safe [haven] for me!

^ Siegfiied Ochs (1858-1929), German chorus master aad composer. (See Brackner to Theodor Heim, June
12, 1891.)
^Wiiheim Gericke (1845-1925), composer and conductor in Vienna. He studied with Simon Sechter and
Otto Dessoffat the Conservatory there. In 1868, he became Kapellmeister at the Stadttheater in Linz; while
there, he composed his first work, for the Liedertafel Frohsinn. In 1880, he became Kapellmeister of the
Vienna Court Opera where he remained until 1884, only to return in 1890 for five more years. From 1898
to 1906, he conducted the Boston Symphony. On February 15, 1887, he conducted Bruckner’s Seventh
Symphony in Boston, making this event one of the first Brackner performances in America.
^Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international acclaim. (See Bruckner to Hans
von Wolzogen, March 18, 1SS5.)
Eduard Hanslick (1825-1904), Viennese music critic, scholar, and civil servant. He wrote unkindly of
Bruckner’s work. (See Bmckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
’ Felix Weiagartner (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, and author. (See Bruckner to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
^Haas von Bulow (1830-1894), German conductor and pianist. (See Brackner to August Gollerich, July 7,
1885.)
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I kiss the hand of the most gracious one; to the little prince, a heartfelt kiss; to the Choir,
unmatchable in my heart, the most sincere greetings; and to you everything together.
A. Bruckner
Many compliments from Oberleithner. 7
Incipit: Eine imgeheuere, nicht zu sagende Freude...
Sovrces: Auer, Letter No. 260 (pp. 255-56).
Graflinger Letter No. 86 (pp. 95-97).

Max voa Oberieilteer (1S68-1935), conductor and composer who studied at the University of Vienna.
Upon the advice of Felix Mottl, he became a private student of Bmckner, usdoubtediy one of the best
decisions hs made in regard to his education. He acted as Iheaierkapelimeister in Tsplitz ia 1895,
advancing to the same position ia Diisseldorf in 1896; but in later years, he lived mostly in Vieima. He did
write symphonies and Lieder, but devoted himseif mostly to composing operas. Ever gratefiil to Ms former
teacher, he was iastmmestai in the publication of Bruckner’s Mass in D minor and the Schalk piano
reduction of the Eighth Symphony.
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176. Anton Brackner, Viema, to Bernhard Deabler,^ St Florian

Vienna, March 7,1892

Right Reverend, Right Honorable Professor!
I am allowing myself to send you [my] Vexilla regis. I composed it following
purely heartfelt urgings. May it find favor, pn addition], may it go well for Herr Aigner^
and the Boys’ Choir, and may they study [it] very slowlyl
With sincere respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Ich erlaube mir das “Vexilla regis”...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 262 (p. 257).

^ Prof. Bernard Deubler (1842-1907), priest and Choir Director at St. Florian, Professor of Theology,
consuitaat, and true friend to Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Ignaz Brackner, February 27, 1885.)
^ Karl Aigner (1863-1933), bookkeeper for a bank, monastery musician, and copyist.
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177. Anton Brackaer, Vienna, to Theodor Heim,' Vienna,

Vienna, March 26, 1892

Right Honorable Herr Doctor!
The Berlin Borsen Courier from March 17, writes [that] I have the right to be
performed, even if a work should be slightly or not at all pleasing, and recommended the
Fourth as very interesting, fresh, and elaborate. “ Der Michl”^ [^/c] is called the AustrianGerman and [is] certainly no joke.—Have much to do; must compose music [for] the
150* Psalm.
Deepest respect,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Der BOrsen-Courier vom 17. Marz...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 261 (pp. 256-57).
Graflinger, Letter No. 34 (pp. 42-43) (variant).

^ Theodor Helm (1843-1920), Austiiaa writer on music; critic-for the Vieima
and later
the Deutsche Zeitmg. (See Brucicner to Theodor Helm, June 19, 1885.)
^ The Fourth Syaiphony was always very dear to Bruckner’s heart; thus he gave it a nickname, {Der
dsutsche Michel is Everyman.) In this work, he became his own composer.
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178, Gustav MaMer,^ Hamburg, to Anton Bruckner, Vieima

Aimastrasse 10/ HI
Hamburg, April 16,1892

Highly Honored Master and Friend!
Finally I am so fortunate [as] to be able to write to you; I have performed a work
of yours. Yesterday (Good Friday) I conducted your magnificent and powerful Te Deum.
The participants, as well as the whole audience, were most deeply moved by the strong
composition and the genuinely sublime conception; and I experienced, at the end of the
performance, what I celebrate as the greatest triumph of a work; the audience remained
sitting silently, without stirring, and only when the conductor and the members of the
orchestra left their places, did the storm of approval burst forth.
In the performance, you have had your joy. I have rarely seen in person such
rapture at work as [I did] yesterday. As a result of the feast day, the reviews will appear
in just a few days; I will not fail to send [them] to you.—“Bruckner” has now achieved
his victorious entry into Hamburg. I sincerely shake your hand, honored Friend, and
am in the truest sense of the word.
Your Gustav Mahler
Incipit: Endlich bin ich so glucklich, Ihnen schreiben...
Source: Auer, Gustav Mahler Letter No. 2 (pp. 3293-30).

* Gustav Mahler (1860-1911), Austrian composer, operatic and symphonic conductor, chorus master,
teacher, and true friend to Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Arthur NiMsch, January 1, 1887.)
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179. Wiiheim Ziime,* Hamburg, to Afiton Brackaer, Vieima

Klub Drebahn 19,2
April 18,1892
2:00, E ^ te r

Highly Honored Herr Professor!
On Good Friday, your mighty Te Deum was performed for the first time here in
Hamburg [at] the City Theater, under Kapellmeister Mahler’s^ inspired direction. As at
the time of the premier of your Seventh Symphony, now also, in the same way, I am
sending you reviews [from] newspapers which have discussed your work, because I
understood from your letter to my unworthy self that this package was dear to you. Also,
if I never assume that one who stands as tali as a mountain over ordinary composing, an
original and fearlessly creative personality—the printer’s ink on the paper ascribed to
the work of a [master-composer]—then I believe, for all that. Honored Master, that you—
in the passing of a quarter hour [of] your precious time remaining for that which was
written—^unfortunately—^the masses form and have formed [their opinion of yourself]—
according to the small talk or even now and again seriously meant opinion of the
presumed “spiritual aristocrat” of the music world: the critic. Actually, there is only one
who plays the fool in great costume, the Biedermann in the Fremdenblatt (is otherwise
the self-same, whom the honorable Hanslick^ in the Freie Fresse cites in the discussion
of the E major Symphony,"^ with his disparaging words). One fool can make many [more
fools]! In this case is the definitive fool, an otherwise completely esteemed man. Prof. H.
Kretzschmar in Leipzig, from whose book Der Konzersaal^ the critic [for] the
Fremdenblatt, indeed! borrowed his great discoveries with almost identical wording.
I am surprised that this Kretzschmar,—whose first part of The Concert Hall is so
candid—produces sound opinions about the symphonic poems of Berlioz” and Liszt,^
[but] in mentioniiig your E major Symphony (page 294) leaves literary decency
- Wilhelm 7inne (1858-1934), critic for the Hamburg Press and (school) teacher—and a true friend to
Bruckner.
^ Gustav Mahler (1860-1911), Austrian composer, operatic and symphonic conductor, chorus master, and
teacher. (See Bruckner to Artur NiMsch, New Year’s Day, 1887.)
^ Eduard Hanslick (1825-1904), Viennese music critic, scholar, and civil servant. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
Symphony No. 7.
^ The Concert H all Prof. H. Kretzschmar of Leipzig could hardly be called a philologist; however, he was a
fine critic—in most cases—but did act understand the works of Bruckner. He touted his own opinions
loudly in his book Der Konzertsaai, later using the material is newspaper reviews.
(Louis-)Hector Berlioz (1803-1869), renowned French composer known for his originai
orchestration, and also known for his lost maid’s disguise when in pursuit of a certain English
actress.
^ Franz Liszt (1811-1886), extremely innovative and dramatic Hungarian composer, pianist, teacher, and
conductor. (See Bruckner to Felix Motti, April 17, 1885.)
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immediateiy and acts in blindness and indifference. I think, then, of the catchwords:
“caprice,” “pilgrimage on horseback,” an unheard of imitation; you know [very] well that
this book is [quite] valuable in individual passages; but due to Ms copious number of
errors (See Ms Brahms analyses.) becomes pernicious, for our designated noble [man], at
least, in our opinion!—
As I came to know from personal association with MaMer, he is a genuine
admirer of your work.® By the way, one of your students rehearsed the choir for this
[performance]; Mr. William Sichal, Choir Director at the City Theater, and from Vieima,
[where he is] acknowledged as one of the best keyboard students. Likewise, [he
performed] at the event with inspiration and conviction. During the Mozart Requiem (to
be sure), [he] performed with nervous haste, making no great impression; in your work,
he brought about breathtaking power, drawing [it] directly to a fiery choral conclusion.
The great applause was unprejudiced, sincere, and—for these reasons—
gratifying for those who have already known and revered the work.—The performance of
the work under von Bemuth’s^ conducting was cancelled, notwithstanding the project of
the singing academy, on account of lack o f understanding by committee members for
whom, at that time, your symphony went over their heads. Four years ago, I was
attempting to interest Bulow^°—it was shortly after the death of Marxsen;" on this
occasion it occurred to me—in your symphony. I believe the ill-humored visitor who
elevates Brahms^^ so high is being pressured somewhere or other. He makes much of
that which is not beautiful and is giving his wicked tongue freedom where he is not at all
informed. At all events, he interrupted my discussion of “Bruckner as symphonist” and
[made it clear that he did not want] to speak any more about it in the future.^®
A devoted admirer of your works, E. Schweitzer,'"^ thirty-four years old, died two
years ago. He had once tried to meet with you in Vienna. But at the time you were in
Steiermark. In any case, this year I am vacationing near Trieste—[in] Venice and so
forth, and we will be coming through Vienna in the middle of July. I trust that you.
Honored Master, will allow me to make your personal acquaintance for at least a
moment, on the occasion of theViennese Exhibition.
In long-lived, admiring respect and fully reverent esteem,
W. Ziime
®When Bruckner was teaching at the Conservatory, MaMer was a student there; however, Mahler
was never officially enroUed in one of Bruckner’s classes. They became friends and agreed to
meet on Friday evenings for beer, to be furnished by Bruckner, and Austrian bread, to be firmished
by Mahler, who was as poor as any student could be. Often they had only the beer.
®Julius von Bemuth (1830-1902), German conductor of the Hamburg Philharmonic and the Singakademie
conceits from 1867 to 1894.
Hans von BOlow ((1830-1894), German conductor and pianist. (See Bruckner to August GoUerich, July
7, 1885.)
“ Eduard Marxsen (1806-1887), German composer, pianist, and teacher. (See Bruckner to Wiiheim Ziime,
June 16, 1886.)
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897), German composer who lived in Vienna, and was almost forced into being
Bruckner’s rival. (See Bruckner to Dr. Wilhelmus Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
Perhaps von Biiiow had a right to be at least a bit ill-humored due to personal problems, but he did—in
the end—become a Bruckaerite.
E. Schweitzer (c.1856-1890), musician from Hamburg.
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Incipit: Am Charfreitag ist im Stadttheater...
Source: Auer, Wilhelm Ziime Letter No. 3 (pp. 387-3§9).
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180. Bracloier, Vienna, to Oddo Loidol,^ Kremsmiiiister

Lazarethgasse 18
Vienna, Austria
April 26, 1892

Reverend Sir,
To the Highly Venerable Father Oddo Loidol,
{Member of the] Benedictine House,
Of the Highly Honorable Monastery at Kremsmunster,
Upper Austria.
Highly Honored, Highly Revered Friend!
Please have the goodness to send word [of] my deepest respect to the highly
venerable Bishop, and my great joy about the invitation for Pentecost. I have never yet
been in Upper Austria for Pentecost; I am delighted [that I will] be [there]. Should I be
hindered, I will ask for postponement until the holidays. I must set the 150* Psalm for
the Musihfest in September. Otherwise, I know of nothing else. The Eighth Symphony
will be first performed in the Autumn. Te Deum—pleased enormously in Hamburg; also
in St. Louis in North America. The Liecf is going to be [very] honorably received. To
Honorable Herr R[omauld]^ many greetings.
Sincere greetings from your old friend.
Dr. A. Bruckner
F.S. To the Prior—Georg, etc.. Best Wishes!
Incipit: Wollen Hochwtlrden die Gute haben...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 263 (pp. 257-258).
Graflinger, Letter No. 60 (pp. 68-69).

^Oddo Loidoi (1842-1907), Choir Director and Professor of Taeology at St. Fiorian. (See Bruckner to
Bernhard Deubler, Jane 17, 1885.)
^Das dmtsche Lied (1892).
^ Herr Romauld was a professor at the Chapter House in Kremsmunster,
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181. Anton Bmckner, Vienna, to Oddo Loidoi,^ Kremsmiiiister

Vienna, June 1,1892

Reverend Sir [and] Highly Honored Friend!
The heat is intensive! Everyone is fleeing from Vienna. But I must thank Your
Grace most deeply—as much as it pains [me] (because I [would] with pleasure be in
Kremsmunster)—on behalf of the invitation honoring me so. My feet, particularly the
right, are swollen [so much] (by edema) [that] I am able to walk only ponderously and
cannot play the organ [at ail]. Please be informed. Your Grace, of my deepest respect
and thanks; perhaps Your Grace may permit me to pay [a] visit some time later. Please
remember me to the Reverend Chapter, especially Professor Romuald.^ Heartfelt
greetings.
Yours,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Die Hitze ist gross!
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 264 (p. 258).
Graflinger, Letter No. 61 (p. 69).

^Father Oddo Loidol, Raphael Loidol (1858-1893), priest, composer, and friend ofBrackner. {See
Bruckner to Bernard Deubler, June 11, 1885.)
^Herr Romuald was a professor at the Chapter House in Kremsmunster.
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182. Anton Bruckner, Viema, to Bernhard Deubler,^ St. Fiorian

Vienna, June 14, 1892

Reverend Sir, Right Honorable Professor!
Cheers! for the performance of the Vexilla regis;
Cheers! for the nice congratulations honoring me;
Cheers! for my noble patron!
I was really sorry that I was unable to be at St. Fiorian. Since April 2 5 ,1 [have]
been suffering from pain [and] swelling in my feet [edema], I cannot and dare not play
the organ. In particular, the right foot is distended every day.—Post molestam senect.,
etc.^—Also, I wish everything good to Herr Gruber,^ as well [as] to my brother Ignaz.'*
Tomorrow evening, the 15* at 8;00, my Fourth Symphony will be performed in concert.
Later, the Third. Perhaps the Seventh as well.
With the expression of most sincere thanks and respect,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Hoch! Fur die Auffuhnmg des Vexilla regis;
Source: Auer, Letter No. 265 (p. 259).

‘ Prof. Bernhard DsuMer (1842-1907), priest and Choir Director at St. Fiorian, Professor of Theology,
consultaat, and true fiiend to Bruckner.
^ Post molestam seneciutem, Latin; afier troublesome labor [comes] old age. This quotation is taken fi-om
the dialogue of Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-46 B.C.) entitled De semctute; also, a line from Gaudeamus

igitur.
^ Franz Gruber (1855-1933), foEowed Josef Seiberl as Stiftsorganist; composer and teacher at St. Fiorian;
also taught ia Linz.
* Brackner’s younger brother who lived in the town of St. Fiorian.
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183. Siegfried Oelis^^ Berlin, to Antoa Brackser, Vienna

Potsdamerstese 118C Perlin]
June 18,1892

Highly Honored Sir and Master!
The winter with all of its tribulations and the intensity of work has hindered me—
until today—[from] writing to you, which I should have and wanted [to do for the]
longest [time]. Just the day before yesterday the season closed for me, and I can again
think about fulfilling duties not simply of a forced [nature] but also of a pleasurable
[one]. In the first place, to such [matters] belong the preservation of the connection to
you, Highly Honored Professor.
Since I last gave you news, big things have been in the works; I am sorry to say
[that] for the present [they] are [being] stymied, but at a later time will be realized. We,
our association, were invited to give a concert in Leizpig and I had put your Te Deum on
the program. Everything was in the best running [order]. However, the people in Leipzig
would guarantee only a very small amount of the enormous cost of the event and we
could not risk the whole sum of 8000 Marks; so, the plan must be set aside for now.
Perhaps, though, it [may] still come [to pass] next winter. How I would love to direct the
work in Vienna one time! At the present time, would it not be [possible] to do it at the
exhibit? The Composers’ Convention [will] be [held] in Vienna in the autumn; they
want to [hear] Prometheus by Liszt.^ That would be, however, a fine program for one
evening—the Te Deum as the first piece! I am prepared for all rehearsals, whenever
someone merely supplies me [with] the choir and the orchestra; perhaps—through
Richter!^—you can influence Herr von Bronsart"^ to it.
[Looking] toward next winter, I have here in mind your Mass^ or a repeat
performance of the Te Deum. Wc want to perform the Berlioz Requiem, and since it lasts
only one and a quarter hours, a second work will fit in quite well.^ Tomorrow evening

^ Siegfried Ochs (lS5B-i929), German chorus master and composer. (See Bruckner to Siegfried Ochs, June
26, 1891.)
^ Franz Liszt {1811-1 S§6), Hungarian composer, pianist, and teacher of renown. At this point, Europe was
still revelling in his music; and it is not surprising that one of his tone poems would appear on the program
for a composers’ convention.
^ Hans Richter {1843-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor of international fame. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wolzogen, March 18,1885.)
* Von Bronsart would be the conductor; though not an impossible person, he was very particular about
choosing works to conduct.
' Ochs is referring to Mass No. I In D minor, an SATB setting with organ and orchestra. (See Bruckner
to Siegfried Ochs, June 26, 1891.)
This statement is inisleading because Mass Ho. 1lasts over aii hour whSe the Te Deum lasts only about
twenty minutes. The time for the Berlioz is correct, but pairing it with the Te Deum would result in a lop

sided concert.
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Weingartner comes to [see] me, and I want to work on Mm once more thoroughly on tMs
occasion, for the Eighth Symphony. Richter will conduct here, however, [for] three
concerts; could he not do one of your symphonies then? If I could do as I wanted to do, I
would perform all at the same time. I possess now the M l scores for the E, E-flat, D
minor, and the Eighth [Symphonies]. How Mind, though, are the conductors o f our
symphony concerts! That they allow such fine works to elude them! Be assured [that] I
[will] do whatcYcr I can to cause others to perform those of your works which I,
unfortunately, lack opportunity to perform.
But with the Te Deum in Vienna in [the] fall—^that would be splendid! If [a
letter] is written from Vienna to Bronsart, and a repetition of the work for the
Composers’ Convention is insisted upon, [then] if you express your wish that I should
conduct it, it will—I hope—be carried through.
Perhaps you will be interested.
In the meantime, the best from my wife and me.
Always yours in honor and admiration,
Siegfried Ochs
Incipit: Der Winter mit alien Drangsalen und der Fulle...
Source: Auer, Siegfried Ochs Letter No. 4 (pp. 343-345).

’ Felix Weingartaer (1863-1942), Austrian conductor, composer, aad author. (See Bruckner to Felix
Weingartner, October 2, 1890.)
®Ocfas is referring to Symphonies Nos. 7, 4, and 3 in this order.
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184. Anton Brockner, Yienna, to the Liedertafel “Frohsmnd^'' Linz

M y 13,1892

Telegram

The Estimable Liedertafel “Frohsinn ” in Linz
To Linz, from Vienna 26 96

5:00 P.M.

July 13

10 Words

Thanks to my dearest of all, my distinguished [singing] society, from the bottom
of my heart!
Bmckner
Incipit: Danke meinem allerliebsten,...
Source: Auer, “Letter” No. 254 (p. 252).

■Ten terse words in German do not translate to exactly tea in English.
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185. Anton Bruckner, Yienna, to E. Koch von Langentreu,^" Vieima

Vieima, M y 27,1892

Right Honorable Herr Doctor!
Thank you very much for the account from Bromarf s decree. It is a cunning
[piece of writing], by which the German gentlemen, themselves, can spread [their
influence] all the easier.^ pt refers to] a choral work from last year; but things are the
same today, and [I am usually considered] a symphonic composer. I will not so soon
again disturb the German gentlemen; indeed, this year it is my fondest wish [to remain]
in my homeland Could you give me a single hour? The Psalrn^ belongs precisely at the
closing of the festival. I beg you. Heir Director, once more [for] your intercession. If the
German gentlemen don’t want [to talk with you], then they will have to be happy with
me. In Munich, Levi‘Swanted to perform the Seventh or Eighth Symphony at this
Festival, as he wrote to me. Now I will go to the Steyr town rectory and continue my
Carlsbad Cure there. Again, [my] request.
With thanks and respect.
Dr. Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Danke sehr flir die Nachricht...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 266 (pp. 259-260).
Graflinger, Letter No. 25 (pp.33-34).
Neue Zeitung fur Musik, 84 (17).

*E. Koch von Langestrea (1839-1900), friend of Bruckner. Langentreu was well-informed served in a
position of authority, and could have considerable influence in musical circles.
^ Bruckner is referring to the Composers’ Festival which was held in Vienna under the auspices of the
Society of Composers.
^Psalm 150 in C major is the last of the Psalms in the English translation of the Douay Version of the Bible.
The title is Lmdate Domimm in sanctis, with the subtitle of “an exhortation to praise God with afl sorts of
iastmmeirts.” “Alleluia.” Brackner has scored it for Soprano, a four-voice choir, and orchestra; and it dates
from 1892.
^ Hermann Levi (1839-1900), distinguished German conductor. (See Brackner to Wilhelmus Ludovicus van
Meurs, Febraary 9, 1885.)
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186. AntoE Bmckner, Vienna, to Father Oddo Loidol,' Kremsmttnster

Steyr, August 2,1892

Most Venerable, Most Noble Friend!
To my sadness, I heard that you, the Right Reverend Father, are still sick. I want
most sincerely to beg God that He, through His divine goodness, take away this difficult
affliction and grant you [the] best [of] health! I am in Steyr, likewise [a] patient; [I] have
liver, stomach, and foot ailments (swollen feet) and must avail [myself ofl the Carlsbad
Cure. Post molestam senectutem.^
Repeating my most heartfelt wish, I ask again that you allow me to know how you
are.
Your admiring, warmest friend,
Anton Brackner
The 150* Psalm is finished.
Incipit: Zumeinem Schmerze hdrte ich,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 267 (p. 260).
Graflinger, Letter No. 62 (p. 70).

' Father Oddo Loidoi, Raffae! Loidol (1858-1893), priest, composer, sad friend of Bmckner. (See Bmckner
to Bernard Deubler, June 17, 1885.)
' T.atin; after troublesome labor [comes] old age. TMs quotation is taken from the dialogue of Marois
Tullius Cicero (106-46 B.C.) entitled De semciuie; aiso, a line from Gaudeamus igitur.
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187. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to the Liedertafel “Frohsinn

Linz

Steyr, August 2,1892

Highly Laudable Liedertafel “Frohsinn”'.
The chorus Bin Kracher (An Old Dodderer) is properly entitled Der Deutsche
Gesang [“The German Song”]. I had to set it to music for the Academics at the Salzburg
Festival. After the holidays, I will turn this over to my dear, young friends^ [who will]
bring about the desired result.
In all fondness and admiration.
Your honorary member,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Der Chor (ein Kracher)...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 268 (p. 261).

* A mfllfi singing society founded in 1845 and based in Linz. (See Bruckner to The Liedertafel “Frohsimt,”
February 2, 1886.)
^ Bruckner is referring to the members o f the “’Frohsirm.” He had become an honorary member after he left
the “Frohsinn” for the second time.
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188. Wilhelm Zinne,^ Naples, to Anton Brackner, Vienna

Naples, August 8, 1892
From the 10th: in
Birreria Cambiiiius

Dear Professor!
Most splendid greetings from the most beautiful region. So far, everything
has proceeded according to desire and schedule. Yesterday in Pompeii (the ancient city);
from there, today Vesuvius, tiring ascent in lava and ash, but the highest payoff:
remarkably majestic crater; it always roared when granular lava and steam would thrust
outward. I permitted myself to stand on the edge [of it] for a [whole] hour.—In Rome,
for eight days; there I found the most beautiful women I know. Aurelia^ herself returns
there! Naturally, I will marry only a Roman lady after all.
Heartfelt greetings.
Yours,
W. Zinne
Incipit: Schonsten Grass aus der schdnsten Gegend.
Source: Auer, Wilhelm Zinne Letter No. 5 (pp. 391-392).

' Wiiheim 7mns (1858-1934), music critic and (elemeatary-school) teacher ia Hamburg; keen enthusiast of
Bruckner’s work,
^ From the Latin, meaning golden. Hence, a beautiful lady’s name.
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189. Anton Brackner, Steyr, to Cyiill H>T3ais,' Vieima

Steyr, August 11,1892

Dear Herr Cyril!!
Enclosed [please find] ten Gulden for anticipando.^ Kindly hand them over to
Herr Gutmam^ for the exhibition. How much you ask for is your concern. Should Herr
Gutmami tell you [that] the German Music Fest does not form part of the exhibition, then
you have to inform him otherwise; namely, that the Germans are stopping by just for this
festival in Vienna. I consider this first performance as a trial [run] for the second
performance, [with my composition] appearing at the closing ceremony; the Psaim^ was
written for it.
The Singing Society must [be] as [well] prepared for it as [possible], and this
music will go even better at the end. Except I do not know [whether] Herr Gericke^ or
Hans Richter^ will undertake the Psalm. About that, I request that you find more precise
[information]; I then ask [you] to entrust him with the notes. I hope [that] the Direktor L.
Koch’ will tell you everything accurately; and [I] ask you to let me know [about] this.
Above all, [I need to know] when the last three rehearsals will be [held]; write this to me
because I want to come to Vienna to [attend] them. Once again, [I remain] sincerely
grateful.
Dr. A. Brackner
Incipit: Beiliegend zehn Gulden fur Sie...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 269 (pp. 260-261).

^ Cyrill Hyuais (1862-1913), teacher, composer, and author; fiiend to Bruckner. He became Bruckner’s
student at the suggestion of Josef Schalk (1857-1900, pianist, teacher, and author). As an intimate fiiend
and confidant, he was entrusted with the reduction of the Sixth Symphony. Furthermore, he provided for
Bruckner’s last work to be copied aad was a witness to Bruckner’s Testament.
^ Anticipando, Latin, antidpatiag. Literally, ia anticipation of the remamder of the cost, much Mke today’s
earnest money.
^ Albert J. Cjutmann (d. 1914), publisher and concert agent in Vieima. (See Bmckner to Dr. Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, Febmaiy 9, 1885.)

^ The ISO* Psalm.
^ Wilhelm Gericke (1845-1925), composer and conductor in Vieima; Kapellmeister of the Vienna Court
Opera. (See Brackaerto Siegfried Ochs, Febraary 3, 1892.)
* Hans Richter (1843-1916), Aastro-HungaiiaH conductor of istematioeM acclaim. (See Bruckner to Hans
von Wolzogen, March 18, 1885.)
’ E. Koch von Langentreu (1839-1900), friend of Bruckner. Von Langentreu was w el infomed, served in a
position of authority, and could have considerable influence in musical circles.
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190. Anton Bmckner, Steyr, to Prof. Bernhard Deubler,’ St. Fiorian

Steyr, August 18, 1892

Your Reverence, Right Honorable Professor!
Once again, [in honor ofl your noble name day, I have made bold to lay at your
feet the feelings of my heart, which consist primarily in [praying] that God may bless
Your Reverence at all times, and guard and protect you! Good health, and with it
physical and spiritual strength, toward the realization of your high calling; may He never
deny [you] well-being in any respect.
I am in Steyr with swollen feet and may not do any organ playing; on the
contrary, I require the Carlsbad Cure. In September, I must [go] to V iem a for the
German Musikfest, since, according to letters from Weimar, they want to perform my
new composition, the ISlf' Psalm.
Again and again, my most sincere wishes and with deepest respect, [I remain],
Yours devotedly,
A. Bruckner
Incipit: Zu Ihrem hohen Namensfeste erktihne ich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 270 (p. 262).

' Prof. Bernhard Deubler (1842-1907), priest and Choir Director at St. Fiorian, Professor o f Theology,
consultant, and true fiiend to Brackner. (See Brackner to Ignaz Brackner, February 27, 1885.)
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191, M ton Bruckner, Steyr, to Cyrill Hynais,^ Vienna

Steyr, August 18,1892

Most Sincere and Esteemed Herr Hynais!
Herr Gericke^ will conduct.^
First rehearsal on Monday, the fifth of September, expressly for which I shall
return to Vienna. The conductor would like very much to have a piano score. Could you
not simply write one out, just the vocal parts. If not, then I request a foil score [in order
that the work may be] learned thoroughly [and] well; and, on top of [that, for] the
accompanying rehearsal, the same; or in the most pressing case, look up Herr Lowe'* (in
the rectory) at the Trauenkirche in Ebensee,^ in mine and all of our names, [to see
whether] he may undertake this dear work. Thank you truly from my heart.
Yours,
Brackner
Incipit: H. Gericke wird dirigieren.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 271 (p. 263).

^Cyrill Hynais (1862-1913), teacher, composer, and author; friend to Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Cyrill
Hynais, August 11, 1892.)
^ Siegfried Ochs (1858-1929), German chorus master and composer. (See Bruckner to Siegfried Ochs,
February 3, 1892.)
^ Gericke was to conduct Bruckner’s newly composed ISO* Psalm at the upcoming Composers’ Fest,
which would be given under the auspices of the Society of Composers. Bruckner had been very ill with the
malady which would ultimately claim his life; but he willed himself well enough to travel to Vieima for the
last three rehearsals-and did, indeed, go.
^ Ferdinand Ldwe (1865-1925), orchestral conductor and choral director, active mostly in Vienna and
Munich, but appearing regularly in Budapest and Berlin; a former Conservatory student ofBrackner and a
friend aad staunch supporter of Ms music—^in his own way. With Bruckner’s ksowiedge, he and Franz
Schalk collaborated on a spurious score of Bruckner’s Fourth Symphony, with cuts and Wagner-like
orchestration. Although Bruckner allowed its printing, he refused to sign the printer’s copy, releasing his
own definitive version of 1880. This was neither Lowe’s only nor Ms last musical indiscretion in regard to
Bmckner.
^ Ebensee is a resort town in central Austria (south Upper Austria) on the south shore of the Trauen River
where it flows into Lake Trauea.
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192. Anton Bruckner, Steyr, to Cyrill Hynais,^ Vieima

Steyr, September 6,1892.

The second M l score is meant only for me, and [is] to be written at my expense.
Of course, it doesn’t have to be beautiM; just correct. (Otherwise copy nothing.) Think
[of it]; Herr Gericke^ wrote to me [saying that] he intends to put the Psalm^ on the &st
Gesellschqff concert program. I did not answer him. I would have believed that he
would be permitted to do that only with the permission of the Directorship. Please speak
about this with Herr Director Gutmann,^ whom I most highly recommend
My feet are much better, but are not yet healthy.
I shall thus be staying in Steyr.
Yours,
Brackner
Incipit: Die zweite Partitur ist nur fur mich...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 272 (p. 263).

^ Cyrill Hynais (1862-1913), teacher, composer, and author; mead to Bruckner. (See Bmckaer to Cyiili
H5mais, August 11, 1892.)
^ William Gericke (1845-1925), composer and conductor in Tisana. (See Brackner to Siegfried Ochs,
February 3, 1892.)
^ Bruckner’s newly composed ISO* Psaim.
^ Die Gesellsckqft der Musi]0‘emde, literally the Society of Friends of Music.
^ Albert J. Gutmann (d.l914), publisher aad conceit agent in Vienna. (See Brackner to Dr. Wilhelmus
Ludovicus van Meurs, February 9, 1885.)
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193. Aston Bruckner, Steyr, to An Unnained Lady,' Steyr

Court Church Rectory
In the City of Steyr
October 1, 1892

Highly Honored Lady!
[In] accordance [with] my promise, [please] accept my portrait. [I] beg [for] one
of you. On Wednesday, October 5 ,1 will be [coming to] Amstetten [on] the noon train,
[arriving] about 2:00 to 3:00. Shall I call on you then, first of all, or later? Please write
to me concerning this. With [a] handkiss,
Yours,
Bruckner
Incipit: Meinen Versprechen gemass empfangen mein Bild.
Source: Auer, Letter No. 273 (p. 264).

^ This unnamed lady is partiaiiy identifiabie. When Bmckner was in Steyr, he met a young giri—the
daughter of the jailor—^wliom he would visit at her home. Her parents did not object because they knew
both his personal and professional reputations. Brackner liked to sit in the garden with her and discuss Ms
music, ^ e n she went to Amstetten as a maid, he traced her through another acquaintance and wrote to her
for permission to visit. Her mistress was very approving and sanctioned his coming. Since he was between
trains, he could not stay long but was very happy to see her again.
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194. Anton Bruckner, Vienna, to Father Oddo Loidol,^ Kremsmunster

Vienna, October 18, 1892
On the 17* Day, University
Filled, Great Spectacle

Most Venerable, Most Noble Friend!
On this occasion, I am sending you the Hymn^ for the holy Mass of my dear,
young friends, whom I salute very sincerely. If the text would not be appropriate, another
could easily be written. I permit myself to send along my favorite Tantum ergo^
composed in 1868. Witt'* took care of the printing. Perform it slowly and ceremoniously.
In Steyr, I have heard it three times. I thank Right Reverend Father Georg for everything,
and I [will] advise the Director of these small matters. [To] Prof. Romuald,^ everything
beautiful. To His Grace, Father Prior, and all of the venerable gentlemen of the
monastery, my respect! and thanks!!
May these lines find you in further progression toward your recovery! With most
heartfelt greetings,
A. Brackner
N.B.: If I am not mistaken. Prof. Sebastian wanted a picture o f me.
Incipit: Hier sende ich Ihnen den Choral...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 274 (pp. 264-265).
Graflinger, Letter No. 63 (pp. 71-72).

* Fr. Oddo Loidoi (1858-1893), priest, composer, and friend of Bruckner. (See Bruckner to Prof. Bernhard
Deubler, June 17, 1885.
^ la St Angeium custodem (lam lads orto sidere). Hynm to the Guardian Angel, 1868. Text by R. KiepL
^ Written in the Phiygiaii Mode.
^ Franz Xaver Witt (1834-1888), founder of the Allgemaim Deutsche Cacilien-Vemin.
^Prof. Romuald was a resident in Kremsmunster and a special friend ofBrackner.
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195. Anton Brackner, Vienna, to the Liedertafel “Frohsinn,

Linz

Vienna, October 18, 1§92

Highly Estimable “Frohsinn”]
I have just found the only score of the desired choras,^ which is in my possession;
and I hurry to send it to the association. The tempo is slow [and] ceremonial throughout.
Please let me have one of the better scores from [the printing] as soon as possible.
With most sincere greetings [from] your honorary member.
A. Brackner
Incipit: So eben habe ich die einzige Partitur...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 275 (p. 265).

^ The “Frohsinn” was a siagii^ society in Liaz; choral societies for men were very prevaient in Germany
and Austria at this time. During Ms Linz period (the 1860’s), Bmckaer was associated with the principa!
choral society there, the “Frohsinn, ” first as a singer (second tenor) and thea as its choral director.
^ Auer cafls tMs piece Der deutsche Gesmg, but Leopold Nowak lists it as Das deutsche Lied {The New
Grove Dictionary, 1980). It is scored for male chorus and four trombones.
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196. Anton Brackner, Yienna, to the Phiihamioiiic Society/ Vienna

■ Vieima, December 21,1892

Highly Honored PMlharmonic Society!
Deeply pleased, the composer wishes to be permitted to thank, from the bottom of
Ms heart, both the Very Right Honorable Court Kapellmeister Dr. Hans Richter,^ your
admirably worthy, unsurpassed conductor; and also all [of the] members of this most
Mghly artistic music society, for the magnificent performance of my Eighth.^
Three cheers!!I
Dr. Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Tiefgeriihrt bittet der Gefertigte, es wolle...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 277 (p. 266).

^ This letter is a vaiiation of Auer Letter No. 252 (p. 251), perhaps a final version of the other letter.
^ Hans Richter (1S43-1916), Austro-Hungariaa conductor. (Ses Bmckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen,
March 18, 1885.)
3 ,
Symphony in C minor.
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197. Aiiton Bmckner, Viema, to the PMlhaxmonic Society,* Vienna

Vienna, December 21,1892

Highly Honorable Philhamioiiic Society!
Deeply pleased, the undersigned asks that it be allowed Mm [to] extend thanks,
from the very bottom of his heart, to the Court Kapellmeister: [the] Right Honorable Dr.
Hans Richter,^ your admirably esteemed conductor; as well as to all of the members of
the most noble of artistic associations for music; for the magnificent performance of his
“Eighth.”^
Three Cheers!
Dr. Anton Brackner
Incipit: Tiefgeruhrt bittet der Gefertigte,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 252 (p. 251).
Graflinger, Letter No. 132 (p. 141-142).

’ This letter is a variation of Auer Letter No. 277 (p. 266), perhaps an originai draft of the other letter.
Hans Richter (1S43-1916), Austro-Hungarian conductor. (See Bruckner to Baron Hans von Wolzogen,
18, 1885.)
^ Symphony in C minor.
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198. Anton Bmckner, St. Fiorian, to Otto Kitzler,^ Lim

St. Fiorian, December 27, 1892

Highly Respected Heir Professor and Friend!
Thank you very much for your kind participation, and [I] wish you and your
gracious lady a very Happy New Year. Also, thank you very much for your proposal with
regard to conducting the Fourth.^ Whether I am actually able to come depends on my
constantly precarious [state of] health; and the performance of one of my [own] works
always agitates me. Stay very healthy.
[My] compliments to you.
Your former student.
Dr. Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Danke recht sehr fur Deine liebe Teilnahme,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 276 (p.266).
Graflinger, Letter No. 46 (p. 55).

’ Otto Kitzler (1834-1915), Kapellmeister in Linz; from 1861 to 1863, Brackner studied orchestration and
form with him. Kitzler always felt very humble when referred to as Bruckner’s teacher.
^ The “S.omantic” Symphony in E-flat major; among Ms own works, a favorite ofBrackner.
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199, Anton Brackner, Viema, to Theodor

Vieima

Vienna, January 3,1893

Right Honorable Herr Doktor!
I have just now come back from St Fiorian, and I ask most kindly [that] you
accept, herewith, my fondest New Year’s Congratulations and my deepest, warmest
thanks in the first place for your upright, highly ingenious review and truly heroic
advocacy for my Eighth.^ God bless Your Honor for such noble effort.
We shall shout the “profit” over the land.
N.B.; Herr Doktor! In the Finale [of the Eighth Symphony] at [double letter] Zz
[in the score], ail four of the themes are united. [Please] pardon very much my bringing
[this matter] to your attention. Your articles, so wonderfully memorable, I will preserve
for myself for life.
Once again, thank you most sincerely!
With deepest respect [and] in admiration,
A. Brackner
Incipit: Soeben bin ich aus St. Fiorian...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 279 (p. 267).

' Theodor Helm (1843-1920), Austrian writer on music and critic. (See Brackner to Theodor Helm, June
19, 1885.)
Symphony in C minor.
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200. Anton Brucicner, Vienna, to Oddo Loidol,^ Kremsmunster

Vienna, January 4, 1893."

Being thanfcfiil from the bottom of my heart, I beg God above all for your health!
Alas! [if] I knew how to helpP
Dr. A. Br.

Incipit: Yom ganzen Herzen dankend,...
Sources: Auer, Letter No. 278 (p. 267).
Graflinger, Letter No. 64 (p. 72-73).

^ Father Oddo Loidoi, Raffad Loidol (1858-1893), Choir Director and Professor of Theology at St. Florian.
(See Bruckner to Bernhard Deubler, June 17, 1885.)
^ This communique may have been a tsiegram.
^ Father Loidoi died in 1893.
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201. Anton Braclmer, Vienna, to Louis Nicode/ Dresden

Vienna, January 9, 1893

Herr Nicodel
My Eighth [Symphony] is being published in Berlin, at Linau and ScMesinger (in
partnership with our Haslinger). What more can I do? On no account would I trust
myself to bother the members of the Philharmonic, who are—with Hans Richter^ and the
public— [already] enthusiastic.
In most sincere respect.
Dr. Anton Bruckner
Incipit: Meine Achte ist in Berlin...
Source: Auer, Letter No. 280 (p. 268).

^ Louis Nicode, conductor and friend of Bruckner.
^ Hans Richter (1843-1916), Austro-Hungaiian conductor of iiitemationai acclaim. (See Bruckner to Baron
Hans von Wokogen, March 18, 1885.)
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202. Minna ReiscM,^ Altheim, to Anton Bruckner, Vienna

Altheim, October 12, 1893

My Dearest Herr Doctor!
Certainly this little letter still does not bring a decisive “Yes,” yet I hope, at the
current time, to obtain consent from my parents.
[Announcements about local events follow. She is going to sing Schubert’s
“Wanderer” in a concert. She has also learned the Tantum Ergo, and it sounds very
good.]
Be delighted once again, my dear Herr Doctor, through this little note.
Yours devotedly and highly respectfully,
Minna Reischl
Incipit: Zwar bringt Dmen dieses Briefchen...
Source: Gollerich, Leben, Part III (p. 615).

A beautifiji, young ladythat BrackEer had admired. ( See Mima ReiscM to Bruckner, September 15, 1891.)
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203. Bruckner's Testament'

Testament

In the event of my demise, I affect after careM consideration the ensuing last-will
instractions;
I
I request that my mortal remains be placed in a metal coffin, in the vault under
the Monastery Church of the Lateran Rule and, to be sure, under the great organ; it shall
be free-standing inside [the vault] without being buried; and I, myself, already during my
lifetime, have obtained approval for this from the most reverend dignitaries of the abovenamed monastery, [the coffin] designated to be kept up by the monastery. My body is
also to be interred, of which beloved act of kindness Professor Paltaufhas already
declared himself to be willing; and all is arranged (first-class funeral), thereby to effect
the transport and internment in the place of rest which has been designated by me in St.
Florian in Upper Austria.

n
I prescribe that to the aforesaid monastery St. Florian the guarantee of the costs of
the upkeep of my sarcophagus, in addition to four holy Masses; to be sure, three Masses
for my birthday, the anniversary of my death, and my name day, and a fourth Mass for
my parents and my brothers and sisters, which shall be said each year; a designated sum
of money will be given.
m.
To my only heirs, my brother Ignaz Bruckner in St. Florian and my sister Rosalie
Huber [sic], (bom Bruckner), in Vdckiabruck, I convoke equal portions between them.
The aforementioned, in particular, lawfully belongs to the heirs; and in the publishing
contracts, on the part of my publishers, is covered by the stipulated promise of royalties,
hopefully more abundant, will be put aside for them in the future, because during my
lifetime, I myself have scarcely drawn upon the materia! returns from my works.

' August Gdllerich and Max Auer, Ergiazer und Herausgeber. Anton Bruckner: Sein Lebem- und
Schqffem-BiM, bandIV, 2. Teil. Regeasburg; Gustav Bosse, 1926.
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I¥.
I bequeath the original manuscripts o f my compositions as follows: the
symphonies numberiiig eight until now,— ^the ninth will, as God wishes, soon be
finished—^the large Masses, the Quintet, the Te Deum, the 150* Psalm, and the choral
work Helgoland—to the Imperial and Royal Court Library in Vienna, directorship o f the
aforementioned place most kindly to take care o f these manuscripts. At the same time,
I designate that the firm of Joseph Eberle and Company shall be authorized to borrow
from the Imperial and Royal Court Library the manuscripts o f the compositions they are
to publish, for a reasonable time, to take to press for publication. The latter shall be
obliged to place at the disposal of Messrs. Joseph Eberie and Company the aforesaid
original manuscripts as a loan for an appropriate [amount of] time.
V.

To my servant, Katharina Kachelmeier, in recognition of loyal service for many
years, which she has rendered to me, I bequeath the sum of 400 Florins. In the event that
she is still in my service at the time of my demise, she shall receive a further 300 Florins,
so that by entry of this provision, she receives a total of 700 Florins. I request that this
legacy will be paid immediately upon my death without any deductions.
VI.
I appoint Dr. Theodore Reisch, Imperial Legal Advocate in Vienna XEX,
Oberdobling, as my executor, and request the aforementioned to take care of fulfillment
of my final wishes. I have prepared the same in the presence of the witnesses signed in
their own handwriting.
Dr. Anton Bruckner, m.p.

Ferdinand Lowe, m.p as requested witness
Cyril! Hynais, m.p. as requested witness
Dr. Theodor Reisch, m.p. as requested witness
Incipit: Fur den Fall meines Ablebens treffe ich...
Source: Gollerich and Auer, Anton Bruckner: Sein Lebens- und Schaffens-Bild, Band
IV, 2 Teil (pp. 320G22).
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